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ABSTRACT

THE PROCESS OF BECOMING MULTICULTURAL:
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL INTERVIEW STUDY
OF WHITE, MIDDLE CLASS TEACHERS
MAY 1994
MARILYN BEAN BARRETT, B.A., STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
COLLEGE AT POTSDAM
M.A. T., SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
Ed. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Sonia Nieto

Multicultural education focuses on the educational experience of diverse children
who attend the nation's public schools. Statistics show that the majority of teachers in
American schools are White, middle class women. Previous research has raised the
question of whether this population of teachers can be trained to effectively teach students
of color, or can utilize strategies that engage non-traditional learners, children of the poor,
special needs and linguistic minority students.
The purpose of this qualitative study of ten White, middle-class public school
teachers was to discover how members of the dominant culture understand the concept of
multicultural education, where they learned this interpretation of the concept and how they
apply their insights to their pedagogy. The study looked for significant connections
between teachers' personal and professional lives, and their understanding of diverse
populations. By viewing teachers as people involved in a lifelong process of becoming
multicultural, the study looks for insight from classroom teachers themselves. Recent
studies demonstrate positive connections when participants are not only involved in the
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research question, but locate the source of information and interpretation among the
teachers themselves.
The methodology was phenomenological interviewing: three ninety-minute
interviews with each participant. The first interview asked participants to reconstruct their
personal background, issues related to diversity as well as events affecting their decision to
become a teacher. The second interview focused on the details of curriculum, daily
schedule, goals and pedagogy. The third interview included reflections on individual
understanding of multicultural education, connecting methodological decisions with
diversity in their classrooms.
The major finding is that teachers have individual socially-constructed ideas about
what multicultural education means, based on both professional and personal exposure to
people and perspectives from different cultural backgrounds. Other findings include the
importance of experiential education, particularly extended immersion incommunities
requiring participants adapt to different cultural and linguistic norms. Friendships with
people of different cultural backgrounds, and experience standing up to issues of injustice
were also significant. Community and professional education factors are discussed. The
final chapter summarizes participant ideas about support and training for teachers in the
lifelong process of becoming multicultural.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Why do some teachers appear to be more sensitive to cultural differences than
others? What kinds of experiences enable teachers to better appreciate children's real
potential for academic success? ...Collaborative research efforts are crucial in
focusing attention on teachers' actual experiences with students and on the factors within and beyond the classroom - that influence these experiences (Hernandez,
1992, p. 146).
Problem Statement
Public school classrooms have always been diverse. Yet today's students are more
likely to be linguistically, racially, ethnically and economically different from their teachers
(Zimpher, 1989; Zimpher & Ashbum, 1992). The statistically average public school
educator today is "a White, forty-year-old married mother of two children...not politically
active" (Feistritzer, 1983 cited in Zimpher & Ashbum, 1992, p. 41). Furthermore, today's
statistically average teacher candidate is "from a small town or suburban community who
matriculates in a college less than one hundred miles away from home and intends to return
to small town America to teach middle-income children of average intelligence in
traditionally organized schools" (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1990, cited in Zimpher & Ashbum, 1992, p. 41). "76% ... are female and 91% are White;
nearly half speak (only) English... Among the 8% who came from ...urban settings to
attend college, only 33% (consider) returning to ...cities to teach" (Zimpher, 1989; Research
about Teacher Education ID, AACTE, 1989). The vast majority of teacher education
professors as well as candidates have lower -middle class backgrounds (Lanier & Little,
1986, cited in Zimpher & Ashbum, 1992, p. 42). Zimpher's (1989) data describing teacher
candidates found young adults most of whom were the first-generation in their family to
attend college and who had had minimal travel ...and cross-cultural experiences. In the
same classrooms staffed by these teachers, a student population, presenting far greater
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social, economic, ethnic, linguistic and racial diversity than their teachers, challenges public
education to prepare them for success in a pluralistic American and global society.
Teachers from middle class, suburban backgrounds may well lack up-to-date
information about the linguistic needs, cultural background, learning style, abilities and
motivation of the individual youngsters in their classrooms. They may feel inadequate to
know where to begin when a young refugee or immigrant assigned to their class arrives
with minimal English language skills and different experiences and expectations of school.
They may struggle to comprehend varying work ethics; home environments of students may
challenge teachers' assumptions about family, lifestyle, language and culture. Sometimes,
less aware teachers may interpret different non-verbal communication styles as negative,
threatening or disruptive behavior, causing the student to be disciplined or suspended. They
may be too willing to accept as normal the low achievement of poor youth, or the low
incidence of minority students and women in math and science classes. They may let
unhelpful school policies or structures go unchallenged as beyond their ability to change.
The information they need is available. It may be presented to them through inservice workshops. It may be present in the community served by the school and from the
families of the students they teach. It may be written up in professional literature and
research. In order to act on the questions they have and the information they discover,
teachers need to understand the concepts of multicultural education, to be multicultural
educators. But where and how does this process of becoming multicultural begin? How do
individuals growing up in the dominant European American1 culture construct a
multicultural way of learning and teaching? What factors in teachers' backgrounds enable
them as professionals to make the connections and perceive their classroom, students and

1 White hereafter refers to people who are Caucasian, whose own ethnic roots come from Europe. In
general, it refers to people who are not first generation immigrants but assimilated visibly and culturally
into the "American" dominant culture. Their own heritage may be a mixture of many distinct national and
linguistic groups that have given up or lost their original languages upon learning English.
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actions from multiple perspectives? What is necessary in professional preparation and
school workplace settings to continue and nurture and support the becoming?
"Becoming multicultural" does not appear specifically in the goals of public school
teachers as they prepare for their professional careers. It is presented in many courses, as
we will examine in Chapter 2. But questions remain about the effects of such out-of-context
information:
Teacher education programs, even those redesigned on the tenets of 1980's reform, are
not powerful enough interventions in the lives of teacher candidates to help them become
effective and reflective practitioners. We have not found a training paradigm powerful
enough to significantly influence teachers' attitudes (Brown, 1992, p. 13).
Significantly there is tremendous challenge and difficulty overcoming years of
personal experience and attitudes within the dominant national culture that has provided
blinders to other ways of seeing and perceiving the world. By ignoring the developmental
process of how teachers become attuned to the needs of students different from themselves,
teacher educators are making a key assumption that teachers are able to learn how to
develop and implement a multicultural curriculum as the basis of an equitable education to all
students. Many promising efforts to develop pre-service and in-service multicultural teacher
education programs have not produced identifiable changes in the ways that teachers
construct a classroom environment that reflects diversity, or that acknowledges different
ways of knowing among their students (Faille, 1987; Bennett, Niggle & Stage, 1987; Grant
& Sleeter, 1986; Rashid, 1991; Sleeter, 1992,1993). It could be that the
main problem is that these models assume that teachers, who are predominantly White,
economically secure, and successful school achievers, will confront racism, classism
and sexism in an objective fashion...; people always frame questions and choose among
analytical frameworks from a position that reflects their own values (Sleeter, 1993, p.
38).
Teacher educators already have heard that solely academic approaches and
information about diversity are not enough (Kennedy, 1992). There is also ample evidence
that honest talk about past and present inequality and privilege based on race, class, gender
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or ability makes us uncomfortable and resistant. Nobody wants to see themselves as part of
a system of racism that has hurt some while benefitting ourselves and others (Tatum, 1992).
We need to understand what kinds of personal experiences beyond cognitive approaches are
necessary to move individuals to change perceptions of difference from "they" to "we." Do
we know what helps a person change the way she "reads" a student's behavior from an
ethnocentric, cultural deficit stance to one that tolerates and values diversity? What process
leads someone to feel empowered, energetic, and personally committed to change schools
positively in ways that lead to learning rather than marginalization or oppression, structural
racism and cultural invisibility (Williams-Dixon & Martin, 1992)?
Lack of knowledge about diversity definitely contributes to a sense of stress,
frustration and bum-out among classroom teachers (Mungo, 1985; Poplin & Weeres,
1992). When teachers in predominantly White schools experience sudden demographic
shifts, this stress may contribute to a sense of frustrations directed against the newcomers
who don't seem to be responding to tried and true teaching techniques as students have
responded in the past.

But the timing, the how, when and where to provide and present

the particular information and skills, all affect whether the information is heard or ignored.
Greater insight into how this information has become internalized for some experienced
teachers, if it has been, is what this study hopes to uncover.
Included in the problem is the confusion teachers, from dominated as well as
dominant cultural backgrounds, have about what constitutes multicultural education (Grant
& Sleeter, 1987; Montecinos, 1993; Brown, 1992). In part this is due to the fact that most
schools have only made minimal and uncontroversial changes in response to mandated
reforms (Brown, 1992). In part, it is due to the variety and confusion about 'education that
is multicultural' found amongst faculty in Schools of Education (Brown, 1992). State or
national mandates have not demonstrated that they are yet able to prepare teachers to "meet
the needs or to understand (particularly) minority ... and poor students" (Brown, 1992, pp.
6-7).
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However, on the positive side, many teachers today arc committed to new learnercentered pedagogies. If multicultural education is understood as an extra, or as only needed
in urban settings, as just one more mandate to push on to an already crowded plate of
expectations, teachers will tend to ignore directives to teach from a multicultural perspective
or feel overwhelmed at the thought of coming up with different information, materials and
activities (Kalantzis & Cope, 1981). However, if effective teaching practice for children
from "at-risk" or dominated cultures is central to multicultural education and is likewise
connected to these new, flexible, learner-centered pedagogies that are good for all students,
teachers may recognize the professional value multicultural education plays in the school
reform movement If the connection is made between empowerment and helping silenced
students as well as teachers find their voices, then teachers can reconstruct the concept of
multicultural education to be central to the lives of everyone in schools (Poplin & Weeres,
1992).
Research is needed that explores with teachers their individual personal and
professional understandings of this concept and tries to understand their expressed beliefs,
confusions and needs regarding multicultural education. Teachers need to be part of the
solution of making themselves, as well as their schools and curricula, multicultural.
Personal Interest in the Study.
I have been fascinated and drawn since childhood to learning about and from other
cultures. I am seeking to understand what actually enables an individual person who has
grown up in the dominant culture to move toward and embrace a multicultural perspective
in his or her pedagogy. This involves changing from a basic attitude towards cultures as
exotic phenomena to one of culture as worthy of respect and value. It challenges the
teacher’s role as enforcer of Anglo-centric school norms to learn how to construct an
environment in which children and their families feel validated and welcomed within a
diverse school community.
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I am a White, middle class public school teacher as well as a doctoral student in
Cultural Diversity and Curriculum Reform. I am frustrated by the distance between the
published literature on multicultural education and most teachers’ understandings of this
concept as an organizing principle in one's classroom. This is a time of high interest in
curriculum reform, and I am therefore interested in learning how multicultural education can
make vital connections with other promising teaching strategies in reading, writing, science,
math and social studies curriculum.
I am a teacher of English as a Second Language. Too often, I am made aware of the
marginalized lives linguistic minority children develop in a largely monocultural,
monolingual classroom and school. Teachers do vary in terms of interest in a child's
particular culture or personal history, but the formal and informal structures of public
schooling work against their ability to deal with 'different' children in helpful ways,
especially when getting needs met entails changing the efficient system that has been
organized around 'typical' children's needs and bureaucratic procedure that 'has always
been that way.' I see my job as working with the mainstream classroom teacher as much as
with the students whose particular first language skills require special support while
learning the language of the larger society. This has led me on this journey to study
effective multicultural teacher education methodologies.
However, instead of answers, I have come up with more questions. This study has
brought me into close contact with ten teachers in my own school district. It has also
created connections for me that don't happen easily in the work I do because I work within
several schools and provide pull-out services for most of the children I work with. The
occasional teacher who prefers specialists to work with children inside her classroom has
given me the opportunity to observe teachers who are constructing an environment where
different needs and abilities are woven into the fabric of the curriculum and class
environment This study is a major step for me in a professional search for connections
among teachers, researchers, children, families and administrators. I hope it will lead to
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mutual respect, empowerment of those whose opinions may have been silenced by their
position in an institutional hierarchy, and joy in the ability to teach and leam together for our
professional growth and benefit.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to leam what the concept of multicultural education
means to European American, middle class, male and female teachers in order to understand
what, if any, connections exist between one's personal education and experiences and one's
professional preparation in the process of becoming multicultural. Of particular interest are
three areas related to multicultural education: what White middle class teachers subjectively
understand about this term, how their knowledge base and teaching strategies related to
diversity were learned, and how they describe their own practice in relation to this
educational concept.

PefinitiQns of Key Concepts
In order to understand the frequent references to multicultural education, I introduce
the concept briefly here and more fully in Chapter 2 to put this term into a framework for
this study.
Multicultural Education. Multicultural education is a phrase with many
interpretations. For this study, I chose to listen to and try to understand the participants’
individual definitions, whether clear and articulate or confused and searching. In Chapter 2,
I summarize key characteristics associated with multicultural education from the literature of
the last two decades. In Chapter 5, definition statements from the literature are compared
with participant definitions. For the most concise definition, I find Nieto's (1992, p. 208)
descriptors of multicultural education most comprehensible:
• Multicultural education is anti-racist education.
• Multicultural education is basic education.
• Multicultural education is important for all students.
• Multicultural education is pervasive.
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• Multicultural education is education for social justice.
• Multicultural education is a process.
• Multicultural education is critical pedagogy.

Approach to the Study
Here is a brief introduction to the research methodology, along with the procedures
for selecting the site and the participants. This section is expanded on in Chapter 3.
Research Methodology
For this study, I decided I needed to listen to the voices of experienced teachers from
a wide range of classroom assignments in order to understand how the concept of
multicultural teaching was personally constructed by experienced, professional teachers. I
chose a phenomenological interview methodology in order to have a means of allowing
teachers to make complex connections between their pasts and their present understandings
of themselves and others.
Phenomenologists "study the ordinary life world; they are interested in the way
people experience their world, what it is like for them, how to best understand them"
(Tesch, 1990, p. 68). Researchers use naturalistic inquiry "as a knowledge-producing
paradigm" which requires understanding that the researcher herself is the instrument of
inquiry, the "major data collection device" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 250). This method
is utilized more for theory production than improvement of practice although the latter may
occur as a long term result.
Site Selection Decisions
I debated the relative pros and cons of choosing an appropriate site for this study.
One option was to look for a sampling of multicultural teacher 'stars', well-known in the
state or region, or perhaps recommended through the university's department of education
(see an example of a statewide study conducted by Olsen & Mullen, 1991, in California).
Another option was to seek a more generalized group of teachers sharing a common school
workplace or school district that was interested in having its multicultural program assessed.
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as O'Grady did when she researched a private-school's journey toward multiculturalism
(O'Grady, 1992) or as Poplin & Weeres (1992) did with four schools near Claremont,
California. I could also choose a typical school district in a small town or rural setting
where litde attention had been paid to multicultural education because of the perceived lack
of diversity amongst residents. I decided the latter situation would provide more
information and be more helpful in the preparation of the teachers described in the problem
statement Then I needed to decide whether it would be better to study a school in which I
would come in as a stranger, in the role of researcher, and start from scratch to learn about
the culture, politics and beliefs of the site where my sampling of teachers worked or one
where I was more likely to have the access needed to involve a range of school personnel in
making suggestions for teachers to interview and perhaps even visit the classrooms of these
participants. Ultimately, the advantages of studying my own school district were evident
given my time frame.
But even apart from the greater access and convenience, participant observation is a
useful role for a researcher. While I did not participate in any classes, I did spend a day
observing each teacher that I interviewed. I have worked with some of these teachers in the
past while supporting an English as a Second Language student. Others know me by name
or face related to my district role. A few were complete strangers. As the study got
underway, I felt more and more that my role as a colleague of sorts as well as a university
researcher was important in gaining participants' interest and trust. When they spoke of
issues in Clear Springs, I had a good idea of what they were referring to. I did not have to
learn the specialized vocabulary of the particular group of professionals I was interviewing.
As Freeman (1991) found when he researched graduate students in the program where he
also was a faculty member, an outside researcher would have had to spend four times as
long studying the group to understand the references and concepts and vocabulary that an
insider would instantly recognize and be able to decode correctly. Seidman warned that
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such a dual role could lessen objectivity on the part of the researcher, but there are benefits
as well and I feel it helped, rather than hurt, the study.
Selection of Participants
The next challenge was one of participant selection. I wanted to talk with and learn
from teachers who were not only White and middle class but also considered by
supervisors and colleagues to be effective and commendable teachers and who felt interest
and commitment to multicultural education, whatever they constructed that to mean. In
Clear Springs' schools, like those in small cities across the United States, public
institutions are becoming more diverse, but the percentages are less dramatic than in cities
where the majority of school age children are already non-European-American (Banks,
1989). I needed to devise a process that would not entail "voting" or "nomination" but
would involve soliciting recommendations of school personnel for teachers who fit certain
parameters that would be broad enough to accommodate a range of teachers' understandings
of what it means to teach from a multicultural perspective. Grant & Sleeter found at least
five different approaches 2
Access: Obstacles and Ease
For proper access, I needed to get the permission of the superintendent as well as
the cooperation of building principals and participants. My original desire for a broad-based
nominating procedure (see Chapter 3) was rejected, but the study was approved and
principals were instructed to meet with me and facilitate access to teachers. I was allowed to
ask administrators, teachers and supervisors for their opinions on a face-to-face basis, but
not in a letter or general request of all staff. For those who were nominated by several
people, I did provide a description of my study with a request for a consent form to be
signed if a teacher wished to participate. Once those papers were in hand, I met with each
teacher to negotiate time of year, day of the week and place to have the interviews.

2 single group studies, cultural differences, multiethnic studies, multicultural education and
social reconstructionist approaches (Grant & Sleeter, 1987).
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Participants
Fifteen teachers were invited to participate in this study. Ten accepted. This fit the
approximate number that I was interested in interviewing, given the time frame within which
I had to work. The participants are described in depth in Chapter 4 and are summarized in
Appendix A.
Setting of the Study
Clear Springs School District (pseudonym) is a public school system located in a
small city which is also the county seat of this rural region of New England. The district
consists of five elementary schools, one middle school (grades 6-8) and one high school
(grades 9-12). Further details of the demographics and the social and economic indicators
of Clear Springs are included in Chapter 3 and in Appendix B.
Clear Springs is a school system where specific responses to diversity are largely
left to the individual teacher to date because the numbers of students of any particular
language or ethnicity vary and it is hard to predict or plan for their arrival a year in advance.
There are "professional responses" to special needs but students are assigned to schools
based only on their residence. The roles of specialists (counselors, ESL teacher, special
education teachers, etc.) are to help each child "keep up" with age peers and be
mainstreamed. It is therefore typical of many districts that have perceived themselves as
ethnically monocultural and are only beginning to understand that the diversity of recent
newcomer populations who are different in some ways from prior migrations will continue
to shift and grow. Teachers in Clear Springs are undergoing training in curriculum as the
district engages in a five year process of providing all subject areas with "Mastery
Objectives" for K through 12. Multicultural education is not a specific part of that process.
There is still time and opportunity for teachers to prepare themselves and their students to
improve their understanding of and expertise with issues of diversity, but little training has
been put in place as yet. This study may lay the groundwork for future work in this area.
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Research Questions and Interview Process
In this study, I sought to listen to teachers in order to learn their responses to the
following questions:
1. How do White, middle class classroom teachers define multicultural education?
a. in terms of their own pedagogy?
b. in other contexts related to a school, community, national or global
focus?
2. What common factors appear to be critical to their present understanding?
a. How have significant personal experiences or relationships helped these
teachers understand the diverse cultural perspectives of others?
b. How has undergraduate, graduate and/or in-service professional
development training contributed to developing a multicultural perspective?
c. How have students, colleagues, supervisors and community members
affected their learning to adapt and modify one's program to better serve the needs of all
students?
The interview structure followed Seidman's structure for the phenomenological
interview process (1991). The first 90 minute interview asked participants about their
family background, ethnic connections including second languages spoken, memories of
how their culture and traditions were learned and shared, religious traditions and any
conflicts or prejudices around these issues within their family backgrounds. Participants
described their personal educational experiences, especially those people and events whose
positive or negative influences led them toward a career in education. They were asked to
describe their pre-service training including practicums and student-teaching, especially
recalling any special training or experiences which introduced them to diversity. Finally,
they talked about the professional paths they had taken in work situations in and out of
teaching, focusing on their own changing or growing understandings of teaching, their
strengths and weaknesses as educators, their understanding of multicultural education.
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The second interview asked teachers to describe their curriculum by taking me
minute by minute, decision by decision through their school day, and then through the year,
describing units or themes that they include as well as their basic philosophy about teaching.
They describe their schools, their classrooms, their responsibilities, duties and rewards as
teachers. This interview was followed by my spending a full day shadowing the participant
through his or her day.
The third interview began with a chance for each teacher to interpret for me what he
or she believed I observed during our day together. It was an opportunity to talk about
goals and frustrations, about students and progress and challenges. Then the participant
was asked to reflect on the meaning of what we had talked about in interviews one and two.
More details about this process are included in Chapter 3.
After interviewing each participant and transcribing their own words, profiles were
constructed, using their own words. In order to discover meaningful themes, each
interview was coded using the Hyper Qual (Padilla, 1991a, 1991b; Tesch, 1990) program.
Participants' constructed biographic profiles are included in Chapter 4. Themes which have
been developed from the analysis of the interviews and illustrated by quotes from
participants comprise Chapter 5.
Significance of the Study
Stories of teachers who are continuing to change and grow as professionals form an
important resource for reflection for multicultural teacher educators. We need to know
about the personal tensions experienced while trying to make curriculum more inclusive in
traditional school settings with colleagues or parents who may question one's approaches,
or express expectations that school be based on more traditional values and information. We
need to understand the critical junctures and stress points where creativity, administrative
and collegial support, community resources, research and diverse learners combine
synergistically to change school structures, attitudes towards learning, assessment and
pedagogy in richly multicultural ways.
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I hope that this study illuminates the classroom teacher’s world as a microcosm of a
larger social institution challenged by the realities of pluralism. Analysis will focus on
teachers who successfully help children learn in primarily monoculrural settings and what
they understand about multicultural education as a strategy for coping constructively with
issues of diversity.
This is not a district where multicultural education is a stated priority or where
district-wide programs and training have been implemented; this could be seen as a
limitation. While some principals and staffs in this district have added multicultural goals to
their mission statements, there appears to be no clear or common understanding among
teachers car administrators of what the concept means. If there is a common use of the term
as a district goal, then it is freely reinterpreted by each staff member, thus affecting the
overall effectiveness of implementation. But because this is more than likely the norm in
many other school systems, this characteristic is considered a strength rather than a
limitation.
Finally, because this study is centered on the voices of teachers, it is related to
professional development for teacher empowerment, including critical pedagogy. This body
of research tends to focus on practitioner voices which have often been absent from the
more valued perspectives of the university researcher (Gitlin, et. al, 1992). This has
sometimes been due to a dichotomy of gender and power (public school teacher as female,
university scholar as male). This study of teachers has been conducted by a female
colleague and teacher/researcher.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited in scope. Most qualitative studies sacrifice the quantity of
participants for information that can be developed only through in-depth, extensive
interviews or lengthy participant observation. This study was limited through my time
constraints to ten teachers. Seidman suggests avoiding an arbitrary number of participants,
preferring to decide that "enough" has been reached when the researcher has provided for a
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representative sampling and begins to hear the same thing from participants. This would
then indicate "saturation" or "sufficiency" of data (Seidman, 1991, p. 45). To counter this
limitation, however, I have participants from elementary, middle and high schools,
including some teachers who have worked at more than one level. While no one sample can
represent the great diversity present in the education profession, the descriptions of teacher
beliefs and pedagogy recorded in this study will undoubtedly sound familiar to other White,
middle class teachers in public schools in 1993 in America.
This study draws selectively from a set of faculty in one small city in a rural part of
New England. While a few recent studies have focused on California, a state whose
culturally diverse population leads the way for the nation (Dianda, 1992; McDiarmid, 1991;
Olsen & Mullen, 1991; Poplin & Weeres, 1992), this study takes place in New England.
Throughout the region, the majority of residents of small communities are still
predominantly (90%+) European-American. My sample of teachers work in a setting of
town/ small city with small but growing populations of ethnic, non-English- speaking
groups of socio-economic diversity.
In the schools where I conducted my interviews, there are no teachers with the title
of "multicultural teacher" nor does anyone have the responsibility to implement a
specifically multicultural curriculum. This could be perceived as a strength or a limitation,
but it renders the implementation of multicultural education more private and invisible.
There are no guidelines in specific curricula, no credentialing procedure or state certification
category. There are teachers who are skilled in approaches which create a learner-centered
classroom and in so doing, help a student with certain characteristics different from the
norm to fit in to the class. But such teachers may not see themselves as thereby teaching
multiculturally. This study will emphasize teachers' personal constructions of how this
concept is interpreted by them.
Another limitation was the process of asking key administrative and supervisory
personnel for recommendations of potential participants. Several wanted clarification on
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what I meant by a "teacher who exemplifies personal and professional commitment to
multicultural approaches" and their questions often revealed their own perceptions. "Do you
mean teachers who are good with ESL students?" asked one. "Do you want English
teachers who use African American authors?" "Do you want teachers who are fair to all
kids?" "Oh, I know a teacher who really likes to teach about culture!" Without doing a
study similar to this one of the understandings about multicultural education held by each
principal, assistant principal, teacher and staff person asked, I am unable to factor in the
effects of their actual views of multicultural education on their choices and recommendations
of teachers suitable for my study.
I initially viewed this issue as important primarily in terms of future replication of the
study. I thought other researchers would need to know the selection criteria of participants.
However, I now feel that any set of teachers’ ideas and reflections on multicultural
education provides important information about how this issue is understood by members of
the dominant culture. By focusing on those who are seen as interested in multicultural
education and positive in their ability to manage student diversity effectively, I have been
able to talk with men and women who are energetic about teaching and who have taken on
leadership roles in their schools. Even though one participant decided to leave teaching
during the time of this study, I found she had valuable insights about the stresses created for
her personally as she tried to teach in the way she believed was right for children. She is
regarded by her colleagues, principal and students as an outstanding educator.
Finally, my dual role as teacher in Clear Springs as well as researcher means that my
presence in some ways could bias the data if participants are concerned about my work as an
English as a Second Language teacher or by the confidentiality of their stories related to their
jobs. I believe that the length of the interview process helps reduce this danger, as there is
time to establish trust between participant and researcher. In addition, participants read their
profiles and suggested changes if they were displeased with my synthesis of their stories.
There also grew to be an element of mutual self-interest as teachers came to see me as a
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resource to them and their professional growth as well as to their students. I did not share
materials with them on multicultural education while I was interviewing, so that it would not
affect their personal construction of the concept, but since the conclusion of the interviews, I
have passed on articles related to their questions, interests and grade levels. Some are
members of curriculum committees and they have sought out my suggestions and
contributions to their on-going work. The chair of the overall Curriculum Task Force has
asked me to share the critiques and suggestions for curriculum development that participants
mentioned and I plan to provide that information with the consent of the participants.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have stated the purpose of this study, detailed the main research
questions, described the setting and access as well as the participants and the procedure that
helped select them. I concluded by summarizing the significance and limitations of this
study. I also described my personal interest and relation to this study. In Chapter 2,1 will
review the current literature on research into key issues related to the evolution of
multicultural education, the efforts and directions of multicultural teacher education,
particularly in the last decade, and teacher empowerment related to school and curriculum
restructuring.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chapter, I will review current research in three areas. The first section will
be on multicultural education as a vehicle of public school renewal and reform. In this
section, I have brought together concepts and quotations from the field of multicultural
education as it is represented today by advocates and experts. I reviewed many current
articles and books and read research that examined and critiqued efforts from the past twenty
years as this field has evolved. In the next section, I look more specifically at multicultural
teacher education. I summarize some of the ways that teacher education has organized itself
to prepare teacher candidates for classroom diversity but emphasize more recent attempts to
reform such programs based on research conducted in the past decade into what was not
working. Finally, I look at some of the work in the field of critical pedagogy, especially
that which relates to the kinds of empowerment in which teachers in this study seem to be
engaged.
The importance of recruiting, preparing and supporting a diverse faculty and staff
for every school cannot be ignored (Montecinos, 1993; Banks, 1989), but the challenge of
conveying multicultural strategies, concepts and content to White, middle class teachers is at
the same time critical:
We must teach (teachers from the dominant culture) about multicultural education and
train them to function effectively in multicultural settings.... It is these individuals who
must teach the children in their classes to accept and respect all racial, cultural and ethnic
groups (Reed, 1991, p. 124).
The word “multi” cultural assumes a person’s ability to construct and internalize
more than one cultural norm and to apply these multiple perspectives to day-to-day
functioning in a diverse world. Even though our world is comprised of great human
diversity, most children are bom into settings where the majority of people they interact with
are similar to themselves and their family members. If two parents happen to have different
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ethnic, social, religious, linguistic or regional identities, or if the child is a member of a
culturally dominated group, then the child has the opportunity to naturally acquire bicultural,
and sometimes bilingual skills from birth. Whether the child develops pride or shame in
those abilities depends largely on how the outside world views those cultural skills and
associations (Nieto, 1992).
In addition, each child's world is affected by factors such as birth order, work and
status of parents, the presence of older or younger siblings, extended family, peers and
playmates, access to travel, literacy, and many other intangibles from love to security, all of
which shapes the ways a young person constructs attitudes and beliefs about his or her place
in the world as a risk taker, an observer, a capable learner, and a valued member of
important groups (Solsken, 1993). In short, the human process of growing contains the
possibilities for multicultural awareness and appreciation of diversity but such perspectives
may not be nurtured or may be discouraged depending on the surrounding inputs in a
child's formative years.
For some children, introduction to different cultural perspectives and languages
comes when one leaves the security of family, neighborhood, or village to go to school, to
work, or to travel. In today’s urban centers, great diversity may exist within neighborhoods
and schools, and depending on the local norms, may provide children with a natural setting
to acquire a multicultural perspective (Grant, & Sleeter, 1986). In addition, successful
bilingual, bicultural young people often have strong identities within their parents' cultural
communities, while still functioning in a national or public cultural setting that is English
speaking (Nieto, 1992; Kalantzis & Cope, 1991).
But we can assume that not all teacher candidates will have developed intercultural
skills or the related knowledge and confidence to understand diverse norms of cultural
interaction just from growing up, going to college and entering the education profession. It
is perfectly normal for persons, adults as well as children, to process information through
the language and cultural perspective most familiar and natural to them. It is also normal for
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children to want to fit in, to hide, if possible, those differences that cause teasing,
discrimination or stigma in the seemingly larger monocultural world Thus, many people
growing up in the dominant culture may be largely unaware of the pain, anger or sacrifices
of newcomers and minorities or the damaging effects of the assumptions or thoughtless
jokes or racist stereotypes voiced by some of them towards so-called minorities. But
because of the very normality of this reality, those interested in preparing teachers to be
more effective with children whose experiences are dissimilar to their own must pay
attention to this process.
There is much we need to understand about how people learn best about culture and
cultural differences. What approaches appeal only to one's cognitive understanding and
miss the affective side? What information or teaching/leaming strategies distance and
stereotype others rather than build bridges and create motivation to learn more from others
while identifying with common needs? What factors in young adulthood propel some into
greater confidence and understanding of multicultural perspectives while leaving others
disinterested or misinformed? We need to have a clearer sense of a process of becoming
multicultural that has numerous points for possible types of interventions, numerous points
for nurturing and encouraging risk-taking and cross-cultural learning, numerous
opportunities for multicultural learning. Armed with such knowledge, we can design
undergraduate and graduate courses with more confidence that the people we work with are
in fact becoming more multicultural because of such experiences and knowledge.
Becoming aware of the flip side of privilege is often painful (McIntosh, 1988).
When confronted with issues of oppression in a course or seminar, many White, middle
class teacher candidates may feel discomfort at examining their own positions related to their
privileged position in this society (Frankel, 1993; Zuniga & Chesler, 1993; Tatum, 1992;
McIntosh, 1988 ). Commitment on the part of individual professors and institutions of
higher learning to create safe settings for dialogue, coalition building and airing of different
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perspectives is essential to creating openness among young adults to these issues (Abell,
1993; Zuniga & Nagda, 1993; Sfeir-Younis, 1993; Tatum, 1992).
In sum, there are many teachers who have not experienced a particularly
multicultural education themselves and have had little or no special preparation for ethnic,
racial or linguistic diversity, including second language acquisition skills, human relations/
anti-racism training or steps to take in the modification of curriculum related to a child's
special needs and learning styles. Many interpret equity as teaching the same to all children,
ignoring the research that says that such approaches doom the most vulnerable and most in
need of a public school education to failure. Most are likely to teach much as they were
taught with minimal awareness of multicultural perspectives or to teach as they were trained,
focusing on subject specializations, curriculum goals or textbook content As teacher
educators, we must come up with creative and innovative ways to address this reality. We
must also understand how some White, middle class men and women do develop
multicultural approaches, because some clearly do.
Multicultural Education
Multicultural education is a difficult-to-define phrase and many advocates and
scholars have tried to discuss, debate and come to some consensus about the concept
(Schoem, et. al. 1993,279-291). I derived the following characteristics of multicultural
education from a wide range of literature written for teachers over the past fifteen years.
Some come from texts written for teacher education courses. Some come from articles
written in professional journals by critics and advocates who seek to re-focus educators on
the current needs and issues of today's young people. Some form responses to debates
within education on the relative merits of institutional responses to pluralism and diversity.
All contribute some perspective that addresses both the complexity and the vitality of this
central organizing principle of school reform.
The characteristics that I have chosen describe multicultural education as complex,
anti-racist, incorporating critical pedagogy, and working toward social justice and
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empowerment of the powerless and voiceless in our society. It is rooted in understanding
one's own culture, prejudices and privileges but continually learning about and from others'
cultures. It represents an ongoing process of personal and institutional change and growth,
challenging of the status quo, bringing together differing perspectives from the
constituencies of public education and realizing that cooperative learning, conflict resolution
and consensus building are global survival skills that are important for people in schools to
learn, model and practice often. Finally, multicultural education is not an extra; it is part of
every course, every administrative and pedagogical decision. The more we understand it,
the more importance it commands because it raises our collective and individual awareness
of the costs of rendering people in our schools and communities voiceless, powerless and
invisible. These then are the benchmarks that form the basis of this study.
• Multicultural education is complex and not easily understood or described.
One of the problems that continues to plague the multicultural education
movement., is the tendency of teachers, administrators, policy makers, and the public to
oversimplify the concept (Banks, 1993, p. 25).
• Multicultural education is, at its core, anti-racist; it incorporates critical pedagogy
and works towards social justice and success for all students (Nieto, 1992; Clark, 1993).
Although much work has been done in the field of anti-racism training, most
teachers have experienced very little, if any, of this training. On campuses where such
opportunities exist, they are often elective experiences, not core requirements. Also training
out of context of the settings that teachers will one day find themselves tends to be viewed
as less vital. Most teachers feel that they are not racist People tend to identify racism with
extremists, Ku Klux Klan members or people who are blatantly violent, insensitive and
cruel to others. The more subtle dimensions of privilege often operate out of the awareness
of members of the dominant culture.
• Multicultural education starts with learning about your own culture: roots,
symbols, values, blind spots, organizing principles, contributions, expressions of beauty
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and oppressive practices. This is particularly critical for people whose culture and color is
represented as the norm by the dominant society, because they receive privileges that they
are often unaware of just by reflecting society's positive images (Pusch & Hoopes, 1979)
What White people know about the social world is generally correct, but only for
understanding White people. There are multiple realities; somebody else's reality
does not negate one's own, but at the same time one must recognize limits beyond
which one’s own sense of reality may not reliably transfer (Sleeter, 1992, p. 211).
• Given the pluralistic nature of the world and its smaller communities, multicultural
education reminds us that no culture is intrinsically superior to another and that members of
other cultures also have roots, symbols, values, blind sports, organizing principles,
contributions, expressions of beauty and oppressive practices. Our learning cannot stop
with our own more familiar customs, but should continue to grow throughout our lifetimes
as we learn about and communicate with others different from ourselves. (Pusch & Hoopes,
1979; Gollnick & Chinn, 1988). Multicultural education in this context is a critical survival
skill.
Our country- (and) world- have suffered endless violence and bloodshed over
...racial, cultural and religious differences. The killing is not only physical, but
emotional and psychological....It is not multiculturalism that threatens to destroy our
unity...but rather our inability to embrace our differences and... honor the very
ideals we espouse (Howard, 1993, p. 39).
• Multicultural education involves process as well as product (Pusch & Hoopes,
1979; Montero-Sieburth, 1988; Abell, 1992; Banks, 1987; McDiarmid, 1990; Nieto,
1992). Therefore, a teacher who simply reads a book or article is not prepared to teach
multiculturally. The role of facilitator who helps the individual reflect on the information is
critically important (Khoury, 1989):
Using empathy to understand the experiences and ideas of others reconstructs the
nature of truth and knowledge, providing a way to believe and ultimately value the
thinking of others (Abell, 1992, p.l 17).
• Multicultural education aims to create change in the status quo, because it starts
from the premise that schools are designed to impart the values, beliefs and ideologies of the
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people in power, and therefore rarely serve the needs of the less powerful, marginalized and
poor communities in our country (Roberts, Bell, & Salend, 1991; Montero-Sieburth, 1988;
Banks, 1987; Goodman, 1992; Kozol, 1991).
• Multicultural education is essential to prepare people with skills to live without
exploitation in the diverse communities, neighborhoods and nations of the globe,
cooperating on difficult environmental issues, including population, food distribution,
disease eradication, conflict resolution and pollution which affect all people and today
represent "savage inequalities" (Kozol, 1991; Pusch & Hoopes, 1979; New York State
Education Department, 1992; Hernandez, 1992).
• Multicultural education operates in many spheres of public and private life,
including "institutional, instructional and interpersonal" environments. (Kalantzis & Cope,
1985) It generates questions more than answers (Montero-Sieburth, 1988; O'Grady, 1991;
Gitlin, et. al, 1992).
• Multicultural education seeks to bring together and incorporate multiple
perspectives from the educational experiences of males and females, teachers and students,
monolinguals, bilinguals and multilinguals, racially and ethnically different, the old and the
young, abled and physically or mentally challenged, the economically secure and
marginalized, heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual persons, the child from a stable home
and the one from a single parent, or alcoholic home or shelter (Edwards, Myers, & Toy,
1993; Khyatt, 1992). It examines issues of violence and the impact of institutional racism on
children of color and on dropouts (Clark, 1993). It does not locate the problem in the
student or family, but in social, economic and political structures (Gitlin, et. al, 1992). In
that context, it demands that members of a school or community critically examine issues of
equity, quality and excellence (Banks, 1987; New York State Education Department, 1992;
Poplin & Weeres, 1992).
• Multicultural education is relevant to every subject, and provides an
interdisciplinary yardstick to consider individual and institutional decisions on structure,
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silencing, discipline, decision making, grouping of students, time management, content of
courses, teaching and learning styles, learning environment, gender inequities (McIntosh,
1988), ethnic and racial inequities (Tatum, 1992), uses of technology, (Gitlin, et. al, 1992)
political empowerment, language of communication, community involvement and matters
relating to retention and assignment to special placements (Gollnick & Chinn, 1988;
Ramsey, 1989; Aliaga, 1993; New York State Education Department, 1992; Cummins,
1986; Poplin & Weeres, 1992).
• Multicultural education offers a set of new perspectives that involve students in
equitable reshaping of curriculum, that create a vision that all of our lived experience forms
the content to be examined and learned, that we participate in an exciting quest to learn with
and from each other (Sfeir-Younis, 1993; Poplin & Weeres, 1992).
• While a multicultural education will not guarantee student success, it must be
actively concerned with student achievement and equitable education, "giving students the
opportunity to become critical and productive members of a democratic society" (Nieto,
1992, p. 1).
• Probably most accessible to public school teachers and most maligned by
advocates is what Nieto and Grant & Sleeter refer to as the "food, flags and fiestas" or the
"holidays and heroes" approach.

Popularized in teacher magazines and workshops, it has

come to be associated in the minds of many teachers with calendars of important historical
and cultural events related to people of color, such as Black History Month or Women's
Studies Month, and holidays such as Cinco de Mayo or Three Kings Day (Tiedt & Tiedt,
1990, pp. 273-322). These activities may have usefulness as a point of departure, but to too
many teachers who are looking for quick and attractive bulletin boards rather than structural
changes in their teaching styles, classroom organization, assessment procedures, and
curriculum, this is what multicultural education is mistakenly thought to be.
We have reached the time when multicultural education is a familiar phrase to most
public school educators in the 1990’s. It does often appear in school mission statements
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and is required in many states for teacher certification.3 However, due to the multiple
messages recounted above, there is a widespread lack of consensus or clear understanding
about what it means to be a multicultural educator within the individual classroom or local
school faculty. There is the sense that this term is a phrase, a movement, a bandwagon,
somehow extraneous to the central issue of daily teaching, particularly in the suburban and
rural areas outside of urban centers with limited or less visible kinds of diversity. Perhaps
many White teachers feel unable or unprepared to present the perspectives of oppression for
those invisible, powerless or minority groups in America, or feel helpless to do so
adequately, and therefore avoid doing so (Howard, 1993; Gerschick, 1993; Three Rivers,
1991).
Yet some caring, effective professional educators are competently, professionally, or
instinctively creating a learning environment that is, in essence or in part, multicultural.
Their professional development may offer insights into the way the field of multicultural
teacher education should go. There is therefore a need to rename, share and build on
effective practice. As Grant's recent book title suggests, multicultural education must
"move from the margins to the mainstream" (Grant, 1992). Public schools are not
monocultural settings, nor have they ever been. It is more important than ever that we staff
our schools with people who are consciously multicultural themselves.
Multicultural Teacher Education
As schools across the country were ordered desegregated through federal Civil
Rights legislation, schools, colleges and departments of education were given the
responsibility of translating the principles and goals articulated in the previous section into
courses, seminars, practicums and learning experiences. The 1970’s saw the development
of model programs (Baptiste, Baptiste & Gollnick, 1980; Gollnick, Osayende & Levy,
1980). In the 1980's, political and economic support was lessened, often dramatically, as
national priorities and attention were shifted to a more conservative agenda that preferred
3 However, the criteria for meeting this certification requirement vary broadly from institution to
institution and from state to state.
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issues related to crime and viewed student performance as rooted in a cultural deficit model.
Throughout the past decade, research was conducted that began to document that the goals
of multicultural education were not being reached through the existing programmatic
structures (Sleeter, 1992; Barrett, 1992a; Grant & Sleeter, 1986,1987; Grottkau and
Nickolai-Mays, 1989; Bennett, Niggle & Stage, 1989 among others). In the first part of
this section, I will briefly summarize the most common programmatic interventions and
strategies described in the literature (Barrett, 1992b). However, it is clear that
this goal cannot be accomplished with one course focusing on multicultural populations,
through orientation and in-service seminars or through a single field experience in an
inner-city or rural school (Garibaldi, 1992, p. 36).
Later in this section, I will expand more fully on recent programmatic initiatives and
innovations built on insights gained from research on strategies which have not been able to
accomplish the goals envisioned by multicultural educators. These programs have led to
more challenging attempts to move individual teachers and schools towards collective
empowerment and changes in inequitable school structures. They include programs based
on critical pedagogy, participant action research, and qualitative studies designed to gain an
inside the classroom perspective on multicultural issues.
The Course Approach
Colleges depend on the course format to structure most educational experiences.
Courses earn credit that then is recognized in the formal certification process. Researchers
Grottkau and Nickolai-Mays, (1989) looked at whether the age of the student (freshman or
senior) or the length of the sequence (one term to four terms) had any impact on the attitudes
of students towards specific "others." They found that one-term courses had virtually no
effect when compared to a similar population who had not taken any course around issues
of diversity. However, when seniors who had had no course work on issues of diversity
were compared with a group that had had multicultural perspectives throughout four terms
of course work, there was a significantly greater understanding expressed by the second
group.
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In such courses, readings tend to focus on such topics as: the missing histories,
contributions and significant attributes of immigrant groups, issues of gender bias and
equity, learning styles and teacher/leamer mis-matched styles, educational racism, bias,
discrimination, and oppression, and the self-fulfilling prophesy. They comprise "first
generation curriculum desegregation" goals (Gay, 1990, p. 58). Because so many topics fall
under the umbrella of multicultural education, it is critical that teacher educators provide a
mechanism for students to share findings, critique and learn from each other as well as hear
from members of groups under study who can provide students with varied perspectives
and authentic voices (Schoem, et al., 1993b; Abell, 1992; Trueba, 1989).
Although not part of the course structure, a critical and hard-to-measure factor is the
social environment in which students are living and studying. If a campus is a multicultural
community and course work involves interacting with and learning from that diversity, if the
college faculty exemplify a variety of backgrounds, perspectives and experience, then the
infused curriculum will be amplified by the residential experience. If however, the campus
is largely monocultural, or if the underrepresented members of the student body and faculty
are always expected to fit into dominant cultural expectations in order to succeed,
mainstream students will study diversity but will not make the deeper connections forged
by actually struggling with the issues and challenges diversity creates.
Practicum Field Work in Different Cultural Settings
Education curricula include opportunities for supervised practice under real or
simulated micro-teaching conditions, beginning with opportunities to observe or tutor in
schools. Too often, however, even when opportunities exist for pre-service teacher
candidates to have experiences in culturally different settings, the opportunities depend on
the student's initial interest, economic resources, perseverance and luck, rather than
institutional requirement or structure.
Experiential learning may offer the kind of powerful paradigm often lacking in
classroom settings (Brennan, 1992; Batchelder & Warner, 1977; Wight, 1988a, b; Gibbons
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& Hopkins, 1985; Barrett, 1992; Fischetti, Maloy & Heffley, 1988; Mungo, 1988).
However, there is a wide range of experiential learning possibilities, from role playing and
simulation gaming all the way to cultural immersion, term abroad and Peace Corps
programs (Gibbons & Hopkins, 1985). To date, teacher educators have not been able to
make the argument that such intense experiences are necessary as catalysts to a "lifechanging" or "watershed" event capable of causing individuals to view their world from
differing and multi-perspectives. Research on these experiential programs is needed.
Advocates emphasize the importance of guided reflection on the part of the learner after the
experience in order to maximize learning even when the experience itself at first appears
negative.
Multicultural Methodology Courses
Classroom strategies that enhance children's chances to learn include information
about differing learning styles, teacher/student communication patterns, including non¬
verbal patterns such as eye contact, touch, and seating arrangements that may inadvertently
exclude certain students. Others help teachers evaluate a textbook's sexist and racist
language, unquestioned assumptions and judgments of certain differing lifestyles, parental
involvement, economic conditions, ethnicities, and handicaps. These are all part of
"second-generation curriculum desegregation" (Gay, 1990, p. 60). Critical pedagogues
believe this preparation perpetuates the "practicality of teacher work" rather than
emphasizing the "transformation" of the teacher, student and school setting and the "self-and
social empowerment of individuals and groups" (Smith & Zantiotis, 1989, pp. 110,116).
Such a paradigm shift leads us to reexamine the ways teachers are taught to teach, to
question the old assumptions about learning, to challenge pre-service teachers' beliefs and
prior experience while providing them with support to relearn and try on new theories and
practices:
If we are to be successful in offering alternatives to the powerful forces of racism,
sexism and other isms in today's society, as well as to challenge the far too
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prevalent behaviorist, authoritarian and didactic practices of beginning teachers, we
need to understand and speak to their preconceptions (Ahlquist, 1992, p. 93).
Sleeter points out, however, that teachers' practices are more important to change
than their attitudes and prejudices. She mentions instructional methods such as cooperative
learning, multicultural strategies for discipline and classroom management, ways to contact
and include parents, work with language differences among students and ways to observe
and equalize classroom interactions so that all students are better able to participate and learn
as significant in helping diverse students learn (Sleeter, 1990).

Mentor Relationship
Mentoring as a means of teacher training is increasing in popularity in public
schools. The experiential element comes from the emphasis on learning from observing and
reflecting on one's lessons with a more experienced professional. In a study, Dianda
(1992) pointed out one difficulty in trying to develop programs for mentoring new teachers
to work with culturally and linguistically diverse students:
Given the cultural and linguistic mix of teachers in California, their limited training
for teaching in linguistically diverse classrooms, the continuing influx of language
minority students, and the enormous growth in the state's student enrollment, such
experienced teachers were in short supply (and) were learning how to teach in
linguistically diverse classrooms alongside their beginning colleagues (Dianda,
1992, p. 3).
In another collegial research study, a method called "Horizontal Evaluation" is
described as:
an evaluation process that attempts to foster school change by enabling teachers to
base practice on critical accounting of the moral, political and ethical consequences
of schooling....Teachers collaboratively analyze the relationship between their
teaching intentions and their practices in ways that point to 'living contradictions'
(Lomax, 1987, cited in Gitlin, 1992, p. 52).
Although not designed specifically as a means of developing multicultural teachers,
the teachers involved in this study were dealing with voice, the unsilencing of teachers and
students; using student histories as text; and critiquing the use of computers from the point
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Another paper described the role of multicultural consultant to teachers as a model for
classroom and school change (Roberts, Bell and Salend, 1991). However the role of
outside consultant, embodying the many skills they discovered were essential to becoming
the catalyst to a process where all members of a diverse school community are heard and
listened to, seemed almost superhuman.4
Multicultural Competencies
There has been a great deal of interest in establishing lists of competencies that
teacher candidates need to demonstrate in order to effectively teach students from diverse
backgrounds. Both Hixson (1991) and Kraig (1991) have advocated for certification based
on meeting behavioral criteria rather than accumulating credits. An education student's
competency resume would be similar to the portfolio approach to evaluation and assessment
where a collection of papers written by the student describes his or her philosophy of
education. It would also document skills, competencies and clinical experiences. This, like
any form of evaluation, however, has the potential to be used in discriminatory ways
depending on the criteria forjudging the portfolio and establishing the standards for
certification (Nieto, 1992).
A recent study focuses on the training of new teachers during both pre-service and
in-service in the state of California (Dianda, 1992). While nearly all new teachers in
California will be in classrooms in which the majority of the children speak a second
language or come from a non-Anglo background, only 18% of new teachers have been
credentialed to teach linguistically and culturally diverse students. Those teachers reported
getting more from the multicultural training offered them by their districts. The report
concludes: "Critical shortages of bilingual and specially trained teachers in California mean

4 These include: "the ability to think critically about the covert ...aspects of power and inequality... (in)
... structural and social arrangements" contributing to the silencing of some people and communities,
working out the "parameters of the consultive process: goals, ...methods, strategies for implementing the
changes the group focuses on,... exploring the school's participants and consultant's ideologies and the
distribution of resources within schools,... examining and transforming the language of the school (that)
labels and excludes children, work on school values and ...barriers to differently valuing groups, and
negotiating power conflicts within and outside the change agent group" (Roberts, et. al, pp. 326-334).
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concludes: "Critical shortages of bilingual and specially trained teachers in California mean
that the regular classroom is the predominant instructional setting for most language
minority students" (Dianda, 1992, p. 3). In other words, all teachers should be required to
learn strategies for understanding and working with second language learners, not exposed
to courses which are concerned solely with developing an awareness of cultural differences.
Competencies take time to develop. No one has yet described or agreed upon a
magic formula which, once acquired, assures that the teacher and the curriculum are then
multicultural. This study will look at teachers describing their competencies acquired
throughout their careers. In fact, in the Educative Research project, teachers revealed that
progress towards their original goals were small the first year, but improved substantially
the second year only if they kept up the self-reflection and "Horizontal Evaluation" process
mentioned in the last section:
The cycle of question posing, analysis, and action that we have experienced is
about to begin anew. Our community, voices, and relationships did not turn out
the way we thought, but we have noticed enough change to inspire further study
and reflection (Gitlin, et al.,1992, p. 192).
Multicultural competencies are not acquired or developed in isolation, although this
is the situation in which teachers often find themselves. In any case, Dianda's study
reminds us that one way teachers could be better prepared for cultural diversity is by
learning specific second language and culture acquisition strategies that could be adapted for
the diversity of learners a teacher will encounter.

Jtoaai Literacy
Two Australian researchers in multicultural education have evolved a different
approach to prepare teachers for the cultural, ethnic and linguistic diversity within their
country. Working in curriculum development groups, networking among schools and
across regions, they have worked with Australian teachers to create, pilot and disseminate a
series called the Social Literacy materials, for grades 4 through 8 (Kalantzis & Cope,
1981).
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Their starting place is the belief that all people are products of culture and that one's
culture is a specific set of responses designed to meet basic human needs. Culture is
holistic, constructed in community, both socially and historically. The materials consist of a
set of critical questions to be asked of and explored by the students in the class. They are
not directed at the exotic foreigner, the migrant, stranger or Aborigine but at each other,
because of the strong belief that multicultural education must involve all people learning
about the roles culture plays in everyday life.
Teachers and students must view one another as partners in the teaching/leaming
process (including allowing for) constructive disagreement...Education is a
powerful tool for both subordination and freedom. Education is subordinating when
it is unconnected to students' own experiences, when it stresses obedience, and
when it demands that students accept other people's interpretations of the world.
Education is freeing when it helps students think about their own lives, when it
gives them skills and conceptual frameworks that help them pursue their own
concerns, and when it helps them examine the barriers that keep them from success
and attainment of the good life (Grant & Sleeter, 1986, p. 299).
In terms of teacher education, Kalantzis and Cope feel that many innovative methods
developed by educational experts are discarded by teachers due to a sense of insecurity,
inexperience or a lack of time to develop necessary materials. Social Literacy's network of
teachers create and publish inexpensive materials which incorporate traditional texts with
progressive methodology in lessons developed by classroom teachers to try to overcome
this objection. Social participation skills, analysis, reflection and action research are
integrated into their social studies, economics, history and reading classes. The teacher then
learns about the cultures of the class and the community alongside his or her students
(Kalantzis and Cope, 1985).
Teacher Corns and Peace Corps
These two federally funded programs offer our profession successful models for
adult learning around diversity that have demonstrated the possibilities when a sense of
national urgency is combined with creative "outside the box" thinking. Teacher Corps
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(1965-1982) successfully brought in large numbers of teachers from underrepresented
communities through non-traditional, accelerated and innovative training programs. It
valued community input and created structures where teacher candidates could learn from
the community and offer service to it Peace Corps has developed excellent methods of
helping often linguistically insecure American adults learn exotic foreign languages because
understanding and speaking the native language was the key to the volunteer's participation
in his or her new role. It is key as well today for teachers in culturally and linguistically
diverse classrooms and some believe foreign language fluency should be a requirement of
teacher education programs (Gollnick, 1992b). Such intensive two-year commitments,
similar to the requirements by some governments for medical students to serve two years in
rural clinics where doctors are needed, could offer an antidote to the parochialism of
teachers such as were described in the introduction. Some excellent teachers studied for
their effective and critical approaches to educating students from different linguistic and
cultural backgrounds are Peace Corps veterans (see AbiNader, 1990, Peterson, 1991,
Barrett, 1992).

Teacher Corps members were responsible for such innovations as team

teaching, flexible grouping, alternative schools, clinical site field experience, and
individualized instruction (Freiberg, 1981).
A collection of fiction written by returned Peace Corps volunteers and derived from
their Peace Corps experiences contains this eloquent description of the paradigm shift a
participant undergoes:
For most people, forays outside the parameters of the familiar are short and small.
The Peace Corps offered a chance for giant steps....For most, ...their Peace Corps
years marked a seminal life experience. It was the moment when each of them spun
out from a known center of the earth and touched another. They lived., immersed
in the struggle to understand language and custom, how things worked, what they
meant; all the while witnessing their own behavior and the values they took for
granted reflected back to them as curiosities...The returned Volunteers know, in
some deep place in their consciousness, that there is another center, another
definition of life, another way. Much like immigrants, they live with the
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complexity and the richness of another vision, and know they will never again see
with only one (Kennedy, 1991, pp. 10-11).
The final sentence illustrates for me the value of multicultural experiences for
teachers. Few in the position of 'foreigner', 'newcomer' or 'outsider' possess the
necessary understanding of a member of the local population; people inevitably view thenown experience as the norm from which to judge those who seem different. But having
experienced the role of outsider, one's ethnocentricity is forever challenged. If we are
empowered by learning how others see the human experience differendy, then we return
home determined to be cultural bridges for newcomers, to be sensitive interpreters of our
cultural givens for outsiders, marginalized students, so-called minorities. We understand
through experience that there is more than one way to interpret basic human constructs and
that we all appreciate the help of insiders in learning the cultural ropes of our new home or
school that for some feels alien and forbidding.
Viewed from this new perspective, students of different cultural backgrounds
become exciting additions to one's class and the teacher actively supports children learning
about and from each other. The Peace Corps offers teacher educators a model for creating
learning experiences that demand challenge and risk, which put into question one's norms
and assumptions, which demand that teachers function in a second language for an extended
time and live on someone else's cultural turf with every previously held assumption up for
negotiation and question. If such a solution seems too extreme, we only need consider the
challenges education faces and the urgency of the need.
Teacher Empowerment for School Change
The third body of literature I would like to connect to the theoretical basis for this
dissertation includes recent research into what is known as critical pedagogy. This
pedagogy is based on the writings of Dewey, Freire, and Gramsci, among others. It
describes an emancipatory form of public schooling that recognizes the political context in
which education takes place, including the silencing of minorities, the de-skilling of teachers
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as government workers, and the emphasis on school/business and industry alliances that
emphasize the role of school in the vocational job training of obedient workers (Giroux &
McLaren, 1989). Not all the authors I cite would consider themselves within this
ideological stance; some write about the empowerment of teachers as change agents,
acknowledging teachers' expertise and advocating giving them more power over decisions
affecting working conditions and curriculum; others observe and describe certain teachers
teaching in ways that empower children. I believe their premises offer insight into how
some teachers find the confidence and the power to make changes and how others perhaps
want to do so, but are limited in power or are unwilling or unable to invest the time and
energy to do what they believe deep down could make a difference in their students lives.
"Empowerment" is defined as "emerging in direct response to analyses of
powerlessness and critiques of social structures... that perpetuate domination" (Kreisberg,
1992, p. 18). It is tied up in an individual's feelings of esteem and worth (Nel & Skerritt,
1992). It demands individual action to create institutional change (Kreisberg, 1992).

This

is directly related to the transformative goals of multicultural education, as critique of the
power structures that dominate in society and the school, and as a means of bringing school
people together in a process of consciengao (Freire, 1970). I would like to briefly examine
some of the ideas the critical pedagogue/ teacher educators suggest related to multicultural
teacher education.
Critical Pedagogy Approaches
The double-edged difficulties of preparing White, middle class pre-service and inservice teachers are recognized. On one side is the danger of alienation as pre-service
students are confronted with evidence of oppression and its flip side of White privilege. To
minimize pre-service teacher resistance from developing, Nel & Skerritt, (1993) recommend
beginning with videos, readings and films about social oppression with the goal of having
pre-service students focus on the roots of oppression in social structures, including
schools. They then recommend that students do reading and research into the various
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components of multicultural education. They believe that by creating empathy with the
"plight of children," teacher educators can draw on the compassion that is common to many
pre-service teachers, building on their sensitivities in order to construct a sense of
conviction to take on the status quo they find in their first jobs, to challenge unhelpful
practices and environments that can damage the educational chances of some children.
Another design asks teachers enrolled in the course to come up with a class
definition of multicultural education, This lets the instructors know what understandings the
teachers are individually and collectively beginning with. They then have more information
about the initial construction of this concept in order to better design what will be needed to
move the teacher participants to a different ideological understanding. Teachers are then
asked to write a "social identity paper" in which they describe their own experiences related
to gender, race, or class identity. Using these papers, the coordinators of the in-service
program use the "self-as-text" to proceed with the course toward empowering educators as
multicultural change agents (O'Donnell & Gallegos, 1993, pp. 43-48).
Trueba, an anthropologist and teacher educator interested in linguistic minority and
bilingual children particularly, describes the potential of teacher support groups as places
where empowerment can take place if mist is developed so that teachers lessen their feelings
of competitiveness and increase their desire to share problems and get different perspectives
on potential solutions (Trueba, 1989). Freire’s (1970) concepts of traditional Vs.
transformative teaching challenge the teacher to free herself by leaving behind what she has
been taught is necessary to carry out her profession:
The teacher’s major teaching tool is her self; the major piece of work in the insertion
of that self into the community. Yet it can be a terrifying experience to approach a
group of learners without the distancing props of the teacher the workbook, the
textbook, the predetermined "content" to be poured into the "emptiness" of the
would-be learner's "ignorance." ...The community literature approach is decidedly
learner-centered, owned by the learner (Arrastia, Schwabacher, & Betancourt,
1991, p. 136).
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Thus we see people invested in critical pedagogies developing a stance that enhances
the ability of the learner to succeed in school by examining and changing the elements which
operate to create failure. They recognize that such steps are stressful and difficult given the
difficulty of changing large and small bureaucratic structures and solving widespread fiscal
constraints which operate way outside the classroom but have a great impact on what
happens there. They offer strategies that involve communication and collaboration, that try
to break down the walls that separate and pit against each other teachers, students and
parents so that they begin to see commonalities and envision strategies to help each other
better conditions (Poplin & Weeres, 1992). There must be a dimension of action, of not
only learning about problems that face people in their school, neighborhood, country or
world, but in learning by doing something to end or lessen the oppressive situation.

Mastery ip Learning
The Mastery in Learning approach entails a district's commitment as community,
faculty, and administration, to devoting five years to revamp the entire curriculum
(Livingstone & Castle, 1989). The project sets up a process wherein many teachers in small
curriculum groups which bring together teachers across the K-12 spectrum begin by reading
the latest research related to a particular knowledge base and critiquing up-to-date, effective
teaching strategies for the particular subject. After reviewing the research, they develop
"Hallmarks of Excellence" which are then compared with existing curriculum and grade
level expectations. If such programs do not meet their goals, they collaboratively develop a
progression of concepts and skills for grades K-12 allowing input from teachers at all
levels. In a study of schools which have implemented the Mastery Learning approach,
Little (1982) found that "teachers in more successful schools discuss, design, conduct,
analyze, evaluate, and experiment with their teaching" (cited by Ward, 1989, p. 55).
Other authors and researchers have focused on the dynamic abilities of certain
excellent teachers, whether they display an ability to develop a democratic school
(Goodman, 1992), administer a different kind of school to serve poor or oppressed
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communities (Kammeraad-Campbell, 1989), teach in a culturally sensitive classroom or
school that empowers specific students from oppressed groups (Abi Nader, 1990; Lucas,
Henze & Donato, 1990) or create a dynamic classroom which views education as an
"adventure," and believes "an education that strengthens students' ability to negotiate and
decide what is worth doing is one that produces citizens" (Nicholls & Hazzaid, 1993, p.

9D.
One important goal of multicultural education related to the current interest in school
reform is:
to restructure schools so that all students will acquire the knowledge, attitudes and
skills needed to function in an ethnically and racially diverse nation and world
(Banks, 1993, p. 27).
This requires us to understand ways teachers are successfully empowered through
research, collegial collaboration on curriculum development, skill in developing a
democratic classroom, and other learner-centered approaches.
Teacher education programs have too often addressed the issues of pluralism within
a historical or theoretical framework leaving the daily challenges of dealing with human
diversity to be discovered “on the job.” On the other hand, research studies have
documented creative approaches to multicultural teacher training but do not really have a
way of knowing if the results of this training actually changed or made a long term positive
impact on the teacher's philosophy, teaching style or curriculum. It is possible that teachers
are not ready to learn this information until after encountering real students which force them
to confront critical issues of diversity in their own classrooms (Rashid, 1991; Olsen &
Mullen, 1991). Their active engagement in the learning is definitely a key factor. Without
some attempt to make these connections, multicultural teacher educators will continue to
plan and prepare courses and workshops on aspects of multicultural education while seeing
little or no improvement in the practice of individual teachers or the overall educational
success of many of America's children (Brown, 1992). This study demonstrates that there
are important characteristics elicited from the profiles of these teachers that need to be
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identified and applied to the larger body of knowledge about teachers being prepared for
today's culturally diverse classrooms.
This then is a theory- creating study rather than a testing of particular existing
theories. It is designed to build on the literature reviewed in this chapter in order to
determine which of these concepts and theories have filtered into the pedagogy and
consciousness of this sample of experienced White, middle class teachers. Their personal
and informal cross-cultural interactions may be providing them with the opportunity to
construct a powerful sub-conscious message that affects their on-going interactions with
others. Experiences with diverse populations, positive and negative, may be influencing
their current beliefs and practices regarding multicultural education, their reactions to thenown teacher preparation and their ideas about better ways to acquire desired knowledge and
skills in this area. Educational reformers need to listen to the voices of teachers in the field.

Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have reviewed the applicable literature on multicultural education,
multicultural teacher education and teacher empowerment for school change in order to set
the context for this particular study of ten public school teachers. In the following chapter, I
will elaborate on the methodology used in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The future belongs to those who are able to walk and work beside people of many
different cultures, lifestyles, and perspectives (Howard, 1993, p. 39).

Introduction
In this section, I will explain the organization of this study, including participant and
site selection, as well as the efforts to triangulate findings and establish trustworthiness of
the data. I will also share some of the unexpected difficulties and challenges of this inquiry.
A recent precedent-setting study declared that those who most frequently criticize
public education and offer a variety of solutions for the problems they see have not spent
much time in schools, let alone listening to the people who populate schools (Poplin &
Weeres, 1992). This study is designed to ask these teachers about their understandings of
the concept of multicultural education and to attempt to connect it to moments in their
background that were particularly powerful in terms of learning about diversity. This could
give multicultural teacher educators some better ideas about what experiences are powerful
enough to do what we need teachers to do, recognizing that it is not only critical to figure
out how to help support the process of becoming multicultural, but that it isn’t easy or
natural or quick to do so.
The participants interviewed for this study work in one public school system. Of
particular interest are three areas related to multicultural education: what White middle class
teachers subjectively understand about this term, how their knowledge base and teaching
strategies related to diversity were learned, and how they describe their own practice in
relation to this educational concept
Approach to the Problem
In this section, I will outline the research methodology employed in this study,
including my initial research questions and personal interest on the part of the researcher.
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General Research Questions
I will now review and expand upon my original research questions: Findings are
detailed in Chapter 5.
1. How do White, middle class classroom teachers define multicultural education?
a. in terms of their own pedagogy?
b. in other contexts related to a school, community, national or global
focus?
2. What common factors appear to be critical to their present understanding?
a. How have significant personal experiences or relationships helped these
teachers understand the diverse cultural perspectives of others?
b. How has undergraduate, graduate and/or in-service professional
development training contributed to developing a multicultural perspective?
c. How have students, colleagues, supervisors and community members
affected their learning to adapt and modify one's program to better serve the needs of all
students?
In relation to question #1,1 was interested in learning from teachers how they
define multicultural education. I wondered if their responses would be more related to their
curriculum or more specifically, to the developmental ages and stages of the children they
teach, or would they be more grounded in their own personal values about differences,
respect or human relations? Would the focus be the school community, and its extension to
the neighborhood, the local town or city, the state, the nation or the world? Depending on
how teachers understood multicultural education, we could see parallels in what they said
they do in their classrooms that relate to the challenges of cultural diversity.
My second question had to do with any common factors that appeared to be critical
in their present understanding. I wanted to focus on the interplay of factors from their own
families, including the openness or prejudice felt toward their own as well as certain other
groups or nationalities or religions. I wanted to know what teachers recalled about their
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own education and whether it had prepared them for the cultural diversity of the children
they now teach. And I wondered about the extent to which these teachers' understandings
of multicultural education were in direct relationship to the students they had taught who had
been different from their own backgrounds and from many of the other children they teach.
Or had colleagues or principals or supervisors provided information, support, training or
motivation to learn more about diversity?

The responses to these questions could help

teacher educators better understand both the interaction of various personal factors in the
lives of teachers and the power of certain kinds of experiences that act as catalysts to
multicultural understanding or to open the person to cross cultural challenges that could
further expand their effectiveness with students of different backgrounds.
These questions therefore try to refine and locate teachers’ prior learnings in either
the private or public sphere, in informal or formal learning experiences, in lessons learned
from interaction with students and colleagues' diverse cultures and abilities. Significant
patterns may provide a basis to make recommendations for how to invest resources in areas
which most appear to influence and move forward the process of becoming multicultural in
which teachers are engaged.

Research MethodQiQgy
For this study, I chose a phenomenological interview methodology in order to have
a means of allowing teachers to make complex connections between their pasts and present
understandings of themselves and others. I also wanted a methodology that connected with
teachers' beliefs rather than excluded them and their experience, expertise and knowledge.
Teacher resistance to research happens when "the process excludes teachers' voice and
therefore reinforces a one-way hierarchy from the all-knowing research sages to the needy
practitioners who are assumed to have little to offer" (Apple, 1982, cited in Gitlin, et. al.
1992, p. 25). What Gitlin has termed "Educative Research" ... aims specifically to develop
teacher voice as the center of the research methodology. He also describes the politics of
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Educative Research as a means of restructuring schools by linking of teacher belief and
practice (Gitlin, et. al., 1992. This appealed to my hopes for this study.

Site Selection
As I stated in the introduction, the choice of site required me to focus on my
objectives and to decide if the benefits of doing the study in my own school district
outweighed the potential limitations of bias. My committee members helped me somewhat
with this decision because access gives a researcher better understanding of the context in
which the teacher participants work. Also, since I was not a colleague in the sense that I
work in many buildings and deliver services to a variety of children K-12,1 have not had
the opportunity to become closely associated with any one faculty or staff. Clear Springs fit
many of the characteristics that I was interested in studying. They include having a
population that is predominantly White, but is experiencing demographic changes that have
left it unprepared to understand and meet the needs of students whose language is not
English, students of color, students who are poor.
Setting of the Study
In this section, the context within which this study took place is reviewed. This
school district is described through the lens of its diversity - that which the community
recognizes and that which it tends to overlook or ignore. I will also share those details
which relate to Clear Springs' diversity as a community because it provides a picture of the
demographic changes that are percolating through this community, just as they are in many
small towns and cities in the nation.
As I stated in the introduction, diversity is the norm in any school, but a certain
amount of diversity is taken for granted as a given. For example, teachers expect to teach
both boys and girls, although not all have been trained to become aware of possible biases
in their teaching that affect boys' and girls’ educational success differently. In the last
fifteen years, and especially since the Americans with Disabilities Act, children with special
needs, physical, mental and emotional, have been increasingly mainstreamed into grade
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appropriate classrooms. Teachers have had some training and support from specialists in
working with these children. Homophobia and the rights of gay students and teachers has
in general remained a taboo topic within most schools and most teachers have not had
special training to support students whose sexual identity is different from the dominant
heterosexual one or to teach all students about homophobia. The manifestations of antiSemitism, homophobia and racism are all difficult for schools today to deal with effectively
and most don't unless a serious incident occurs, often accompanied by some violent actions.
When all is seemingly calm, these types of biases and oppressions are just not mentioned.
Since urban schools in the northeast and southern schools have experienced de¬
segregation, multicultural educators have tried to develop appropriate curricula that includes
the stories of many dominated groups in American society. Suburban and rural schools
often continued on as they had in the past, believing that these issues were not as important
because of their constituency of mostly White, middle class young people. Studies of
education students from these places note their frequent desire to return to such communities
and teach children similar to themselves in safe environments full of the resources and
support for education to them typifies a good school (American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, 1990, cited in Zimpher & Ashbum, 1992).
But the waves of crime and the tearing of the social safety net of urban centers in the
eighties combined with growing immigrations of populations from Southeast Asia, the
Caribbean, Mexico, Central and South America and greater global mobility for business
people, students and workers has made most small towns and cities much more diverse.
The response to linguistic difference when it happens in small numbers has often
been policies which have been termed "subtractive" linguicism. It involves immersing the
child in the dominant language environment of English with the intention that the child will
acquire English fluency eventually. If such immersion resulted in the child's loss of his or
her first language, then so be it. This is America. Our language is English. Since 1974,
when Chinese students and their parents sued the San Francisco Public Schools, the Lau
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regulations require school districts to teach children in their first language while they are
acquiring English fluency so that they will not fall behind their peers in subjects in which
English is the vehicle for instruction. But again, in small districts, the government knew it
would be a burden to require such support, so small populations of Limited English
Proficient students have been allowed to "sink or swim." Teachers’ reactions to having a
child whose English skills are minimal vary, but many believe that the equitable, perhaps the
only practical thing to do is to teach that child as if he or she understood and eventually they
will.
Clear Springs is a school district in New England of about 1100 elementary school
students, 500 middle school students and 600 high school students. The faculty of the
schools of Clear Springs consists of 120 White, middle class men and women. The
principals include three women and a man on the elementary level and two men on the
middle and high school level. The majority of teachers have been in the school district for
most of their teaching careers, an average of 20 years each. The superintendent is a White
woman. Most, with the exception of those who teach French or Spanish, are monolingual
English. Two paraprofessionals are Hispanic. Dealing specifically with the special needs
of children are such specialists as guidance counselors and nurses, resource room teachers,
teacher aides, school psychiatrists, speech teachers, an occupational therapist, and an
English as a Second Language teacher. School volunteers include university students from
a program which trains them to work specifically with children who are learning English as
a second language. So this district is comparable to many school districts throughout the
United States which are comprised of a predominantly White student and teacher
population.
The school district in 1992-3 was 94.8% White, 1.6% Black, .9% Asian and 2.7%
Hispanic. The elementary school population is slightly more diverse than the total school
population with the percentages of Black students at 2.3% and Hispanic 3.2%. An
indicator of the socio-economic level of the school population is the current statistic of 37%
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in the district as a whole and 44% of the elementary school population which is on free or
reduced lunch. That figure is second highest in the region and an indicator of the high
unemployment in Clear Springs in recent years, as well as the high number of single parent
families and families who are living with the support of welfare, food stamps and
subsidized housing.
In terms of measures of educational success, the County Commission compiled a
series of statistics on towns in this area which provide data for comparison to some national,
state and local figures. The dropout rate in this region is way below the national average of
18% although Clear Springs' 6% is the highest among its neighboring towns in this comer
of the state. Clear Springs has a declining population of 18,600. The tax base has been
hard hit as a number of industries have closed their doors during the past decade. The
population percentage described as White is 98.2%, Black, .6%, Hispanic, .9% and other
1.2% {Clear Springs5 County Development Corporation, 1993).
In terms of ethnicity of the local population, the beautiful rural area was once the site
of a significant Native American population flourishing up until the time of the first British
settlements. Today the most visible evidence of the Pocumtuck, Squawkeeg and Iroquois
heritage are nearby tourist traps and scenic highways named for "Mohawk" Indian
predecessors. The town was originally settled by British colonists in the seventeen
hundreds. The town's forefathers and mothers were primarily of British stock but
throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, numbers of Polish, German, Irish,
Italian, and French Canadian mill and factory workers and their families moved to this area,
settled and added to the town's cultural heritage and present day composition.
Economic indicators demonstrate that Clear Springs once had an industrial base that
has largely disappeared in the last decade. Unemployment has risen dramatically in the last
few years. Some new local industries, such as plastics, fish hatcheries, tofu, candle making
and health food companies, among others, have flourished. The trend however is toward a

5 In order to maintain confidentiality, this pseudonym is used in the reference as well.
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service economy of health, social service and education professionals as well as fast food
restaurants and retail stores and away from an industrial base.
In the last decade, some significant demographic changes have occurred Secondary
and tertiary migration has attracted some Puerto Rican families seeking jobs, better housing,
and safer locations for their families. Shelters for battered women and the homeless have
also brought a diversity of people from Eastern cities to the protection offered them by a
more rural setting. Local ethnic restaurants have attracted Chinese restaurant worker
families. Local churches have sponsored refugees of war from Southeast Asia and of
religious persecution in the former Soviet Union, who have settled here as well. The local
community college offers courses in English as a Second Language, as well as retraining for
women returning to the workplace, workers looking for updated skills and newcomers in
need of basic English literacy. The quality of their program and outreach has attracted a
small but growing population of adults of different cultural and linguistic backgrounds,
many of whose children attend schools in this district
There are no bilingual programs in any language in the Clear Springs Schools as yet
and there are no elementary foreign language programs. Budget cuts in recent years have
reduced the exploratory language options at the middle school to a six week mini-course in
French or Spanish. Spanish and French are also offered at the high school.
Because it was important to several teachers in the study, I will mention that the
district is involved in a five-year cuniculum development project that is based on the work
of collaborative teacher task forces in each subject matter with the goal of creating a K-12
sequence of "Mastery in Learning Objectives" for each area (Glatthom, 1987) (see Chapter
2). Several participants in this study are involved with these task forces, including one who
is Chair of the overall effort. A total of over 60 teachers thus far, in this the third year of the
curriculum development process, have been intensively involved in the initial research, the
choice of "Hallmarks of Excellence" in the targeted cuniculums, the selection or design of
pilot programs, the piloting and evaluation of that process, and the training of teachers in the
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new curriculum. Every teacher has been affected with the changes as their own grade level
or specialization is touched
No one in the Clear Springs district has the title of multicultural education specialist,
curriculum developer or staff trainer, although some principals include the word
“multicultural” in their building-level vision statements. A new Parent/Teacher Resource
Center, funded by state grants in Early Childhood Education, is one place where a variety of
culturally diverse materials are available for use in the district
Other indicators tell the discerning observer about attitudes towards multicultural
populations. For example, there is interest in reducing and changing the tracking system
which is most visible at the high school level in most subjects, and in math at the middle
school level. Teachers say it is not the kind of rigid tracking in which a student is consigned
to one track forever, rather it is subject-matter ability grouping which gathers students into
four levels from basic skills to honors in any particular subject. The district as a whole is
working toward greater heterogeneous grouping arrangements, but many secondary
teachers have trouble viewing this as helpful or positive. Large class sizes of thirty as well
as the presence of mainstreamed special needs students lead teachers to view ability
grouping as not only positive, but necessary to provide college bound students with
adequate academic preparation. Individual teachers are relatively free to utilize their own
approaches with minimal direction or limitation from colleagues or administrators, but the
new K-12 curriculum efforts are beginning to stress the need for more consistency. While
the curriculum does not directly address multicultural education, each curricular area brings
together a group of teachers from different schools and grade levels to collect and review the
latest research and to develop a series of Mastery Objectives that are to inform the
development of a cyclical, reenforcing, integrated set of themes and goals for the district.
When specific curriculums are found that meet the criteria developed by these teachers, they
are piloted by a few teachers and eventually adapted to Clear Springs by another group of
teachers. The final step is to train and implement each curriculum in the district as a whole.
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The Special Education Department is large and visible. Special needs students are
primarily mainstreamed into regular classrooms, with support given through a variety of
pull-out programs, such as Chapter 1, Occupational Therapy, and Speech, provided by
building and itinerant specialists. Some children spend most of their day in self-contained
resource rooms because of behavioral or emotional difficulties or skills that are more than
three years below their chronological grade level. A Futures program is funded by the state
government to deal with drop-out prevention and “at-risk” students ages 14-21. It has
succeeded in lowering the dropout rate from 9% when it began to 4%, but then state funding
reduced the personnel in the program and the most recent figures are a dropout rate of 6%.
Specific newcomer populations are most evident when we examine the lists of
English as a Second Language students in the district. This includes varying numbers of
Puerto Rican, Russian, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Laotian, Korean and Chinese children.
Many elementary classrooms in the district have between one and four children of second
language background out of the twenty-five to thirty children assigned there. Students
requiring English as a Second Language (ESL) are mainstreamed and assigned to their
neighborhood school. Most of these children receive minimal pull-out services at best; the
amount of time is based on their relative inability to function with assigned classroom work.
Spanish -speaking children get some extra support through the limited availability of
bilingual books and materials.
In terms of personnel assigned to work with these newcomers, there are only a few.
The ESL teacher makes home visits when necessary, translates some notes to Spanish¬
speaking parents and is available to accompany Spanish-speaking parents to conferences to
facilitate communication with school personnel. A Puerto Rican woman hired as a
paraprofessional to work in the Parent/Teacher Resource Center has helped the district
access parents who speak Spanish through home visits and school workshops and has
assisted in Spanish literacy activities with Puerto Rican students.
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Participant Selection
After selecting the site, the next challenge was participant selection. Who should I
talk to? Whose perspectives would be most valuable? I wanted teachers who taught or
tried to teach from a multicultural perspective, who felt committed to multicultural education.
But how to find them? I didn't want to limit my participants to Social Studies or Literature
or elementary teachers because they are the ones most often associated with multicultural
education. My hunch was that teachers either associated such a job description with people
like me who work with students who speak languages other than English, or with experts
on a particular race or ethnicity or with teachers in urban areas who work with large
populations of students of color. So how could I best locate some teachers for my study?
Rather than a job description, title or self-nomination, I relied on the beliefs and
observations of others who had observed the teachers in action. These people were
generally in supervisory roles and, upon hearing about my study and reading the descriptors
that Nieto had devised (see page 9), they gave me the names of one or two people who fit,
in their mind, the type of teacher they believed I was looking for. Each name was listed
separately and, when mentioned by more than one person, moved into a higher priority set.
This, then, provided a potential list of participants, which were subsequently narrowed to
achieve a balance of representatives from different grade levels, and both genders (although
women outnumbered men). Participants were then invited to participate and could read
about the study. If they didn't feel they incorporated a multicultural perspective or were
uninterested in the topic or were too busy, they de-selected themselves personally.
The participants therefore are not members of a known group other than colleagues
employed by the same school system, nor do they teach under a similar job description.
Each spoke from his/her individual, personal, professional knowledge and commitment to
something which may or may not be shared or validated by other colleagues, supervisors or
students. They did not graduate from the same institution or take the same graduate class.
They did not read the same books or necessarily work together through mentoring or peer
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coaching. Because of the infinite number of possible variables that such data could
generate, it is hoped that patterns will emerge, particularly unanticipated ones, that may
provide insight into the relationship between teacher background experience and one'e
professional understanding of multicultural education. Hopefully, teacher participants will
find that exploration and reflection on the challenges of multicultural education is important,
worthwhile and beneficial to their own and others' professional development.
Ten participants is an arbitrary number, but it seemed appropriate in terms of the
study's goals and my time-frame. I asked all participants which month between January
and May they would like to be interviewed, and they also chose the place of the interview,
the time of day, and whether the interview took place on a school day, vacation or
weekend. I tried to keep the length of the interval between interviews about one week apart,
but that was stretched in some cases. This flexibility made it easier for each teacher to fit
this into their busy lives and commitments, although it was a challenge for me to
accomplish!
Participants in the Study
The participants in this study all meet the basic criteria of experienced White, middle
class public school teachers. There were more women than men, and that is what
demographically exists in the profession as well. The men were both from the secondary
level. The participants, whose profiles comprise Chapter 4, include six elementary school
teachers, all women, in Pre-Kindergarten, first, second, fourth (two participants) and fifth
grades. They work in three different elementary buildings in the Clear Springs district.
They range in age from 29 to 46 and have taught between four to twenty years in this
district. There is one teacher in the Middle School, a man, 49 years of age, who teaches
Social Studies to seventh graders. There are three high school teachers, two women and
one man; one Math/Science, one Social Studies and one English/Industrial Arts teacher with
experience in Alternative high schools and Dropout Prevention work. They range in age
from 33 to 50, with from eight to twenty-two years private and public school experience.
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Participants' Rights to Protection. Participants received a paper explaining the
rights and responsibilities we agreed to if they were willing to participate (See Appendix
C). They had the opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time before the three
interviews were completed I prepared "stories” in their own words, edited down to a
"profile" of ten to fifteen pages that participants read in order to confirm or clarify; however,
they did not have editorial power to change my summaries and analyses. Individuals could
request deletion of certain quotations or comments which, on reflection, they felt
uncomfortable sharing. Participants, by and large, chose their own pseudonyms; some
wanted to use their own name, but I created a pseudonym as well as code words for their
school and community in an effort to protect participants and keep their words anonymous
and confidential. However, I am not be able to guarantee complete confidentiality due to the
fact that some readers may be able to surmise the identity of participants by the particular
roles, events, situations, and histories they describe.
Structure and Content of the Interviews
The construct of three interviews as detailed by Seidman (1991) in his book,
Interviewing as Qualitative Research, provided me with the road map to follow to craft a
process of open-ended interview topics that elicited details of a participant's personal and
family history, ethnic associations, childhood travels or experiences with diversity, racism,
classism or sexism, college experiences, attitudes towards languages and cultures, personal
relationships with people different from oneself, work history and teaching experiences.
Each participant was interviewed three times over the course of about one month for
approximately 90 minutes each. The time and place of each interview was negotiated with
the participant to suit their convenience. Some were conducted at participants' homes, some
in their rooms after school and most in small conference rooms of the school, which
provided somewhat greater privacy and quiet and less personal distraction. Interviews were
audio-taped and later transcribed by me, edited to remove repetitive speech. Sentences
were presented whenever possible as the person spoke them, but were re-ordered when
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necessary to construct a chronology of a person's overall journey from childhood to the
present stage of adulthood.
The second interview dealt with the specific details of each teacher’s professional
assignment and the curriculum that each had created as well as had been given to present
over the course of a year. I also asked each to lead me through the day, describing the small
and important details of what I would expect to see were I a member of their class.
This interview was followed by a day spent in the classroom or following the
secondary teacher through the bells and duties of a typical day. I took field notes on those
days but did not transcribe them. They were used to provide further connections leading to
new questions as well as opportunities for the teacher to clarify and expand on what I had
seen that day. It was not thorough or lengthy enough to be used to measure the extent of a
teacher's multicultural perspective as observed in his or her classroom. One helpful result
was the opportunity to get a sense of the constructed environment created by each teacher in
which their pedagogy took place.
In the third interview, I asked each person to reflect on the meaning of what we had
been sharing. Typical probes dealt with the class I had visited, including students or topics
which raised issues of diversity. I also asked each how he or she would define multicultural
education. I asked participants to reflect on why they thought other colleagues and
supervisors had mentioned their name as someone who was interested and/or skilled in
multicultural education. I also asked what else they would like to know or what kinds of
support or training they felt would be desirable, and, given the demands of their work and
the realities of the in-service program already in place, what would each do if he or she was
asked to conduct training in multicultural approaches for their staff. A lot of interesting
questions and ideas were shared during this interview and some of their responses are
included in Chapter 6.
I knew that there would be many variables because of the open-ended nature of this
study. Yet I felt that some important insights could emerge. In fact, several participants
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requested that we meet and share our ideas about this theme with other participants. That
meeting has not occurred and probably will not happen in time for the findings of this
dissertation, but I believe that some critical groundwork has been laid for such collegial
interaction in the future. Like other studies of teachers’ classrooms, the process of
collaborating on research becomes a kind of intervention in which the ideas discussed lead
to reflection which may lead to reconceptualizations and educational change. This,
however, was not the focus of this dissertation.
I expected to discover the unexpected. Because I am not evaluating changes in
attitudes following a particular course or event, I instead hope to turn around the lens and
look reflectively at the individual histories and experiences with diversity of some teachers
who cuirently try to teach from a multicultural perspective.
This study concentrates on one school district where cultural diversity has not yet
forced a community power struggle through public pressure, mandate or demographic
crisis. The teachers interviewed were experienced and considered to be very good, so their
understandings reflect, at least in part, attitudes and knowledge of other members of their
profession who have journeyed along similar paths. They are members of a general local
work culture, but one that holds concrete similarities to the culture of public school teachers
throughout our nation. A few have lived only in this area and worked only in this school
district, but several have had experiences elsewhere as well.
Getting the Study Underway
I began the study in earnest in January, 1993. I gave each teacher the opportunity to
choose the month they would most like to be interviewed, as well as the time (after school,
evening or on a weekend) and the place (their room, a neutral conference room in the
school, their home or my room or home.) I also adapted my schedule whenever necessary
to fit changes in their plans, including vacations, illness, car accident, and convenience.
The schedule as it took place in the spring of 1993 is included in Appendix E.
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All interviews were audio-taped and then transcribed by me alone. Throughout the
summer of '93,1 reduced the transcripts to 10 to 15 page profiles of each participant. This
was done after coding the transcripts, using the HyperQual Computer Program designed to
analyze interview data (Padilla, 1991 a,b). I first removed repetitive speech and all of my
questions and remarks. I then copied any references to multicultural education, descriptions
of curriculum, references to family ethnicity, references to gender identity, any seemingly
significant experiences and events. Some were gathered in separate files entitled
"Curriculum," "Definitions of Multicultural Education," "Suggestions for Staff
Development" and in the case of the teacher who had decided to leave teaching,
"Frustrations and Suggestions."6 Quotes from these files are included in the findings,
patterns and implications sections in the final chapters. The participants' stories were
gradually honed and edited to reach a target length of about ten pages. These are collected
as participant profiles in their own words in Chapter 4.
Findings took longer to analyze. I read and re-read the data and made charts
comparing the ten participants on various planes.7 If personal experience seemed significant
in one or two stories, then I went back to the data and searched for examples of personal
experiences in the lives of each participant. I made timelines to see if the age of the
participant made a difference. I grouped participants by their definitions of multicultural
education and then looked for similarities or differences in their education or background
experience. I separated those who had disliked school from those who had been happy
students to see what other factors coalesced or separated using that frame of reference. I
looked at birth order, gender, parent occupation, travel, previous work experience, anything
that came up as a potential factor. When quotes were used as illustrations for the section on
findings (Chapter 5) or implications for practice (Chapter 6), they were removed or reduced
in the profile.

6
7

To see a complete list of categories developed with HyperQual, see Appendix F.
See Appendices A and G for some of those attempts at Finding patterns.
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There was a lot of data related to curriculum that I did not include in this dissertation.
In the section of Chapter 6 when I talk about workplace and school environment factors that
work against or in support of multicultural approaches, I summarized examples from the
data when teachers mentioned the effect of their school structure on their practice. To make
the study as succinct as possible, I repeatedly edited the findings until only the clearest
examples remained. Some ideas were mentioned only once, as in the definitions of
multicultural education which tended to be quite individual. Other data patterns represented
similar ideas or experiences. Obviously the data created by 30 90-minute tapes is immense.
Issues with the Role of Researcher
The development of voice is linked to personal empowerment and a larger process of
school change. Inherent in both these related aims is the establishment of reciprocal
relationships between researchers and 'subjects’ such that no group is silenced and
change can become a process contributed to and influenced by all community
members (Gitlin, et. al., 1992, p. 179).
This section will be devoted to discussing the role of researcher in a
phenomenological interview study. The quote above was a goal I held as I tried to negotiate
a workable relationship with the participants in the study, who were also colleagues from
my school district. I hold an insider/outsider position in the district where I conducted the
research because I am an itinerant teacher attempting to meet some of the linguistic,
academic and social adjustment needs of any children who require English as a Second
Language services in my district. Therefore I am in and out of many of the schools for
short periods of time. When time permits, I work with teachers who have "Limited English
Proficient" children in their classrooms. So my name, face and role are generally known
although I am not an intregral part of any one school community. My mobility and the fact
that I am part-time gave me the access, flexibility, and opportunity to observe each teacher
for one full day between the second and third interview. At the outset of the study, I only
knew one teacher on a personal basis. Several of the others were strangers to me outside of
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their public classroom or district leadership roles. Some names and faces were totally
unknown to me prior to their nomination.
Much research indicates that teachers are rarely asked in-depth questions about
backgrounds, beliefs, teaching philosophy, goals or curriculum (McDiarmid, 1991; see
Gitlin, et. al, 1992; Poplin & Weeres, 1992; Freeman, 1991 as examples of studies which
do). So the process of listening to colleagues' stories, painful and joyful, brought us closer
as people as well as professionals. There also came points in each interview in which the
participant wanted to know something about me or wanted to know what I thought on the
issue I was asking them about. Although I worked hard to keep myself out of the
conversation, I did not succeed. Later, while transcribing all the tapes, I realized that my
stories, given in response to the sharing of a participant, were different. Each reconstructed
anecdote from my past had created connections with a particular participant and his or her
story.
Initially, I felt somewhat guilty about this because it did not coincide with my
understanding of my role as a researcher. Seidman (1991, pp. 62-3) emphasizes that the
job of the researcher is to 'listen more, talk less,' to keep one's personal ego, one's own
stories out of the process in order to better hear and elicit the understandings and
experiences of the participant. I thought that I was a typical example of an inexperienced
researcher, but, as I transcribed each tape, I often noticed where one of my anecdotes
seemed to trigger a deeper, more revealing response than what had been said previously.
Becoming vulnerable myself appeared to build trust and mutual respect.
As the study progressed, my relationship with each teacher subtly changed. We
came to know each other quite well. We discussed deeply ideas about curriculum, students,
school restructuring, discipline. They shared with me personal experiences and views on
religion, sexuality, family, the military, prejudices and personal growth. These are not the
kinds of interpersonal sharings that happen in the teachers' room. I am honored by their
trust and willingness to share. From their perspective, this study was an opportunity for
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professional growth. They became interested in resources such as cooperative learning, and
multicultural literature. This relates to the issue that Seidman brings up in his discussion of
equity versus exploitation. Exploitation exists when the conversation is one way, with the
participant sharing and the researcher getting the benefit in terms of professional growth.
Equity involves two-way sharing, meeting the needs of participant and researcher. I
believe that what started as a process of interviewing to listen and learn has grown to have
an impact on a community of influential teachers in my district who have had the novel
opportunity of taking time to reflect on the influence of diversity and the meaning of
multicultural perspectives in their professional approaches. Because many of them are
involved in the system-wide curriculum reform movement, their new insights and
awareness, as well as the affirming nature of being respected for professional excellence, go
on to influence others.
I have asked myself if such connections hurt the so-called validity of my study, but
in exploring the debate among quantitative researchers of the role of the interviewer, I found
much agreement with my position (Barrett, 1993). Among qualitative researchers who use
interview methodologies, there is a group who utilize a set of questions, a guide, to enable
the interviewer to ask similar or identical questions to each participant, thereby eliciting
comparable responses. Another group focuses on the participant's open-ended
reconstruction of past events and beliefs, with the interviewer listening actively, keeping key
points in mind and following up on whatever raises a question related to the study interestincluding pauses, laughs or abrupt responses (Seidman, 1991; see also Tesch, 1990 for an
overview of many qualitative methodologies). But there is another school, argued by
Mishler, in his book Research Interviewing that sees interviewing as a type of linguistic
event which embodies the unique perspective and communicative skills of the interviewee
joindy constructed with the perspective and communicative skills of the interviewer. To
separate one from the other is to deny what we know about language as embedded in a
certain set of contexts and relationships. The insider connections of researcher as colleague
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and member of the professional community can provide greater contextual richness, as well
as instant recognition of the social or workplace references made by participants (Freeman,
1991).
In this study, the interview is a complex language interaction in which my role as
researcher is affected positively and negatively by other roles as colleague and resource as
well as questioner and listener, by my gender, age, ethnicity class, and prior experiences.
The challenge for me is to make clear the important stories of these teachers in their process
of becoming multicultural, extract insights and implications for multicultural teacher
educators and then focus on the interview relationship process itself to see how it combines
aspects of teacher reflectivity, collaborative research and peer mentoring.
The Mastery In Learning project, a curriculum development format being
implemented in the Gear Springs district (Glatthom, 1987), emphasizes developing a
research base among teachers:
The ideal Mastery in Learning teacher is a responsible, informed, professional, and
collegial decision maker - able and willing to critically examine school and
classroom practice, seek and consider knowledge-based options, and thoughtfully
weigh them against factors of context, goals and values.(Buchmann, 1984;
Fenstermacher, 1987, cited in Livingstone & Castle, 1989, p. 24).
Three paradigms of research described in that study include "critical" which has the
aim of transformation. "The self-reflective spiral... becomes the basis for understanding the
world and changing it" (Livingstone & Castle, 1989, p. 16). The researcher in this mode is
that of a participant. Her questions, processes and findings are shared with and affected by
those being studied. These authors affirm that
the notion that research and practice are separate spheres of activity is being
challenged by a growing number of practitioners who are researchers
themselves...In the process they develop professionally, improve their craft, and
add to the knowledge base of their profession (Livingstone & Castle, 1989, pp. 21-

22).
This self-reflective spiral was put into effect when these ten teachers agreed to
participate in my study of the process of becoming multicultural. Each teacher, by sharing
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his or her notions of this vague concept and pedagogy, became involved in rethinking the
choices that they had made as educators involved in teaching children of diverse
backgrounds. Their reflections led them to question and observe themselves, to see their
actions through the eyes of an interested observer, and to begin to ask questions about other
ways to address a variety of educational needs which are collectively considered through
multicultural education. This is what I believe and hope that I have done alongside the
teachers who have participated in sharing with me their ideas, beliefs and histories in the
interest of better understanding multicultural education.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I have detailed the study from its research methodology, through
access and selection of site and participants. I have discussed the process of interviewing
and creating profiles. There is also a summary of the process I went through to develop
findings in the data. I have described the setting and briefly described the participants who
agreed to share with me their understandings of multicultural education and practice. I also
explained my quandary as a researcher/practitioner to strike the proper and equitable role
with participants in terms of sharing my ideas while listening to theirs.
In Chapter 4, you will meet the participants through profiles crafted from a synthesis
of the three interviews in their own words. Each profile is introduced by a paragraph which
focuses on the primary catalyst to multicultural learning that each individual teacher
experienced. In Chapter 5, you will also be introduced to the themes for analysis which will
address these teachers' words, wisdom and uncertainties related to diversity.
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CHAPTER 4
PROFILES OF TEACHERS IN THE STUDY
This chapter contains constructed biographic profiles of each teacher in this study.
In order to understand each participant's background and upbringing as a member of the
dominant European-American culture, and to understand the experiences of each
participant's life that have served to create an awareness of the perspectives of others, the
profiles are important to include as a backdrop to the findings and assertions in Chapter 5.
Like Seidman, I believe profiles are an effective way to share this data, more so than a
summary in my words or through charts and graphs (1992, p. 91). I also agree that profiles
should be crafted using the participant's own words. Words have been deleted from the
original interview, but I have made an effort to maintain the flavor of each person's manner
of speaking, while eliminating repetitive phrases, and honing each profile down to major
themes in order to keep them readable and interesting.
Each person is identified by his/her pseudonym and by the grade level in which
he/she was teaching at the time of the study. The profiles are organized chronologically by
grade assignment from pre-kindergarten through high school. Such an order is arbitrary. It
does allow the reader to muse on the socialization experiences of each teacher that motivated
each toward the grade assignment where they now work. Each profile is introduced by a
paragraph that highlights certain aspects characterizing their learning about diversity.
Subtitles within the transcripts indicate something about the focus of the next paragraph/s.
The transcripts of the original interviews were approximately 100 to 125 pages in length;
these profiles have been edited down to a fraction of that I have focused on life experiences
with diversity stemming from a) family ethnicity, b) neighborhood, school and family
experiences and conflicts in these settings related to prejudice, class, religious values and
discrimination, c) college, including formal and informal experiences learning about
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people different from oneself, d) domestic and/or international travel and significant job
experiences that affected the teacher’s current philosophy and teaching pedagogy.
Where excerpts of the interview data illustrate major themes and categories used in
Chapter 5,1 have removed them from this section in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.
This chapter is presented first in order to give the reader a better sense of each participant
and his/her experiences so that their understandings of multicultural education can be
displayed in context against the background of their lives.

Mervl. Pre-School
Meryl's cross-cultural experiences moving from the shelter of a large, lower middleclass family to a succession of experiences in diverse, urban neighborhoods were profound,
life-changing, wrenching. She handled the questions, crises and personal changes largely
on her own, absorbing lessons through self-reflection or with peers. Starting with an
Urban Studies semester in Philadelphia, her initial experiences were for the most part
organized through programs related to educational institutions that she chose to affiliate
with. The learning she achieved through each one led her to seek out greater risks and more
challenging opportunities to continue expanding her self- and multi-cultural learning. She
exemplifies "a professional commitment to service under difficult circumstances, a belief
that the finest applications of (her) capabilities are in the most challenging situations...that
however uncomfortable or disturbing the experiences, the more powerful they are, the
greater the possibility of seminal or deep learning (Brown, 1992, p. 11).

It was definitely a watershed for me. .
..Intuitively ... I knew I needed to see more of the world.
Family Background
(I grew up in) a suburb just outside the city of Minneapolis. ...(My father)
was from New Hampshire. ... I’m one of 8 children,... the second of
eight....(My parents) are both half Irish and half German ...; we always called
ourselves Irish Catholic. ...My mother's family came over (in) the mid-1800's,
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farmers in Iowa who gradually migrated up to Minnesota. My fatherfs family)
identified themselves as Yankee. ...Once I graduated from Catholic school in 8th
grade and went into public schools, the norm was blond, Scandinavian, so ...that
was just the way the world was...
... In the abstract my parents are very much for civil rights. Equal
opportunity.... Catholic schools in the fifties and sixties (had) this very missionary
orientation. My impression of people of color were Native Americans on
reservations and African babies. ...So most of my feelings (were)... about saving
them. Noble savage kind of thing. ... Distant and condescending. ... I remember
one summer we had a Native American girl come and live with us from the
Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota (but) it didn't really touch our lives
personally.
...I had a lot of experience growing up taking care of small children... and
had a natural inclination for it but was very much encouraged by my teachers not to
go into teaching. I have very strong recollections of teachers coming up and
saying, “If you don’t go into science. I’ll come looking for you!” ... School has
always been easy for me, ...There were a lot of areas that were strong for me so...
teachers kept saying, “Don’t ever go into teaching! You’re smarter than that.”
...So I went on to college with no thoughts of being a teacher. I resisted it.
...Any journeying into ed courses were always disappointing, unchallenging. So I
had no intentions of being a teacher.... I went to Kalamazoo College in Michigan.
I chose that because it (had) a very experiential program where every other quarter
you were off campus. ... I really liked the program. ... I knew what I needed. I
was very active in high school, a leader... but at the core , I was very shy and very
attached to my family. Leaving home was very difficult.... I threw myself out of
the nest. It was very painful. But on some intuitive level, I must’ve known that I
needed those kinds of broadening experiences.
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Urban Studies Semester
In my sophomore year, I had the opportunity to participate in... an Urban
Studies Semester and... spent three or four months in Philadelphia, working in a
variety of social service agencies.... We all were supposed to find our own
housing.... So I ended up in a house with... other students in Germantown,... a
northern section of Philadelphia.... It... felt too scary to me, just the thought of
living in this big old decrepit house with all these people, no furniture (laugh).
(But) it ended up being a wonderful experience. We scavenged all our furniture
from junk heaps out on the street; I had to learn how to cook cause I had to take my
turn to cook once a week so it was very growing in lots of ways. There was a lot of
activity in the anti-war movement so I became involved with a group that was...
involved in ending the war,... standing outside churches on Sunday morning,
leafletting people. All of this was very new to me. I had not been politically active.
...The result of (my college's) offering us many experiences was not what
they had hoped for. (laugh) Often, the kids who went on the Urban Studies
Semesters didn’t return ...The (college) just thought that a well-rounded individual
would have a variety of experiences ...(My college) was a small campus because
people were coming and going. ... Everybody went abroad... to all over the
world.... It’s a neat school. ... I kinda wish I hadn’t transferred but at the time, it
seemed like the thing to do.
So, ...in Philadelphia, I found an internship in a home for juvenile
delinquent girls. ... Which was very painful for me because as a White 19-year-old
honky from the Midwest, I was supposedly providing guidance and recreational
activities for... girls, maybe 4,5 or 3 years younger than I was who had a world of
experience far different than my own,... far more worldly than I was.... Probably
a little over half were (people of color), but there were also White girls there.
...Kids who had run away, been on the street. ...Lots of the girls had acted out
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their anger in a very inward way, they hadn’t become aggressive or violent They
were very depressed, maybe suicidal, maybe run away, ...sexually quite
promiscuous. Had just really turned it on themselves.... In reality, running away
was the sanest thing for them to have chosen. It was a real survival skill.
... The kids... were locked into a recreation room for a great part of the day.
... I spent the day in this rec room.... I don’t have a lot of memory about what we
did (laugh) I just remember coming home and being just devastated, feeling so bad.
My first contact with... poverty and dysfunction. ...I became attached to a few
girls and they allowed me to take them out I would bring them home to our house
for dinner and to a movie and bring them back.
...That was going on in combination with... all these tumultuous feelings
about having entered the urban environment that was completely foreign to me; for
all I knew I was on another planet Nothing had prepared me for what life was like
in that area of Philadelphia and the kind of poverty that I saw and just the lack of
attention that huge populations in our country were experiencing.
...Theoretically we had advisors. ...We would meet with them weekly but
...I was a shy person and didn’t... go to them and say, “Boy, this is really
blowing my socks off! (laugh) It’s really upsetting.”... I don’t think I talked to any
professional adult As peers, we certainly would come home at night and over
dinner, talk about all these things we were learning about..
... I went back to (college) and finished out my sophomore year, but I knew
that I didn’t want to stay there. While I was on that Urban Studies semester in
Germantown, I would meet students from the University of Pennsylvania who
were involved in various agencies up in Germantown. I thought, “Penn is this
really socially active school...” So I made the decision to transfer...
(First) I..»took a year off and a friend and I... spent a few months hiking
the Appalachian Trail up in Maine and hitchhiking around. Then my parents...
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said, “You’d better get home and start saving up for your next year of college.” I
was on... massive amounts of scholarship..., but my parents were contributing ...
to make up that difference.... I always worked every summer and did work /study
every year. ...So I went back to Minneapolis, ...and did secretarial work...We
were in this unusual situation. My father was college educated, he had a white
collar job as an editor of a newspaper so we all had those aspirations ...but still
financially we were very working class....
WorkIStudy Opportunity
...(Penn) allows you to find a non-profit in Philadelphia and work for them
and Penn pays you as a Work/Study student. ... I heard about this school that
operated... very close to the neighborhood in which I was living, (in)., a less
integrated neighborhood. A parent cooperative that was operating out of the
basement of a church had been started by parents who had gotten tired of
Philadelphia teachers’ strikes. They’d lured a couple... teachers away and had
started this school.... They had started with kindergarten and first grade and each
year they kept their kids, so when I started working with them, it was like K-3. It
was the epitome of all the exciting educational developments that were happening
about that time. Very open classrooms, learning centers, ...experiential. Kids
going out into the community and participating in... projects right in their
neighborhoods,... lots of parent involvement. ...They were very active, especially
in raising funds so that it wasn’t just a school for White children. It was a mixture
of races and classes. The parents who had started it were White educated parents
who live in the neighborhood. It was this very eye-opening experience.
... I had lots of responsibility. ... My senior year, I was able to be there
every day for a half a day and get credit. I decided I would be an Urban Studies
major with an education emphasis.... Teachers ...talked to me about Banks Street
College of Education in New York City and encouraged me to go on to graduate
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school. ...We were using the Bank Street readers,... one of the first multicultural,
urban-oriented readers. ...The kids are playing in urban playgrounds and going
home to big apartment buildings. It was very radical at the time! (laugh)
Shelters, Feminist Politics and Language Immersion
...So I... decided to take a year off and ...I went up to Boston for a year.
I followed a friend of mine... and got a job at Harvard in one of their counseling
centers, doing secretarial work... and... got very involved in the Women’s
Movement. ... I wasn’t telling my mother much at that time, (laugh) ... I’d go
home once a year at Christmas but I ...learned very quickly that there was no point
My mother took (my politics) very personally as a rejection of all that they stood
for. She couldn’t see the communality in us, caring about things. Of course, we
cared about different things. So I didn’t tell them a lot.
...At Harvard,... I saw a flyer... A student at Harvard, was setting up an
exchange program (in Peru). You had to... buy your air fare and they would...
have you stay with a family. You could request what kind of a family you wanted.
Again, in my naive way ,... I wanted a real working class family, I didn’t want
this sanitized experience, so I got one. I lived with a family of... eight or ten kids
... I so much wanted them to know that I was trying hard and that I wanted to be
respectful of their culture.I was working in a hospital with children who had
polio and tuberculosis. Those children speak in Quechua. ...It was an absolutely
terrifying experience for them. At the end,... I took one of my Peruvian sisters
and myself on a trip;... none of them really had ever been out of their town. She
and I took the train to Cuzco, went to Machu Pichu.... (We) visited... their
relatives in another town and then came home.
Cultural Diversity and Issues of Class
... I’d applied to Banks Street (for) ...graduate school ...so that fall,... I
flew from Peru, landed in New York City with my backpack on my back (laugh),
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figured out how to get to Brooklyn on the subway, where my friend... had rented
an apartment.... I found my way there. The next day, I started teaching, (laugh)..
I could go to Bank Street and finance it was because I had some teaching experience
. ...They allowed me to be... “a Bank Street intern.” So I taught during the day,...
like an assistant teacher, was paid for that and then (went) to school at night.
... Bank Street was this incredible, wonderful educational experience,
exciting in every way. But the one disappointment was that they placed their...
interns... in very wealthy private schools in New York City in order to have this
quality educational experience with the resources and materials... to really carry out
their program (laugh) the way that they would like. So I was teaching in a private
school in the Village. ...So the education that was fantastic, but the experience in
translating it was again painful for me. I accepted a position there that fall.
In the interim, a friend of mine decided to go to Mexico over the summer...
We went to a school that taught Spanish in Cuernavaca. Spent a month there
studying. How I financed this.... It’s amazing what you can do when you put your
mind to it. I went to Mexico for a month.... We started out ...renting rooms from a
family. ... It was pretty restrictive and my friend and I ...moved into the school.
... We became very good friends with ... two ... Mexican...women who were
cooks at the school.... spending time at their homes, going on trips.
Bilingual Teacher and Work with the Poor
I went back to New York City to take my teaching job. I lasted (less than)
two months. I was absolutely miserable. Just hated every minute of it. I took a
three day weekend ... in October, Columbus day. Went up to Boston and just
didn’t want to go back so bad I took another day and went to the Boston Public
Schools Personnel office. They were in desperate need of a teacher (laugh). I
should have wondered why! (laugh) I thought it was just fate. At (this) school in
Dorchester,... the (bilingual students) from different schools ...were waiting for a
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teacher and this was October. So I went to visit them. It was absolutely the
antithesis of everything in New York. ...In comparison with my students who
were in this mansion and so difficult to please, these kids just seemed so happy for
the smallest, so... I felt like I could feel more useful. I went back to New York and
quit my job, much to my director’s chagrin. She told me it was the most
unprofessional thing she had ever seen anyone do in the whole history of teaching.
They filled the position the next day! (laugh)
...I did a good job in terms of self-esteem. ...Bank Street had taught me
how to teach reading from a ...language experience technique.... I had an aide who
was Cuban ...helping me. She would be doing reading groups in Spanish and I
would do it in English. We were trying to use this language-experience., where
they would dictate, develop word banks and learn the words ... I didn't really
know how to begin teaching reading. ... I didn't use phonics at all. I was really
floundering. I needed so much support and there was really nowhere to get it.
...What threw me was I literally had a 6,7 year age span in that class in two
languages. Some of the kids didn't know how to read at all in either language ... I
could have spent the day doing reading groups and math groups because there was
such a range of ability.
... I was certainly conversant (in Spanish); ...I could converse and
understand what the kids were saying (although) I didn't feel comfortable teaching
a Spanish reading group. I was really glad Miriam was there. ...She handled the
Spanish instruction.... It was a mixture, Dominican, Puerto Rican.... The
poverty! Kids were coming to school in sandals in... winter. No winter coats.
Much of my day was spent dealing with physical needs. ... Here I was, this
idealistic kid coming out of graduate school and I realized the enormity of the
problem. I felt totally defeated.
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I went back the second year and got very ill.... There was a 2nd /3rd
grade group and a kindergarten/ 1st grade group. So we (had) all bonded together.
... Two teachers didn't come back the second year. They both quit I went back
(but) ... I felt really isolated.... Theoretically, the second year should have been
much easier but I... realized that I couldn't solve anything by myself. My
expectations for what I could accomplish in that setting were so high and I couldn't
meet them. It was probably the first time in my life that I couldn't work hard and
get an A! (laugh)
So I got really sick instead. I developed an illness Oike)... a nervous
breakdown. ...Not only was it arthritis, I had developed a heart murmur.... I had
these raised black and blue welts all over my legs,... I was tested for rheumatoid,
for Lupus.... Everything came up negative. I couldn't walk. ... I made it through
Thanksgiving, and then I couldn't go back... Gradually,... I started getting better.
Td spent years working towards this and those were the kids I cared about and the
kids I wanted to work with....I was a failure .
...I found another situation that was in my community working with the
kids I care about in a much more supportive situation. ... Boston has a network of
community schools,... public schools that stay open at night and offer classes after
school,... and in the evening.... They have their own separate staff. ...They hired
teachers from the community ...The pay was much lower. I saw an ad for... an
after school reading program. ...The point of the program was to attract kids to
stay after school to become involved in reading activities. ...You had to be pretty
creative. I loved it! I (was) the director (with) a couple of teachers working under
me.
... We would plant a garden and then record what we planted and do lots of
activities about gardening where the kids had to read. ...Mysteries. ...Games.
...We would test the kids when they came in and group them by interests and
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ability level. ...This was right in Jamaica Plain where I was living. There was a
huge project right across the street from us and a lot of kids lived in the projects.
... I knew all the parents . ...I loved it. I did that for two years. Those kids
...were just the gamut of ethnicities and racial backgrounds ... (And) I didn't get
sick.
...During that time I was finishing up my masters thesis from Bank Street.
...I (wrote up how I) started a community garden for a group of kids in my
neighborhood who had been terrorizing the community gardens summers
before....It was really good for those kids.... I hadn't been a gardener before then
so I learned a lot ..a real healing thing for me.
Teaching in Culturally Diverse Pre-Schools
...Then I made the decision... to move back to Minnesota to do some bridge
building with my family.... I moved back to Minneapolis, (and I) lived in the city.
... I couldn't find a teaching job so I directed a child care center on the campus of
the University of Minnesota, ...a parent co-op. ...At least fifty percent ...were
children of foreign students. ... They were speaking... fourteen, fifteen languages.
...We would have children come in who would have special needs. We
started making referrals to the Minneapolis public schools for students we had
concerns about. ...I became familiar with integrated pre-schools. ... I would go
with parents to observe and realized here's a way to work with young children,
which I was enjoying, and get a public school teacher's salary, which I wasn't
making as a daycare director. It was intellectually challenging for me to work with
kids, ...to find out what was the source of their behavior problem and how to
manage it or the source of their learning delay... So I went back to school at night,
when I was director of the daycare center,(and) got additional certification in special
needs.
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...I did an internship with the Minneapolis public schools...Those students
were mostly Black, Hispanic and Native American. A few White kids were there
but they were the minority... (My internship) was a pre-school ...for children with
special needs. ...It ran the gamut. A lot of kids with behavioral problems. I have
seen nothing that can touch it here in Clear Springs. Very severe emotional
disturbances.... I had kids whose home lives were so traumatic that their behavior
was totally reasonable given the level of chaos and pain in their lives. Very severe
acting up.... I learned a lot about restraining children and it was a very difficult
program to work in; you went home at the end of the day feeling very much abused
because you had been brutally and physically assaulted. ...A lot of kids in foster
care,... kids whose parents were in jail for prostitution, provocations of police,
drug abuse, crack babies. ...
Then,... I got hired by the St. Paul's public schools.... (who) were running
this innovative program for families. They had infant, toddler and pre-school
classes for ...normally developing kids. The parents would come, drop them,
spend time with them in the classroom; we'd do activities together and then they
would go off for a parenting group and I would stay.... I didn't enjoy the infant,
toddler class ... but the concept was wonderful.... We would just go out and
canvas the neighborhood, go door to door knocking.
...What ...stands out to me in that experience was (the) ...sizable Hmong
population. Minneapolis is a center for relocating the Hmong. ...They didn't have
a written language even. ... The parents would come in and we'd teach little songs
in English, finger plays. We'd do some activities and then the parents would leave
and I would be with these kids, with the Hmong interpreters. ... It was such a
different culture.... We did a lot of home visits... again, there wouldn’t be a stick
of furniture, not a chair to sit down on, not a toy, so we would go in with toys for
kids to play with and things we could leave. I did that for a year and then a position
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opened up back in Minneapolis, in the school where Fd been an intern, in the pre¬
school (which was) what I wanted to do.
Sexual Identity. Politics and Family Reconciliation
...(At that time I was also) reintegrating with my family. Which was very
successful. Things are just fine now ...(My mother's very much a Reagan
supporter. It really was a strange coincidence that she was ever elected from our
district. She was in a very Jewish Democratic district ...People knew her as a
person and really liked her and voted for her (for school committee, and then mayor
and then state representative) anyways.(My politics were) completely
opposite.... It was really good because it forced us to finally reach as peers, as
adults. I tried to find ways to be supportive of her (during her campaign) because
...in most respects I thought my mother was a fantastic politician.... She was
incredibly ethical, honest and available to her constituents and was in it for all the
right reasons.... I had to find ways to make dinner or clean the house. ... but I
couldn't call people up and get them to vote. That was an OK compromise for her.
...We really came to an understanding. She believed how much I respected her.
(She eventually lost the election.)
...My father's very ill. He has emphysema.... She's ended up staying
home and caring for him. She feels like in the end it worked out OK. But it was
really hard for her. She had been in the limelight for a long time and suddenly she
was a private person again.... My family’s pretty close.
...I met my partner who is from this area and so we returned here for that
reason. ... I had ...gotten close to my family again and suddenly, whpp, back to
New England. So I came here with some trepidation....My first year here I
couldn't find a teaching job.... Then I saw an ad in August for the opening here.
...Theoretically it was an integrated pre-school but in reality they had had a hard
time getting typicals into the program.... I don't think they had really done the PR
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that they needed to because within the first year of being here, I got some parents in
and word of mouth rapidly spread. People liked the program, told other people and
now, we're full (with) a long waiting list.
...I’m a lesbian so ...I can relate to feeling like people have this sense of
things being normal or real at a certain level. That’s just the air you breathe. It’s
assumed I’m married. I’m usually called Mrs._.... I’m presumed to be
straight. ...That adds to that outsider mentality where ... I don’t feel like an
insider.... I don’t (know) many people that well.... I’m very marginalized. While
(our program was located) at the high school for two years, I knew nobody. ... I
do feel like the longer I’m here the more secure I feel. If anything ever happened, I
would be supported.... legally. As the years go by, I’m less and less willing to
pretend I’m something else.

Sarah. First Grade
Sarah's family introduced her as a child to the unfairness of class prejudice as she
witnessed the destructive attitudes that ultimately ended her own parents' marriage.
Growing up in Clear Springs, she was largely unaware of ethnic diversity. Neither did she
feel prepared for the diversity she encountered in her first teaching job by her pre-service
education course work at a small public college. She typifies the teacher who ends up in
elementary education because of a bad experience or lack of preparation in foreign language
and mathematics which effectively closed doors for her to her early career goal of high
school English teacher. In her first encounter with diversity, in an urban kindergarten, she
had little support or preparation; she describes herself as taking her "Clear Springs-isms"
with her into a situation without knowing enough to consider the needs or perspectives of
the children of color in her room.
However, a chance encounter in Italy on a summer trip through Europe changed her
life. Though she ultimately divorced her first husband and returned to live, work and
remarry in her hometown, Sarah learned to live in a foreign country as a military dependent.
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In order to help support herself and her husband, she took on three different and demanding
jobs which taught her a lot about cultures, language and learning. Her own love for science
and years of professional experience today make her an educational leader in her district, a
trainer of teachers in the new science curriculum.

Five years in a NATO school (teaching)
French,

Greek,

Italian, and American (children was) when

I first became aware, ... (of) all the different points of view
Family, Class Prejudice and Self-Esteem
My father was a teacher.... He taught sixth grade and then became a
principal. I went to elementary school where he was the 6th grade teacher. ... I
lived in (a housing project); ...everyone there... was veterans ..., so I grew up with
a lot of children around....
My mother never finished school. I don’t think she ever went beyond 6th or
7th grade. ...In my parents’ own marriage, my father’s family felt that they were
affluent and that my mother came from the wrong side of the tracks. ...I didn’t
understand until I was an adult,... that we would go and visit my father’s relatives
and stay two or three hours. (Then) we would always stop at my mother’s (family)
but only (for) a 15 minute visit. When my mother went in (the hospital) to have my
sister, I had to go stay with my father’s mother in Millburg. I (was) 11. My
mother’s brother was only 2 years older than I was.... I used to love to go and visit
Mikey. My grandmother said, “We don’t approve of them, so you can’t go there.”
That was the first time in my entire life I ever encountered prejudice.... I asked my
mother why... She (said) ...they weren’t good enough in my grandmother’s eyes
because they didn’t have the financial resources that (she) did. But ...it didn’t make
sense cause I didn’t see any difference in the inside of the home. I don’t think this
was a rich and poor situation.... This was a mental attitude based on the street
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where you lived. My (maternal) grandmother lived in a tenement with ten other
people, but the inside of her home was immaculate. ...My (paternal) grandmother
lived in a house by herself but her stuff didn’t seem any better. I didn’t get it for a
long time.
... My father was one of 6 and his sisters were fairly brutal to my mother,
they had the same attitude their mother did. “You married beneath you, so while
you (two) are living with us while you get on your feet, please don’t bring any
friends over here cause they wouldn’t be our kind of people.” I think that subtle
poisoning changes a person’s self-esteem forever. It takes a long time to get over
that....They met ...(during) wartime. They got married when he got out of the
service. ...(My mother) had different jobs.... She did flower arranging... She
worked when the mood struck her. (laugh) (Or) stayed home. ... (She) had to
work,... I don’t remember there ever being much money in teaching. I remember
my father working every summer... and how horrified he was when I got my first
job. He was only, after teaching 20 years, making $2000 more than I was starting
off at.
As I grew to adulthood, my parents have divorced. The major issue was this
never measuring up. That you came from a working class family that didn’t
appreciate the finer things in life (and) had no education. I didn’t see my father as
being the instrument but rather his mother ...having ... poisoned her own son.
Obviously (my mother) was pretty enough to marry, but... “Watch how you talk.
Watch your diction.” This ...wears a person down. As an adult, I see the
differences between my parents. Obviously my father has the education. My
mother doesn’t, but it doesn’t make her less of a person to me....
...I decided to become a teacher when I was in 5th grade. I had what for me
as a 5th grader was a horrific experience. The teacher was very old- fashioned. She
hit people with rulers. We were not allowed to talk. The one thing I loved to do
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more than anything else was sing. Apparently I had no voice, only I didn’t know it.
So she came by... two days before the concert... and said, “I don’t want you to
ever sing again. You may only mouthe the words!” I was crushed! I remember
refusing to go to school,... holding on to the bedroom door and I wouldn’t let my
parents drag me out. I did not want to go back into that woman’s room. It stayed
with me and I decided there must be... people who get their feelings hurt and I could
do better! (laugh)...
...I was an only child until I was 11, so I still felt like I was an only child
cause by the time (my sister) was old enough to be a person, I was in high school
thinking about college.... I had a very small peer group through junior high and
high school and they’re people I’m still very close with.... I have those wishes for
my own children. There was no pressure to be anything. You just had fun. We’d
go for hikes. We’d go bowling. It was a very, very relaxed time. I look at the pace
my own children go at and I think I really had a wonderful childhood.... I don’t
remember ...all the organizations or all the sports that my kids are in now. Almost
like... it’s not safe there, so let’s keep em busy, busy, busy... I just remember
walking, hiking and sliding and it was fun.
... Actually I didn’t do very well in school. I repeated foreign languages
consistently, repeated math courses consistently, was really good in English and
really good in Social Studies. So it’s like two A’s and two D’s every time. ...I think
(my math problem) was probably math phobia. ...If you really have a hard time
with something, then the first time it’s explained, you don’t always get it and you
are too embarrassed to say, “Look I really don’t get it.” ... I could never make the
inference and go to the next step. Maybe I was ready... if someone (took) the time
.... The expectations were, "I told you this once. Why don’t you get it?” Now I
realize how difficult a job it is to take your personal feelings and really look at where
the child is coming from, not where you are coming in.
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It wasn’t until my junior year that I feel I had some exceptional teachers in
Clear Springs. ...They were a really strong team of teachers which took a real
personal interest in everyone. I remember (this teacher) saying to me, “ I don’t
understand these grades. What’s the problem?” Making (the math teacher) sit down
and really explain math to me til I got it.... I got all A’s my junior and senior year.
... I never thought about culture at all living in Clear Springs. There were
literally no Black people. I can remember one Black girl in high school.... The
only time I ever remember being uncomfortable was in Hartford where I ended up in
the wrong section. Everybody was Black. I remember thinking, it’s really strange
to be the only White person. It wasn’t comfortable. You know that they’re just
people but you still feel different. I always wondered what it was like for that poor
one Black girl that went to my high school. I wonder if she ever had any of those
feelings. I don’t remember her being discriminated against. She made the
cheerleading team.
College and Career Directions
...(I) was only allowed to go to State College.... I was supposed to live
with my grandmother. I went in and registered for the dorm anyway. I did not
want to live with my grandmother, (laugh) ... State College had (only) one dorm.
There were 96 girls in the dorm. There was no boys’ dorm.
...I went there because I wanted to (study) literature. Was told that literature
took foreign language. They did not have German. I had spent my whole high
school career mastering German. They had French. I would have to take two years
of math. I said, “What do you have that doesn’t have foreign language or math?”
They said, “Elementary Ed.” I said, “That’s what I’ll take.” (laugh) I had high
ideals of being another (high school English teacher), using literature and poetry and
teaching on a high school or college level. There was no way I could put myself
through that ...(Instead) we got children’s literature, piano and a lot of Mickey
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Mouse stuff which is why I’m going back for my Masters. I want a taste of the
things not really that I missed, but that I didn’t use the first time.

But that was the

career choice.
The only practicum was at (the campus school), which in no way prepared
anyone to teach since it is extremely affluent. ...I student taught in (kindergarten).
I didn’t have a choice.... I was assigned to that. ... I was in a class that had 12
kindergarteners in the morning and 14 in the afternoon. They had a reading
specialist that taught reading, an OT specialist,... so if you had to teach an hour a
day, it was amazing!
Sink or Swim Approach to Diversity
...But then I had the good fortune to get my first teaching job in (a town
outside Hartford,) Connecticut. A class of 44 in the morning and 51 in the
afternoon! To go from Collegetown to that first job... where you were all by
yourself with all these kids! Parents would come in for conferences at Christmas
and I still didn’t have all the names mastered....There were many Black children
there.... They were just people but I didn’t realize their own sense of identity or their
own space they were coming from. What I did was take my Clear Springs-ism with
me and just taught from my point of view.
...Those were the years of the workbook.... Everything was workbooks
and they all had to do the same page, (laugh)... I remember a little Black boy named
Boms. I had to teach with my hand on Boms’ arm cause his behavior was really
awful. The second day of school, he took a flying leap down the three steps to the
coatroom and landed on somebody’s leg and broke (it). I said, “What do I do?”
They said, “Teach holding on to him!” So poor Boms, everybody else learned and I
dragged him around the room. (Laugh) There was no supervision. No other adult
ever came into that room... I don’t really have a lot of memories of that first year.
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Learning to Love and Live in Italy
...The summer between my job in Connecticut, I had gone with a friend
(for) three months touring Europe. I felt like I was in a cocoon and when I emerged
from my small town, I had such positive experiences going abroad with everybody I
met, that it was really wonderful. ...When we hit Italy, we stopped at the NATO
base, cause (my traveling companion) had a friend there. I met and (eventually)
married her friend’s roommate! He was still in the Coast Guard there so that was
why I went over (the next summer) to be with Manny and therefore got a job over
there. ...(First) I came back and finished my second year in (Connecticut).... I did
fulfill my obligations there.
...My husband is from Miami. He wasn’t a pilot. But he was one of the
crew on the plane. ...Manny was Jewish. Manny didn’t know his (actual) last name
til we got married. He was adopted and never knew it. So we went to get married
as Young, which was his last name. His name was Manny Young, at least he
thought. It was on his driver’s license, on his military records, but we had to have
a birth certificate, cause we got married in Italy and it came “Menachen Yitzal” or
“Yitzak Menuchan”! ...He called his mother and was absolutely stunned to find out
he had another father. It was a step-father he had lived with all his life. That took
some processing....
...In Italy, they will only marry foreigners once a month. You get married
at City Hall.... There’s this big queue of people. ...Even if you spoke Italian, you
had to have a translator. The ceremony is very set: “Promise to honor, obey and do
whatever your husband says.” I’m mumbling along in Italian, changing the words
and they’re going back, (laugh) They weren’t gonna let me get away with that! ...
I’m going, “I’m really not promising all those things.” (laugh)
...The Montessori School was what I did when I was in Italy.... I found
(kindergarten) was a level I really enjoyed. ...The director would... come in for the
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first 6 weeks. Each activity was introduced through the director and you modeled. I
remember the first lesson she ever did with the kids was washing the table. That
very precise, starting from the comer, coming down. (It was) how you did
everything.... It was so totally orderly. ...After being in that very discombobulated
situation (in Connecticut), that was really refreshing. When you have five different
languages in a classroom, I couldn’t imagine how else you would do it (except)
modeling. Then the children could go and pick out what they chose to do in the
room and your job was to go and see how they were using the material or maybe
introduce a new material. ...There wasn’t a workbook in sight.
The school started at 6 in the morning when the military fathers arrived at
work ...and dropped the children off. You were not given a lunch break. You did
everything with your class and school went year round.Your social studies
program was done through maps... of all the different continents.... This is 3,4,
and 5 year olds in one room. ...It was really good for patience, for motor skills.
Then you’d talk about the different countries. You would bring literature over to the
children, talk about those kind of people.
...The snacks were provided by the parents so the children had a wellrounded range of tastes. Often a parent would come in and prepare it in front of the
children.... Even if the mother couldn’t speak any English herself, she would just
rattle on in her native tongue.... Some children could understand but everybody
was very comfortable because everybody could always see what you were doing. It
was interesting teaching them to read, because they were supposed to learn to read
and speak in English. There was never any business of dealing with the alphabet.
You picked up a book,... a very short book and you read to the child and then you
would point to the words. ...Nothing was ever done with a whole group. You
would be pulling one child all the time. It was small so you could get away with
doing that. (I had) anywhere from 12 to 15 but never over 15.
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It was wonderful (that) I was young enough to work.... I had wonderful
jobs. (After teaching), the second job, I worked for University of Naples
translating for a professor there. “Double Scroll Asynchronous Cage Motors”! ...He
was an engineering teacher. He had to go talk about these motors and I had to make
the English correct!... Then I would leave there and go to work for... a
Scandinavian furniture company. I would deliver and set up the furniture! I drove
the truck!
I wanted to learn to cook Italian.... I went to the closest restaurant to the
house and, speaking no Italian, got the point across that I wanted to work in the
kitchen. I told them they didn’t have to pay me if they would teach me to cook.
...So they put me in the kitchen and said, “Cook!”... I always had my little Italian
dictionary so I could get some conversation going. They bring in these two things
and I didn’t know what they were. So the first thing I could think of was cats. “El
gato?” “Yeah, yeah.” They were only teasing me. They were rabbits that had been
skinned but I thought I was gonna have to cook cats so I went home and never went
back.
...Everyone we ever met, you had to be very careful not to admire anything,
because they would give it to you. I was just flabbergasted. ...We went to dinner at
an Italian’s house, they said, “Do you like steak?” I thought, “That’s what they’re
serving for supper.” so I said, "Yes." “Do you like fish?” "Yes." “Do you like
soup?” Yes. The meal came out Everything ...they had gone out to the store and
bought... So the next time I went to an Italian house... I didn’t care what they
served as long as they didn’t knock themselves out. ...They’re so hospitable, really
nice.
.I picked up conversational Italian but never got fluent. Everybody
wanted to use their English! So I would start off in my Italian and they would say,
“Oh, no English, English!” ... Because it was a NATO base, there was a whole
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different tone. You didn’t get into the American bit. We were Air Coast Guard.
That’s only 20 people.... This was like a real close family. When the men had to
fly to Spain or Turkey, the wives could go with them, so we had wonderful times.
...Manny would get three to four weeks off and we'd try to go to another country.
We went to Africa. ...We would hop military flights, cause in those days, they
were free. ...Went to Nairobi. Then ...to Brazil and South America. ...It was a
time when you still felt safe traveling and you didn’t have to worry. ...We were both
at the stage where we just wanted to see other cultures.
...Sometimes I was just thankful that we lived where we lived.... On the
other hand, a lot of those people ...if they weren’t starving, were so much happier
because their goals were so simple. They just wanted to wake up each day, have a
full belly. They were so joyful! The simplest things,... blanket games or tag
games, those kind of things that are universal. There was joy (in those countries)
that I’ve never seen captured in a (technological) society anywhere.
Turkey is the only country where I’ve ever been that I'd never want to go
back again. ... You just wanted to walk around holding your body. You were
afraid your body was gonna be snatched.... It wasn’t a comfortable place. ...It was
attitudes towards Americans,... a real resentment then. We were viewed as the dirty
American. You had to watch everything you did. They were not pleasant. They
did not want to barter. It was just not comfortable. I only went once and never
went back to Turkey.
.... Living in Italy was wonderful. ...Manny had gotten out of the service
after two years in Italy and we had stayed there as civilians. ...He enjoys exotic
cars. When he got out of the service, (he) bought and sold Ferrari, Mazzarati, and
Lambourgini to incoming military and built himself a nice business. ...I taught from
6 in the morning to 5 at night, translated from 5:30 to 7:00, drove the moving van
from 7:00 to 11:00. ... But towards the fifth year I can remember going to the
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doctor and saying, “I’m really tired.” He said, “What do you do?” I told him and
he said, “I think you have your own answer here, don’t you?” I said, “ I think it’s
probably time to go home.”
Repatriating, Remarriage, Children and Teaching
...(I) got offered the job in Clear Springs so we came back. ...We divorced
after five years (of marriage). It was very friendly. We’re still friends...but he
chose to live Italy and I couldn’t stay there. ...Manny and I had decided we didn’t
want children. That was a conscious decision we made before we got married.
...But Rick had been married before and had two little girls when I married him.
Emma was two and Barbara was four and they came to live a summer with us. I
realized I had nothing else to do with my life. I’ve done it all. I’ve lived in Europe.
I’ve traveled to every country. ...I’ve been cross country, across the United States.
I just enjoyed those children,... watching them watch things. It’s like being bom
all over again.
When I came back here, I had a different outlook. I could look at people as
the individuals that they were, rather than what I needed them to be or needed to
teach. No longer was it, "These parents don’t take care of these kids.” What
problems are these people facing that are making these choices difficult?... I can’t
believe when I gave parent conferences, never having been a parent, the ridiculous
things I used to expect or tell these parents to do!... I expected everybody could
control their kids, that there should be no behavior problems, that if they won’t
study, you could make em study.... “Children aren’t bom with problems. Parents
create them.” That’s absolutely ridiculous. Children are their own persons and you
can do the best you can, but some things aren’t gonna come together. Some
children are angry. Some children won’t sit.... So you become more tolerant and
more understanding, more appreciative of the parents.
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... I had high expectations when I got the job in Clear Springs of being able
to use some of those Montessori skills (but) they eroded very quickly. Number one,
the way your day is chopped up, you’re not with the kids long enough. The
expectations to teach reading, to do this, to do that ...didn’t allow for that routine.
Plus the fact of not having the Montessori equipment It’s essential to have all of
those hands-on things.
My first husband Manny spent two years, in ...VISTA on an Indian
reservation. (He) brought me back there in the Southwest. That ...appealed to me
... The ones that had managed to hold on to their heritage, their relationship with
Nature and just their treatment of the earth.... I felt that people were more in tune
with their surroundings and not willing to waste things. Everything was used.
Everything has a purpose. That’s what I’m doing with my children this summer is
bringing them back and we’re going to visit some of the friends that I’ve kept from
the reservation, cause they really need to see that life can be simpler and you can be
happy. They themselves, no matter how much I try, are getting caught up with what
their friends do. (My children are) 13,12 and 9. Rick’s two girls are (now) 20 and
18.

Carlv. Second Grade
Carly is the youngest of the ten participants. She grew up in a culturally diverse
university town; her acceptance of friends of different ethnicities was a given in her
upbringing. Through the death of her mother and her father’s subsequent remarriage, she
had two different but loving role models of women, one who stayed at home and one who
had a career. She absorbed her father’s interest in travel, but not the means. She and her
husband both definitely prefer an adventurous but comfortable way to tour the world. Her
previous job with a hotel chain and now as a teacher combined with his work for an
international company means sharing dual incomes with no children to tie them down. So
Carly and her husband continue to travel to international spots. Lack of language fluency
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other than English prevents them from communicating with local people outside the resort
centers, but the pleasure they derive from these adventures seems to be creating a greater
interest in choosing less developed, touristy destinations where the need for languages like
Spanish is presumably greater.
In the classroom, Carly brings calm self-confidence and a serene manner, she treats
children as interesting human beings. These qualities create an environment in which every
child feels valued, respected and special. There is a tangible feeling of fun and pride in
achievement that is evident whenever one enters her room. Perhaps this is because Carly
notes that teaching wasn’t her first choice and she is ready to leave for other career
possibilities the minute teaching is no longer stimulating and pleasurable for her. She tells
her students, "If I have to raise my voice to be heard. I’ll know it's time for me to leave
teaching." She has high personal standards for herself and has taken on responsibilities as a
trainer in the new science curriculum. She is a member of the district professional
development committee. Since this interview, she has begun a Masters program in
curriculum integration.

Some people hear multicultural education and they have this notion of
separating out children who are not White and English speaking.
Family Background
I had a grandfather, my mother’s father, who was ...straight off the boat
from Ireland. He played in an Irish band. He played the sax and clarinet (for)...
his living. ...When he came to visit, (he) made us very aware of Ireland and our
heritage. My mother married my father who was from an Irish Catholic family on
both sides. ...My father is a professor at the University. ...Education’s always
been in my family. There’s ...a long lineage of teachers. ...I’m from a family of 5.
I was bom in Pennsylvania in ... a suburb outside of Philadelphia....My father
went to the University of Pennsylvania, got his PhD. From there, we went to
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Ohio. He taught at Ohio State. Then we moved here (to a nearby university town)
when I was in 3rd grade.
...Kindergarten, I went to public school (while) my brothers and sisters
went to Catholic school.... I didn’t like that and told my mother that I wanted to go
(there) ...so I could be with all my brothers and sisters. I went to Catholic school
for first grade, and I hated it! ...It was the worst experience I had ever had in my
entire life! (laugh.).. They’re so strict and structured and I was just scared. ...The
following year, my mother took us all out... and sent us back to the public school.
...The following year, we moved to (New England)....
... I have three brothers and one other sister. When I was in fourth grade,
my mother... died. After my mother passed away, my father took the family on a
cross-country trip... in this big station wagon, (laugh) We went to Niagara Falls
and then ... Ohio. We get to Cleveland and ...I couldn’t stand being in the car with
my brothers and sisters. Eating in the car makes me sick. I was very
uncomfortable and didn’t enjoy it at all. So I expressed this to my father and he
switched me! With one of (my aunt’s) kids! (laugh) So I stayed the summer in
Cleveland... completely happy. ...I believe that since I did not go on that trip, I get
along better with my brothers and sisters!...I hate camping, absolutely detest
it...When I taught 5th grade,... we took the kids to Nature’s Classroom, and it
was the longest week of my life!
...When I was in fifth grade, my father remarried. ...The woman ...was a
working mother who had two kids of her own (who) were older. ...My stepmother
worked for the embassy in Rome when she was just out of college so she shared
stories with us about that and she was married to an Italian. We had a lot of
...Italian food... when we were growing up.
..My father used to... go on little family field trips and we’d go up to
Norman Rockwell House in Stockbridge and ...to Boston ...to Red Sox games ...
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or the Aquarium. ...My father...’s always promoted acceptance of ...cultural
differences and really modeled for us what he thought would be the best way.
...I’ll hear kids in my classroom speaking of children of different origin from them
and it can be very derogatory, name-calling. My dad worked really hard to try not
to have that happen with his kids. ...Three of us have chosen to work ... with
people from all walks of life.
...When I was growing up in (the university town), I had friends who
were Black and... Puerto Rican. It was a small percentage of the population in the
elementary school at that time.I never, ever thought it was a big deal. When I
got to high school, it wasn’t an issue. Now, in recent years, there’ve been so much
press about all of the cultural differences and the struggles of... different
nationalities, but... I was never aware of it. They were just people like
me....There was a family that lived around the comer from us, the Phans, (who)
came from Cambodia. They were always in and out of our house just like any other
kid in the neighborhood.
Professors' (children) were typically the kids I hung out with.... (The
town is) so spread out. ...It’s all pulled together by this fabulous bus service that
goes all over town and it’s free. ...We were allowed to ride the buses and we could
get ourselves all over town without any problems... In the area where I grew up, it
was huge farmland and then they put this development in and ... built all these huge
apartments across the street in this big field. For about... fifteen years, they were
strictly rented to college students. That was THE place to live... off campus. ...In
recent years it’s become NOT the so-called in place to live...The whole structure of
the neighborhood has totally changed. Students are living in houses and people
who are living in the apartments have come from (nearby urban centers) into
(town). The school system has ... bilingual classes and class size is relatively small
so it’s got a lot to offer to people who really want to give the best to their kids....
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Experiences with Languages
...When I was at the University, sometimes when I was on campus, I’d see
my father. (He taught) Classics, Latin and Greek. I’d often say, “Dad! Dad!”
He’d never respond. As soon as I said, MDr. C!” he’d wing around and say,
“Who’s calling my name?” It’s just such a different hat for him to be wearing... I
took Latin for 6 years, but ...it was such a bad experience, I blocked it out of my
mind. Gaugh) I took it in high school for 4 years. You needed it to get in to
college. ...Then when I was in college, because I hadn’t declared a major by my
sophomore year, they required that you take a language. So, I took two more years
of Latin.

(My father) teachers honors courses and Greek ... mythology and

poetry... so I didn’t have the opportunity to take a class with my dad. Then I
declared my major in college and I found out I didn’t need a language!
...My sister has a degree in French and Education and she wanted to be a
French teacher. She got out of school in ‘81 right when Proposition 2 1/2 just hit.
There was nothing available. So she ... finally ended up ...with Credit Lyonnais in
Boston....as an interpreter for them. Decided... her true love was to be a gourmet
chef! So she packed,... moved to Paris, went to the Cordon Bleu and she’s a
cookbook author now. She’s published two cookbooks and speaks French
fluently.... My sister would’ve been an excellent teacher but she just never had the
opportunity ... We’re really losing a lot of young professionals.... In Clear
Springs, I was one of the last people hired for a period of four years. In this
building, my teammate and I,...are two of the youngest people.

Changing Majors, Careers and Goals
...Teaching is actually my second career. I received my first degree in
Communications Disorders, Speech and Language/ Hearing.... I wanted to be a
Speech Pathologist and work with people who were recovering from
laryngectomies. However, my senior year,... I had an opportunity to do an
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independent study in a kindergarten and I loved it! ... I couldn’t believe I had
spent four years pursuing a degree that I was ...not really nuts about. Something I
really didn’t see myself doing the rest of my life.
...So I packed up and moved to Boston.... and ... worked for a small
family-owned hotel chain ...in their corporate headquarters. I did their taxes and
pensions. I had no background.... It was basically number crunching and figuring
out what people would get for retirement and ...what we owed in taxes. ... I did
that for about 2 years. .When I worked for (the hotel), ...I traveled ... to Bermuda,
Amsterdam , Portland and ...Florida_Money was good and travel was
good,...but... I really wasn’t very happy with my job.
I came home from work one day and said, “I’m going back to school and
be a teacher!” So I re-enrolled in the university and came back out to (this area). It
took me three semesters (to) earn a second Bachelor’s degree and my teaching
certification. ...If I had gone for the Master’s, it would’ve taken me 2 1/2 years and
since I had already spent time in a career that I wasn’t ...real happy with,... I was
real hesitant. I thought I really need to get some practical experience to know
whether it’s something I want to pursue.
...(The university town where I grew up) was ...utopia. ...When I got out
into doing my pre-practicums..., the first place they sent me was (a neighboring
town) to do this one full-day pre-practicum. ...I was in shock.... There was
nothing in the classrooms. Everything was taught through a basal. I had grown
up with absolutely everything any teacher could ever want, basically. I just
couldn’t believe that a community right next door ...had nothing. ...So that opened
my eyes to differences in ... communities.
I was hired right out of the... Elementary Teacher Ed Program. My degree
was in Integrated Day. I was hired ... into a first grade.., a maternity leave
replacement position. Wow! It was quite an introduction to teaching. I was just
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thrown right in the middle of the year. There were 27 students and the class had
been in a lot of upheaval. ...There had been a lot of substitutes in the classroom.
The kids were... used to doing what they wanted to do. (laugh). So, it was a good
job... in ...that it really made me... be able to be in control of the classroom.
(Then) I was RIFfed...Fortunately, I was hired in Clear Springs,... and I
started teaching fifth grade.... Most of my experience while I was getting my
degree was in the upper elementary grades. I really had not had an early childhood
experience. So going from first to fifth, I felt much more comfortable. I know first
(grade) is not something that I would choose to teach again by choice. I (now)
know my limits.... I would go home at the end of the day and be crazed!
...Then, (a year in fifth grade with two phenomenal colleagues. Then)... a
pink slip.... I bumped down into second grade... two years ago and that’s how I
ended up at (this school). I really like it.... At first, I was really hesitant.... “Oh,
no. Primary kids again.” (laugh) but second graders really amaze me. They ...have
some background knowledge and some skills and you can just take it from there.
..It’s really exciting to see ...kids expand on their knowledge base. When (the
principal of my first school) left,... I stayed here and have had another year of
teaching second grade. ...My kids are loud. I always say to my student teachers,
"It's OK for there to be noise. You can’t be afraid of noise." I don’t like to teach
with my door closed. It’s too claustrophobic....
Social Skills Focus for "At Risk" Children
...(I’m working on) a social skills grant ...that addresses certain needs,
social skills and materials for children who are at risk so it’s coming to second
grade for next year. ...You have to really show that you’re making inroads in to
what you said you were going to do....It’s for... materials and also for educating
teachers.... This year in first grade, part of the program involved having children
who receive services from the resource room ...receive them in the regular
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classroom, so there wouldn’t be a pullout program ....That’s how we're having the
occupational therapist also. She'll come in and work with ...two targeted kids who
are on an ed plan, but she'll work with four or five kids on the skills so those kids
don’t... sense they're being .. pulled out for whatever it is that needs to be fixed.
Professional Pride, Peeves
There's so much that kids should be aware of..... They think I crawl into a
closet at the end of the day and then come out ... I tell them about my puppy and
my husband.... I do that "Ah about Me" celebrity and I'm always the first one to
go at the beginning of the school year and they say, "You've got a house!" It's
really strange to them. ...One of the things that I battle with constantly is teachers
who don't have a philosophy about their teaching. Aren't really invested. They
come in at 8:15 and are gone at 3:15. You know, having taught fifth grade and
...second grade, first grade, I don't know how you can run the program that way.
..."I'm awfully busy."... I had this huge argument with a teacher on
Monday. I take fifteen minutes of my day, fifteen,... right before I go to bed at
night, I read something ...to do with education. It's educating myself or getting
ideas for my classroom, ...because ...you need to stay current and ...make that
effort. "I don't have time. You don't have children. I have children." I said, "I
don't care about that. You need to take that time for yourself. Invest in yourself.
Think of the message you're sending. You don't value yourself enough to say,' I
need 15 minutes here.”'... Just a way to unwind at the end of the day. It gives
me some new ideas or offers a different perspective on things. That's a cop out
when teachers say they're too busy or don't have the time. It makes me mad.
(My husband)'s so funny. He knows all my kids by name. And he comes
up and does one field trip with us a year. He takes kids fishing.... He comes up
with games for my kids to do in the classroom. Or math activities. He's really
good at math which has always been a weakness of mine. So we have a good
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dialog going. ...School doesn't just stop for me when I walk out of here at the end
of the day. ...Cause I do bring my schoolwork home.... Sometimes he'll say,
"Enough. All ready." Tuesday's date night (laugh) so we look forward to that and
... you definitely don't bring home any schoolwork on those days.

Travel Experiences
Since (we've been married). I’ve gone on numerous trips with (my
husband). We go to Europe every year and every February vacation we have a
commitment to go away for the week! (laugh) So I’ve seen little bits of the world.
Not as much as I’d like to, but ...I’ve been to France and to England, just to
London. I’ve been to southern France and Paris. Germany last summer. My
husband’s in the fishing industry. He’s a manufacturer’s representative...We go to
Europe every year (for) the European Fly and Tackle Show...We went to
Berlin...From there we went to Denmark,... Copenhagen for the day...We just
drove and drove endlessly to the end.... The sun only went down for four hours!
... Gosh, it was weird. People were up.... Restaurants were open. The first week
in July! We couldn’t find a hotel.... So we rented a room in a private
home....From there, we went to Sweden and a friend... who went to college with
my husband, his family has a house there. ...We’ve been to Holland and
Amsterdam. We traveled around through the tulip country. I loved Amsterdam.
It’s very rich culturally. ...I’ve been to Cabo St Lucas with (my husband)., which
is ...an extension of California. Baja peninsula_ I’ve been to Hawaii. ... We
were on the tiny, tiny outer island of Kauai... I’d really like to travel someday to
Central America. I’d like to go to Belize and Costa Rica.
...My husband and I rented an apartment in southern France. ...We had a
blast!

...(Antibes) was much more built up than I had really imagined. Cultural

differences? A lot of people acted like they didn’t understand us when in actuality
they really did. I find the French people very rude to Americans. I don’t know
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why. Maybe it’s because ...they work so hand. Often when we’re over there,
we’re on vacation and they seem very sensitive to that ...I’ve had situations in
France, once we arrived very late into the airport and we had to take the trolley cars
into the city and... we wanted to buy tickets and he would not open the booth. He
pretended like he didn’t understand us. ...We had francs... before we went over
there and he just didn’t pay any attention to us so it was ...in the subway where you
have to go through those gates that close, they like smash! and so my whole family
is standing around. ...A family came along, I think they were Iranian and the
woman said, “Grab onto me!” So we all doubled up with people in her family and
when they put the token through, ...we all ran through! (laugh) with the family.
Then the thing smashed and... it wasn’t funny..., I had a backpack on. Didn’t
even think of it. I should’ve had it in my hand. The door smashed and I went
Whack! and I like yanked back. Everyone who had gotten through came over at
that point and got the backpack off from me. ...(In order) to get out of the subway
that night, we had to jump over the turnstile cause you can’t get out unless you have
the ticket
...I hated the Bahamas. Nassau was just total touristy. I had a bad
experience when we were leaving there. We were going out to the airport and the
bus swung through this nightclub parking lot and there were these two Black men
in the parking lot. The owner was this big man. And he was just beating up this
Black boy. When the bus drove by, with all these White tourists, the guy picked the
kid up and made like he wasn’t doing anything to him and everyone on the bus was
very aware and the bus driver wouldn’t stop. ... It left me with a very bad feeling.
...It really hits home that we as Americans take our freedom so much for granted.
... Not just personal freedom. Political and religious.
... Most recently , we went to the Dominican Republic. ...which I found
really depressing,... a lot of poverty. (On the trip down) ...we finally get checked
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through and... they’re telling us is that they only had so many seats on the plane.
(Laugh) ...Basically if you got on the plane and found a seat, you were going.
But if you didn’t you weren’t. So that’s how the trip started.... So sure enough,
we got on. All I wanted was to get some sun. ...It was funny too because when I
walked out(side) with a pair of shorts, a woman said, “SOL, SOL” in Spanish....
She’s pointing at my legs which were stark white. I said, “Oh, it’ll be OK.” ...
We stay away from areas that are over-developed. That’s my husband’s
philosophy. He likes to be one step ahead of development Before it gets really
ruined by tourists.... It was the first trip where there were huge language barriers.
It was weird.... I really didn’t understand what was going on. (laugh) And (my
husband) and I talked about that a lot when we were on the trip, just how
frustrating it must be for people who come to the United States and don’t
understand the English being spoken. My husband and I always joke about our
retirement days and how he’s going to open up a fly fishing shop someplace in the
Caribbean Islands... I’ll be a teacher.
...I love to travel. It’s a real passion of mine. I’ve been fortunate. I
don’t really like to talk about it too much with my colleagues because I feel
privileged to have the opportunity to travel. I think the people that I work with
really haven’t had a whole lot of experiences. I sense that.... I could be wrong.

Personal Goals
The Masters program I applied for is Elementary Teacher Ed, (Integrated
Day) ...I set these goals for myself: I wanted to learn how to drive a standard car
by the time I was 30. ...I made it! I learned on my honeymoon, (laugh) I wanted
to start into my Masters degree by then. I originally said that I wanted my Masters
degree by then but it hasn't worked out so I started last semester and I took a nondegree course. ...It's just so good to be back at school and in that atmosphere.
Using your brain, not being stagnant.
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Teachers have said to me, "You'd be a good administrator." But I really
don't feel that I could be effective for kids. I couldn’t make a change for kids if I
wasn't in a classroom. I can see it happen if Im in a classroom. I don't think
being an administrator you're really that connected with kids. ...I don't see this
being my last job ever in my lifetime. I initially went into teaching thinking I'd do it
for ten years. There's other things I really want to do in my lifetime. ... I want to
own a retail store.... I don't know whether that's my generation or whether this is
because I’ve already had a job before I came into teaching, whether because of the
fact that I’ve had opportunities to travel and see what's out there, but I just don't
see myself teaching, having children and having this be It. I'm sorry if I look
down that tunnel but there's not far for me to go. (laugh) There's so much more to
offer in life.

Kathleen. Fourth Grade. Assistant Principal
Kathleen has traveled the least of the participants. The oldest of five children, she
has always seen herself as a teacher. When her father advised her to aim for a more
lucrative career, she reminded him that he wouldn't have been a teacher for 30 years if there
hadn't been some rewards. She feels some people have a real calling in the sense of
"vocation" and still obviously loves the challenges and personal interactions around
education. She has boundless energy, coming to school by 7 a.m. and leaving late, yet
obviously very involved with her three boys as well. As assistant principal, she uses her
mediation background in dealing with discipline. When the principal had to leave school
with a heart attack in the spring following this interview, she stepped in confidently while
continuing to chair the curriculum development project for the entire district. Her strengths
include teaching strategies to help students compensate for academic and organizational
weaknesses and to discover scientific concepts. Likewise, Kathleen welcomes the most
challenging students and assignments because of her interests in how people learn. She
embraces the curriculum development and teacher training process, Her colleagues enjoy
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the humorous and helpful in-service workshops she organizes. In short, she exudes selfconfidence and enthusiasm and it rubs off on her students and peers!

Every hat you wear, whether... of a mother,

teacher,

administrator, friend

or wife ...taps back into who you are and what you think is important.
Family Background
I'm ... the oldest of 5 children (in) an Irish Catholic family. ...My parents
grew up in the Boston area; Brookline was their hometown. They met at Boston
University.... We grew up in Connecticut and moved around a lot when I was a kid.
My father was in education. He started out being a phys. ed. teacher and moved into
the health field and then in the last 15 years of his career became an administrator,
and athletic director. As a matter of fact, he was the athletic director in this system for
20 years.
We lived most of our lives... in the Berkshire area. So the memories I have
the most of are little things. In Stockbridge, we lived... in a house that had a star
shaped attic window! ...I was painted by Norman Rockwell. ...He was a man who
rode around town on his bike all the time and he was always looking for local kids to
snap or paint. ...Then we moved to upstate New York, way upstate. We lived in the
snow belt and my mother developed Bell's Palsy so we didn't stay there long. Then
we moved to Clear Springs and have lived here since I was in the sixth grade. ...My
father has always been a coach as well and so we'd always be running ...to some
soccer game that he was coaching. It was a lot of fun growing up. My parents were
always there for us. But very high expectations ...I was always a very interested
student.
...In terms of ...my cultural identity, we always were Catholic. Religion
was more a part of our lives when we were younger. A lot of (not going to church)
had to do with getting involved with hockey. My brothers were big hockey people
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and my parents started the first hockey association in town... Hockey happened on
Sundays. There was (also) a little bit of disenchantment with how the church had
changed. We had a very solid Catholic upbringing and background but as adults, we
just got out of the church-going practice though now that my husband and I have 3
sons, we're back into it. ...with our boys.

...rd always ...take care of all the neighborhood kids. I was the oldest of 5
and my youngest brother wasn't bom until I was 12. ...My mother had always
stayed home... At that point, (she went) back to work so she worked evenings. Our
family... was very stereotypic (in some ways)... In that era, the girls had certain jobs
and the boys had certain jobs... I would cook the supper, and do the cleaning and
take care of the kids so, I always had that nurturing kind of style.
My father used to... say to me, "You don't want to get into education, cause
you don't get paid a lot of money. You want to get into something different" and yet
...I used to say, "Dad, you wouldn't do it for 30 years if you didn't find something
good in it" ... I would see the relationship he would develop with people. Some
people really have a calling for it....
People have always been a priority... I've always been considered popular.
But ...I never aspired to be popular at the expense of compromising my principles.
That was one thing my parents always taught me. "I don't care if everyone else is
drinking at the Y dances, you don't need to do that." There was something about
being a (member of our family), they'd say: "(Our) kids don't do that kind of thing."
None of us were really rebellious kids. I was always the person at the party that you
might think was drunk because I was having a good time. ..I'm just not a drinker.
...I always played on the varsity softball teams and field hockey. ... I went
in for the team sports. I'm... a team person anyway.

I loved field hockey and I

played... in college... There are some things that I wished I had (done) - because I
was busy playing sports .... I always wish that I'd learn to play a musical
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instrument ...I never did.... I love music but I don't read it My son is thinking of
taking instrumental music next year and I'm thinking, "...Maybe Til have him help
me with it" ...Playing the guitar would be a neat thing to know how to do as a
classroom teacher. We try to sing. We don't sing well. But... I don't think the
kids really care. ...There are a lot of benefits to singing together and getting involved
in extracurricular things, so when my sons ask to try some things which are different.
I'm real supportive of that.
...I was the first bom, my father always had high expectations. He never
acted like "you're a girl so you're never gonna ever be anything more"...but private
school wasn't discussed with me. I never brought it up because I was just as happy
doing what I was doing... I look back at my own education and say, I did a lot of
memorizing and was an A student all through my school career but realize that about
80% of what it is I learned I didn't remember... The boys went to (a private boys
school) and then (my older brother) went to (a private) college ... but no one ever
said to me that you can't... go wherever you want. The expectations were more
stereotypic..., but ...both of my parents (believed) you can be whatever you want to
be.
...My mother's a more passionate person, but... not many people in our
family are huggy, ...but they were always there for us. They'd be the only ones
sitting in the stands to watch us play or they'd be the one to pile 6 kids in the car to
take them someplace because no one could drive; they... were always involved.

Work and College Experiences
...(For summer jobs) I did waitressing and... bartending, cause I've always
been told I'm a good listener. ... I worked at summer camps.... for kids who were
emotionally disturbed. ...Prior to that I worked at the Girls Club camp and then the
Y..., so that's how I made my summer money. ...We used to have really active
playground programs in every little neighborhood. I actually worked at (a housing
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project) so that was a challenging population. ...It was low income. There were a lot
of minorities... They... traveled around to different playgrounds for baseball. We
had a lot of boys,... so we always had a good team and I have really good
memories. One year my brother and I ran (the) program together. I was the Arts
and Crafts person and he was the Sports Director. It was fun.
...When it was time for me to start thinking about college,... I was going to
go into teaching so I went to a little school in Vermont,.... I went up there for 2
years. (It) was an all girls. ...I worked really hard to get straight A's. I got 3.9 ...
cause I got a B in gym. My father would... say," I guess this is a good report card,
but what you doing getting a B in gym!" Someone else would've been mortified...,
but in his way,... that was a lot of credit.... I never felt bad. As a result though, I'm
very expressive. If somebody does something that I really like, or I know has been
hard for them... Maybe it's such a priority for me as an individual because he wasn't
like that
...(My college had) a pretty intensive program in ... Early Childhood. You
had to do 3 practicums. ...They had a local school for people who were mentally
retarded so one of your placements had to be there and one of your placements had to
be in the campus nursery school.... (The school for mentally retarded) was very
institutionalizing... the way they would talk about them, "It's the best they can do"
... I've never been someone who worked within a lot of those stereotypes. Like
hey, let's try it. If it doesn't work, we can go to Plan B, but let's give 'em a chance.
So that was probably the most frustrating placement, not really so much because of
the kids... except I felt for them. I thought, this can't really be everything that it
could be. ... You worked with a teacher (who) gave you some specific jobs, but... a
lot of these (students) were very border line functional.... I always felt that even if
you can't do some things, you can feel, and a hug went a long way.I'm sure (the
teachers) had been hardened to it after awhile.... When you think about teacher
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burnout, a lot of it is ...just that attitude,... - all of a sudden that open, positive
feeling feels very ...burdensome and you start looking at the things you don't have
instead of the things you do and that's when you start getting discouraged. I got the
feeling there: 'This is a job and those people just don’t know anyway." ..."Out of
sight, out of mind." thing. I thought, "Can't we bring some typicals kids in here and
do some things, but there was none of that... "These people have to be here and this
is their spot."
...But the 1st and 2nd grades that I worked in, I would liken to what Clear
Springs has. Except at the time, ...they were very traditional. It was very easy to
make your "Red Group, Green Group and Blue Group" lesson plans and it was
"What page are we on in the Math book?" ...Teaching was easier then. There's no
question about it, if easier is what you want ... More effective? I'd have to say the
jury's out Effective in terms of excitement of kids? It doesn't compare to what we
do today. I think kids today if they're exposed to programs which are more
individually based, more thematically organized, and where content is looked at (as)
contact (not) isolation, their excitement... and their retention is so much greater...»
but this experience... was very traditional and.. typical.
...You ended up with an Associate's Degree, so I decided to come back
home and go to (the state university) but because the program in Vermont was as
extensive as it was and I had done all my core work, I only had to do a year and a
half at (the university) in the Elementary Ed department.
Becoming a Teacher
...The 1st job I applied for ... I finished second ...and the guy said, "If you'd
had experience, I would've hired you." So then I applied for a job at (an) elementary
school (as)... an instructional aide. I had always heard such great things about (this
particular school). It's a real team concept there... They have levels... Level one
was 1st grades and 2nd. ...They had 3 teachers who were responsible for that space
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(with) moveable walls, so they could, every year, decide to configure their space a
little differently. Different teachers had different strengths and preferred ...to teach
different programs. One of the men that taught there loved to teach phonics, ...the
linguistic things and I... (preferred) the holistic things... so...we were a team. Right
from the beginning they allowed you (as an aide) to actually take responsibility for
groups of children. I thought the principal was a wonderful educational leader...
... I first was hired (in Gear Springs). I basically walked into a classroom
that had a teacher’s manual, some children's basals and a Piercy’s "Say Right" book
that had things like "circle all the B pictures." ... The other woman that got hired at
the same time was a first year teacher right out of college ...so it was the two of us,
every afternoon til 5:00 there and every Saturday and Sunday. It felt like we lived
there.... It was a great experience for us. We had some very challenging kids, very
tough.
(What was it like) that first year? ...It was not having any materials. ... I
came from (a town where) they had a lot of money. They had their own librarian
who works in the school. ...So you could say, "Jackie, I'm gonna do a unit on
Eskimos. " She'd get every book she had on Eskimos.... "Jackie, I need some
filmstrips, anything to do with Colonial America." She'd go to her index and she'd
get it all out... Then you go to Gear Springs and you walk in and you're told, "Oh,
Tuesdays and Fridays, you have to put in for (media supplies) and they'll get sent
across town. You may get em in a week. Here's your basal readers." It was like
going from everything to nothing. That was hard.
The support of die other teacher was wonderful, because we learned
together...It was such a positive experience because it was "You really need to learn
everything and ...you do it fast." ...It's a closeness that's built,... when you only
have 5 people in a school too but also ... that everybody was so busy that you don't
have time to coordinate..., but we did because we were there together.
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Vj&u'j? FrsrnziJ inwtfwmcnt
.The parents v»n? very supportive.... I always did interest centers and
ksminc centers and I alwav^s got a kx of positive feedback from people. Convincing
parents sometimes is a rough thing. So 1 realty learned in all my subsequent dealings
with parents, if you mike a relarionship with them in the beginning, and you don't
tnoe behmd the Tm die teacher. Pm Mrs. L," and you refer to yourself as Kathleen
and yosQ encourage mem to come . You're flexible and you keep them informed ...I
aJwxv’S fee mu as imprest as the relationship with the child is the relationship with
famfy. Because that’s where you're gonna have the greatest impact....because of the
w ont voc do with families_You understand the child a little bit better. ...I’m
mtsaxy feecmg foe the children w ho come to school ready to leam all the time. I
cemn- y gr»e equal time id the other kids, but that's a great frustration ... how do you
he mu and sdl do justice to the others.
Then . Proposition 2 1/2 hit ..I lost my job.... I filled in the following year
for three niternry leaves_As I became an educator in this town, I ended up having
i kx cc people —that I had had as teachers in Clear Springs School System and that
wis i very uncanny experience for me....IVe taught from 1st grade to 4th grade and,
a: every school except (one) so it's wonderful when I go to meetings,... everybody
knows me.
Travel Dreams
_JVe never been to Ireland, but I'd love to go. My husband is Polish and
German- His mother was bom in Germany and has a German accent.. I think
fpride in being Irish; wras more an issue in my parents' generation because they grew
up in Boston in an Irish Catholic community...which was very divided along ethnic
lines. We don't have that ...around here. I do think there was always just a little bit
of prejudice more with Blacks and Whites. It was more of a racial thing.
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...We really don't travel ....We've never gone cross country. I've never
been to Disney World.

I really want to take my children to Disney World... but

(not)...until I feel that they can really enjoy it ...My mother had never traveled. I
remember that they took us to Washington, D.C. when I was in the sixth grade, for a
family trip. We had a wonderful time.... (In general), we didn't have the money (to
travel.) Everybody had a different schedule. When you have 5 kids, everybody is
busy.
I remember when we were younger, (my father) would work at swimming
pools ... and golf clubs in the pro shop.... So we never had a summer off, but
neither of my parents ever grew up with that I don't have a burning desire to
(travel)....I'd just as soon take my 3 kids somewhere....Even though we know
they're with their grandparents and absolutely having a wonderful time, we’re used to
doing things with our kids.
(My husband) is a history and social studies teacher and he does a little
dabbling in a law course. He teaches at the technical school, so it's a different
population. We have a good agreement on education, but not a total agreement ...
He tells me "If you were a high school teacher, you'd see it differently." I'd love to
try it....I watch adults at workshops....When you connect (the subject) to things they
already know, they take something and do something new, you can't convince me,
no matter how old you get, that that's not a more effective way to learn something....
(Secondary)'s a different set of glasses..., but there still remains values that are
there. You ...don't lose your focus on what the real things of value are.
Personal and Professional Growth
... I’ve continued to be excited about education and there's always something
new to learn. We never have all the answers. ... You're helping kids to know what
the best choices are for them. You're the imparter of a lot of information, but they
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also become little information seekers and little teachers for one another...! used to
spend a lot of time doing these really involved, creative units with all these little
activities, and now I realize ... that the kids make those activities. ...When it comes
from the kids and they're really involved in it, that's really where the learning
happens. ...We used to package stuff so neatly, and ...they would just do the
activities but they wouldn't have really gotten into it in any depth. I’ve really learned
a lot about the depth vs. coverage idea. It's better to take the time to do it well and
focus on less than it is to cover a whole lot of things... Most of the time I find that
when you jump from thing to thing to thing, the kids just don't seem to be able to
connect.
...Kids have a great many needs.... You're not gonna change them but ...if
you teach them one new strategy.... We try to pour all this content into kids and
really the main lessons in life that I can go back to as a kid are those things that
someone taught me about being organized, being a committed thinker, somebody
who didn't give up, ...who took a few risks..
...They're a tough class, the ones that everybody says, "Whew” and they
don't do well when other people are in the classroom... but ...you build a
relationship- when you've been with them a long time. I do believe they can control
their behavior.... I asked for it actually, because I said, "Even if they're difficult, I'd
rather see what happens to them in a second year." It has made a big difference.
...They're not anything like they were last year.... Some kids that had major selfcontrol problems have actually come a long way. ...It is a real benefit when you have
kids for two years because you can really see... progress.
...If you have a reputation as being someone who will make a program for
people, you get the kids that maybe haven't been working out with some ...teachers
... I do have a management system that allows them to fit in and there's slack that I
can cut some kids and then there are ...times that it's "No, this is what you have to do
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right now." ... I've never been someone who didn't want to make a modification for
anybody. But it does take some energy ...that a lot of people aren't comfortable
making. ...The other thing to do is to train kids to accept that we all have our
strengths and weaknesses and so if there is a child that takes an exceptional amount
of time sometimes it's important to teach kids:... "How could you say to so and so
that you need them to help us here" in a way that they can hear it, so it begins to be
that other people take responsibility and ownership of giving feedback, both negative
and positive that they can hear. That's something you have to teach kids. That’s not
something they know about.
...When some people say, "You have good classroom management
structure," that's really what it's about. It's letting go of what philosophically would
be your ideal classroom. ... It doesn't work for all kids. So if you happen to have a
class of kids that really depends on the other structure, then within that, you have to
allow for the individual differences of some of the children who are top and can go
quickly. So you say to them, "What are your plans?" That's why the planning
structure works for them.... Yet there's a structure for the "have to's" that they have
to get done.
Mediation, Taking Risks
I do have a mediation background.... Several years back, there was an
opportunity for (a) group of... paid mediators, who were very interested in learning
about how they (could) get mediation in the school, and the educators who were
interested in how they could get mediation skills from people who mediate for a
living.... It was the first experience where I really had to get up and do something
that felt like I was gonna be judged... It was a real risk and I'm a very much a risk
taker.
I do think that social curriculum is really good to teach. And to model
because that's a life skill... It meshes. It's a nice team thing and it builds a sense of
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climate. ...I look back on... my education. A lot of times I had to do a project....
I'm really committed that my kids (have) that... to do, and that they have an
opportunity to present it, to share their ideas and to get feedback. Have your
feedback, your project and your work evaluated according to some established criteria
that everybody agrees on. It's hard ... but... important. If you don't learn it as a
kid, it can be traumatic as an adult
...My learning style is... random... But I never apologize ... When all
that... stuff came out on learning styles,... the learning style you wanted was
concrete sequential. ... These random things were these fluffy people, who were
...artists. I never took it that way. I always said, "No ...What makes me random is
the big picture... the, "OK, that idea's not gonna work, let's fly to the next idea, "...
I'm not wedded to one idea. I can't. If something doesn't work. I'm not stressed
out about it. I’ll look at Plan B. ... That's where the creativity comes in. What I say
to people is that I'm a random, an abstract random, that's learning to compensate by
being a concrete sequential so I'm strategizing, ...I'm developing... In the last
month, four different people have called me a concrete sequential. I'm laughing
because if they only knew how random I am! But I'm very good now. I've learned
how to compensate. So I try to take the lessons I've learned and I try to teach my
children (to) organize this, because... a lot of us go through life just doing things and
then never having a feeling of accomplishment: " I set out to do that thing and I did
it!”
Teaching Children to Question
...I tell the kids when you're not asking questions, you're not learning. ...If
you coast through the day and everything's easy for you, then you just practiced what
you already know. ...At first they'd say, "I learned about multiplication." I'd say,
"Tell me what you learned about multiplication." "I learned that (with) the order
property, you can change the factors and the product won't change." ..."I learned
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that the mocking bird is the smallest bird." ...Even if they go home with one thing
new that they've learned...
You start a unit... but it's important to find out what things they want to
know. So you as a teacher always have your overall goals about what they need to
know, but it's important to find out ...what they know already, cause they may know
things that you don't have to teach or you then can take a step further. It's important
for kids to... say, "This is what I want to learn." We're all more invested in the
things that we have an opportunity to say., and usually the things that they want to
learn about are really neat, interesting things. ...Sometimes I will ...break the kids
into sub-committees: "Who would like to work on finding out where different birds
live?" or "Who would like to find out how long is a bird's wing span?" so that
group could work really intensively on that particular thing and have an opportunity
to report on it to the class so then they become not only learners, but they become
teachers. They become experts...
I'm eclectic. I just do what works the best. I try to take the best of all kinds
of techniques. I don't believe there's one way to teach (or)... one ideal program.
There are benefits to real traditional things and there's a lot to be said for the whole
language movement and looking at kids developmentally. Every kid should have
their own IEP. ...Everybody can be looked at in an individual way.
Seeing Yourself as Others See You
...Sometimes people see something in you that you don't see in yourself.
...A lot of people were saying to me, "You'd make a great principal. ...You really
understand people. You're a good listener. You have great ideas. You never make
people feel like... they screwed up. You always say, "I really liked that idea." I
always feel validated by you. I can hear you." ...So... I got interested in that. I
realized that I was really enjoying working with adults. Problem solving with adults.
...You see all these other people doing... wonderful things and you think you' re
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never... as wonderful as everybody else, but then... somebody comes in and asks
you a question, and you... talk about it and they say," I never thought about that."
... (Teaching)'s very competitive... I maintain that most teachers really do
want to let people in and they really want ...to be able to go and be asked, ...but it’s a
very isolating profession. ...You're expected to be an expert in everything.
...There's no supportive, nurturing feeling or environment created on the part of a
principal. The schedule doesn't allow for it. It's busy, busy, busy. ...Downtime is
after school and (teachers) want to get busy getting their stuff ready (in order) to get
out, so there's no optimal time for teachers to do that ... I keep telling people that
everything always looks better from out there. If you want to know what goes on
down that hall, all you've got to do is go out and say, "What a great idea!"
So I'm gonna pursue the principal part, but ...what (I) bring ...is the teacher
perspective. ... Good administrators (do) not lose sight of the place that teachers are
in...Teachers really know what the best way to go is and... then you involve them in
"How are we gonna get there? It's all of our responsibility." (If) teachers are often
left out of the loop. ...(they) will then say "I didn’t want to make that decision." ...
You lay the groundwork. You get the agreement. You get to the place where
everybody is and then you say, "Now we have a couple options." But you have to
get to that point where everyone can name it.

Jov. Fourth Grade. Union President
Joy is the participant whose pre-service and graduate professional preparation has
been the most specifically multicultural. Joy was a college dropout, an artist, dissatisfied
since a young child with the rigid, dis-empowering experiences she had in public and
parochial schools. She and her husband's cross cultural experiences began with a move
south in search of a place where they could garden and earn a living through their handicraft
skills. Ultimately, the xenophobia and racism of the area drove them back north to find a
more liberal and acceptable area to raise their child. At the age of 35, Joy decided to go back
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to school to become a teacher, an innovative college re-entry program. University Without
Walls, not only gave her credit for her life experiences, and showed her that teaching and
education had changed for the better. It also introduced her to multicultural education. She
entered graduate school soon after getting her bachelor's degree. This quickly re-enforced
her commitment to learner-centered pedagogies such as hands-on science, whole language
literature-based reading, process writing and integrated day. Joy brought her personal
affinity for activism into the workplace and soon became the teacher’s union president and
negotiator. She continues to be a dynamic, creative, positive and well-respected teacher.

"I just like to make waves!"
Family Background
My mother('s).. parents came from Nova Scotia. Both her parents came
down separately and married Nova Scotians (in Massachusetts). ...My father lived
in a really rural (area...on a) farm.... I have researched on both sides five
generations back and my grandparents all came from Nova Scotia and their parents
came from either Scotland or Ireland. Very strong. ...(My father) was Catholic.
...My mom converted and my parents are very strong Catholics, ...charismatic
Catholics. They live in a Catholic community. ...My Mom went to 6 o'clock mass
during Lent. ...There were four sisters in my family and the little one (is) ...13 years
younger than me and.. 3 of us (are) very close in age. The one who lives over here
is assistant district attorney. ...My other sister, she and I totally rejected
Catholicism, (laugh) ... My little sister lives a couple blocks from my parents, (and
is) very Catholic. Oaugh)
...We camped from when I was 2 years old. So by the time I was 12,1 had
gone to 32 states. ...Never went to any other countries, (except) Mexico and
Canada. ...I was in 5th grade when we were in Canada and that felt like home to
me.... Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island. ...That was my culture.... My
mother's uncle lives in El Paso. When we were camping in the Grand Canyon, he
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took us down to Mexico which was wonderful, because he knew where to go and
just the camping, (the chance) to go where people were different was just so
exciting.
... I grew up in Eastern Massachusetts. ...Public school. First I went to a
private kindergarten. I got off to a really bad start because it was just so traditional
.... I was real curious and it seemed like I was beat down. ..."You're not supposed
to make drawings on your paper! You're not supposed to do this. You're not
supposed to do that!" In the meantime at home, my parents were really encouraging
me.... So I did feel adult support, but not... in school. In 6th grade, I finally had a
good teacher. He read to us. I don't remember another teacher who'd read to us!
My parents read to us all the time. He read to us. He sang with us!... He was
...really nice.
Moving South
...We lived in the Boston area and I had a Boston accent. (Then), we moved
to Delaware. It was a transfer.... I was totally out of my culture. ...There weren't
the foods we were used to eating, ...like winter squash. ...We moved down in the
fall and it was as if the rug had been pulled out from under you. ... It was a real
struggle. Kennedy was President so it was OK that I had a Boston accent
(but)...Kennedy... was killed that fall.
...When we moved to Delaware, the schools were segregated.... They were
already moving toward integration but it was slow, so that was veiy unusual for me.
...They hit kids in the (Delaware) schools. ...I (had) lived in (a Boston suburb). I
don't think there were all that many Black kids (where I lived). ...There were two
Jewish kids in my class. That was the main cultural difference, but it was really a
White town.... (A few) Portuguese. ...It was segregated. ...They lived right near
the church. So they went to a different school than I did, cause I lived on the other
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side of town. But I always felt a little detached from town.... I lived way out in the
country and so... it wasn’t that I was part of the town.
...(Delaware had) ...a big Amish community there. When we were putting
on an addition, (my father hired) the Amish guys (to) build it. We bought eggs from
them. My mother did quilting bees with them. ...My parents were also pretty
strong Civil Rights activists. They marched on Washington, (when) Martin Luther
King did his ”1 Have a Dream" speech....I wasn't there but Daddy (was). I had that
background of being an activist They'd worked in the soup kitchens back then and
in high school, I raised money for Biafra.
Rebellion
...I hated school. ...It was junior high and I hated all my teachers. I started
to do very, very poorly. D's. ...For someone who had gotten all A's .. I couldn't
really seem to get out of that My parents brought me to the guidance counselor.
"You've got a high IQ. How come you can't fit in?" (laugh) "You think I know?!"
...There was one teacher who got me out of the funk.... It was my science teacher.
... Silent Spring had come out (by) Rachel Carson. He was very interested in the
environment and got me involved, but other than that, there was really no one.
In 8th grade, my parents switched me to Catholic School. They thought
maybe that would straighten me out. Make a change. Actually, it was much better,
because it was a smaller school. ...The science classes weren't as good there
because the labs weren't as well-equipped. There were no art classes, but... it was
better for me. I muddled my way through high school, didn't do all that well, but
was more successful anyway.
...(Civil Rights for me had to do)... more with having Black friends
knowing that... some of the people my age were still very prejudiced.... I even felt
somewhat defiant of some friends because I kept my Black friends from (the public)
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high school when I went over to (the Catholic school). At Holy Cross there was
only one Black person in the whole school.
... I had a really liberal priest in high school but ...by the time I got to
Catholic school,... I already had a lot of really serious questions about the Catholic
church. I would ask my Mom questions. Trans-substantiation. "You can't ask that!
That's heresy! You just have to believe it!" ... I came to Catholic School. ...I just
thought it was... following blindly. I was already definitely very set in my ways.
Raised a lot of hell in high school. I never really got into trouble, but, because of
my attitudes, the nuns were appalled, (laugh) That was good, cause that earned me
a place. In public school, I was just one of the masses. But (at Catholic School), I
was a little rabble rouser and I liked that. I just had an attitude. I wouldn't do
anything wrong, but I wore my skirt too short. ...Things were happening at that
time too. In our political science class, was a lay teacher. It was the Democratic
Convention in Chicago.... I would go with the priest to Wilmington to anti-war
demonstrations. I was really into that Then when I went up to college, he was
transferred... to the Newman Center, so that was wonderful. He eventually left the
priesthood. I stayed connected a little bit (to my religion) my freshman year,
because a lot of girls in my dorm were Catholics and we would go to a guitar mass.
Artistic Talents
...In high school, I designed all my own clothes, I sewed..., I made
wedding dresses for people. ...But I didn't consider myself an artist. ...That was
my background. My family was very creative. Everybody made things and that was
just a given. ...There were no art classes at our high school.... There was this little
shop in downtown Dover that had a little bay window out front. It was tiny, but my
dream was to have a little dressmaking shop, ...(with) the dressmaking form in that
front window.... I was always making things. I was very curious about weaving.
And really frustrated by school. I felt that ...in school, any time you learned a craft,
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(it wasn't) an authentic craft. You wove a paper placemat or you made something
that wasn't durable. I had a mug I made in 6th grade and my dad still has it on his
drawer with his pennies in it. That was about the only durable thing. Everything
else was just make believe.
...I had worked in a Headstart Program for ...two summers.... I worked
there and also worked ...teaching crafts to kids in this slum area west of town. It
was a very rural area. ...In Headstart, it was mostly Black kids. That was my first
experience of working with Blacks ...I was working with Black women who were
the teachers. ...There was a woman from India... (who) taught me how to wrap a
sari and told me a lot about her culture. It was so neat to work with different
cultures.
...I went to the University of Delaware, to the registration in August I
really had no clue why I was going to college.... They were saying, "You should
pick your major." ...I wasn't that interested in picking a major, but the idea
appealed to me, to focus on something, (laugh) So I saw a teacher walk by with a
bunch of little school kids. I thought, "I loved working in Headstart. I'll be a
teacher." ...Why not? Declare a major. ...Since I (hadn't been) that successful in
school, I still didn't know how to study. I was relatively clueless. I started taking
education classes and my attitude was, "Maybe I could make it OK for someone
even though the system was really terrible."
...(My husband) had a scholarship to Gettysburg, but he ended up going to
Delaware. ...I met him in Freshman English class!... The last day of class. It was
funny. ...We did ...what the dating scene was at that time. You went to rallies
together, (laugh) Go down to Washington. ...Wilmington had a lot of racial strife.
There was a riot in '67: shooting, killings around town. When things were going
on in Watts..., there was a lot of inner city violence. There were some nice
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programs set up and I would go in on Saturdays and work with kids. Always
seemed to be working with my hands, with crafts.
Marriage, Dropping Out and Finding Oneself
The beginning of junior year, I got my student teaching assignment. I
started classes that fall. I got married that summer. My parents were Catholic and I
was living with (my husband) and it was really bugging me. We got married.... I
started doing student teaching .... <at) Holy Angels, ...(teaching) ...third grade. It
was so structured, ...just like the stuff I came out of. It was pathetic..., a Catholic
school. That started to be my attitude. I was twenty. I was radical. I could not
imagine working in a public school. We both got back to school and said, "What
are we doing here?" ... So I quit college ...beginning of junior year.
...(My husband) had never been baptized anything and he went to the
Methodist Church. He thought they were very hypocritical.... I wanted to get
married outside and...the priest... didn't like that. He told me it would never work,
because (my husband) wasn’t baptised. But if I wanted to sign a paper saying I'd
raise my children Catholic, he would marry us. I ...said, "No." ...My mother...
was distraught. I told my parents, "You taught me not to lie. I can't lie and sign
this paper. It would be easy to do. I'm not going to do that." So we had a retired
Air Force Chaplain at my parents' house and we've been married for 22 years!
(laugh)... I was 20. ...I was not... terribly stable at that point, but... I just knew that
he was the one. I had gone with a couple guys... before that and realized...that I
wanted to spend the rest of my life with him.
... So I quit school, and we moved to (my husband)'s hometown... in
southern New Jersey. The first person he introduced me to was his high school art
teacher ...because he knew I'd love her! (laugh) She had this remodeled bam and
taught art classes.... I was working at odd jobs, waitressing... I said I wanted to
come to classes there. ...There was a potter's wheel in the back room. I said.
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"Could I work back there?" ...I ended up cleaning for her in exchange. I would
make things, ...and never save anything, for about six months. Then I started
learning how to fire the kiln and started saving things. I really was self-taught.
After about six months, she said, ’’...Would you be willing to teach
pottery?" So, I started teaching... After the classes,... we would get together and
talk about certain kids and how could we help them. Some kids who came there had
major problems in school, so their parents had heard about this woman (and) sent
them there. ...She was my educational mentor. She was just fantastic,... the
consummate artist. ...So ...I worked there for two and a half years. I met a weaver
(who) taught me how to weave.... I was doing all kinds of crafts:... quilting and
macrame, making candles.

Tennessee: Living off the Land
(My husband) 's a finish carpenter.... At that time, he was a pipe fitter
(and) worked with his dad. ...But he knew a lot about houses. ...So we ended up
moving to Tennessee. ...(in) 1974. We wanted to... live in a commune out in the
country... We took off, stored some things down by my parents' house and ... put
everything in the back of our pick-up truck.... We wanted to go somewhere where
it was a little warmer so we could grow things all year round. We went down and
found this place... in Tennessee. And had a child.... (My husband) worked with a
crew (and) used his skills as a carpenter more. We built our cabin down there.
...You make more as a pipe fitter than a carpenter any day. But he really likes
it..We ended up building two different cabins there and a house.
...I worked as a teacher's aide, hired because of my crafts background and
science background. The science was just always, always there. My mom's a
nurse and my dad's a chemist, so I grew up with a strong science background. So I
worked as a teacher's aide in an alternative middle school program. ...It was kind
of a dumping ground. I loved it and worked really hard... I got an opportunity to
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work as a director of an arts center that they were trying to start up there, so I ended
up going with that instead
...There were no Blacks in this county.... Actually, there were a few Blacks
and they lived- ...on the map it was called Nigger Holler. It was so depressed that I
don't think (any)one ever had slaves there racially. ...I talked to senior citizens who
had picked cotton until their hands bled when they were little kids. Everything was
just so dirt poor, but they were very, very bigoted ...We were hippies too. Not
only were we Northern, but ...long hair.... I had always lived out in the country,
so I always had a garden and I knew how to can, from Grammy, ...so the local
people... got to know you... and just loved kids who wanted to do this! Their kids
usually just wanted to move to the city! flaugh) Some of them (though) thought we
were crazy.
I ran the arts center... I brought quilts and set them up at local banks. We
brought quilts from all over people's houses... Jt was (sponsored by) the Arts
Council. ... I ran the thing and taught art classes there. ...I had some after school
art classes there, and... I taught in the Talented and Gifted Program at the school.
For free. All volunteer work. After that, I worked at Senior Citizens and ...I drove
the van for the lunches.... Meals on Wheels. I would teach, and... I cleaned the
bathrooms.... I would teach classes for free because I was there. Ceramics. They
had a kiln, so I cleaned up the kiln and learned how to fire that one....
Returning North: Looking for Home
...The ultimate reason why we left, (that) we struggled with it the whole time
we were there, (was) we are very community oriented. ...In very rural south
Tennessee,... they think of Virginia as the North. So there was not much
acceptance, even though I worked in the schools....(Then) my son started
...kindergarten. I didn't want him to go to school his whole life down there.... I
knew what the schools were like,... how bigoted people were. I didn't want him to
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feel like an outsider...(or) an insider! (laugh) So we started looking into coming
back up here. ...(laugh) One of my sisters lived (near) Clear Springs and one...
lived in Vermont. So we asked both of them, "Why would we want to move to
your town?" They both said Vermont was too cold. ...We gardened all the time and
it's hard to grow tomatoes up there. ...In Tennessee you can garden all year round
practically. The picture they painted of this area... seemed like it had so much to
offer and there were a lot of different things happening. It ...seemed like a good
idea. ...My sister lives in this farmhouse that has an apartment in it. People (were)
moving out..., so we moved in there. We lived there five years.
... (My husband) found a job fairly quickly. I worked for a sprout business.
... 3 days a week.... I wanted to learn how to do basket weaving (and) taught
myself how to make baskets. ... I (also) worked ... for a weaver ...who was
looking for a seamstress. She wanted to make these really pretty blouses to sell with
her woven stuff, so I would make the blouse and she would sell it for an amazing
amount of money.... Baskets took two hours to make and you had it. ...There was
a neighbor who sold at the Farmers' Market and (my boss) sold things (there)....
I'd grow herbs.... I would dry flowers. I could sell my baskets there. I would
whip up little windsocks ...cause the more you had to sell, the greater chance you
had of making some money. I did some crafts fairs.... Balloon festivals. I was
again teaching, (this time) Basketry! I learned how to do it and then learned how to
teach it. ... I never found teaching adults as fun as teaching kids. Adults have all
these preconceived notions, (laugh) But it was fun anyway. The farmhouse was
enormous and there was a big room in the front.
...So we (had come) up here (to the home we built in) April and (my son)
had started in (the local public school) and didn't like it very much. The teacher...
was very traditional. (I)'d get these little notes, "He didn’t finish his worksheet"
I'm very much into the notion of finishing things. "Finish what you start." But
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here's this first grader saying, "This is senseless. This is useless. Why should I
finish this?" And Tm, "Right on!" (laugh) So I went in and observed the second
grade class and wasn't impressed. I talked to (my boss at the sprouts business)
about it and he said, "(This private school) is wonderful." (My son) went there for a
couple years.
... I started working at the Talented and Gifted Program at the (local
community college). ...That was just wonderful because it paid you a little more.
... It was freedom because, (the director) would say, "What do you feel like
teaching this time?" so maybe I would do Shaker basketry. We would read a Jane
Yolen book about the Shakers. Or I'd do puppetry. ...I had a puppet theater. I'd
teach kids how to make puppets. We'd do a script, ...and then have a little
production at the end. ... (Then) someone came to work (at the sprout business)
who... had a friend who worked at the University Without Walls. ...You know
how you meet someone and you're working at a boring job stuffing sprouts in ...
bags. We learned each other's life stories. ...She said, "You oughta go to school at
University Without Walls. You could write this up and get credit for it!"
...I had always said, I will never go back to college. ...Forget it! (laugh) I
would never want to do something that I needed a degree for. ...She put a little bug
in my ear. I started thinking, "If I became a teacher, I would have a salary and I
wouldn't have to be writing these stupid grants all the time." ...But since I (hadn't
been) successful at school, fifteen years before, ...I had no idea if I could pass, (or)
...if I could (even) get in to college.
Dropping Back In to College
... I remember making the announcement at my parent's house. ... I said,
"I'm thinking about going to college." I was the college drop-out. Everyone else
went on. My sister was in law school... and everybody else (had) college degrees.
One worked in a ...hospital lab. ...She was a marine biology major but she works
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with an electron microscope. ...(My family) gave me a hard time about everything,
(laugh) I gave them a hard time about everything. I was the difficult one. (laugh)
... When I dropped out, ...I remember my mother saying in anger, "We figured
you'd either flunk out or drop out." ...It was a little anti-climatic to go back at the
age of 35. (laugh) "Joy's going back to school! ...We'll believe it when we see it."
...My dad had gone to (the local state university). ...I applied to University
Without Walls. Even the application process! I hadn’t used a typewriter in years.
...You had to write your life’s history. ...My theory was I'd become a teacher.
People said, "So you'll be an art teacher?" I’ve been in the public schools. They're
not hiring art teachers. This is something for when I'm 40. I want a job!
...Definitely they need more creative teachers.
... I got accepted! ... You're given an advisor ...Your first semester back,
you have this class,... Perspectives in Education. You look at what's education
anyway? One of the best books... I loved ...was called Bevond Culture. ...An eye
opener! ...We would read books like that and discuss them. We read Maxine Hong
Kingston and a few books by Black writers. It was "What's culture? What’s
education? How can you break down barriers?" ...There was another course where
you designed what your course of study was going to be and you had to research it.
.. You had to look at, "What is education today?... What do you see to be the main
issues in education?..." I had to take all those (required) education classes.... I (had
gone) to school for two years but I hadn't done that well in some things so I came in
with 50 credits.
...The second semester, there was a course that was ...your junior writing
requirement and ...a portfolio that you had to write. ...You worked with your peer
editors ...and a writing instructor. It was wonderful. Your... portfolio would get
you as many credits as you wanted to get.... You had to do case studies ... I wrote
two... One was the class in Tennessee. There was a boy ... who didn't know how
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to read but he had all these clues down so that he pretended he knew how to read.
He had been fooling people for years and so ...how I worked with him... first to
determine that he didn't know how to read and then to help him learn how to read.
The other case study ...was how to teach crafts to two different age levels.... I did
the Gifted and Talented Program. So... you had to take something you had actually
done and write it up.... I got 15 credits for that ...30 page paper!
...When I went into University Without Walls,... (I discovered) they were
teaching teachers differently! ... I got into the education courses and I was stunned!
They were doing literature based and Math Their Way. All these new curriculum
things. That was what I was trained in. ... Totally hands-on science..
... I did my student teaching (in the town where I live). ...I couldn't afford
to send (my son) to (the private school)... so he went to (the local public school)...
I was hired as a Chapter 1 Reading...Even though I wanted my own classroom, (I
was happy to) just get in somewhere....
That spring, the ironic thing was ... the first job I got hired in was a grant....
so I was laid off! ... I was applying all around.... I had substitute taught three days
a week the whole last year in college.... I had eight towns (with) my name in and I
was solidly booked three days a week. ...I loved it. I just have a nice attitude
toward it. Gaugh) ..."Hey, this is going to be fun!" I did ... all rural schools. ...
So when it came time to apply, there weren't that many job openings, but ...often
the reaction(was), "Oh, you've never had a classroom before." ...(One)
superintendent said, 'Won't you find four walls of the classroom confining after all
you've done?" (laugh)... I was like, "This is my professional decision. This is
what I want to do with my life." It was hard to get that first job because the person
hiring had to be willing to take a risk.
So I had applied to (a school in this district).... That was the only place in
Clear Springs that I could imagine working because it was rural looking. I got a
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very nice letter from (the) principal at the time. ... He said the job had been filled
internally but said, "Don't be discouraged. I'm sending your resume on to the rest of
Clear Springs Schools." So I got a call from Franklin School for an interview.
Franklin School! I drove by and said, "There's this chain-link fence there! It's
down town." Clear Springs! ... I was appalled. (My husband and son )... said,
"Look at these spruce trees out front. ...They need someone like you." (laugh) So
I went for my interview and (the principal) ...was really into hiring teachers who
wanted to make changes.
Making School a Place where Science, Reading, Art Flourish
When she talked about science, it was ... not so much what you taught,
(but) the process of teaching scientific inquiry. ...She was very supportive.
Slowly, as I got involved there, I was more willing to take risks. It's so funny
coming in, ...I'm 42 now, so 38, all these teachers had been there forever.... Some
were innovative and some weren't. ...I wasn't even sure I wanted to stay there. ...
I was looking other places when ads came out. ... But, seeing the different changes
that have happened, it's amazing. Because everything's research-based, I was
trained in what the research says you're supposed to do.
...I was a little nervous about going ahead with some of this stuff cause a lot
of the other teachers didn't teach that way. It was new. When I came to Franklin
School, they were still using basals. The kids were coming into my room, "What
level am I on?" I don't do levels, (laugh) When she hired me, she asked if I knew
any other languages and I had taken Spanish in high school, so they put this Spanish
speaking kid in my room, the first year. "She knows how to speak Spanish!"... Not
really. Qaugh)...But I did have some understanding.
Getting Involved in the Union
... Timing was good.... After the first, second or third year, there were
already 8 people hired after me, so I wasn't going to lose my job. ...Plunging into
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leadership helped me because, at the beginning, ...you don’t have much credibility.
... I've always been very active in my community and ...(this) is the community of
my workplace. I just don't like to see people gripe and complain and not do
something about it. By getting involved, you can find out more what the issues are.
When you're on the periphery, ...you don't really know what's gone down. In the
Union, I'm not President anymore, but I'm still going to be on the Negotiating
Committee.
...(My son still) doesn't like school.... He's so much like me, it's pathetic.
...I think about my parents.... Even though I apologized for how I was in high
school, (laugh) for ever and ever, it just must have been so hard for them to...
wonder what was going to happen to me.

Diane. Fifth Grade
Diane is the teacher who inspired this study. I spent a year doing an ethnographic
study of her classroom in 1989-90 and found in her room a wonderful place for students to
learn about themselves and their world. Her combination of learner-centered strategies,
discovery approaches to math, wonder and interest in literature and science, mediation skills
and calm self-confidence impressed on me that some teachers are constructing very positive
environments for diverse learners without understanding it as multicultural education. She
was the first teacher I worked with in Clear Springs who thought a Puerto Rican student's
presence provided a wonderful context for the whole class to try to learn Spanish. After
inviting her to be part of this study, I was sorry to hear that she had decided to leave
teaching for a career in counseling. But her insights about that decision are important to
understand.
Diane is a person whose early difficulties with math limited her dream of pursuing a
career in science, even though some of her teachers and her father wanted her to aim for
academic achievement in a professional career. Her family's values were challenged by her
sisters' interracial relationships and that has affected her personal understanding of race,
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prejudice, ethnicity and integrity. Much of her teaching philosophy emerges from a few
positive mentors whose teaching styles have contrasted with her more numerous negative
memories of rigid and even abusive teachers. Her great successes in the classroom have
been negatively impacted by recent staff and economic cutbacks which have increased class
size and put more pressure on creative teachers to do more with less. She does not like to
compromise what she knows can be accomplished with children because of short-sighted
community and administrative decision makers. Early on, her aspiration was to be a
counselor, and now she has left teaching to pursue that dream.8

With a class size of anywhere from 18 to 20,
one classroom teacher can do almost miracles.
Childhood Memories of Teachers: Abusers and Mentors
I was bom in (a New England) city. I lived there until I was seven.... I
wasn't very happy there. When we moved here to the western part of Massachusetts,
it was like a whole new world for me.... I was seven and... going into second grade.
...We just moved into... this brand new school.... I had this second grade teacher
who was so different from the teachers that I had had. ...She was not only young,
...but she allowed me to do a lot of learning on my own; prior to that, all my learning
was very, very traditional... (and) very abusive. Back then they believed in snapping
rulers on your knuckles and humiliating you in front of the classroom. ...That
second grade teacher was a mentor for me. When I grew up and was in high school,
(she) inspired me to go into teaching....I did my student practicum with her. When I
worked with her ...I realized(what) attracted me most to her was she had this natural
rapport with kids....She knew how to be with kids. ...That's what I learned from her
most. ...That's pretty much stayed with me all through my teaching.

8 By the spring of 1994, Diane planned to return to teaching the following year. She has begun
studying Spanish as a result of counseling work with Latino teens.
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..Another teacher when I was in high school inspired me, gave me the
opportunity to ask lots of questions and then go out and find all my answers.
...When I was in college, I had ...a developmental psychology class in which (the
professor) encouraged us to look at our own development, ...to ask questions and
then to go out and find the answers and... write about the process. As an adult, I had
another friend ...who helped me do the same thing in just looking at my own life, my
current life.... I feel fortunate that I've had four people,... all of them teachers, that
have been the kind of teachers for me that have inspired me to teach, to enliven in my
own classroom, that same kind of love of learning that they fostered in me. So that's
why I became a teacher.
... I had one or two teachers stand out (because they) reminded me mostly of
the teachers I had had as a very young child and they were so authoritative,... (sigh)
in terms of (not) allowing kids to be kids and there's only one way to do it and it was
their way. ...One teacher in particular ...I always sensed, "Yeah, Til do it, but I
know this isn't the right way. I have to do it ...to survive, " but ...I knew the way I
was being treated was not right
Family Background and Diversity
...In terms of ethnicity, I recall living in the city. I remember riding the bus
with my mother and being aware of the color of people and just observing differences
in people. My family ...can trace my aunt’s side back down to... John Alden. ...My
Mom's side of the family comes back from a Puritan and White European (laugh)
...There wasn't a lot of ethnicity in terms of... a lot of other cultures around me when
I was growing up, but we did have a lot of family traditions. ... My mother's family
lived close by... so we had a very extended family when I was little.
...My father had gotten out of the service and had gotten a job with (a nuclear
power plant)...At that time, he was working for (the) Power (Utility)... and was just
offered this opportunity and my Mom wanted out of the city. So we all just packed
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our bags and replanted ourselves. (It) was supposed to be one of the safest and the
best. ...(My opinions about nuclear power is) one of the things that (my father and I)
don’t talk about a lot because we’re on very, very opposite sides of the fence and it's
hard for us to communicate without a lot of difficulty.
... My father worked at (the nuclear power plant) for twenty years. ...Five,
six years ago, they came back here to retire....He was in Quality Control.... I
remember him sharing once with me some difficult issues... of what the government
and what bureaucracy wants you to say, and what is real. ...I remember him being
very concerned about it because his job was on the line and... his integrity, whether
he would be honest and say, "Sorry. You want me to say this. You want me to do
this, but"...in terms of Quality Control..., he just couldn't do that. So... even though
we have very differing opinions, I always felt honored that there was that integrity
there.
... My mom was always a homemaker until we were older and then she
worked close by so she could still be home. ...She worked as a nurse's aide and
then, when I was in college, she progressed a little further out into the real world and
worked as a secretary for a doctor. ...Most of her life, she's been the caretaker of
...five daughters. ...My Mom never finished high school. I knew she always felt bad
about that She's very, very creative and very artistic. She always loved art But she
hated school. If she had just had the opportunity to go ...to Art School, I know that
she would've discovered a lot of things in herself.... I remember in high school
being so awestruck, (with) ...her artistic ability. It just flowed right out of her. I
always thought, "This woman just needs to... become the artist that lives inside of
her!"
...Being the oldest of the five, I was always the one who had to help out. I
had to set the ground rules for everybody and I could never understand why
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everybody got to do things that I never had the opportunity (laugh) to do cause I had
to ...wait forever.
...(My father) went through high school and didn't receive any formal college
education but received lots of education through his work. ...He talked about one
difficult time when he was down in the Main Office ... and some ...positions were
changing and his experience clearly put him in a position to receive this job. ...(My
father) had always thought he would go back and get administrative training,... He'd
received his training by experience. He could have gone to school and gotten all
these credentials and it would not have given him anywhere near the... learning that
he received by... being there.
(My hometown) was completely White. Very agricultural, rural....(I was)
very active in 4-H and Girl Scouts, church activities. ... I feel fortunate to have been
involved ...when there was much offered... not to keep kids occupied, but really to
give them choices and opportunities to grow... 4-H or Girl Scouts, it was always
exploring and discovering. I... became a proficient seamstress and used to do a lot
of hiking. I used to climb the mountains around here on my own. Just strike out for
a day. Pack a lunch and off I went (laugh) ...Being in a small town afforded me a
lot of autonomy.... I felt like the town was mine,... small enough that I could go
ride my bike where I wanted and safe enough that the family didn't have to worry
about me being hit by a car or being kidnapped...One of our rituals was to (go to)...
the Super Market or the Pharmacy... with our extra nickel or dime to get either a
soda or a candy bar at the local hangout.... When I think of it back then, it reminds
me of what it (must have been) like at the turn of the century....
... When I was a pre-adolescent, we traveled out to see my grandmother to
the Midwest I remember being in awe of traveling halfway across the country. Just
seeing the terrain and the differences and the geographic locations. My grandparents
were rural Iowans. (laugh)... My grandpa had a big, very large farm and didn't even
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had running water. He had an outhouse. ...I remember my grandpa had acres and
acres of cornfield,... a long, long dirt road and it was something out of Oklahoma,
the movie.
... My father ...actually grew up on a farm and then his mom, when he lost
his first dad, ... his second dad was a farmer. I remember my dad telling stories and
actually witnessing that my grandpa did everything in cash. He never put any money
in the bank. ...He would take the harvest into the city, to the market and he would
come back (with) dollars... just falling out his pocket, wads of it. ...He was doing
what was just his ritual. To raise this wonderful food and just go and sell it. ...My
dad would have loved to have invested or have gotten the farm but it was his stepdad's and so as a result, his... biological...sons got the farm.
Learning about Classism, Racism
...Socio-economic class was probably elements of (prejudice that) were
instilled in me. Even though we were very poor when I was younger, it was a clear
distinction between our poor, of... having next to nothing but still caring about what
we did have and ... "We're poor but our yard doesn't look junky." ...We care about
what little we have ...and... emphasis on being clean and what clothes we had we
wanted to be well-represented in. ...So I grew up with a real strong distinction
between classes. As my father was promoted and ... he took on more responsibilities
and was paid more, I became even more aware of class distinction and how hard he
had worked to just have to support a family of five. ...I also remember what it felt
like ...for my mom to be real angry when I asked her for a nickel and there wasn't
one. ...How dare I ask for that when there just wasn't even that to put towards a loaf
of bread. My parents... used to go to the market and get day-old bread (and) ...old
butter... at a cheaper price ...
The other issue (in my family related to) culture had to do with racism. ...It
was during Martin Luther King's work.... I was a pre-teen and I remember there
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was something on TV ... (about) bi-racial marriages. My father had always...
appeared to be very open-minded in terms of race. ...This was something that he
was clearly against.... I said, "What does it matter if the two people love each
other?" His response was... that it hurts the kids.... There are issues that need to
be looked at,... he's learned now to work through that.
..Actually I have two sisters who have married men of color. (My sister) was
out of high school and... (the man she fell in love with) was local. He lived in (a
nearby city). ...Society started to change and (my father) had seen his daughters
grow and change. I'm sure he had reservations about it when they had first started
dating. (The man) was African American. ... He was working with a construction
company.He was on the quiet side. He was not an activist himself at all and
neither was she...His family did accept her. He came from a fairly large family too.
...My little sister had also had a child out of wedlock. ...I think that was... a
major coming out of the closet for (my father), in terms of professing that he's openminded and then having to actually deal with (a difficult family conflict) That was a
turning point for him so when... two of my sisters started dating men of color, he'd
already gone through this big upheaval in terms of who he was and how he saw his
daughter who had a child out of wedlock.
...My sister's (first) husband was killed. ...A couple of years later, she
happened to meet (another) man of color. He's African, from North Africa, from
Cameroon, and ... they've been married two or three years....
I was most influenced (about Civil Rights issues) during (college) and ...high
school but because of where I lived here, it wasn't fostered, so ...I wanted to be out
protesting and marching, but was ...this closet hippie, you know? (laugh) ...I just
found it really difficult to get out there....
I had four years of French and ... a wonderful French lab. ... There were...
no trips but ...I always loved studying another language and loved speaking it. That
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was just such fun to me to be able to speak in another tongue and have somebody
understand you even though the model that I was taught in was the conjugation of
verbs.... I wish it had been more conversational.... I would have always preferred
to be able to speak it and impress people. To be able to use it... if I ever traveled
abroad.
...We had a very strong science program and ... Biology and Chemistry were
my love.... I was always intrigued by the wonders and workings of science. We
were tracked.... I was tracked high in the language arts, ...my strength, and... in the
average track of math. I really should have been put in the lowest one because I
struggled the most with it.... I’ve learned a lot since then, but I’ve had math teachers,
... geniuses who didn't know how to teach. They knew their formulas. They knew
their math, but they didn't know how to convey it to someone who is a concrete
person, who was not logical or linear Gaugh) and needed to have some models to
show to her in algebra and geometry .... So I ...was limited in my college choices
because of my poor math grades. ...Barely got Cs and D's.
College
I went to a State College... in northern Vermont. ...It was one of the few
colleges that picked me. Gaugh) ... I was limited in terms of choices..., because of
my math grades. ...It was a rural college,... a small town. ...I had a professor. I
took a math course in college and all of a sudden, he was able to explain it and I said,
"...All these years in high school and I never understood those!" He'd go over those
formulas and algebra. "How come I can see that now?"... He... knew his material
and was able to convey it, not as a mathematician but as a teacher. There’s a big
difference. I thought, " I'm not stupid, after all!"... I loved science (but) ...because
of my math background I could never take the challenging courses that I wanted to
take in college.
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...At the time I was in college, I remember my father sending me all these
articles. ...The market was being flooded with teachers.... In the mid-seventies
there were no jobs and... I was an education major, but I was still taking Biology and
Chemistry courses at a introductory level.... I loved it so, but because of my
background in math, even though I had had that one professor who helped my selfconfidence in math, it wasn't enough for me to take ...Calculus.... I always loved...
Marine Biology and... Micro-biology and... I thought of exploring those as fields.
...My weakness in math was just so horrendous that I would have needed lots of
tutoring and ...support but I didn't have the network to be able to do that.... I had
one woman math teacher, but ...her thinking was very logical and linear also. So...
to be able to teach someone who doesn't think along those lines, they just couldn't do
it.
Pre-service: Limited Experiences with Diversity
...Then, I couldn't afford to live there. It was ... out of state and I had
borrowed money to go to school and I needed to... make a change that cost less. So,
I finished up my two years at (a nearby) State College. I had family who lived in
(that city) that I could live with. ...I felt that the learning there was more professional
.... I had more schools to work with, more diversity of methods and techniques.
...The rural schools... tended to still be very traditional. When I moved to the city,
there was talk of learning centers. ... I was able to look at education a little
differently ...cause I wasn't sure that I really liked the kind of teaching that I (had
been) seeing... in the rural schools. (In the city), there was more cultural diversity. I
was more active in school functions because... they were more involved with
community. ...Classrooms had Hispanic students, Asian students. ...A lot of the
courses... especially the language courses, children's literature and methods
incorporating literature, there was diversity and culturally based,... not just typical
European. ... (We studied) new writers,... controversial material.
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... I haven't done a lot of traveling. I did travel in college. I had the
opportunity to go to England, just for a week. It was a typical tourist trip, some
students that I went to school with and a professor or two. It was a special set-up,
special price. ...We had a wonderful time. Not the way I would like to travel, but we
were able to see the sights and for me, being a country bumpkin, it was (laugh) quite
an adventure.
...I came back here to do my practicum (in my hometown). ...It meant a lot
to me to be able to ...do my practicum with the teacher who was my mentor. ...She’s
very calm,... never shocked. ...She was always delighted in the innocence of
whatever (the children) brought forth to offer. ...She always handled the most
difficult situation;... (It) was clear that she had a direction that she was heading in
and she didn't demean the child at all. She was just able to get the child through the
behavior, affirm the child in a way that (still) let the child know what the boundaries
and the rules were. I was just always amazed at that....
When I graduated in 1974, ...(my husband and I had) dated a year before
that... We were married a year after college.... He's from the Midwest and moved
here ...his last year of high school.... I was actually doing my student teaching when
I met him and he had to work on my car (laugh) ...He was a mechanic at the gas
station in the village. I had lost the brakes on my car. ...He came to pick up my car,
and then the rest is history (laugh).
I tutored through what was then Title I ...for two or three years....The
market was flooded with teachers and there were absolutely no jobs. There happened
to be a teacher at (the local school) who was taking a leave of absence. She was
going to do some traveling. I worked very hard to get that job. (laugh) So I had my
first full time class. Third grade. Then she came back ...Then I managed to get a
job in Clear Springs. Took a second grade position on... a one year leave of
absence. ...That was also the year of Proposition 2 1/2. So there were ... cuts. ...
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So, we decided it looked like a good time to have a family. ...Right after I became
pregnant, they called me back to fill in for half a year for (a teacher who) was getting
her Masters in Special Education. ...Then the family came along and I did family
daycare and worked in the education portion of our church... for a few years. I was
busy but I was home, doing education in a variety of forms.
Work with Incarcerated Youth
...When my children were older, I took a part time job ...as a Chapter 1
teacher working with disenfranchised youth. That was very challenging....Lots of
diversity there. ... I enjoyed the work very much. The schedule was not real good
for me because ...there were gaps of six weeks... in between the groups of kids
coming in. Child care was an issue for me but while I was working there. I
remember having a little nine-year-old Hispanic boy. ...Disenfranchised at nine years
old! Involved in the law! ...I tend to think of it more as a system issue of a kid
whose needs never got met... for many, many years and had fallen into drugs.
...He was taken from the home and in foster care. ...Those kids who have come to
be borderline... and disenfranchised... have to be taken into the Department of Youth
Services. ...It had to be CHINS or neglect at age nine. I taught them English and...
I tried to work from their experiences. ...'Tell me a story about when"... and then
we'd put it into writing. ...We'd look at the structure and composition, but I would
get a lot of hands-on learning with them. We did a lot of cooking, recipe building...,
the school we were at had ...lots of berries and fruits. We'd do our gardening and
measuring (for) math and English. I did both of those and tried to make it as
concrete and not like school cause they hated school, (laugh) ...At that time I chose
that job because I thought I would go into counseling and that was a springboard for
me to look at different personalities and kids and backgrounds. (But I) decided that
my kids were still too little for me to be gone (so much). So then I worked in the
hospital for a year.... in the Dialysis Unit as the office manager.
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Mediation and Developmental Educational Philosophy
Then I decided to become involved in the Mediation Project, which was a
surrogate for what I wanted to do: counseling. (So I) became trained as an adult
mediator. ...It was the same year I accepted the position (in Gear Springs). ... I had
done this adult mediation training... and had also learned that they were ...thinking
of... getting funding for a school model brand new to this area. And lo and behold,
it was going to be at (the school where) I had just interviewed for a position. ... I
accepted that position, also accepting some responsibility for... training,
implementing that
... I have to espouse the importance of the developmental model for kids.
...That philosophy needs to be embraced in all elementary schools. ...The curriculum
is different It's based on kids being able to learn to be so comfortable with
themselves that no matter what comes up, they'll have the ability to be able to work it
out in one form or another. ...(My children) have learned how to do that They're in
public schools, but because that was fostered when they were young,... sometimes
it’s hard for them to accept the fact that they're being told to do this ...in a certain way
when they would like to be able to do it in their own way. ...When they were little,
...I was there if they needed me, but the environment was theirs to play with and
explore to find out what it was about.
I remember being the driving force in having (the director of the private
school) come to speak (at our school). ...(He spoke) on the importance of ...kids'
development and where they were at certain ages and how that affects how teachers
view them in their classroom. Specific road signs to look for in kids' development.
...For instance, ...five-year-olds and six-year-olds need space and here we ask them
to sit in chairs and at desks, when developmentally, their body and their large
muscles are demanding that they have room to be able to walk around. They're
gonna bump into things so you've got to structure the environment. I remember that
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being new information for a lot of people. ...My teaching at Franklin School, I
always tried to incorporate ...what I had learned from the (private) school and my
own children into my own classroom. ...Now that the curriculum development
(project) has started. I've felt that I’ve had less opportunity to do (my preferred
program.)
...A lot of teachers and... systems can embrace the (developmental)
philosophy but when it comes down to implementing it, it’s very different You have
to have a group of people who believe philosophically the same, who are willing to
take risks, who are willing to look at children differently than how we’ve in the past
looked at children in education. (The principal I worked with) did a great deal. She
was a pusher. It was inspiring. It felt good to have someone pushing you to become
better. To become broader. To learn more about kids, about education, about
yourself. ...She was an educational leader.
...The year when you worked with Sara was my most productive year in
terms of Spanish. ...When you look at in terms of cultural education, for me to be
working with (my Puerto Rican student)... means much more than ... a curriculum
that talks about Puerto Rico.

Guv. Middle School Social Studies
Guy describes himself as a teacher who has "evolved.” His conservative, sheltered,
small town background was broadened by military service in the Navy. His early childhood
connections with his French Canadian grandparents and hearing French piqued his interest
in the language but did not help him in the traditional education he received where he was
taught "through embarrassment," to avoid being punished or ridiculed. However, he was
both fascinated and curious about the world he glimpsed from "Cinderella Liberty" and
returned as a civilian and a "hippie" to hitchhike and work through France and Italy. His
interest in geography was awakened in college and he decided to teach that subject His
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own remembered experiences as a disengaged student led directly to his pedagogical belief
that students are motivated to learn through playing games and doing activities related to the
subject matter. He found in this interview that he had lots of questions about multicultural
education. Topics related to the oppression of minorities in this country rub against his
patriotic Yankee roots, basic beliefs grounded in the importance of America as a melting pot
He however admits that he has few or no personal interactions with people of color. Navy
experiences affect his strongly felt feelings against gays in the military. He remains open to
discussion and anxious to provide enjoyable and challenging lessons for the increasingly
diverse seventh graders that he encounters in his classroom.

I'm a New Englander.
When I'm out of New England, I'm like a bird out of water.
Family Ethnicity
My grandparents lived in Vermont, maybe five miles from the Canadian
border. ...There would be a sign that says you are 451 north, half way to the North
Pole. ...The ride from Clear Springs used to be a 7 hour ride. It was dreaded by a
ten year old (laugh) making that long drive up there in a ’48 Dodge. My
grandparents were... French-Canadian. My grandfather was bom in Canada in
Trois Rivifcres, my grandmother... on this side of the line.
...But my earliest contact to realize that there was something different out
there ...was they were French- speaking in the home. My mother probably was
French- speaking....They would give us le chien or la chat, little words, la porte.
...You knew they were talking about you and you knew, this is not good, (laugh)...
(On my mother's side), I did talk to my grandmother and my grandfather's side, he
...amazingly (had an) English (name!) My mother says in grade school, she
couldn't use (it). They had to use (the French pronunciation). She had to drop the
s. So grandfather should have (had a French name) But he kept (the English one).
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My grandmother had a... powerful name in French....So Grandma was all
French.... Grandpa'd be in his rocking chair at noon. The shop was right across the
street... and they made hammers and sickles and scythes. They'd go on in French.
It was Franglais. ..My grandmother went to church and they'd all break into French
outside the Church...
In the seventh grade, Mrs. Wellington was a French teacher and I took
(her) class.... My first (formal) contact with French... She’d make us come in after
school and write the word over 10 or 20 times to learn it. ... For me it worked. I
can't think of any other way other than maybe being embarrassed. ...Through
embarrassment, I learned most of the words, (laugh)
...Swamp Yankee.... They're the most unheralded in America, (laugh) ...
We don't have a holiday. Someone suggested that Thanksgiving was our holiday
...(but) no one mentions ties to Britain. It's just a feast. I am a bonafide, on my
father’s side. Swamp Yankee. With nothing but Yankee names, early New England
names. (My name) is English for a village along the river. ...There are 13 pages of
(my family name) in the American Revolution and... one page of (my first and last
name) among the soldiers and sailors of the American Revolution. So I feel very,
very strong ties to my ancestors. (They) came over on the Archangel Gabriel.
1630's.
... My father was... bom in Ipswich. He was a 'state boy,' so my family on
that side are broken and I'm looking for them. ...He was taken from his mother and
raised on a farm ...at about five years old. He has a sister. My knowledge of that
side of the family is limited.... He had a cousin knock on the door about five years
ago and said, "Are you —?" and found out she lived (twenty-five miles away) and
they had the same grandfather.... She gave me... a family tree that goes all the way
back... On my father's mother's side, ...there's some German here.

My great¬

grandfather fought in the Civil War and I looked him up a couple of months ago.
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He was in the First Massachusetts Heavy Artillery.... He has a long, distinguished
Gvil War record. I'm very proud of him.... My grandfather,... was bom in 1864.
...during the Gvil War and he had my father in 1922 when he was 58.... So my
links to the Gvil War are only two generations.
The conflict, the Catholic versus the Protestant, my mother’s a French
Catholic and my father was really not practicing anything but his roots are UCC.
When I first went to church,... I started my life as a Protestant. ...My grandparents
would have been shocked, on the French side. But by the time I was 7 or 8, my
father and I both converted. We both were baptized, (laugh) ... and then I became
...a pretty good Catholic.... It became a source of strength for me. ...We took our
confirmation vows not to drink alcohol. ...In those days, you raised your hand in
front of the Bishop and he slapped you...as part of the confirmation. You had to do
something to become a soldier of Christ. ...So one time I had to take some medicine
and it had alcohol in it. My mother laughs about it today. I called the parish (laugh)
...to get permission, (laugh) I lasted until I was 19 before I had my first beer.... I
stayed a kid right until the Navy. I held off through all those innocent things....
(but) it all fell apart in France. ... I really became more French when I was young,
and Catholic. Recently, I'm more English. I’ve really taken more pride in that now
because it’s so old and it’s so Massachusetts.
I went to (the) blue collar Catholic Church. (The other one) was Polish.
When I was a kid,... a friend of mine would go to Polish School on Wednesday
night at 5:30. I went with him a couple times. It always seemed so odd to me....
Also, you couldn't join the Y (cause it was a Protestant organization.) ...My folks
were blue collar. Mom worked at the A & P for 35 years and Dad drove trucks. ...
They are wonderful people but they weren't into learning and literature. Their lives
were pretty much like their families before them. You worked, you survived, you
had your children.
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...On our street were the Pino's.... Mr. and Mrs. Pino were Italian and I
was very friendly with the children. When I went in their house, there was the
aroma of Italian cooking. They spoke English with a broken accent We had a
German lady live upstairs from us once. And (one of my friends) moved here from
Canada, if that counts ...in about the eighth grade.
Military Aspirations: Join the Navy and See the World!
... I went through the Clear Springs school systems. ...(My) father was a
Merchant Marine. A couple uncles... were in the Navy. In those days, the fifties,
...the kids in Clear Springs, we all knew we were going into the service. ...I
remember talking to (my best friend). We were both going in the Navy. (Another
buddy) was gonna go in the Army. We all went in. It just wasn't a question. Right
after I was 17,1 went to (the state university) for two months and didn't fit in. I
wasn't ready. I (dropped out and) joined the Navy in 1963.

I was on my way to

seeing the world!
... So, leaving Clear Springs opened the world for new people. When I was
on ship, I...I tested well (and) ended up in the radar gang ...with bright guys who
were readers. A lot of them had community college, junior college. ...I started
taking interests in ...travel, two cruises to the Mediterranean, three cruises to the
Caribbean, up and down the East Coast, Bermuda....That was a lot of exposure to
different people and different places which raised curiosity. ... Istanbul's
incredible.... Tangiers, Naples.... France really excited me.... I've been to Europe
three times. Twice Navy, your experiences are limited. You get Cinderella Liberty.
... You still have to work when you pull into port, shine the bell, mop the floors,
paint. They give you liberty, maybe 6 o'clock and you have to be back at midnight.
Then the next morning you're gone, so you really don't see much. If you’re there
two days, called Port and Starboard, then half the crew gets liberty that night The
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next night you get liberty so ...you don't really get to see anything. Sailors go to
bars.

...Very few of them ever do any cultural things, (laugh)
I sat and watched radar scopes every night for three years. ...The Gulf of

Tonkin was in 1965. I was on the US. S.John Paul Jones.... It's a class of
destroyer. The ships that were fired on in the Gulf of Tonkin were ...of the same
line as ours. So we sensed a brotherhood,... but my ship was never sent there. I
missed the Cuban Missile Crisis. My ship was there... right before I got on. Then
when I got out, my ship went to Vietnam, so I was just in that cozy period. I saw a
lot of movement. ...We were never in port. ... I spent most of my time at sea.
...In those days, the Cold War was really cold and we did do a lot of
shadowing of Russian ships. There was one occasion it got pretty intense. We
chased them off the coast of Libya and then they chased us.... So ... there were
long hours.... I would sit at a radio and listen to ...music in Arabic. They seemed
to dominate the airwaves in the Mediterranean... Things that are different appeal to
me.
We did stop ...at Tripoli ...(and) made a movie. We had cameramen on ship
and they invited me to be in the movie, (laugh) ...They took three or four guys and
me. It was a propaganda movie to show the sailor being a good boy. They took us
out to the desert.... You don't have to go far from Tripoli to get into the desert.
They put us on camels and we saw Bedouins. We went to a museum. The
propaganda was supposed to be, "Here's the U.S. sailors in Tripoli and they're
having a wholesome time!" (laugh) That's all. I probably saw more than the other
sailors cause it isn't the kind of place where you go drinking. We were warned
about that. It's a Moslem country and you be careful. You don't stare at people who
are kneeling to pray. They gave us some sensitivity stuff. Otherwise you might get
in trouble.
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Resuming College and Adventures as a Civilian
...I came back and went to a community college for a year. I did well. I
was ready. Then I went to (a) state college for three years. I majored in Earth
Science and Geography.... (College) was a very good experience... If (I) could
live any part of (my) life over. I’d go back to college.... I did student teaching (near
campus.) I don't have memory of it.
...After State college, I took off in 71,... and ...went to Europe.... I went
back on the "Hippie Hop." It's Icelandic Airlines. ...Everybody had long hair and
no money. (Laugh) Icelandic was $280 round trip. When I got over there, I didn't
have a return trip ticket and they impounded me right away. I had ...about $200 left
to do Europe. They made me buy my ticket back. So that left me with about
$100.... So I went to work. I worked in ... a frontier town between Belgium and
France. I lived with a French family. I got picked up hitchhiking, met him, his wife
and his three kids. They offered me a place to stay and I ended up going to work.
They had a small shop making frames. Maybe two weeks (was) long enough to get
me a little bit of money. Then I traveled through France by hitchhiking, "Auto¬
stop."... I picked grapes in southern France for probably $150.... Montpelier....
Languedoc. I picked grapes. It took about two weeks. There was a crew of about
5,6, 7 migrant workers, young people. Japanese, Spanish, American and French.
... I love to speak French.... Tm terrible, but I have a lot of fun. (laugh)
...The Mediterranean is just fascinating. ...There's a little island below Majorca
called Formincara. If you look at a map of the Balearic Islands, there's this little
boot shaped island that you can walk in maybe 4 or 5 hours. It used to be a Roman
occupied island. At the time I was there, it was almost medieval. ...The new
influence in Ibitha was... the hippies who were going yuppie. ,„ I didn't like it
there. I got on a boat and went one step further to Formincara and it was like going
back into time. Incredible experience. I actually stayed at a small farm. They were
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renting rooms out There weren't many foreigners. There was one little store or
restaurant in the village square. Sheep were hobbled....The front leg and their back
leg were tied so they could only walk so they couldn't run. ... Stone fences.... I
remember waking up to the sound of a sheep being slaughtered. Right at the edge of
the island, there was ...a cliff to the ocean. ...It was like a palisade, vertical
descent.... I wish I could repeat that week or two weeks I spent there. Just a
wonderful experience.

Becoming a Teacher
...Then I (came home and) worked in Boston downtown. I worked
construction. Then I went to the State Board of Education. They used to list jobs
outside there.... I saw a job for Earth Science in (a suburb of) New York City.... I
got an appointment, and went down Route 22 in my Volkswagen and got a job.
They hired me that day. So I had a job in the fall of 1971 teaching Earth Science in a
bucolic community of... Duchess County.
...Guy was a Catholic, but when he got married, he married a... strong
Congregationalist. (So) now, Im a Congregationalist. I wasn't a strong Catholic.
My kids were bom in Connecticut. I was there one year in Earth Science. My
teaching there was really the worst nightmare you can imagine. First of all, my
grasp of the subject matter was just beginning. The kids were ninth graders and
many of them had been held back, so I was looking at 16 year olds. I even think I
had a 17-year-old (as well as) a 13-year-old. In those days, they retained. (The
district) had a high drop-out rate. I was getting them just before they were ready to
drop out. It was a tough year. I'm surprised I stayed with it. I was... intimidated
by my job. Kids were unruly. I burnt the midnight oil.
...I am one of those people who evolved. I did not walk in. There are two
kinds of (teachers). Some can walk in and Bang! They got it. Others have to
evolve. I was one of those (who) take a long time to evolve. My second year, I got
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a chance to move into Social Studies,... and by the third year, I was perking.
...About my third or fourth year was the best year I ever had. ...I turned 30.1 can
remember a lot of those kids,... just a great group of kids.
I started doing some role playing things and my creativity, which I feel is a
strength, started to blossom and I found the subject matter enjoyable. I was taking
courses at (a local) State College. I got my 30 hours, so I have B + 30. I don't have
a Masters.... I had to have the 30 hours... in 5 years.... I did it in two summers
and a year,... nights.... In those days, you just graduated and got certified.
...Someone came out with a high school geography project which was a
package of activities and one of the activities was the Farm Game.... I still have
(it).. It’s over 25 years old now. ...I took the Farm Game and I've adapted it to
Resource Games in Japan and in Africa...If I had the ambition, I would throw out
the textbook and write my own with activities. ...Maybe I should make a
workbook....
... We had a French kid come to our house one summer, 1982. I had to pick
him up in Albany. It was 3 a.m. By the time I got to Poughkeepsie, it was 6 a.m.
...Here's this kid who doesn't speak any English;.. I'm trying my best in French.
We're at a stop light and there's an altercation between a Black man on a bicycle and
a policeman.... in the time between the red light and the green light I didn't know
what to say. Here is inner city America and this kid's just got off the plane.
Returning to New England Roots
...In 1985 we didn't like (where we lived). I liked my job. I was head of
the Social Studies Department I had been there long enough to rise up. I really did
like ...the people, but... (our) parents were living (back) here. Our children were
young, just starting school. We decided we wanted to come back to New
England.... I came back without a job. I still had my job down there, so I was
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gonna drive down and come home on weekends.... But this job appeared in the
paper. I ...was real lucky to get it.... It's my eighth year here...
I'm (now) on the (Social Studies) Curriculum Committee.... There are a lot
of people with good ideas who are not sharing them. ...This is professional
jealousy there too. You don't really want to be outdone by somebody.
...Somewhere, someone ought to do a unit (on) general knowledge of
Massachusetts. ...I feel strongly about it. Kids should have Massachusetts Social
Studies. I remember teaching a course, having fun with the geography of New
York, knowing Long Island, the Finger Lakes, the Adirondacks. It's simple but
everybody should know it.... We should know there's a Cape Cod and a highlands
in Central Massachusetts. Worcester Airport's a thousand feet. How many kids
know that? I know they don't care but to make them want to be interested in it. The
Connecticut Valley, the river systems, the Merrimac, the Connecticut, the Charles,
the Housatonic. The history of Shea's Rebellion, the Revolution.... This is why I
want to have input..Massachusetts is such a mixed state. We've got everything
here. ...Maybe that's what makes us, at least in our urban areas, fairly liberal. That
we are exposed and maybe tolerant.... (This) county's a gem. We want to keep it
that way!
...I'm doing Africa now ...in regions. I'm picking a couple topics from
each region, just a day or two on it. I get to South Africa and think, maybe I ought
i

to introduce apartheid. But, what's the status of apartheid?... I have nothing
written here that tells me that at a 7th grade level. I can scare them all with pass
books and color line, but are these things still intact? I really don't want to teach
something that's really not the truth. ...The Russian kids are in here and my book
still says U.S.S.R. ...It's gonna be twenty years old by the time these kids go
through.
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I'm in the trenches. Gaugh)... I don't see too many changes. I see talk of
changes.... We don't have bells9.... I have a lot of freedom, but that was here from
the beginning. I like that freedom. ...Maybe in the new curriculum Til be told to do
more. I don't think that's the answer. To do more. I think it's do less and do it
better. The textbook is the whole Eastern Hemisphere. In the 6th grade, it's the
whole Western Hemisphere. Mostly geography. Very little history. ...I'd like to see
some changes.... I like the people I work with, right from the top down. ...(but)
we've got some problems and we'd better address them. ...I've got some tough
kids this year and they're saying that next year is even worse. ...Why should we
wait for the hill storm to hit the apples? Let's do something... We just wait for it to
happen. We think these kids are gonna change over the summer.
We have commitment teams. ..All of us are members of a team to help
improve the building. Mine is Cooperative Learning. I've been bringing it in
whenever I can, cause I really like kids in groups,... kids teaching kids. Td like to
bring cooperative learning into the classroom. It's not possible in all (units) until I
get more materials.
...People should be proud of their ethnic origins. We have so many Polish
kids in this school. We're doing everything for ...the new immigrants, but when I
did the Euro-ties thing with kids this year, it was the first time I did that and every
kid I had has a Euro tie. So who moves in? Ernie.... He came from the West
Coast. Slick black hair. Real good looking boy. I finally said, "Ernie, are you
Hispanic? ...I could put him in Spain, cause I put (two Puerto Ricans) in Spain....
"I’m Filipino." Oaugh) ...That would have been Spain too. I would have had to
stretch the rules a little bit for Ernie. But that was good because it revealed to me a
lot about the kids. I went back two generations, three generations to great-

9 Bells were reinstated soon after this interview took place to counter the increasing problem of students
arriving late to class.
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grandparents. I had them fill out a chart and then we looked at what the predominant
background was and I gave them a choice or I put them in a group.

Ageism and Discrimination
...(There's) a Bill of Rights in Clear Springs. ...You are protected based on
race, religion and age. I was last year laid off. I'm almost 50 years old. I'm going to
have to ask somebody if I can have a job? If a guy right behind me is 25 and if they
hire him, it gave me a sense of what somebody who wears their differences, like age
or race, what they're up against when they're out there looking.

Cindv. High School Math and Science
Cindy's sense of ethnic identity is rooted in the memorable summer she spent on her
grandmother's childhood farm in Italy. As the fourth child in a large family, there was not
much travel, although her father, a college professor, did take her eldest brother with him
while doing research in Latin America. Her family closeness also provided Cindy with a
sense of personal strength even as she rebelled against their Catholic faith. Her childhood
dreams of being a marine biologist were thwarted by difficulties in an unsupportive
university environment, but her love of nature and her outdoor adventure leadership skills
brought her eventually into teaching. Powerful experiences in high school helping
handicapped children were later echoed by interest in working with incarcerated juveniles.
Finally, her graduate course work seems to have supported her development of creative
learner-centered pedagogies and a philosophy that helps her challenge the tracking system as
well as the capabilities of those students assigned to her "lower phase" courses.
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Dad ...instilled in us the need to act if something is bad in your
environment.

'Don't just let things happen.

Take on responsibility.'

Family Background
Both my parents (are) still living and we have 6 kids in our family. ...I'm the
fourth. ... There are two older boys and then my sister. Then two younger
boys.... My grandmother is from Italy. She came over when she was about 16
years old.., after the war from Canada and immigrated to the North Shore of
Boston. She had family here, an aunt and uncle that (her parents) shipped her over
because she wanted to leave Italy. ...(A) pretty bold young woman. Ended up
meeting her husband and moving to (Eastern) Massachusetts where there was... a
Little Italy. A lot of immigrants had settled there... from the same villages in
Northern Italy, so they'd all speak the same dialects. .. Jt was real important for that
generation to have that center of Italy ...and they ...only spoke Italian. Their
children of course, my father and my aunt, wanted to break out of that.... They
lived in this Little Italy ... and spoke Italian at home but didn't want to be
acknowledged that they were Italian at all with their peers... in high school.
My father is a teacher and my mother is a teacher so they both influenced me.
They were good role models. That's maybe why I chose to enter teaching. When
my father met my mother, they ended up living in the same area. ...He always loved
history. He did very poorly in high school and he would get punished all the time.
He'd always be bad or... "mischievous," they called it. He volunteered to go to
war. He fought in World War II and ...grew up real fast and came right back and
went to school and it was the most important thing for him. He loved history....He
went to BU and studied (while living) at home with his parents.... Then ... he
became interested in South American history but I'm not sure why. ...He never did
get his doctorate. He just... got his Masters.... He went off to teach and the only
job he could get at first was a high school teaching job, down in Virginia where he
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met my mother. They came back up to (Eastern Massachusetts) cause he got his
position at (a local state college). ...He's retired...
Dad talked a lot about the Italian part of him. ...As kids, I remember
saying, "We're Italian" like your ethnic background... was something to be proud
of,.... We'd say, "We're Italian" and friends of ours would say, "We're
Polish."...Most of my friends (were) Irish Catholics.... They'd say they were Irish
and Id say, "We're wops!" Isn’t that funny how we can be so proud of whatever
our heritage is? (laugh) Our parents were just the opposite....
My mother is from Virginia and she is Irish, English and Scotch.... She
has her genealogy she's working on and it's fascinating. She was Protestant which
was difficult marrying in a Catholic family. Not in terms of my Dad, but in terms of
her mother.... But we ended up having ...a really strong family.... We’re very
close, the six kids. ...That Italian background was dominant in my growing up,
although my mother, very quietly, reminded you.of all her background and her
family.
Religious, Gender Prejudices
I remember my first knowledge of religions was when I was in grade
school. I was sent to a parochial grammar school and my neighborhood friends
went to public school. We talked a lot about being Protestant, being Catholic and
who thought they were better, (laugh) We were friends, so we thought that it was
silly that other people thought they were better. My mother was always very quiet
about the whole thing. (My parents) felt that the best education was at parochial
school, which is why they sent all of us there. ...My grammar school had one Black
student ...The only open-minded thing we did in that school, is (we) celebrated
Black History.... Charlie was in my class and he was the only Black person I
knew. We became good, good friends. He was so talented. His only drawback, as
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far as the nuns were concerned, was that he was Protestant, not that he was Black,
which was nice; we all knew that prejudice. The color didn't matter.
...When I was in parochial school, the nuns used to always take me aside
and tell me to stop playing so hard. It drove me crazy, (laugh) Td wear shorts.
They'd tell me to stop wearing shorts under my skirt cause I'd play dodge ball and
I'd jump so high my skirt would go up in the air and I'd play with the boys, (laugh)
I played on the basketball team and... the track team.
...(My mother) gave up everything because it was her role. That was
traditional. ...Mom wanted to go back to get her Masters; she had to do it with six
kids at home. So she got her Masters ...and her graduation pictures with all of us
hanging around her. But then she wasn't even able to use it until most of the kids
were in school so that she would have days free to be able to work. She’s a
librarian. ...She had been an English teacher, but Massachusetts wouldn't let her
teach English. ...(My parents) ran the house pretty traditionally. The boys took out
the trash, ...and Mom cooks all the meals and does the housework. Dad came home
from the office every day so there were real clear (roles), even if they fought against
it My sister felt it a whole lot more and brought it to my attention. She was older.
...She wanted to be a lawyer when she was a little girl and (today) she's a lawyer,
(laugh) ...She always did very well in school. She had told the guidance counselor
she wanted to be a lawyer and he laughed at her and said, "I mean really. What do
you want to be?"... No one discouraged me.... But... I was aware which also gave
me the courage to fight
Standing Up for Beliefs about Justice
...(In) parochial school, there was always a religion class and when I was in
the 7th and 8th grade, (I had) two... nuns who would bring up instances, (through)
a short story ... where someone had injustice done to them, whether it was because
of their color or religious belief. We would talk about rights and wrongs. That was
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really good for me.... I always spoke up. I... had real clear feelings of what was
right and wrong. ... But when I got to be an eighth grader, finally, I had had it.
My dad had gone on sabbatical down in South America.... He was
professor of South American History and Middle East History....He would bring a
lot of their cultures into our family.... He opened our minds up to different cultures.
He went and taught himself Spanish and went to live in South America and he
brought my oldest brother with him. He was gone for 3 to 6 months. ... I was in
the eighth grade and if I didn't do my homework, I remember the nuns saying, "It's
just your mother at home." There was prejudice there because my mother was
Protestant.... Finally, when I needed to say one day that the Catholic Religion is the
only true religion of God, I wouldn't say it. I was punished.... I still wouldn't say
it (laugh) So, I had had it with the Catholic Church.
...We went through the Confirmation and I remember saying, "Dad, I need
to talk. Tm not going to church anymore." He said, "Why?" I gave him my
reasons. He said, "Sounds like good ones to me." That was that. ...My dad being
a historian has known for many years what religion can do to people... He just
waited for us to figure that out for ourselves. ... I’m the only of the 6 with children
who hasn't had them baptized. ...We just are all very close. ...It bothers that
generation. Not my dad, but my aunt and my grandmother and those Italian
Catholics. My great-grandfather founded the Catholic Church in (my hometown). I
don't believe in the Catholic Church any more. ...The sort of pressure and
superstition and guilt that goes along with especially the Catholic Church... is just
something I don't want my children to be part of.
Italy

... (Travel) was so expensive. (My parents) never had much money, so
...times were real tough. ...My grandmother... would go to Italy every three years.
She would save her money and go visit all her sisters and brothers. They were
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peasants in northern Italy (who) lived on a farm.... I spent a lot of time with my
grandmother. ...She took me to Italy as the first of the grandchildren. I spent about
two months working on a farm which was wonderful.... I was 12.... She always
spoke Italian to us and when I was littler, I would always understand it Then in
Italy, I had no problem. I don't remember how much Italian I actually spoke but I
didn't have any problem communicating...
I went over by plane. ... I literally did work on a farm.... Mainly I
remember the silk worms up in the attic and the cows, animals, milk.... They'd have
these ...balls of straw that the caterpillars had made their cocoons all over....The
whole farm house was... huge. All stone. The whole top floor was these cocoons,
(laugh) I loved it.. I remember bringing in the milk every morning and they would
make cheese in town with it and I would bring them back the cheese and fresh rolls
in the morning. It was a barter system. ...I visited (the village) where ...my
grandfather's side of the family in northern Italy (are from). I went into Yugoslavia.
The Beach, Family and Learning from the Sea
.. I was at the beach (a lot)... My dad was a teacher.... During the summer,
Dad took us to the beach every day. In the morning, we'd pack up, bring
sandwiches, be off at the beach,... sailing or rafting.... I was never bored. ...We
had plenty of playmates... My earliest (loves) were probably the beach, nature,
and... scuba diving. That opened up a whole new world of science to me, Marine
Biology. We weren't allowed to watch much TV, but what we watched would be
Channel 2, Public TV. We would see the Jacques Cousteau Specials. He became a
hero....My oldest brother Tim was a scuba diver. He... was very adventurous. I
really looked up to him. I wanted to be a scuba diver. When I was 11, or 12,1 was
able to get my scuba diving license. ... My goal was to be the first woman diver on
the Jacques Cousteau show. I always loved animals!.
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...My sister went through the system and she's a lawyer.... She always did
everything right. Oaugh) ...I have a brother Tim who hated school. He’s the one
closest to my age and was one of my best friends growing up. ...He... was always
brighter than me. Could read books faster than me,... but hated the system and
ended up trying college for a year and quitting. ..Tie became a wooden boat builder.
He's really gifted with wood. ... The next youngest is a chemical engineer and
finally the youngest is working in teaching English in Japan right now.... He's our
well-traveled one,... always traveling.
Volunteer with Special Needs Children
...I used to volunteer to work with retarded children ...in a difficult ...state
institution ...on Saturdays ...when I was in high school. ...There was no
professional training. I went in as a helper. I would be in the nursery and literally
spend six hours trying to play and work with kids to give them exposure to
people.... That's all there were: toys, soft things and the kids. It was all the
attendant could do to keep them safe and watch them. So I went in and played.
...Only two people stand out in my mind.... Mikey (had) all kinds of deformities.
Encephalitic?... Large head. (No) upper palate. In the year and a half that I worked
there, he had gone through an incredible amount of operations, rebuilding parts of
his body. ...He was so difficult to take care of that they had to have him in an
institution.... One of the most exciting moments was when he said my name to me.
He was learning how to talk. He probably was 8 or 9. He had a tiny little body and
a large head. He was always in a wheel chair. Working with him regularly, it
seemed like ...he knew who I was and could improve some. That meant a lot to me.
It was really discouraging to me to walk in and have kids not know me week after
week.... Then there was a boy whose Dad had beaten him and that was why he was
in the institution. He had been beaten.... He was very violent. I was leaning over
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next to him, trying to speak with him, and ...he wouldn't talk to anybody. He
kicked me (laugh) and it bled. I learned my lesson, (laugh)
Career Changes in College
So I ...ended up going to college. (I) always wanted to be a zoologist. I
majored in Science,.At the university, I didn't like chemistry (laugh). I had a
class of about 500 and you didn’t dare ask questions. ...It was a weeding out
program, because there were so many students that wanted to major in Science.
...So there wasn't nurturing at all in the environment... I needed to take much
more chemistry if I was going to be in Zoology, so I was discouraged from that....
I probably, very much should have gone into a smaller school....Maybe ... I just
needed a year off....When... I graduated from the state university in '80,1 got a job
doing research right away. I worked in research for about a year and a half ...(and)
decided that that's not what I want to do.
I always liked working with ...kids. I was encouraged... to go for my
teaching certificate which (only involved) taking three quick courses. The reason I
liked working was kids was that I used to teach backpacking. I was a Girl Scout
...and had a lot of neat opportunities.... I got scholarships to travel cross the
country;... I used to go to scout camp and got leadership skills down and then
became a leader, so that was a real important part of my background....I did some
taking of young kids backpacking in college.... In high school I was more
involved, independently.
I... got my teaching certificate and went to... (a local) high school and
student taught there... and was hired as a... Special Ed aide in a Resource
Room...for the remainder of the year, which was great. It was wonderful working
with... learning abilities, handicaps....I had majored in science and had done no
educational reading in terms of diversity in the classroom.... (There were) very few
minorities. My exposure to teaching there was pretty traditional. My head teacher
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lectured on a daily basis. My learning experience ...that I valued, was in the
Resource Room, working with kids that were either from severely handicapped to
just kids that were turned off somehow to the system. I was able to learn how to be
more flexible.
Science Teaching Experience: Tracking
Then, I got a job teaching at (another) regional high school in Biology.... I
spent two years there teaching. ...(The towns’ population) is predominantly White.
I tended to work with kids that were in Low Phase. They did "phase" there.
...They had Life Science which would be Low Phase and Biology.... Life Science
for kids who ...hated the system. They were supposed to be ...unable to perform up
to the average student, but generally it was kids who are in (internal school
suspension) all the time. There was Biology for college-bound kids, not
(necessarily) the brightest of the kids. There would be Honors Biology. I taught
mostly the Life Science and Biology,... not diverse at all. Maybe ...the low income
families would be in the Low Phase and low to medium would be the average kids.
That has seemed clear to me here as well.
...First year teachers always got (the Low Phase). You do your time with
certain classes and after being there for a long time, you move into... Honors. The
difference would be that the Honors classes would be not as challenging in terms of
behavior..., so that you could cover more material, is the belief.
Teaching Incarcerated Youth
Then (I) decided to get out of teaching for awhile and worked with juvenile
delinquents in the DYS residential place setting... for two years.... It was close by.
I knew of the program, sought them out and asked for a job. They had an opening
right away. I really lucked out there.I'm glad that I did it cause it gave me a
higher tolerance for dealing with kids who can be abusive to you, not meaning to
...personally, but that’s how they've been trained to respond to conflict.
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challenges....Many were physically abused; neglect was just incredible in their
backgrounds. They all had committed so many crimes that they should have been
on lockup but they were better... in terms of behavior so that they would be sent to
this residential program with no bars on the windows.- ..All city kids,... one of the
reasons why you didn't need bars on the windows. They were scared to death of
nature.... I took them up to my farmhouse and we'd hike and walk around and stack
wood. They hated it. ...Camping out was really difficult, it brought out lots of
personal conflicts because they were nervous about being outdoors.
...There was a school in the residential program. They had a visiting teacher
who came every day_There were four counselors and we would do different
shifts. (We were) like houseparents to eight kids....We lived there, in a room.
When I was on duty, after they went to bed, we would stay up til 1, lock up
everything and go to bed and we would be on duty ...24 hours at a time. For eight
weeks at a time. ...This was before I was married. ...What our responsibilities were
was in the morning we would get them up. They'd get dressed and showered.
There was a lot of hygiene that you had to do, encouraging them to take care of
themselves. ... I was the only female counselor. Then we'd give them breakfast,
get them ready, talk to them. Generally it was pep talk to get them psyched for
school. The point system used in this school was to get them to be successful.... I
didn't find the program effective at all. ...I've seen point systems used in a real
positive way.... I thought it was a holding pen for them. There was a lot of
manipulation that I didn't care for. My family hated me being there because (they
thought it was dangerous). ... I cared. But I was never worried (or afraid). I
always felt like if you respected kids, they would respect you. Which is probably a
ridiculous thing. Some of these kids were really unbalanced, but... these weren't
the hardest core kids. They might have been really angry at me, but I never worried
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about that. They could walk downstairs and come into where I lived, but they just
didn't....
I felt like I could get closer to the kids that way (but) it was just the
opposite. It was almost a lockup. ... You dealt with the group for ...eight weeks
and then they left and that was the last you ever heard of them. There was no
follow-up. So the system really bothered me and I went back into teaching at a
private school.... (I) taught there for six years. In science and math. ...Class sizes
(ranged)... from 15 ...to 3 ... At the (private school), we took kids backpacking,
canoeing...
Love of the Outdoors
... I always thought I'd be on the ocean. The rest of (my siblings) except
one are all on the beach.... Then I met my husband, who owned an old farm house,
(which he) had bought (as) a single teacher... on very limited salary, a condemned
old farmhouse (laugh). He was camping out in his house when we met. When the
two of us finally decided to get married, we pooled our money together and tore
down three-quarters of this old farmhouse and rebuilt it... I still... had to go home
all the time. The first thing I'd do was go to the beach. But about four years ago,
when our first was bom, it seemed to me that this is home. I really feel that (now)
although we spend an incredible amount of time at the beach in the summer....(The
town) where we live is on the top of a mountain, right on the border of Vermont
and Massachusetts. It's not that far from here but it's up.... With the elevation,
we'll have a 6 inch snowstorm and they'll have nothing here.... I was in the (local)
Ski Race and (as) the first woman (laugh) I won a rafting trip!
...I have gone across the country, backpacked in the Sierras and the Tetons.
rve backpacked in the Blue Ridge Mountains. And in the White Mountains. (My
husband) and I have traveled to Canada ...to do some camping but all of... our
camping and ...travel has always been out of society, in to Nature. ...(He) and I
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have very similar... likes and dislikes. He was a Boy Scout. ... Eventually, we'll
end up being the Scout leaders....We have two boys, so it'll be Boy Scouts....
I just finished (a) Masters of Environmental Science.... I loved it so much
because I taught full time while I went to school and took one day of classes.... I
could take what I wanted to as long as I fulfilled all the core requirements. I really
wanted more science cause it had been years since I've gotten really good (ones).
I've had all these enrichments in... classroom management, but the science is what I
love so I took ... courses that would enrich me in my field. ... I chose to take the
Critical Skills Training.... It was a great experience* Those are the kinds of courses
that were really valuable. ... I like their educational philosophy, a liberal one.
Open to ideas on how to get kids to be successful in terms of their self-esteem.
Learning from Students About Self, Teaching
I have a class here that everyone thinks is so difficult and when I have
substitutes in, they do abuse. They did abuse me in the beginning too, and we talk a
lot about that I've done a lot with New Games, building communication skills and
critical skill work. I've used some of those techniques with these kids. I'm real
honest with them. There are... a large number of cliques at Clear Springs High
School and all the cliques are looked down upon ... in this class because it's your
Low Phase... Biology class. I have some really bright kids that could certainly
have been in the Honors path but because of... inability to handle the system and
keep their mouth shut when they're getting yelled at,... they're tracked in a different
way.... I also have kids who have a lot of difficulty. It's heterogeneously grouped,
which is nice..., but in terms of their success at Clear Springs High School, or any
other high school, that's low..
...The school is a community, the school system is a community. Having
some... discussion with other people that have ideas on what populations are not
being effectively taught, or involved, would be an eye-opening experience because
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Fm so new to the community. Tm thinking what is so important is that we break
down some of die barriers between lrids and faculty and kids and kids. ...One of the
ways we might be effective is trying to get as many faculty as I can interested in
taking a ropes course. ..Having kids take responsibility' for themselves is a real
biggy. Having faculty come to the point of allowing students to take on more
responsibility and value it to me would make the whole world a better place. Cause
then the kids will take ownership and ...get excited about whatever it is they need to
know in terms of curriculum.... Cooperative learning is one of the most successful
ways to do something cause it involves everybody. Everybody can feel like they’ve
contributed.... We're trying to set up an outdoor club (in Clear Springs),... but
whenever it turns out to run a trip here,... kids just don’t follow through. They
don't show up. We climbed Ml Monadnock in the fall Hopefully, well get that
going and that's a way that I can share (my interests) with kids.
I think letting (students) know that they have this control over us (laugh) is
so important It really is up to them in many ways. I can come up with the most
creative things. It's really great in one class and it's lousy in another. ...ni have my
bad days, but you guys... can keep things rolling and you should.

Connie. High School History. Psychology. Sociology
Connie has less formal professional preparation than the others in this set of
teachers. Yet her experiences as a substitute over much of her career have provided a broad
overall vision of the school as a system of interlocking parts. She is more interested in
students than in content, more focused on facilitating discussion and helping students cope
with institutional demands and personal frustrations than in becoming more expert in her
specialization. Her interests in people and her willingness to listen have brought her success
with particularly hard-to-reach adolescents. Connie's idealism led her to drop out of college
during the campus political turmoils of the early seventies. While working in the city, she
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met and eventually developed consecutive long term relationships with two African
American men. The first was an ex-convict who had earned his Ph.D. behind bars.
Through him, she became involved with prison reform activism, learning a lot about Black
political issues. She challenged Black as well as White family members and friends who
told the couple they didn't belong together. In the second relationship, the man's daughter
came the closest to a mother/ daughter bond that she has had. Ultimately both relationships
broke up. She returned home to Clear Springs and married a fairly shy, reclusive White
man. She began a series of part time jobs that have not given her the depth and confidence
in one subject matter, but have provided her with the bigger picture and the flexibility which
are her strengths.

If I lived (overseas) I’d pick up (a) language very easily.
But it’s the feeling uncomfortable, saying it wrong,
that holds you back from using it.
Family Ethnicity
On my Dad’s side, we were English,... through Nova Scotia and Canada.
...I’ve always been interested in ...how did you get here from there? It never made
any difference to me in terms of one was better than the other. We seemed quite
proud that we were Scandinavian. My grandmother grew up in a town (in) New
Hampshire. She was married by the time she was 14.... They lived in an area
where if you lived on Norway Street, you were a Norwegian... Her family lived on
Norway Street and Sweden Street. That was my mom’s side of the family.
A couple of times I’ve had strange experiences. (At college,) it happened to
be a Scandinavian group, (I was) having lunch with. One of them actually asked
me if I was Swedish. ...They were picking out... strong Swedish characteristics.
... We didn’t celebrate ethnic holidays. I remember (when I was) little, my
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grandmother spoke some Swedish but by the time I got to be bigger, that (had)...
disappeared.
I always remember being jealous because I wasn’t bilingual.... I had a
couple friends who spoke French..* in ^..elementary school... in New Hampshire.
My mom lived in an area, when she was a little girl, that had a lot of French
Canadians. There was the proper French ...from school, but there was always the

patois French that they had developed.... When I went to Quebec as a kid, ...I can
remember them not wanting to speak English. I thought that was awfully silly.
..As a kid, we went to Boston to go shopping, (and I remember) being fascinated
listening to the different dialects, (wondering) what they’re saying, and feeling like
... I should be able to learn all those languages.
...I’ve done French for 5 years, German for a year and a half. I did
Spanish for 2 years, but I’m language deaf. So much of that is being afraid to do it,
afraid to even try. I find great fault with the way we do foreign language. To me we
really should be submerged in it. ... I did French that way,... 6 weeks for the
summer, four hours a day.... I had to do it in order to get my degree.... I have a
real fear.
..(My father) had dreams of me being an architect or an engineer because I
had strong aptitude towards those things. Computers were just starting and he tried
to persuade me to do it, but I wasn’t interested. ...Even (to) my sister who was not a
good high school student, he said, “I don’t care what you’re trained for, but you
cannot get out of high school and think that’s all you need for the rest of your life.”
... He was a surveyor for New England Power Company. He ...got out of the
service and had a choice of a G. I. Bill or on-the-job training.... He had just gotten
married, so he felt that he would be... better off by taking the on-the-job training.
He always regretted that he didn’t go on to school. He’s taken courses but he’s
never gotten a degree.
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So the idea of how much you could do individually, being prepared was
always... part of my life from the time I was little. I wasn’t ever expected not to go
to college. ...Right now, my sister and I are the only two of this generation to have
...graduated from college....All my cousins on both sides of the family, none have
graduated from college.... It certainly wasn’t because (she) and I were smarter than
the others. It was just expected.
...I've always loved different languages, clothes, customs, the more
different that you were, the more I liked it Because to me it meant that if I got to
know you, I had all that much more information to draw on. It doesn't have to be as
drastic as different cultures. One of my best friends growing up was the old, old
man that lived next door. ...He literally waited forme to come home on school
vacations. The day before he died, he waited for me to come home for Christmas
vacation. But he would sit and talk for hours about ...what it was like when he was
a boy.... I loved it
When I was in high school. Guess Who's Coming to Dinner came out and
(my mom and I) got into this discussion. I had a couple of Black friends because
Clear Springs did have three Black families. ... I remember going to the movies
with (one). We were just friends and people would give us weird looks. ... I didn't
think anything of it because I wasn't going to stop doing it. But I didn't run into it
constantly because we were just friends. ...I remember saying to my mom, "What
would you do if I brought home a Black man as a boyfriend or someone I was going
to marry? " and she said, "Oooh, I just knew you were going to ask me that. ...In
my heart, I wouldn't want it to happen but I also know if I told you don't do it, it
would push you away. I couldn't stand to have that happen." So it was a dilemma
... and we were able to talk about it.
...I think that where I was the most fortunate that I had a relationship with
my parents when my parents (and I) were best friends. ...During high school, we
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had never had exchange students in our home because we didn’t have space. ...(but)
several foreign exchange students lived in my neighborhood,... so I got to know
them.... There were several from Africa. I had been in youth groups and a choir
...at school, so there had been a number of exchanges with different schools in the
area. The idea of meeting people that didn’t live in my neighborhood was always
very fascinating to me. But it wasn’t really ... thinking about different cultures. I
used to say... as a kid, if I invited all of my friends into the same room, it would be
World War HI! Because my friends didn’t have much in common with one another.
I didn’t belong to any particular group.
I had never paid any attention to the Polish identity that really is quite strong
here. I remember people telling Polish jokes, but that was never allowed in my
house. ...You don’t judge a book by its cover and that was emphatic. I remember
being 18 years old before I ever heard my father make ...a derogatory comment and
when he did, it had to do with the service ...in Texas...with negative comments
about Mexicans. My mother said, “Now ask him who his best friend was.” ...It
was a Mexican.... But it struck me,... him coming out with anything that
derogatory absolutely set me on my tail. ...Cliches. “They don’t speak English.
You couldn’t trust, you couldn’t turn your back on them. They’d steal you
blind....” I asked for ...specific instances (and) he had stories that went along with
it. ...What it meant was, to me, his experiences had all been negative. ...He’s
throwing a whole group of people into ...the 15 or 20 that might have been in his
barracks....

Career Preferences
...I was never gonna be a teacher. My mom was a teacher and there was no
way ever that I was gonna do this.... I had a mom who... would have been
compulsive regardless of what she did, but being a teacher meant that everything she
did revolved around school and everything else came second. ...It was a dream that
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she had had for years... and it wasn’t until she was over 38 that she went back and
finished her degree. She was one of those first women, back in the sixties, to go
back and... finish something that they had started before they had gotten married.
When she did finish, she was absolutely compulsive about it.
...History wasn’t something she would have done....25 years before. But
as she got older and ...went from living in a very small backwater town of northern
New Hampshire, then moving, ...she thought Clear Springs was this big,
humungus city. ...As people get older, they have a different attitude toward history
....She ended up teaching elementary school, which ...was not... what she wanted.
But it gave her a sense of satisfaction to be able to work in an elementary school (as)
a history teacher. They did history, language arts.... It was run like the middle
school. But she was working with 4th, 5th and 6th graders.
..So she graduated from college the same day that I graduated from high
school. My original plans had been to go into medicine. So ...when it came to
going to school, I decided that I didn’t want to do what was required... to do
medicine..., because women still were not., first choice for medical school. I was
traditional enough to feel that if I had a choice, I would be a full time mom and wife
versus a full time worker.... It was too expensive and too much time put into
medicine. ...I (also) didn’t think that I’d ever get to be 30 years old! (laugh) That
seemed so far away at 18.
...The decision was made that... I could go to a state university or
college....My parents felt that they weren’t paying top rate at a college for a liberal
arts education. Living in Massachusetts, they figured we had a state system. So I
never acted out about it..., but I did resent the fact that all of a sudden, because I
wasn’t gonna be an MD, I couldn’t go to Skidmore....
So I said, “What do I do now?” I always liked people. History fascinated
me.... I didn’t like studying it and I didn’t necessarily memorize all the dates, but I
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always looked at history as people and not as events or generals. When I went to
college, my major became history (with) a minor in Sociology. I (also) picked up
enough credits to get a minor in Psychology.

Dropping Out of College
Senior year I flunked out. It was during the 70’s when they had all the unrest
on college campuses. I’d been politically active, but I’d never joined any groups. I
was on the periphery of very radical groups: SDS, Weathermen, not because I
wanted to join, but because I wanted to know what they were about, what was
going on. To me that was as much of a different culture as a different country.
...I could’ve stayed at school, but I really didn’t want to....Most of the
campuses across the country were in turmoil.... I saw people who were up to no
good, self-serving, taking leadership roles.... So ...I didn’t want any part of it. I
was having a real hard time with what the truth was. My mom and dad... kept
saying... I was too idealistic, I expected things to be perfect and when they weren’t,
then I had a hard time dealing with them. It didn’t matter whether it was institutions
or... people, I still have a terrible intolerance for two-sided talking. ...Standards
that are set arbitrarily by human beings or institutions ...just drive me crazy.
So ... I just left school, ...and started waitressing. ... I happened to work
in a restaurant on the beach that was a great tourist attraction.... I’m in a bigger
city. ...I’m becoming more citified. ...The idea of coming back to live in Clear
Springs was not my cup of tea. I was dealing with people who had grown up ...in
cities.... I was meeting people ...coming from all over the country, ...for work,...
for school,... changing jobs, ...a lot of airline people ...because of (the airport)
being 10 minutes away. What amazed me was the number of them who, in spite
of their experience, still were very closed minded. They talked down about people
who were different. ... whether it was the food that they ate,... clothes that they
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wore, or... the beliefs that they had. So I found that just being exposed to things
didn’t make you change, didn’t make you automatically good or bad. (laugh)
...For the next five years, I lived with women whom I had gone to school
with.... One of them had been (my) roommate in the dormitory.... I had been out
of school for a couple of years,... (when) my mom died. I was faced with coming
home and being a mom to my younger brother (who was 13). My dad said to me,
“..Don’t come home to take care of us.... But you can’t be a waitress for the rest
of your life. You’ve got to be able to be independent and self-sufficient and you
can’t do that waitressing." ...
Awareness of Inequities
I said, “All right.” So my roommate and I had both gotten jobs at (an
insurance company) in Lowell. ...There were several of us (friends) working there.
...It was a Claims Office, primarily women; the women who came in to work were
college graduates. The men... were high school graduates, possibly junior college.
...All the bosses were men without degrees and the women were... the lower status
employees and they had more education!
So by the time I got working at this insurance company,..., I noticed that
the populations were changing, that it wasn’t White. ...The Haitians are more
visible. They’re also culturally more verbal and violent in terms of how they’ve
reacted to different political forces over the last hundred years. ...The old idea of...
because someone was Black, that would be a uniting force for someone else who
was Black, yet American Blacks in the city of Boston had a terrible time with
Haitians, Jamaicans and Bermudians. So I found out very quickly that color was
not a bond necessarily. There was still a prejudice against different groups within
that group.
...Right after I started working at the insurance company, I started dating a
Black man. ...I met him at a club. ...He (was) talking with a fellow that I knew
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from college. ...He was a very powerful, politically active individual. ...He worked
for Action for Boston Community Development ...He had gone through so (much)
that even though he was 15 years older, he was very retarded in terms of his own
social development If I was 20, he was 35.... I dated him for 5 years. He was an
ex-con. He had been in Walpole for ten years. That’s why his social development
was so far behind. He was playing catch-up....
(He had been convicted of) gun running. He actually didn’t do what he was
charged and found guilty of. But he said that... he still spent putting less time in than
had he been found guilty of the things that he had done, (laugh)... He was found
guilty was because he was an associate of the Black Panthers.... He was involved
in some gun heists.... What was rather ironic was that he was involved in what
other people would call, more “white collar crime.” Insurance fraud. ...Through
connections, he would be involved in robbing houses from out in Dedham,
Needham, Weston and all these upper class communities while they were so-called
“on vacation.” So that the people whose houses he robbed were involved in it and
were collecting insurance... On stuff that really wasn’t stolen.... It was all made to
look like a robbery. Everybody knew what everybody was doing and he’d get paid
X number of dollars and the people whose houses were robbed would collect on the
insurance....This was over and done by the time I knew him. Cause he was already
out of prison (and) on parole.
... (At the time I met him), he was very much involved in ...The National
Association for Prisoner Rights. He was one of the founding persons in
Massachusetts. So all of a sudden, I started meeting a lot of people of color. ...
Culturally I had nothing in common with people who had grown up in poverty in
Southie. Or had lived in cities,... in very strong ethnic neighborhoods. I was
actually socializing with parolees.There was a group of women who were
prison groupies because they were the wives and girlfriends of people that were in
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jail. So that they were working toward making sure that (prisoners) got health care
or... visitation. That they got the things that they needed to stay human beings.
...Even though they’re incarcerated, they’re still human beings.
... I started meeting ...Blacks who were well-educated and had grown up in
segregated neighborhoods but there was never a doubt that they were going on to
college. ..They survived all of the... aspects of being segregated, feeling inferior
and having to do three times as much work. ...People who are doing graduate work
out of Yale and BU and Stanford. That’s a whole different level than Art who had
finished his college degree ...through the College Without Walls in prison. Got his
masters and got a PhD.
...Dating him for these five years was serious. We talked of getting married.
...The strange reasons that you break up. ...He was proving that he was this very
dedicated Black man (involved in) all these social issues. In public (to) have him
introduce me like he had just met me used to gall me. ...I did bring him home (to
Clear Springs). Most people were very intimidated by him because he was very
dark skinned. If you could describe skin color as Hershey chocolate, it was this
beautiful rich brown tone. He stood about 6 foot three and weighed about 199
pounds. He was imposing to look at. He was one of those people that someone
who sculpted or drew would love to (have as) a model.... But he also wore
$600.00 suits! ...He was making good money. ...He wasn’t married and ...still
lived at home basically. ...He didn’t have a rent or a mortgage... He didn’t drive.
... If he needed a ride, he used public transportation. I was the taxi for 5 years!
He was not beyond taking me places and just seeing what would happen.
...One time ...it turned out to be a dinner-buffet at a friend’s house. (The host) was
an Episcopalian minister in Boston. ...They had four little girls. It was a regular
family. But their house was always full of these “rebels”.... This particular night,
there happened to be... people from Detroit who were Black Separatists. ...I had
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the time of my life! Arguing and talking and giving my point of view. I was the
only White person in the building. When we left. Art ...said, ../‘You just moved
off their position people who I would have laid to rest would never have budged
from what they thought politically.” ...One of the issues for this group was that they
should recognize Black English as a legitimate language. My argument was that it
shouldn’t be because that was just another way of separating and isolating kids.
..The fact that we were all there, talking, he said, “the fact that they actually listened.
You don’t understand. Because you’re White by itself says you don’t have anything
valuable to (offer). " I thought, they’re just as bad. But it was this exposure to
finding... that people are people regardless of what that shell looks like.
Returning to College
So I dated him for several years and then we finally went our separate ways.
... I needed to go back to school because I couldn’t do what I was doing and be
happy about it I had to do something different. ... But how do you afford it?
You’re on your own. You pay an apartment rent car mortgage, insurance. So
where do you come up with the money? ... I was ...working, so I went to my boss
and said, “Can we do something financial in terms of arranging for my hours to
work so that I can go back and finish school?” He said, “Sure.” ...Within a year I
could finish it up. ...I did it and over the summertime, ended up deciding that I
wanted to (have) an education minor. ...I knew at 28 years old that I wasn’t going
into the Foreign Service. ...I didn’t have those far-reaching kinds of job
expectations.... I had to work with people. ...I had done some subbing. I thought
...I’ll get my education certification, do my practice teaching and see what happens
from there.
Substitute Teaching
My bosses at my company ... had figured as soon as I finished, I was done.
...We had a big turnover in management. I was without a job.... Subbing was the
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only thing available at the time.... In Boston. So that’s what I started doing. I liked
it. ... because it was working with the kids. I’m no great shakes in terms of my
knowledge base. I’ve got holes like Swiss cheese.... But ...I’ve never taught
anything more than a year at a time. So over the last ten years, I haven’t had
opportunity to really get good at any one thing. ...That’s been a real shortfall for
me in the classroom. But the strong suit is working with the kids' becoming better
students and working on becoming better human beings, giving every kid a shot....
I don’t care what somebody else says about you. I don’t care even what you think
about you. That this is where we start and ...where we want to get to.
...You had to be certified (to sub) which absolutely blew my mind. But they
would put you anywhere. ... (I mostly worked) high school and middle school....
I liked the high school better.... I think it’s because they’re less hormone driven!
(Laugh) To me, 7th, 8th graders are creatures who haven’t begun to understand who
they are yet. They are just so full of everything.... I like the interaction that I can
have with high school kids.
...I do have ...a strong sense of being able to connect with kids. There are a
lot of high school kids who have been so disconnected..., that I feel that if I don’t
do anything else, to help them get from 15 to 18 (realizing) they’ll still survive,
they’ll be OK. You might not be an A student. You might not do great on your
SATs. But you’ll be OK. (Life) doesn’t end the day you get your diploma. That’s
just the door that allows you to continue ...whether it’s college or on-the-job
training. ...There’s life after high school. ...I see a lot of kids who feel that because
they’re not doing X, Y or Z, they’re failures.... They’re not ever gonna have...
success or money, position, comfort. They don’t have any self-confidence.
Learning about Race from Significant Others
Living in Boston again, I lived in the Black community.... I had a lot of
family pressure in terms of not going and becoming serious with somebody outside
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of my own kind,... more from my brother and my sister than from my dad. ...You
meet people because of the associations that you already form, (so) I started dating
another man, also Black, but his name was also Art! It (laugh) was very weird! I’d
never known anyone else with that name! They had grown up around the comer
from each other which was even more peculiar. There was ten year age difference
between the two of them. But Art #2 knew who Art #1 was and didn’t like him at
all. He represented everything bad in terms of the way you do things. ...He
remembered all the awful things that he had done and now he’s ... making good
money (with) a college degree and he’s done everything wrong. This is a guy
who’s worked hard, struggled, bought his own home, doing blue collar work.
...We actually lived together. The first Art and I never lived together. ... I could
see that he had reached his level of success and was very comfortable with it. When
I talked about selling the house and moving to ...the South Shore someplace, he
didn’t want any part of that He knew who he was and didn’t want to rock the boat.
Where the other one was so ambitious to prove that he was something other than
“whatever the label was” that was attached.
...Their family styles had been very similar. Divorced parents, a lot of
physical, verbal abuse towards mothers, who were very strong domineering people.
I mean (the women) were quite little people so the fact that they think of them as
tyrants! ...Art #1 was still probably much more connected to his mother than the
other one because he had made that bridge. He was the one out of the six kids in his
family who had become successful. He didn’t live in the ghetto anymore. He lived
in a regular working class community. Owned his own home. Owned a car. Had
done ...“the American dream.”
...(Art #2) had a daughter who lived with us. (She) will be 29. (She')s
probably the closest thing I’ll ever have to my own daughter. ...I’ve been gone for
ten years, (but) we’ve kept very close and talked. She’ll call me on Mother’s Day.
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...The last year that we lived together was really trying.... I knew I wasn't going to
have my job back.(His daughter) had just finished high school and I had said
that I wouldn’t leave until ...she was going off to college. When it came time to
leave, I had a choice of staying... or coming home and trying to get any kind of job
where I could put some money away. I was going to... go to New Mexico or
Arizona and work (on an) Indian reservation, ...something very different from what
I had ever had before.

Home to Clear Springs and Marriage
...I moved back permanently in September and met (my present husband) in
December and I still haven't left. That was 10 years ago.... He’s eleven years older
(than me). He's... not as interested in people as I am. He’s much more of a
recluse.... He works for the railroad. He's a heavy equipment mechanic.... He's a
man of many talents who thinks he doesn't have any. He doesn't have a whole lot
of self-confidence.... He comes across as being very bearish. Difficult. Gruff.
Yet kids pick up on him immediately. ... He likes children. He says he doesn't but
the younger they are, the better. It's when they get to be acting out and
uncontrollable that he gets frustrated. He doesn't know what to do with them.
... It took us ten years of trying and we just gave up.

That's been a sore

point for me.... He has his children. ..that are now 16 and 18... I don't have the
relationship with these two kids that I would've liked to have had. ...They are the
kids that I should be able to do the most for, (but) I can't do anything.
...As I’ve gotten older, my dad has gotten more prejudiced. But I don’t
know if it really is because he’s become more prejudiced or because he doesn’t try
so hard to hide it ...My family views me as the world’s social worker, (laugh)
...My husband is more liberal than anybody else in my family, brother, sister and
father. ...My dad and I’ll make comments about how we shouldn’t let any more
people into the country. The particular group that he was on was the Haitians. I
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said, “But Dad, why all of a sudden are you saying nobody else can come in to this
country? There’s plenty of space left Why not them?” He goes through this litany
of things. "They’re criminals. Disease."... I say, “I just don’t want to hear it. I
don’t agree with you.” ...I don’t know where the giving me a hard time starts and
the real truth gets in there, but ...a lot of it is anxiety of being retired and seeing
everything that you worked for being in an unsure position. It’s looking for
scapegoats, somebody to blame. Because he hasn’t done anything wrong. You
couldn’t ask for a more generous person. He’d do anything for anybody and never
ever ask for any help. ... He lives a nice lifestyle. He’s worked hard for it, but he’s
certainly not hurting.

Teaching and Substituting
...I had some wonderful teachers. I graduated from school here in Clear
Springs. ... A number of them are still here, (laugh) That was tough. Coming
back and having them look at you as an adult and not as a kid.... I recognized very
early that teaching was hard. That you had to have a certain personality to deal with
it.... That if you didn’t have a sense of humor, you could not survive.
.. I work September to January. That’s what my contract is is half year.
(My colleague) works February to June. ...This year, he worked three classes a day
and (the department head) two classes a day all year. I picked up the difference and
ended up with (a full time job).
I've substituted. ...One year I started out... doing Sophomore History and
in October they put me in... a resource room.... I ended up down in ...the Chapter
I Reading Room program ...for the whole year. The next year... I was a long term
sub in the Alternative High School program. The first year ...I was a long term sub
in the Home Ec Department. ...So I've done just about every job there is to do in the
building! I've even done long term subbing in the Industrial Arts Wood and
Automobile area. ...(This year,) when February showed up, I didn't know if it was
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depression, exhaustion or confinement which was working on me, because... I
really had a hard time adjusting. Other than the money, I love my half time job. ...It
means I can do something very serious and productive for half a year. Then the
other half a year I can work when I want to, not work when I want to and also get to
know kids outside of a classroom where I'm responsible for them.
Being a sub has given me a lot of opportunities. ...If I had been any place
where (my present students) were as a freshman, I know (whether) they're smart
asses, (or) dependable... Some kids who aren't very academic but... have
incredible artistic talents. (Then) I can design something so that they can use that to
get them over a particular topic.
...I'm not well organized. I'm a fly by the seat of my pants person. There
are days when that bothers me. I say to myself, "If I was a little more planned," but
then yesterday, I came in to get a test xeroxed and the xerox machine didn't work.
...I said, "It's a good thing that those things don’t upset me because that happens so
often." Someone says, "You should have done it a week ahead." I said, "Then
what I talked about last week won't make any sense. If I changed my mind or
changed the emphasis or even came out with a different idea because a conversation
took place in class, it's not what I want to know anymore on a test." So I can't do
that.
.In terms of European History, (my department head) knows (that my
background is weak.)... I'm not a historian. I haven't become extremely proficient
because I keep getting switched from one to the other so I don't know the little
things.

... I try not to let (students) think that I do know everything. I work on

letting them see that I need to look things up in the dictionary to be sure, that we
have to look back and rethink some things sometimes.... With my freshmen. I've
tried to work very hard getting them to take responsibility for themselves and be
assertive.
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Personal Priorities vs. Professional Development
...I actually am a certified mediator. I could probably go make a living
except that.. I'm terrible, (laugh) The reason I'm terrible is because I have a hard
time getting rid of the teacher. So I want to push for resolution. Working with kids
is very different than working out in the community with it anyway. We're working
with bigger time constraints and a lot of other things that go on. So what works all
right for me here would not be very good. So maybe in time I could be trained or
pick up the skills to be able to do it in a much more unbiased place than I would be
given right now.
...My philosophy, in ...having a student teacher, is ... this is they should
learn whether they really want to do this. So give them as much leeway as possible.
... I felt having a student teacher gave me opportunities to catch up on some of the
new techniques and ideas.
I don't have a lot of confidence in the professional aspects of what I'm
doing on the job. I don’t have my Masters degree, but I don't think it's important.
I've taken courses for it. I don't have $10,000 to do it and I'm beat. I don't have
much energy left (after school) to go and think about something else. ...One of the
reasons I didn't go into medicine was that I wasn't going to give 100% of my life to
a career. ...One of my biggest problems ...was I do thoroughly enjoy it but I leave
here and I'm done..
..I've never had a horse before. I barely know how to ride. I have this little
teeny (horse)...He's halter broken and ...I can lead him. He's never had a harness
or a bridle.... I'm taking some lessons ... so by the time I have to break him, I
really will know how to ride. My summers are full. ...I’m actually thinking...
when my husband retires. I’ll... stop teaching here and... get some job (overseas)
...and take him with me.
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Rob. High School English. Alternative Education
Bob at 50 is one of the older teachers in this study. He has also worked in the
greatest range of schools and alternative careers as he tried to find a fulfilling career. Early
experiences with international students were positive, but it was his military experiences in
the South that introduced him to prejudice and discrimination and in Korea to other cultural
ways of knowing and thinking. He was not involved in actual war so, like Guy, the
military provided him with a role that allowed him to live in different cultures. He
recognized that the uniform also limited his interactions. Bob's mother is a poet and she
seems to have influenced his love of literature and his philosophical bent Yet the practical
crafts and scientific bent of his father's facility with electronics played out in Bob's
vocational interests as well as the alternative school programs he has designed. His love of
music and creative writing have drawn him to learning how to tap into students' creative
and intuitive powers. The dynamic principal who hired him in a famous but controversial
high school helped him develop his ideas about alternative education that have led him to
his present job in Clear Springs.

(Creating an environment where students') desiring to know becomes the
core of what they're doing, why they're trying to learn,
why they're doing what they're doing.
Family Background

I was bom in Ocean Side, New York.... My mother... is Episcopalian
turned Unitarian.... (She) is a ...free spirit. She came from British lineage, spent
her early life in Montclair, New Jersey. ... Large family, 9 kids.... She was the
oldest. Had a lot of responsibility for the younger kids ...She's a poet. She has a
book of poetry published.
My father's Canadian, Scottish. Highland Scots origin. I belong to the
MacN- Clan. ...We all hailed from the Isle of Skye. I’ve done a lot of genealogical
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work on that side.... They came to Prince Edward Island ...where my dad grew up.
My grandfather was a trestle builder.... The Grand Trunk in the 1880’s and early
1890's across (Canada). ... I have some wonderful pictures of some of the trestles
they built Huge, huge structures.... Horseshoe shaped. Cross lakes and out of a
tunnel in the side of a mountain. Unbelievable that they could have done that in
those days.... They were Scotch Presbyterian. Didn't whistle (or) work on
Sundays.
... My father was probably the most patient man I've ever met. As a
disciplinarian, the worst thing in the world was to know that you had disappointed
him. ... But there was never, ever any physical discipline ever. When I was 14,...
I could put my chin on his head. He was only 5'8".
...When I was about 2, we moved to this area ....My dad ran the Clear
Springs Radio Service in Clear Springs for 40 years....I was a great one for taking
things apart and putting things together. ...We lived in (nearby town) and I had an
idyllic childhood with a brook in the back yard. ...My oldest sister was very much
influenced by electronics ...and basically I wasn't, (laugh)... My sister went on to
become ...the first electrical engineer woman to graduate from the (state) University.
Intercultural Friendships and Fears

... I had a great childhood, didn't go very far away. ...We moved ...to
(another nearby town). The thing (that)... started to get me aware ... of diversity
per se was working as a kid on the campuses of (a local private school). Often I
would meet kids ... from other countries...in the summer. ... I worked on grounds
crews. - the swing person. If the plumber needed help, I was the plumber. If the
painter needed help, I was the painter. I was pretty versatile. Summer of my senior
year I fell in love with a girl from Venezuela, (laugh) So that opened up my
thinking...
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... I had an interesting experience which affected me.... I was 17 years old.
My sister was living in the Upper Bronx. I went to visit her, alone on a Friday
night,... probably February. Got off the bus at the 34th St Terminal, Port
Authority, got on a ...typical subway with orange peels everywhere.... I'm
standing there, holding on to the pole, going along. The next stop ...on come the
leather-jacketed., gang. Puerto Rican, all talking to each other and they quickly
encircle me. I'm this big guy. None of them were as big as I was but (laugh) I was
a little nervous. They were having a great time, talking about me in- Spanish. I had
no idea what they were saying. But it didn't sound very complimentary. (Laugh)
At least you project that... anyway. I was very defensive, almost very angry at
these people, aside from being afraid, big country bumpkin that I was, glad of my
size if nothing else. "Oh man, I gotta hang on, how many more streets? How many
more stops?" I finally got to 125th,... and "whirzst" the doors open and they
looked at me- heh heh- got off and started walking away. The door’s still open and
the train stayed there. "Close the doors! Let's get out of here!" . All of a sudden,
they broke into song. Beautiful, like a church choir.... I just felt so foolish. I
remember thinking, at the age of 17, how I had been so conditioned so quickly and
then suddenly realized ...these guys were just ...lonely, they were out, hanging
around together and then ...that singing just broke through everything for me. It
was incredible.... They may have been doing the things that I thought they were
doing, but the other side was, there they were walking away in this tunnel and they
were singing so beautifully, harmonizing so beautifully ... I suddenly said, "Hey,
you cannot make that kind of a judgment"
...I went to this college (in a neighboring state). ...People who were there
...from other cultures were usually dramatically from another culture. The people
who were Black ... were likely to be Black from Africa and therefore very
interesting and very different. Usually very approachable and very willing to share
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things about their culture. I (remember) a woman.... from Nigeria. Always
dressed in native dress.
I quit college at the end of my sophomore year.... I was having a
wonderful time ...as mayor of the campus.... I was on the student council the year
before and the next year ...I got voted Mayor.... So I was quite involved socially
but unfortunately some of my grades didn’t do so well so I carried less than a 2.0 .
... I really had a wanderlust. And ...easily could see by the friends around me, that
if you stayed in college, you were very likely to get married right after you
graduated, then you were gonna be in a job and... fat. ... So I quit,... bummed for
three and a half months til all the money I had ran out, went all over the country ...
and then ... joined the Army. Boom! (laugh)
Diversity, Bias and Travel via the United States Army

... I found that my friendships seemed to develop along levels of education
rather than anything else. ...One very close friend ...lived ... on 183rd St. on the
West Side. We’d go in on the weekends ...when we got a pass, and a lot of his
friends were Black. He was a musician... in the Army Band... I played the guitar
... too, but tuba was my band instrument and I also played the clarinet. ...
While I was at Fort Gordon in Augusta, Georgia, my best friends, one
...was ...of French-Canadian origin....Another ... from County Cork in Ireland. At
that point ...I really became aware... of cultural bias. It was very obvious still in the
military. ...Being at a southern fort or being at a northern fort in those days was a
radical difference. ... In being out socially and off base with any friends who were
Black certainly and... almost any other culture than White and Southern ...Coming
from Massachusetts was ... not a plus for you socially off base ... It was part of
my cultural (laugh)... shock.
...It was very clear that the really menial jobs (had) Black people doing
them. It was a kind of de facto segregation ...The jobs like... fire tender, stoking
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coal ...to heat these buildings, would be someone who was Black.... I was in the
Signal outfit; invariably Black people ended up being in the Motor Pool. They’d
drive trucks. ...There were no Black radio men. Which is ridiculous. It’s a skill
that many Black people had and could develop very well It was just bias.
... I (was) a company clerk... because I had a little bit of
education,...beyond high school. I worked ...for the Company Commander’s
Office. Got used to dealing with a “West Point Attitude.” ...This is a bias of mine.
Most people I’ve met from West Point were very into power, "go move my car for
me" ... My French Canadian friend was a radio operator and it came time for us to
make our overseas assignments and we said, “Hey, let’s go to Vietnam." They took
him, they didn’t take me. I applied finally for Japan and Ryukus ... “Anywhere in
the Pacific area.”
...They sent me to Korea and... my specialty became “military pay
specialist.’’...What I did was process people off boats and planes ... I was at the 8th
Army US Headquarters in Seoul. ...We had the Thais, Turks, Greeks,
Ethiopians!...It was a UN Headquarters ... I paid everyone in Korea who got paid
by check. ...Up on mountain tops or at our radar sites or small missile sites, they
couldn’t be reached and paid in military currency, I would pay....
...(I developed) a real fascination for the culture in Korea itself.... I usually
had weekends off,... I would sign out a jeep and... just go north, take my camera,
take pictures, talk with people and ... come back on Saturday night and Sunday...
spend all day, ...developing my pictures.... I... had a certain eye for a scene that I
wanted to convey.... I grew to really appreciate the hardness of the life and (felt)
awe...about the old man out there in the rice paddy doing what he’s been doing
essentially for the last 2000 years, watching this power and that power.... Korea
...had been occupied by ... some other foreign government for over 1700 years...
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...They offered me a two month tour in Vietnam or Hawaii and I chose
Hawaii. (Laugh)... I was picked up by a marksmanship unit.. I was the
personnel. I took care of health records, pay records. ...I was sent on an advance
team seven days earlier to Hawaii before the rest of the crew got there, to set things
up. ..,sign papers.... (Laugh) Apia, a local Hawaiian, took me to his home. That
was a wonderful experience.
...For the girls you were likely to run into if you happened to be in the
service, there was always a great story that their mother was Korean but their father
was Japanese. ... It was more to give them a little bit of mystique....
I was in a barracks while I was in Korea in which we were an experiment.
Basically every other bunk was a Korean. Called KATUSAS for Korean Army
Attached to the United States Army. ... I probably had the universal experience of
encountering an orphan that I wanted to take home with me.... She was certainly
the result of an American soldier and her mother and he was long gone obviously.
... Amer-asian.
... There was the “protect yourself’ mentality. ...Once every two weeks on
base, they*Would round up all the Korean women at the NCO Club and ...do a
medical checkup, see if they had any diseases. Very little (cultural orientation) other
than “take care of yourself.” Not much in the way of responsibility other than ...it
became real complicated for you if you decided... to become permanently involved
with someone and try and bring them back to the States with you.... I had a few
friends who were married while they were over there. One elected to stay there.
...The only (cross cultural training) that happened was... a half hour session when
you first came into the country warning you... not to be surprised by things in the
culture, by someone who is squatting down in the road and going to the bathroom
... Soldierrdidn't worry about it basically....
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I had a Korean friend in the Korean Marines. He and I would meet each
other once every two weeks or so.... He wanted to know about my philosophy as
an American and I wanted to know about his outlook. ... We were talking about...
“Why didn’t (I) do something?"... I said, “I don’t enjoy it.“ He erupted. “These
Americans! All they think is enjoy, enjoy, enjoy!” I went on a guilt trip.... because
I knew., from his life ...that there wasn’t a whole lot of enjoyment... and it was a
luxury to think about enjoyment
It was very awkward to meet ...a "nice girl." ...There was hardly any way
that you could meet someone. When you did, it was very guarded.... I can
remember meeting a young woman,... standing watching a military parade. ...It
was a girl dressed in light green. She wanted to be friendly, but her father was
nearby. I remember trying to be friendly, to be open without... showing too much
interest and putting her father on guard.
...(One) really "wow" experiences ...was,... walking along a sidewalk in a
northern suburb of Seoul,... a little village and the sidewalks there are basically
cinders....A light snow mixing with sleet falling and I had to be dressed in my Class
A uniform because I was attending this special training at a compound north of there
... I didn't take a taxi. I decided to walk back... and I suddenly (knew) that I was
gonna slip and fall on the snow on the side of the road.... I can remember looking
around me and seeing these faces. ... I went down, crash, boom, this large Nordic
frame going kaboom on the ground. The look in the eyes of the people around
...was quite an experience for me. ...There was nearby... a "slicky boy",... a
young Korean dressed in western style clothing, probably slight of hand, a gobetween for some activity that was probably not legitimate, (laugh) ...He outright
laughed. It was very funny to see this American, in the class-A uniform down in the
cinders and the snow. There was a ...young woman ... dressed in the manner of a
city dweller,... upper middle class. She looked at me with a cool detachment, a
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certain satisfaction.... Then there was this old man, this "papa-san" with the leg
wrappings ... standing there and ...he was absolutely expressionless. When I
looked up at him and saw his face, he blinked. That was it, one blink. ... That was
good.... I felt- whoa! These people don't like us very much. But the old man's
blink gave me that sense that he... was conveying, "This happens. No big deal."
(laugh) That gave me a calm as I walked away from him. I didn't feel tenibly
embarrassed anymore....
I... lived in New York City my last year in the service.... I was at the
Army Air Defense Command... I lived in a primarily Jewish neighborhood in Fresh
Meadows. Off-base. I was married by that time. So that was a new cultural
experience too. ...When I was in New York City, there were no Black people in the
headquarters where I was. ... The vast majority of Black men on that post worked
in the motor pool.
Return to College and Teaching

...(After being discharged, I) went back to (my college).Majored in
English, right where I dropped off.... I was able to focus a lot better, did the
proverbial, "go into the service and come back ...on the Dean's List".... I had a
course ...with a professor who I had ...really looked up to...Near the end of that
course, he asked me if I wanted to teach the course for 3 days. ...He knew that I
had a deep and abiding love for Joseph Conrad, so, he let me teach...this one short
story by Joseph Conrad. I had decided to be a teacher when I came back. ... I
knew that I really wanted to do it. My life was in order, ...I'd done my
traveling.... All that time I was in Korea, I spent a tremendous amount of time
reading. There was a wonderful ...Air Force library there. ...The fact that Joseph
Conrad is one of my favorites is no accident It ties in very well because of his
ongoing themes around civilized man encroaching upon ... the primitive world.
...Inevitably being ... either sucked in by it or ... not fitting there....He was Polish.
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..His message ...really ties into this idea of diversity in that what he calls "every
living soul,... deserves at least a glance of wonder" and it doesn't matter what
culture he is ....Some of my sympathies or attitudes come from, learning... from
him to have that sense of appreciation.
...I taught at (a nearby high school) for 13 years. ... I taught English and ...
junior high shop: wood shop and metal shop.... In the early seventies it was a
period of exciting ...electives. I did an elective in philosophy for kids... I did ...
creative writing courses. Started one writing course called Writing From Scratch,
... designed and billed... as a class of creative writing for kids who didn’t think they
could write.... It was very successful.Those were the years when we started
doing mini-courses. I was co-director of mini-courses. ...We would have finals a
week earlier. The kids would be done with school but then we’d have away trips,
hiking trips, canoe trips. (And) classes there at school... The kids might attend a
whole variety. It was like a fair almost that we set up, things to do. We brought a
lot of people in from the outside.
... My years (there) were ones in which I found myself more and more
becoming the teacher of the lower tracked kids. ... I was successful and... could
put up with them. Some others couldn’t. ... We were heavily tracked. ...(If) it
was a behavioral problem they would often get sent to me also. That was fine with
me to an extent, but I started to miss some of the stimulation (and) ...balance of
having some of the higher achieving kids.
Our letter back in 1976,... from the superintendent said, “McLuhan is
dead. It’s back to basics. Welcome to school.” ...That was the death knoll.... I
decided I had had enough. Things were going in the wrong direction. The pendulum
was swinging back in the wrong direction.... Because... when we were doing
electives, we had become de-tracked. We had done it. We had de-railed it.... It
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worked very well. ...5 or 6 of us left the same year for the same reasons. We just
felt like the best years there were gone.
The Need for Tangible Product

I went off to do construction, stone masonry... Just a desire to do something
more quantifiable. "Look. I did that. I built that." Something you don’t get very
often when you’re teaching. Working with people, you don’t get that sense of
measured accomplishment.
I went back into teaching ...a year later. I started in the summer at Upward
Bound at (a local private school), teaching English.... Really intense. I loved it. I
thought to myself, “If I could teach like this, and have a month off, this intensely for
about six weeks and then have 3 weeks or a month off, and do it again for six
weeks, it would be wonderful. But it was really exhausting to go from teaching
(Upward Bound) right back into teaching high school...
...One of the things I really enjoy about the way in which the Upward
Bound program was run, as much as I hated staying on Friday afternoons, (was)
discussing every kid in the program,. It was ...holistic grading, very valuable....
That whole ...concept of being a team, working with kids and sharing ...constantly,
having the time set aside to do it. " That was what was going on for him? Maybe I
shouldn’t be so hard on him. Maybe I should give him credit for what he did do
because I didn’t know he had that deficiency.”
... I got a job up in ...New Hampshire teaching English there. Speaking of
cultural diversity,.... there were 3 towns. One of them... a French Canadian mill
town. ... Another ... was made up of fundamentalist Lutheran Finns....The third
town... was a mixture of Old Yankee ...and new Massachusetts “move in over the
border into New Hampshire”-ites. The kid who walked into... my home room, I
knew ...which town he or she came ffom...when they walked into the room. It
was obvious. ...There was a practice within (the town of fundamentalist Finns) that
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mothers, during the junior year of their daughter, would take.her to a similar
community in... Minnesota, looking for a suitable mate. They discouraged thendaughters going on to school. They encouraged them to become young mothers as
soon as possible. The fundamentalists ... were against any kind of audio visual
media type presentations and those kids did not have to be in your class. You had to
have an alternative assignment in the library or they could simply turn their backs....
This was mandated.... It was hard for someone who had just come in from the
outside.

Making Rural Schools Relevant: the Cutting Edge of School Reform
... I was offered a job in (a progressive public school) with (a principal
famous for his revolutionary ideas),... So I went the next year. ... We were to do
an alternative program. Take 50 kids out of the high school and 4 teachers. Started
by building our own classroom. Started changing schedules incredibly. This is a
town where self-esteem was very low. The likelihood of those kids who went on
to college staying in college more than a year was very small. It was a town
...where kids suffered from too much success at bad things ....If they succeeded a
little too much,... they would find themselves doing something to make them
unsuccessful to fit their self-image. So we had a lot of turning around to do in
thinking.
We started out with our Timber Frame Building Company. We paid kids
for time outside of school, weekends and after school as much as $7.50 an hour.
...It did create ...self-esteem. It gave kids something to belong to,... to be proud
of, a special skill, something unique.... We built 3 bams and 4 houses in two years.
We also did ...original research in ... a town about a 15 minute drive in a section of
the town which had been abandoned. It was primarily a timbering area now but
there were... 26 cellar holes! It ...had been bypassed by the railroad, and ...went
from a population in 1841 of about 1800 to a population of about 200 by the turn of
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the century.... It was very neat and exciting. We spent a lot of time also
...finding abandoned grave yards, connecting names via... early maps that we were
able to find. We went to the state library to research the old census taking reports.
How much maple syrup was taken in that year and how many and what kind of
livestock a certain farm had on it at a given time. We did an archeological dig on one
of the sites.
... We also had an apprenticeship program working at the high school... We
made our class periods much longer so the kids were moving less, but had a lot
more options within that... hour and a half period, ...to do certain things. There’d
be 20 minutes ... for presentation, either by teacher or by student. (It) was a
requirement in the program, that they do ... presentations... on what they were
doing. ...They had different roles on the teams that they worked on and those were
flexible. They could change every 3 weeks. They could negotiate within the team
...Spent a lot of time getting stuff down on paper, putting together a book,
...reflecting our original research in this area.
I took 4 students from our Dovetail Program to Raven Gap, Georgia (Eliot
Wigginton's school) An interesting cultural experience.... One of the kids from...
the Foxfire Center down there, said “We all expected you all to be a bunch of red
necks!” (Laugh) From New Hampshire! One of our kids said, "We kinda expected
you to be a bunch of rednecks, too!” ...The kids were very much alike in many
ways. There is a very mountainous area, only two hours north of Atlanta,...It’s
beautiful territory, but there were no Black people there.... It was a huge school.
...The (students) still had math.... They had English. I had them reading
and writing. People had to write every week about their apprenticeship. They had
to do an evaluation of what they had done and talk about relationships on the job...
Everything was grounded in something we were doing ...I was having them read
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Steinbeck.... Much more like a college situation, where the responsibility is on the
person to do the work and be ready.(It required a) tremendous amount of time
working out glitches in scheduling because we also didn’t want to restrict... college
bound kids who...still needed to take a foreign language.
... I became a key person in (the controversy surrounding the principal)
because I was (considered)... “too liberal.” One of the charges in one of his hearings
was he had chosen me as a teacher there. ... Some of the kids called me by my first
name. (The pmcipal) was instructed by the superintendent, who was instructed by
the School Committee that I was to no longer allow students to call me by my first
name. ...I was really bummed out I thought this was a war I had won seventeen
years ago.... I had never instructed anybody to call me Bob.Some people do,
some people don’t.There’s lots of cultures I know. For instance a friend from
Spain is a doctor in heart research at the New England Medical Center. His four
year old calls him Fabio.
...By the time everything blew over finally,... I had been teaching for 17
years and I was sick to death of being at the whimsey of public opinion. So I left...
and went back into the world of... timber framing for three years.... I did that til I
found out that I had a form of muscular dystrophy and (it) wasn’t wise for me to
continue in the timber framing business....
That’s when I went back. The day that I decided I would quit and... go on
unemployment, I got a call that afternoon from (the principal) and he had some
seniors, that fell into the category of “disadvantaged” youth and were all targeted as
“they’re going to fail”. This was January.... I immediately asked if I could also use
them with 7th and 8th grade kids who weren’t making it (as) tutors to these kids in
the afternoons. It was great. That was the most positive part of the whole thing,
cause it gave them a sense of... “I know something and I have a purpose here. I’m
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looked up to by these other kids so I'd better present a good image.” Seven out of
the eight kids that I had made it.
... If you can create the environment ...where it’s safe to be vulnerable and
open, it’s wonderful. ...You can’t put a value on what’s transpired. ... The
struggle of going from the old set of values to a new set is that... regardless of how
rigid... or old fashioned they may be, almost every teacher will agree that... the best
learning experience they’ve ever had with students couldn’t be measured objectively.
You couldn’t get the 66.3 or the 42. Yet how do we grade students? One of my
things ...is let’s trust our subjective judgment! Let’s evaluate on the basis of what
we perceive ...(and) see as a really dynamic thing happening to this kid. Give them
credit because we have seen it happen and we believe it’s there.

The Value of Home Visits
...There’s a real value in doing a home visit as opposed to calling the parent
into the school. ...If they’ve had a bad high school experience themselves or never
graduated, they have ...negative feelings coming into this environment.
...Sometimes I’ve had to work very hard in breaking that down, just being laid back
and relaxed, having a cup of coffee. ...It’s much better for me to have to do the
home visit Sometimes that can be chaotic but it makes them feel more comfortable
usually. I often don’t get home til 5:30.... There’s a lot of networking ...that you
end up doing... after hours.
Chapter SuiIlllltU*
These profiles have been constructed and presented as a means of introducing the ten
teachers in this study to you. As people they have a few characteristics in common. All are
between the ages of 30 and 50. All were bom in this country, all but three within twentyfive miles of Clear Springs. All grew up as monolingual English speakers, although a few,
like Cindy and Guy, heard family members speaking European languages Italian and
French. Most were bom into Christian families, the majority Catholic, but Cindy, Joy,
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Guy, and Meryl rejected their childhood religion at points in their young adult lives. Most
of these participants are women and most are married, although two or three have been
divorced or married someone who had been married before; two have remarried. Most live
in single family homes in rural areas within commuting distance of Clear Springs; three of
those live in homes they helped build themselves. Two live in Clear Springs, and another in
a nearby town. Seven have children and although several come from large families of five
to eight siblings, none have more than three children themselves.
Many of these teachers have acquired backgrounds in mediation. - Most have a keen
and lifelong interest in science. Several are not only teacher trainers in the new science
curriculum but make scientific discovery the focal point of their curriculum.
All but two have traveled in various parts of the world. One became fluent in a
second language through immersion in the life of another country. This is also the only
teacher to have experience teaching bilingual education. A few felt positively about learning
languages through high school and college programs. Two others had positive feelings
about the language of immigrant grandparents and learned enough to use it while visiting
that country. It is significant however that three expressed real difficulty in learning
languages, two mentioning that they prefer to visit places where people speak English.
Half of these teachers are themselves children of teachers, principals or college
professors. Those who mentioned having had math phobia believed that lack of success in
math led directly to their decision to enter elementary education because higher math was not
required for this career path. Two were counseled directly by teachers or parents not to go
into education because of the low status and pay or because their abilities were deemed
superior to those who enter teaching. The majority of these participants did not want to go
into teaching when they were young. Half dropped out of college or transferred for a
variety of reasons. None of these teachers recalls any specific preparation for cultural
diversity as an undergraduate, except, in two cases, where teachers had practicums with
handicapped or mentally challenged children. One teacher went back to school at age 35
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through a special program for older retuming students and she did learn about multicultural
education there and in her subsequent Masters program. Three have completed a Masters
degree and three others are currently enrolled. One has left teaching to enter a Masters
degree program to prepare for a career in counseling and another is taking courses in Special
Education in order to get job-related certification under Education Reform guidelines.
In Chapter 5,1 will return to the research questions and describe findings from the
data that relate to them
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS
The purpose of this chapter is to create a framework for discussing the findings of
this study related to teacher definitions of multicultural education. Findings will be
organized according to how teachers ground their definitions in curriculum, respect for
personal culture and/or local, national and/or global community.
With any study which involves human subjects, causal relationships are difficult to
establish given the wide-ranging variables that have affected individual's personal and
professional development. The profiles in Chapter 4 attest to the many unique qualities of
each participant. That said, some strong patterns from the study data emerge as themes to
consider. These themes offer teacher educators insights about this complex challenge of
preparing members of the dominant culture for the diversity they will meet in public school
classrooms.
I refer in this study to the process of becoming multicultural because I don't
believe acquiring a multicultural perspective takes place overnight, in one course, or even
necessarily in a series of classes in undergraduate or graduate school. I do believe,
however, that personally powerful cross-cultural experiences requiring the individual to
adapt to different expectations of behavior and especially to use a different language, can
lay a foundation of respect for human diversity. Further opportunities for reflection,
practice in learner-centered and critical pedagogies can combine to provide a teacher with
the tools and knowledge to grow in multicultural ways. These findings, based on readings
and re-readings of the interview data, are supported in the theoretical framework laid out in
Chapter 2. While the research material provides many potential directions for further
exploration, for the purposes of this dissertation, I will focus on those themes which can be
most supported in the interview data.
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The primary research question was: How do White, middle class classroom teachers
define multicultural education: in terms of their own pedagogy or in other contexts related to
a school, community, nation or global focus? The major finding, under which all the others
are subsumed, is:
1) teachers have individual socially-constructed ideas about what multicultural
education is, based on their personal and professionalbackground and exposure to diverse
people, places and perspectives.
The second research question looked specifically for any common factors which
appeared to be critical to participants’ present understandings. Specifically, I was interested
in three types of influences on the process of becoming a multicultural teacher: the part
played by personal experiences or relationships, the part played undergraduate, graduate
and/or in-service professional development training played in developing a multicultural
perspective, and the part students, colleagues, supervisors and community members had in
one's learning to better serve the needs of all students. The findings related to this question
include:
2) Experiential factors:
a) The experience of living in a different culture forces a person to adapt
behaviorally and to reflect on differences in values, lifestyle, gender, race, religion and
class. Such activities open the individual to developing dual vision, a pre-requisite for
multicultural perspectives.
b) A close relationship with a bicultural person, a significant other from a
different culture, can be a catalyst for personal examination of cultural differences,
similarities and perspectives.
c) Personal opportunities to confront or take a stand against perceived
oppression, structural injustice, prejudice, discrimination within one's own social networks
encourage one to develop skills and persistence in the social reconstructionist reform that
multicultural education addresses.
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3) Community Influences:
a) Learning from students or community members may negatively create
stereotypical expectations about future students from the same ethnic group or it may
positively provide personal motivation to modify and expand one’s pedagogy;
4) Professional Education:
a) Developing competence in learner-centered pedagogies provides teachers with
strategies not only to empower students but to learn from them and acknowledge the worlds
they occupy outside of school, an important shift in developing multicultural pedagogy.
b) School leadership can encourage multicultural education through the
engagement of teachers collaboratively on curriculum development, school reform,
restructuring organizational frameworks of time and space to better facilitate student
learning;
c) By taking on a variety of roles in one’s professional career from mediator to
substitute, alternative educator to special educator, counselor to mentor, school committee
member to union leader, teachers acquire new and broadening insights into the unmet needs
of students, the ways bureaucracies thwart those needs and creative, innovative ways to
address those needs;
d) Higher education courses related to diversity may provide greater relevance
than pre-service coursework because the work is constructed in partnership with teachers on
perceived needs related to job satisfaction.
5) In the absence of such personally powerful experiences, information about
people from other cultures, on different learning styles, on second language issues, etc.,
makes little impact on teaching behavior and the understanding of multicultural education is
likely to be superficial;
I will illustrate each of these findings with excerpts of quotations from the interview
data which best illustrate each point. In the third section of the chapter, I will mention
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aspects of the data that didn't fit this analysis and that require further exploration and
research.
Finding #1 Teachers have individual socially-constructed ideas about what multicultural
education is. based on their personal and professional background and exposure to diverse
pwple. plages and perspectives
All the teachers in this study were able to describe what they believed the term
multicultural education meant. As human beings, they draw on all the information they have
available in their past to explain the behavior of the children in their classroom and to decide
how and, to a great extent, what they will teach these children. When questions arise
because a child does not respond as expected, each draws upon their own past knowledge
about themselves as learners. When this storehouse of information, constructed over their
lifetimes, contains information about multicultural perspectives, the teacher is likely to take a
non-judgmental stance and have more confidence to seek multiple and contrasting
explanations for unexplained behavior. When self-knowledge has been reflected on through
multicultural education, the teacher has a basis for connecting students' cultural differences
with his or her own. Without formal reflection, their responses tend to be instinctual, based
on past family beliefs about how cultural and linguistic differences should be handled.
In this study, teacher definitions were generally related to the grade level, age and
developmental maturity of the children each teaches. But there was little evidence of an
agreed-upon practice or belief that was part of a system or school-wide vision or goal related
to multicultural education. Some teacher philosophies include strong feelings about the
importance that all children feel respect and have the opportunity to learn. Some teachers
construct environments enabling students to research and challenge assumptions about
aspects of the subject matter and occasionally act to improve their environment But there
was little sense that the impact of the understanding of individual teachers affected the over¬
arching monocultural education most children receive within the public school structure. The
data confirmed the oft-mentioned characteristic of teaching as individualistic and isolated due
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to time and structural constraints coupled with the expectations of grade-level curriculum
although the increasing involvement of many teachers in a district-wide curriculum
development process was increasing contact and dialog across grade levels, building teams
and subject specializations.
Curriculum-based Definitions. The teachers tended to ground their definitions in
one of three ways: through curriculum content, personal beliefs about students as
individuals with cultural values worthy of respect, or connections made through social
studies and community- at the level of school, city, nation or globe. Cindy gave an
example of the curriculum-based definition:
In terms of curriculum,... trying to teach using as diverse materials as I could from an
historical, social,... perspective that I could, trying to draw in all kinds of cultures.
...Multicultural education is interdisciplinary, is cooperative learning, is creative
teaching.
Cindy's subject specializations, high school math and science, are less likely to be
overtly associated with multicultural education. The lessons and labs I observed her
conduct dealing with natural selection and genetic traits were not only cooperative, smallgroup, and student-centered, but all contained inter-personal discovery and sharing about
diversity in their lives. Because she does not call that multicultural education, when in fact it
is, by my definition, she and her colleagues will continue to concentrate on teaching the
curriculum without appreciating her process and efforts to get students engaged in relating
their learning to their own lives as products of gender and culture as a model for their own.
On the middle school level, Guy also focused on his curriculum, but found himself
struggling to articulate a definition of multicultural education. As a social studies teacher, he
is very interested in aspects of global and international studies. But he is less sure or
comfortable about how or if he is supposed to connect these topics to the particular students
in his classes. He admits his discomfort and lack of knowledge about the cultural
backgrounds of people of color in the United States or about any oppression experienced by
the poor, women or other ethnic or racial or linguistic groups. Guy, a very experienced
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and creative teacher who obviously enjoys making learning lively, interesting and active for
his middle school students, is unsure about multicultural education. Regarding geographic
places that he teaches about, such as India, Guy has a lot of information. Some, he
admitted, could well be outdated, since he has based his simulations on an ethnography
written in the 1950's. Other topics he avoids, like apartheid in South Africa or democracy
vs. fascism in Russia, because he's not sure of the accuracy of changing current events and
the political situation and his textbooks are very out of date.
Guy’s operating principles are involvement and fun, combined with a gnawing
sense that it doesn't much matter what you teach with this age group.
I think I'm getting into that affective domain where kids are enjoying the subject matter
more. I'd like to think they're learning more, but one of the frustrations of being a
middle school teacher is that by the 9th grade, they've forgotten you and... everything
...you taught.
This impacts on his decisions to avoid dealing with issues of oppression or
discrimination that appear to be depressing or overly serious.
Respect for Everyone's Culture and Values. Some of the teachers related their
definitions of multicultural education to respect for personal culture and interpersonal
relations and this often included policies and procedures that teachers used in teaching social
interactions as well as classroom discipline. Meryl offers an example of such a definition in
the context of her pre-kindergarten level:
(Multicultural education) is about having everyone feel comfortable in my classroom...
that means that everyone’s experience is validated and important. In this setting, we
have quite a diversity in terms of ability level. ... Everybody feels like they have a right
to be here and their experiences are as important as anyone else’s. So that the kind of
things we learn about don’t represent just one group’s experience. They reflect
everyone’s experience.
Bob, at the other end of the developmental spectrum in high school, examines a
somewhat similar concept from a more mature student's developmental perspective largely
through asking provocative questions:
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A lot of multicultural education is acknowledging one's own culture. The next big step
is acknowledging someone else's culture and how that has affected who they are, how
they think, how they act. Ideally... we should be trying to key in on the things that we
have in common, the universal values. ...How to enforce the self-worth of each
individual from (the) culture they come from.... Helping (students) bridge the gap, feel
with each other as people (that)... everyone in a given group needs support whether
they appear to be very self-assertive and strong or not. ...The psychology of how
people, thrown into a culturally diverse situation, defend their position. Do they create
certain boundaries or barriers? Do they have certain modes of acting which will cover
their real feelings? Is there a way in which we can get around that and into the real
person?
Diane, the fifth grade teacher, also defines multicultural education from the stance of
personal respect for cultural values, but her definition emphasizes a more internal personal
awareness:
When I think of multicultural, I don't think of quote what used to be the bringing of
culture into the classroom unquote. I think of it more of opening... my students' hearts
to embrace the culture that's around us and helping to instill on a more internal level, the
acceptance of diversity, whether it be cultural,... race,...with differences of opinions,
different tastes, different perspectives. I've always thought of multicultural in more
classic terms of learning about and embracing the diversity of different cultures, but I've
also thought of it more as ...an internal awareness of appreciation of diversity in
everything: in nature, in people, in cultures.
Diane then adds a profound insight that is not mentioned by any of the other
participants:
There are many schools that celebrate cultures as separate. ...But in terms of what we
try to erase across the planet (such as) racism and world peace is to bring everyone to a
place where they can recognize that all the problems we really have are based on fear....
Fear that that person is gonna hurt you. Fear that they're better than you. Fear just
because they're different from you.
She is the only teacher to mention racism and world peace as issues that schools
must address; she has worked actively toward these goals as a Peace Camp teacher. She
started the elementary school mediation project and worked on conflict resolution with her
fifth graders when her class size was more manageable than this past year.
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Connecting Culture to Local Community. The third kind of definition is related to
connecting students to the larger community of neighborhood, school, nation and world.
Diane brings the significant idea of personal student and family connections into the concept:
Having a student from another culture in your class helps you have that extra resource...
that connection ... into your community and celebrate that ...there are differences, but
we're all still very much the same; ...we may do things differently, but we're still
human beings, (we) come from a family... When (a culture is) studied just as a unit, (it)
...seems to be more separate to me and ...toward the spectrum of being polarized when
you study it (in) isolation.
Kathleen echoes a similar sentiment, but her tactic is to teach interpersonal skills to
all students and not focus on the cultures of the students in her class:
The cultural things ...don't significantly play into (my curriculum) and I probably have
the most multicultural class in terms of representatives of different races... That's not
...mentioned in any way. Everybody's just everybody. We're all here, and we're all
(members of this) class and we're all together...The multicultural stuff comes along...
(My minority students) seem to be pretty secure in who they are as people and the other
kids have been very sensitive to the fact that "We're different but we have a lot of things
that are alike."
She goes on to add:
(Multicultural education) is not necessarily race but there's a racial component certainly
and it has been ignored, but largely because people haven't known how to deal with it.
.... (Multicultural education) is individualized treatment, sort of.
Kathleen's definition reveals the uncertainty that many good teachers from the
dominant culture feel that may lead them to avoid teaching from multicultural perspectives:
the fear of not knowing how to handle possibly volatile emotions that may emerge from
frank discussion of social inequities past and present related to race, or the powerlessness of
feeling neither responsible for past injustices nor able to change present ones. Her
definition also echoes the current procedures in dealing with special education needs by
writing out IEPs, Individual Education Plans, that quantify and specify the remedies and
adaptations any team of specialists and teachers will undertake to make learning more
possible for a child who is not succeeding in a large group setting organized according to
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chronological age norms and expectations. It returns multicultural education to a solution
for marginalized children rather than a potential antidote to unexamined racism on the part of
members of the dominant culture.
Classroom or Grade Level Kits on Global Cultures. The most popular interpretation
of multicultural education among elementary teachers in Clear Springs was based on a
model begun by one principal in one school: each grade is given responsibility to teach
about a specific culture or nation or continent of the world during the course of the year.10
The teachers who had embarked on this project several years ago invested a great deal in kits
or trunks which were filled with learning activities, artifacts and literature-based units.
Grant money and support from the local parent-teacher organization had provided the
resources to amass these materials. As some of these teachers had moved to other schools
in the district, that school would evolve a similar strategy. It appealed to teachers because of
the tangible product. Anyone could use these collected materials and be assured that the
children would learn something about a part of the world. This approach lends itself to the
'food, flags and fiestas' interpretation of multicultural education, but in the hands of a
creative teacher like Joy, it can produce a year-long interdisciplinary theme that connects
curriculum:
In fourth grade we focus on Japan. I like focusing on a particular culture. If the Social
Studies Committee could look and make sure that enough cultures all around the world
are looked at in order to be pretty inclusive. ...A kit is more than ...literature. It's
everything that you can compile. I just finished... reading this book, Jar of Dreams, to
the kids, a wonderful book about Japanese-Americans. ...Also it was in the
Depression, so it was looking at poor people versus rich people too. In this book, the
mother had her things from Japan were packed away in the trunk. ...The girl is about
ten, and (she) would say her mother's Japanese self was all packed up in the trunk....
We've got Sadako. We've got enough copies of that for everyone. The Big Wave. We
do a unit on natural disasters at that time too. We do the earthquake and tsunami, so that
will be fun. ...I have costumes for everything. ...The day I taught them the calligraphy,
10 Typical subjects of study ranged from the continent Africa (2nd grade) to country (Mexico- 3rd grade;
the Soviet Union - now Russia- 5th grade and Japan, 4th grade to an ethnic rather than national
identification: China (K or 1st).
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I put on the kimono and had the Japanese dinner music, and ...they had really nice rice
paper and they did calligraphy for Mother’s Day. They wrote the symbol for Love, and
Mother and some of them wrote Thank you too. Their mothers loved it
Joy went on to note the significance of the role and the interpretation of the
individual teacher in this process and the importance placed by teachers on appropriate
resources, much of which is superficial if the teacher does nothing him or herself to help
students explore, challenge or critique such materials:
It's ...up to the teacher to notice everything... It has to be formalized in the
curriculum... too. Some teachers would never touch on multicultural issues if they
weren't brought up. ...Every day we look on the calendar. Who was it that was bom
on this day? What culture were they from? Trying to bring in different cultures.... I
have a great multicultural calendar that someone gave me. ...The PTO would give each
grade level an extra $150.00 if they wanted to buy books for a multicultural kit.
A major obstacle to this plan occurred when the materials on the Soviet Union were
suddenly made at least partially obsolete by political changes. Many of the teachers just put
the older materials aside and taught little or nothing. The security of these kits is apparent
Teachers whose personal knowledge of other cultures is limited look to textbooks and
materials to fill in the gaps in their personal knowledge about different cultures. But Diane
points out that the kits alone aren't the answer. To develop and integrate materials takes
time and creativity. Under the stress of large class size, she was unwilling to go the extra
mile:
It's like buying anything else from a publisher. You're told what to do, how to do it
and it's never fully integrated because you didn't really invest yourself in the experience
of putting it together.... It's taking time. It's sitting down with all of these stories,
these wonderful folktales and putting them together to do some really wonderful things
with them. We've got these materials but there's no real activities to go with them. We
haven't gotten that far to develop them yet
Connecting Culture to National Ethnic. Racial. Linguistic and Gender Issues.At
higher levels, teachers find different contexts to explore cultural, but not always
multicultural, issues. Connie, the American History, sociology and psychology teacher,
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finds complexity and paradox in the multicultural history of American immigrants, but
worries about the implications of multicultural policy on a diverse nation:
We’re so big, as a country. So many people fought so hard to get rid of their language
and their culture and their heritage that it’s become a real issue even for us to admit that
there are cultures who don’t want to give up that identity. We’re trying to force
standards that were (developed) in the ...late 1800’s, on groups that are very different
now in the 1990’s. I hope that it doesn’t tear us apart. I can see some real problems,
particularly between the Spanish (speaking) and the English. In terms of our Asian
languages, as the Chinese and the Japanese community become bigger and bigger,
they’re not going to have this sense of having to blend in that they did sixty years ago
and they’re going to want this bilingual education available to their children.
Connie concludes with what multicultural education is not, in her opinion:
We don't have to have a Black American History class. We don't have to have
Women's Literature. (Multicultural education) is to make sure that we give a much more
balanced picture of who lives here, what they've accomplished and what they
contribute. Not to dwell on the negative things that they can't do... To focus on the
things that they can do.... that have just been neglected (or not) talked about at all.
She iterates the feeling of many European Americans that the focus of multicultural
education must be positive and uplifting, in order to offset the social negativity associated
with so-called minority groups, even though so-called Whites are the minority in the world
as well as in many urban school districts in America.11 But that approach steers students
away from critical study of why oppression exists and away from active responses to try to
change oppressive practices. Connie in fact has some personal background on issues of
racism and her personal preference in teaching American History is to avoid overdue
emphasis on the chronological flow of dates and wars which seem to dominate many history
textbooks, focusing instead on people's involvement in issues of social change, protest and
struggle. Since each member of her department is free to basically "do their own thing," she
11 Asa Hilliard, in an interview with J. Reed for Multicultural Education (1993) gives his definition of
multicultural education as "'valid' or 'truthful' curriculum...What's wrong with school curriculum isn't that
it's not multicultural, but that it leaves out important things that are needed to interpret human events....I
don’t want to be in the position of trying to figure out something to say about people just because they're
around. I want everybody to have a representative message....If you trust telling the truth, then you’ll have
a multicultural curriculum. For the simple reason that what's here is the product of everybody's experience
on earth. There’s no one group that can say they produced human culture" (p. 14).
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again has little effect on her colleagues and others who hold a different interpretation of what
is important can basically ignore hers. At issue as well is her low status as a part time
member of the department who is perceived by her department head as less prepared
academically in history than other colleagues.
Questioning the Definitions and Reframing the Question. For a few teachers, the
request for their own definition of multicultural education led to the realization that they did
not have a recognized and workable definition understood by them and their colleagues.
Carly and Sarah point out the need for clarification of this concept so that it is understood by
all. After realizing that she had made the assumption that multicultural education was a kind
of pullout program for children of different ethnic or linguistic backgrounds, and after
making a ringing call for a multicultural education that examines issues of oppression,
poverty, and prejudice against any and all children no matter their color or ethnic origin,
Carly exclaimed:
We need clearer definitions....I don't know whether we need to look at that term and...
redefine it or educate people to what multicultural education is...
Sarah adds:
It would be interesting ... if everybody would be willing... to define multiculturalism.
...It's a much broader definition. ...Does it necessarily have to do with making people
aware of other cultures? Within one room, one culture, you still have
multiculturalism.... So (how) do people define that word? What emphasis does it want
to play in education (or)... in your classroom now?
Sarah arrived at a totally new understanding of multicultural education through her
experiences working with linguistic minority children in her class while participating in this
study. For her, the key word became connections:
Multiculturalism doesn't have to be a big glitzy unit. It has to... happen every day so
that you're making the connections.... We talk about how important connections are
when children learn. ...The same has to happen with multiculturalism. ... That
subtlety,... just making them aware that living things are the same and different. People
are the same and different. ...Every week when you're doing something, you need to
think of what connection you can make to make children socially aware. ...(We need to)
define what the word multicultural means because in Clear Springs it's stereotyped. It
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means doing a glitzy unit on another country. Doing a little bit with the food,... the
geography, and... the cooking. ...Because every region is so dynamic, you may be
only touching a portion of the country, so that's still a stereotype. To overcome the real
stereotypes, it's got to be much more ongoing.
Finally, Meryl brings up the point of resistance of some teachers to what they
perceive is a fad, a bandwagon, a passing, "politically correct" popular idea that is difficult
to relate to the needs of the immediate children in front of them:
I struggle with this a bit because I dig in my heels when anything feels trendy. ...Over
the years of subscribing to magazines for teachers of ...pre-schoolers, multiculturalism
is always in the headlines or the articles.... I just wonder if sometimes adults* agendas
aren’t imposed on what kids this age want to know about. ...To me it just comes down
to being respectful of people.
As we review these definitions, there is much about respecting a child’s self-esteem,
promoting respect, and creating a sense of wonder about cultural contributions and
differences. There is also a fear or insecurity on the part of individual teachers of not
knowing what should be taught and how students might react to controversial ideas. There
is worry about a lack of appropriate materials and a gap in knowing where to turn to get
accurate, acceptable, interesting and appropriate materials. There is also creativity,
excitement and awareness on the part of some teachers as they realize that the heart of
education that is multicultural begins with listening to and turning on to learning with the
children in one's room, school and community.
As we will see in the remaining findings, this general lack of consensus on the
meaning and expectations for teachers in regard to multicultural education leads too often to
academic inertia in which little is done or accomplished because nothing is mandated or
funded and there is no nucleus of leadership that hammers out a working definition, a
starting place to build from and a vision to grow toward in what is a long process of
becoming multicultural as teachers and institutions (Nieto,1992; O'Grady, 1992).
The second set of research questions were about the possible common factors which
appear to be critical to these teachers' present understandings. I found much evidence of the
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importance of significant personal experiences and/or relationships in helping these teachers
understand the diverse cultural perspectives of others. As for the part undergraduate,
graduate and/or in-service professional development training played in developing a
multicultural perspective, there was less in the data to show much connection in the
preparation of teachers that took place prior to the mid-1980's. Three of the participants are
now enrolled in graduate programs and another is anticipating beginning in the near future.
All of them look forward to the opportunity to learn more about the diversity they have
encountered in their classrooms and are motivated to seek out opportunities to expand their
knowledge in these areas. Diane, who is pursuing a Masters in Counseling, is trying to
learn Spanish as a part of her preparation for a new career. Professional training in learnercentered pedagogies, something that many of these teachers have either embarked upon
independently out of personal preference or have acquired through in-service training during
their time in the classroom, has been an important factor in helping students from different
backgrounds from themselves develop a voice. That in turn helps the teacher understand
them better or at least be aware that they are learning in different ways at times from their
peers. Finally, the influence students, colleagues, supervisors and community members
have had on learning to adapt and modify one's program to better serve the needs of all
smdents is discussed.
Experiential Factors
Finding #2a The experience of living in a different culture forces a person to adapt

class. Such activities help the individual to develop dual vision, a pre-requisite for
multicultural perspectives
There is strong evidence in this qualitative data that teachers' individual experiences
with diversity have a great impact on lifelong understanding of multicultural perspectives.
In the process of becoming multicultural, cross-cultural experiences confront the young
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adult with challenges to his or her accepted norms of behavior, value or lifestyle and thus
have the potential to provide a profound, life-changing effect
Of the teachers in this study, eight had some kind of cross-cultural immersion
experiences in young adulthood Each thus had experience with examples of values,
behavior, appearance and language that showed them that the particular patterns of their own
families were but one set of many available to the human community, albeit the ones most
familiar and comfortable. Four of the eight cross-cultural experiences were longer in
duration and perhaps more challenging than the other four but all provided vivid memories
and references that the teachers were able to call upon when asked to identify the meaning of
multicultural education. The following examples will also highlight the areas of
multicultural education each participant gained insight on initially through experiential
learning:
Meryl: class, race, gender, language and disability
Meryl's inner-city experiences as part of an Urban Studies semester in Philadelphia
working with incarcerated teenage girls was the most profound among the teachers in this
study. Later she voluntarily acquired additional inner-city experiences working in a
community day care center in Philadelphia, a shelter for battered women in Boston, a
bilingual elementary school program in Boston and nursery school programs for Hmong
families and for special needs children in St Paul. Her summer abroad experiences living
with a family in Peru and studying Spanish in Mexico helped her acquire fluency in Spanish
while giving her new cultural insights. Some of these experiences were even more difficult
than anticipated as she struggled to cope with poverty, diet and discrimination in Peru,
observed the painful effects of homophobia in Mexico and suffered a debilitating disease
while struggling under extremely difficult conditions to teach bilingual children in Boston.
Altogether, she had the most intensive cross-cultural experiences. She describes the first
one as "a watershed."
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This 'watershed experience' led Meryl to first drop out of the Midwest liberal arts
college that had provided her with this experience and then to make a series of personal
decisions that would lead her to take on greater personal challenges as she developed the
skills and talents she perceived were necessary to work effectively with children whose
backgrounds were very different from her own. Having observed first hand a very
different America from the one she had grown up in while living in the neighborhoods and
experiencing the conditions of the poor, Meryl found a reason to go into teaching. Rather
than an ordinary career as she had thought of it in high school, it represented a challenging
outlet for her considerable intelligence and idealism. She now wanted to attack and improve
those oppressive conditions through education and as she recognized how daunting the
challenge was, she developed the personal and professional goals that would motivate the
rest of her career in education:
The... (bilingual students were) all in this basement classroom with a sub. They were
waiting for a teacher and this was October.... It was this basement room with pipes
covered with asbestos and big set tubs.... All these kids ... sitting quietly and doing
these stupid worksheets. ...In comparison with my students (in the New York private
school) who were in this mansion and so difficult to please, these kids just seemed so
happy for the smallest, so I just felt this was much more why I had become a teacher. I
felt like I could feel more useful.
One might ask whether Meryl would have ended up as a bilingual teacher in an
urban school system anyway because she was an idealistic person, committed to social
justice issues. But her original career goals were anything but teaching. She said,
I really went on to college with no thoughts of being a teacher. I resisted it. Any
journeying into Ed courses were always disappointing, unchallenging. So I had no
intentions of being a teacher.
She describes herself as shy, sheltered, close to her family. In addition, she would
not have had the language skills to be qualified for a bilingual classroom had she not spent
one summer in Peru. There is a definite progression in her willingness to explore different
cultural and linguistic challenges as each new experience opens new worlds of
understanding to her and motivates her to stretch even further.
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We would have children come in who would have special needs. ...I became familiar
with integrated pre-schools. ... I would go with parents to observe and realized here’s
a way to work with young children... It was intellectually challenging for me to work
with kids, ...to find out what was the source of their behavior problem and how to
manage it or the source of their learning delay... So I went back to school,... got
additional certification in special needs.
Her sexual identity as a lesbian has silenced her as a multicultural leader in Clear
Springs but she wants those issues put on the table and examined:
I’m a lesbian... It’s just assumed I'm married.... I'm presumed to be straight. ...That
adds to that outsider mentality where ...I don’t feel like an insider. Even in this
building... I don’t assume people know and I assume they don’t know. I tell isolated
people when I know it’s OK to tell them. ...It’s definitely not OK. I feel like we talk
about multiculturalism, this is the last frontier. Especially since the Superintendent of
Schools in New York was just fired for that reason....You can just put those books (like
Heather Has Two Mommies') in a classroom and it was enough for him, such outrage,
that he was fired. So I feel like I can bend over backwards to be inclusive in my
room..., but I still can’t talk about that last area.
Bob and Guy: race, culture, language, gender
Bob and Guy had their cross-cultural experiences provided through the United
States Military. Bob had the more intensive, and seemingly more profound, experience of
living in a foreign country when he was assigned to Korea. It is probably significant that
neither of these young men were ever involved in combat situations where they would
probably have had their prejudices heightened against enemies who killed their friends or
were the targets of their weapons. Both men were in the service during Cold War tensions,
and both just missed participating in Vietnam. Both mentioned the limitations of visiting
foreign countries while in uniform:
Bob: One of my biggest regrets ... was that I had to be in Korea as a military person. It
shut so many doors to me. ... I would like to go back, although... much of it has been
so westernized that they have lost a lot (of traditional ways) from...when I was there.
Guy: That was a lot of exposure to different people and different places which raised
curiosity.... I've been to Europe three times. Twice Navy, your experiences are
limited.... Sailors go to bars.

...Very few of them ever do any cultural things, (laugh)
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On the other hand, that "raising curiosity" is an important first step in the process of
becoming multicultural. Guy, for example, was in and out of many ports, but wanted to
return to France because of the early exposure to French in his grandparents' FrenchCanadian home. He was interested in French and wanted to see what the French people
were like in a way that he couldn't as a military person, so he returned after leaving the
service, with other young travelers of the late sixties:
I worked in ... a frontier town between Belgium and France. I lived with a French
family. I got picked up hitchhiking, met him, his wife and his three kids. They offered
me a place to stay and I ended up going to work. They had a small shop making
frames.... Then I traveled through France by hitchhiking, "Auto-stop."... I picked
grapes in southern France for probably $150.... Montpelier.... Languedoc.... I love to
speak French.... I'm terrible, but I have a lot of fun (laugh)!
So Guy's experiences confirmed in him a new respect and interest in his own
French heritage. Bob's time in Korea, on the other hand, provided a fascinating exposure
to a completely different people and way of life than he had ever known about growing up
in New England:
(I developed) a real fascination for the culture in Korea itself.... I usually had weekends
off,... I would sign out a jeep and... just go north, take my camera, take pictures, talk
with people and ... come back on Saturday night and Sunday... spend all day,
...developing my pictures.... I... had a certain eye for a scene that I wanted to convey.
... I grew to really appreciate the hardness of the life and (felt) awe...about the old man
out there in the rice paddy...
Bob's interest in people found its outlet in people-watching, photography, asking
questions and reading literature. These activities increased his desire to know more about
Korea and Koreans, and by extension, how culture affected people differently. He also
found how easy it is to learn spontaneously to hate one's enemy when fear or threat triggers
emotions. In this recollection, he was in the Demilitarized Zone at Punjunmon, an unarmed
driver for an officer:
I was just about to get out of the jeep, because the tension was really (great).. I heard
this slide (sound of gun cocking) behind my head.... I turned around. Two feet away
from me with his pistol pointed right at my face. ...I'm looking down at him and it
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probably lasted... a minute. It seemed like an eternity. Then he laughed...and put his
gun back in his holster ... He was from North Korea.... They had North Korean,
Chinese, American and South Korean ...people as MPs, ...the only people who are
allowed to be armed. As he sauntered away, I had a terrible inclination to start my jeep
and run him over. ... I was so angry, ...the kind of thing where your fear turns into
rage ...that turns into prejudice. Suddenly there's a guy with a gun and he happens to be
of a different race altogether.... He's just playing games with me. He’s just pulling
my chain on top of that.... It was good that I had ... other Asian friends ...so I could
brush this aside and realize this was a place where... games were played.
Sarah: language, culture
Sarah’s cross cultural experiences were somewhat like Guy's. She went to Europe
on a typical post-college sight-seeing trip with another friend and teacher. She didn't expect
to meet and fall in love with someone overseas. Because her fiance was stationed at a
United Nations base in Italy, she found herself looking for employment and preparing to
live in a foreign country. Because she got a job at a Montessori school serving children of
multinational families living on or near the base, she did not need to be fluent in Italian. She
did, however, have to suddenly deal with English as a second language learners. Luckily
for her, the setting and methodology were ideal and there was plenty of parental support:
When you have five different languages in a classroom, I couldn’t imagine how else you
would do it because everything was based on modeling. The children could... pick out
what they chose to do in the room and your job was to... see how they were using the
material or... introduce a new material... It really worked wonderfully. There wasn’t a
workbook in sight. ...If the child was tired, the child would go and get out his mat and
lie down. The snack was always put out in the morning; when the child was hungry,
the child went and got something to eat. So you were never dealing with a whole bunch
of children. I never remember a discipline problem. ...There was such a language
mixture that they just treaded softly and ...the routines (and) expectations were so
consistent. ...You never yelled. You just said, “That’s not how we use that.” You
went over three or four times how it was used.
Sarah mentions parental participation and also makes the connection between the
way of teaching reading in this Montessori pre-school and the methods educators are now
advocating for teaching children to read:
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The snacks were provided by the parents so the children had a well-rounded range of
tastes. Often a parent would come in and prepare it in front of the children. It was
wonderful. Even if the mother couldn’t speak any English herself, she would just rattle
on in her native tongue.... Some children could understand but everybody was very
comfortable because everybody could always see what you were doing. ...They were
supposed to learn to read and speak in English and there was never any business of
dealing with the alphabet. You picked up a... very short book and you read to the child
and then you would point to the words.
Sarah was one of those people who experienced difficulty learning languages in high
school, so she didn’t have much faith in her ability to become fluent in Italian. She did
however acquire a respect for people who could learn a second language and an
understanding that people feel more comfortable using their own first language even though
they're living in a foreign country:
I picked up conversational Italian but I never got fluent. Everybody wanted to use their
English! ...My mother-in-law is Jewish. When we got to Germany, cause I had had
three years of German ...I couldn’t wait to use my German. I would use the High
German and they would look at me and she’d rattle it off in Yiddish and they’d get it like
this (snap, snap) so I couldn’t win with languages!

Joy: class, regional culture
Joy's cross-cultural immersion was domestic rather than international. She
mentions brief trips to Mexico and Canada in childhood, but her cultural immersion was
living in Tennessee. She and her husband had gone there in search of a lifestyle where they
could garden year-round and work creatively with their hands, he building homes and she
weaving, making crafts and sewing clothing. As "hippies," they were actively rejecting the
lifestyle and environment of the urban northeast where they had grown up, but they had not
expected the cultural differences and prejudices of their neighbors in their new home:
The... reason why we left (the South),... (was) we are very community oriented and in
very rural south Tennessee,... there was not much acceptance. ...They were very, very
bigoted. ...We were hippies too. Not only were we northern, but anyone with long
hair! ...I had always lived out in the country, I always had a garden and I knew how to
can, from Grammy ... The local people just loved kids who wanted to do this cause
their kids usually wanted to move to the city! ...Some of them thought we were crazy .
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...(But when) my son started school (in) kindergarten ...I didn't want him to go to
school his whole life down there. ...I knew what the schools were like, how bigoted
people were. I didn't want him to feel like an outsider. In fact I didn’t want him to feel
like an insider! (laugh) So we started looking into coming back up here.
The experience of trying to fit in in a place where one has chosen to live but instead
has encountered status as an outsider taught Joy something important about people's unfair
judgments of others who were in some ways different. She and her family were fortunate
to be able to choose where they wanted to live and to reject the negative attitudes of others.
Not all outsiders have the luxury or the freedom of such a choice. This passage also
highlights an interesting point. Almost all of the people in this study have eventually
returned to a familiar setting near or similar to their childhood home when they "settled
down" and began to raise a family. Meryl, who has no children and lives with her partner,
is an exception. She moved away from Minnesota to this area because her partner's home
was in this area although her father's roots in New Hampshire perhaps made New England
a second home.

Carty: culture
There is also evidence that while travel to different cultures provides visual and
experiential information about different cultures, it cannot substitute for actually living,
working and studying in a different culture. Tourists live in a protected, almost fantasy
world in which they are allowed to act pretty much as they would at home, the negative
impacts almost exclusively felt by the local people rather than the foreigners. Carly has
traveled a great deal, almost always as a tourist. Both with the hotel chain and her husband,
she has traveled to many beautiful sites in Europe, Hawaii and the Caribbean. She has
never had to learn to speak much more than phrases in a foreign language or accommodate
her values and behavior to the norms of the local population. Travel, even as a tourist, has
provided images and observations of places where the norms are different. Unfortunately,
without bicultural resources to provide answers or the necessity to change in order to adapt
to a different culture, her assumptions tend to support more ethnocentric perspectives.
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We... stayed at (this) Beach Resort and Casino. We stay away from areas that are over¬
developed, ...before it gets really ruined by tourists. ...I subscribed to Conde Nast
Traveler Magazine and ...the January issue arrived and said, “6 Best Beaches to go to in
the World” and the second place they listed... was in the Dominican Republic....“Cheap
beach and Great Sun!” ...(The hotel) was a big huge compound,... walled all over the
place. You had to go through this guard to get into the place.... I wasn’t really sure
what that meant, whether there was a problem with break-ins or thefts.... We were
approached more by adults (than children). “Can I take you into this store?” “Can I
braid your hair?”... “Would you like a ride on the moto-conchos?” ...We had a good
time. It really surprised me outside of banks,... there were soldiers with huge guns.
...A real police presence. We saw kids walking around with machetes like they were
buckets of legos. (The) whole climate is a lot different
Carly and her husband have seen a lot but they view cultural different from the
tourist's perspective without the language or the bicultural resources to add to their
understanding of economic, political and social structures that may require visible police
presence or that produce a society where adults offer small services in return for tourist
dollars. The poverty is viewed as "depressing" without providing a window of further
understanding of how North American and European tourism and trade have affected the
social stratification of haves and have nots in other parts of the world.
So there is ample evidence from the stories of these ten participants that the
opportunity to live, work and study in different cultural, linguistic and geographical settings
provides the young adult with multicultural frames of reference that allow him or her to
reflect on the meaning of "normal" and to expand one's capacity to appreciate other cultural
strengths and expectations. When this opportunity is accompanied by the need to use
another language to express one's daily needs or to change one's lifestyle to fit into different
social expectations, the young adult returns home with the ability to look at his or her own
social norms with a more multicultural perspective and new linguistic skills. These are
important bases in the process of becoming multicultural and are not easily learned in
classroom settings.
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Finding #2b A close relationship with a bicultural person, a significant other from a different
culture, can be a catalyst for personal examination of cultural differences, similarities and

In illustrating this finding, I will use examples from some of the participants. After
each name are the categories of multicultural learning that each related learning about
through personal relationships.
Connie: race, class
Often, a relationship with a bicultural person can be a catalyst to the process of
developing dual vision, the ability to see an event through the lens of at least two different
cultural frameworks. Connie did not go as far from home as Joy did when she moved from
western to eastern Massachusetts. However, there was nearly a decade when she lived in
an urban setting away from her rural home with two different significant others, each
African American. Each relationship required her to reflect on her own class, cultural and
linguistic norms in new ways. She also was significantly affected by the unjust prejudice
she came to see through the eyes of loved ones, such as Art #2 and his daughter:
I remember going to a beach that I’ve gone to my whole life and I took her. She was 12
years old ...and we were told not to come back because she was Black.... It was a
public beach to a private town.... I didn’t understand how people ...really did behave
this way. ...When the Big Ships ...came into South Boston Harbor, ...I wanted to see
them ...Art said, “You can go, but I’m not going with you.” ...He told us stories about
being chased through Southie as a kid and he says, “I’ll never go back.”
Connie struggled with the notion that race could have been the main reason neither
of these men would marry her. For Art #1, it was also a political decision. He was
committed to leadership in the Black community and perhaps didn’t want to jeopardize his
position by marrying a White woman. For Art #2, it was more a sense of place. He had his
own home and roots in his middle-class Black community. After five years, she was ready
to move out of the city:
When Art and I broke up, I said, “(To other people,) this is going be because I’m
White and you’re Black. It’s gonna have nothing to do with the fact that I don’t want to
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live in this town anymore (and) you don’t want to leave!” (laugh) It was (actually) more
serious than that... I wanted to be married. I wanted a more permanent commitment
and he wanted to continue as it was. It wasn't enough for me.
Nonetheless, when Connie returned to this area and eventually married, she brought
to her teaching invaluable insights into issues like prison reform, and friendships with
people of color from many walks of life and backgrounds from people with Ph. D.s and
social activists to middle-class working people. She saw in ways her White, middle class
colleagues could not, the barriers Blacks experience in housing, legal rights, and education
that gave her empathy with other newcomers and outsiders in this society. Her limitations
in transferring this knowledge readily to her classroom teaching may also have to do with
being surrounded once again with the White community of her youth and, by marrying and
rejoining this community, she may have difficulty communicating what she has learned to
family members who neither understand or really accept the world-view she had begun to
acquire.
Guy: race, class
Guy talked about the sudden realization of how lack of contact combined with media
images had created a sort of unconscious racism. The catalyst occurred while visiting a
college friend in Los Angeles:
O'Malley, the one I just mentioned, has a Black girlfriend....It was Christmas....I went
out there, spent a week ...in LA. (laugh) So Celie invited us to her house in LA for
Christmas dinner. My mouth almost dropped!... So we get in (his) white Cadillac and
drive ...down the freeway. ... I expected, just my prejudices, to see a declining
neighborhood. Stoops. Girly bars. I got a lesson. We went right into a middle class
neighborhood. Celie's family, ...her mother and father took me to their house, which is
a middle class home with banana trees and orange trees. This is a lesson I had to learn.
...The women were in the kitchen and the men were watching football and drinking
beer. It was no different. The issue was violence in the city. ...They were worried
about it too. ...Most of my experiences with Blacks would be passing through cities and
seeing poor Blacks on the streets. It's unfortunate we see on TV, crime and 9 out of 10
times, it's a Black male shoved into a police car and it's really unfair. So, I have
prejudice.
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Guy's experiences, relationships and feelings about race and class have largely been
unprocessed If he were to talk with other White, male teachers in the teachers' room, if he
shared his questions and vulnerabilities, he would probably not receive bicultural
information to help him reflect on his concerns. As Sleeter points out, he probably shares
"coded speech" which helps Whites maintain racial solidarity in quiet, unreflective ways
(Sleeter, 1994). So prejudices remain, tinged with guilt. Feelings of remorse or regret
surface when he acknowledges this uncertainty:
(In the Navy), if you had Blacks on our ship,... they always ate together. No one says
a new guy on ship has to come in, if he's Black, that he has to go sit with the Black
people, but he does. The White guy would do the same thing. ...Color's very peculiar,
how we like to separate by color. It takes an effort not to do it. I don't have any blacks
in my life right now. My last Black friend was Jim and after college, I lost touch with
him....America is basically segregated. We mix in schools to an extent, but given the
choice, most of us don't cross over. In (my home)town, we don't got any minorities to
speak of. If I had somebody move next door to me, I would go out of my way to be
friendly and have a friendship because that's the way you should be, but the way we
really are is that we are separate in our lives. In New England.

Bob: race, class, culture
As a comparison. Bob was also in the military, but his assignment to Korea as well
as his associations and friendships with other soldiers of color created a series of
experiences which challenged his prior understandings of race, class and culture. This
interest, curiosity and respect echo in his friendships with other men in the military who
were African American, Hawaiian or Korean:
I had a Korean friend in the Korean Marines. He and I would meet each other once
every two weeks.... He wanted to know about my philosophy as an American and I
wanted to know about his outlook. It... really set me on my heels,... we were talking
about something and I can’t remember now what it was, it was like, “Why didn’t (I) do
something? Why didn’t (I) do this?” I said, “Actually I don’t enjoy it.“ He erupted.
“These Americans! All they think is enjoy, enjoy, enjoy!” ... I was immediately on a
guilt trip because I knew... from his life ...that ...it was a luxury to think about
enjoyment
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He discovered that the similarities in education or in interests like music were more
important determinants of friendship than skin color. In fact, his friendships caused him to
feel angry when prejudice, racism or classism affected his friends of color adversely or
harmed their ability to remain his friends:
I came away with a bias that was more centered on what (racism) can do to a
friendship... rather than a prejudice toward Black people. It was more like- How dare
you wreck our friendship?
He was also disgusted by the racial prejudice he encountered in the U. S. military
itself:
I was in the Signal outfit, invariably Black people ended up being in the Motor Pool...
they’d drive trucks. ...In the company that I was in, there were no Black radio men
which is ridiculous. It’s a skill that many Black people had and could develop very
well. It was just bias.
Finding #2c Personal opportunities to confront or take a stand against perceived
oppression, structural injustice, prejudice, discrimination within one's own social networks
enable one to develop skills and persistence in the social reconstructionist reform that

myitiepiutrai.£diicatiQn addresses
In the process of becoming multicultural, it is important for young people in
elementary, middle, high school and college to grapple with issues of injustice and to
acquire a critical understanding of unfair treatment of self or others due to socially
constructed differences in skin color, size, age, religious beliefs, economic class, gender or
sexual orientation. The inequities may arise close to home in the views of one's own family
members, teachers, friends or neighbors, or they may be found in the wider world of
insensitive and discriminatory treatment among different ethnic, racial, religious or political
groups. What seems to be important is developing the personal skills to sort out and stand
up for one's beliefs and learn how to challenge others' prejudices. The more successfully
one perceives the results of these stands, the greater probability this person will develop a
lifelong commitment to the pursuit of justice in their adult relationships and workplace
community. Likewise, they will be more likely to empathize with others' experiences of
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injustice in communities outside their own and teach students how to skillfully expose and
work against oppression in their own lives.
In this study, eight of the teachers speak of situations in which they perceived
injustice or inequity in their environment and either took some action, spoke out about it or,
because they were powerless to change it, remembered it in a deeply affecting way. All
recall one particular situation in which they were glad they had taken a step to counter the
injustice. Of the remaining two teachers, Guy and Kathleen describe situations where they
believed injustice was being done, but there was not the sense that they felt able to change
the situation.
This process of standing up for issues of social justice, if nurtured in childhood and
young adulthood, can give a teacher an important counter-balance to the common
expectation that educators act as conservative defenders of the status quo of society’s
leading institution, the school. I found interesting the fact that many of these teachers had
had unhappy public school experiences (six mention teachers or events from childhood and
five dropped out of college) which may indicate an ability to understand that school is not
perceived positively by all students and that institutional practices, teacher attitudes and
classroom power struggles can be harmful to the children in their care.
For example, some of the teachers mention painful elementary school experiences.
Three of the earliest memories were related to being "problem" children who came to school
already able to read, a challenge to traditional teachers who want children to fit their
chronological expectations or who are unable to deal with a range of developmental needs,
abilities and levels within the room. Joy says:
I hated school. I never liked it, never felt like I fit in (or) was really treated like an
individual. ...Kindergarten was almost the worst, because I already knew how to read
and write and they didn't want me to.... So,... I got off to a really bad start because it
was just so traditional.... I was real curious and it seemed like I was beat down.
Diane echoes those sentiments with her own recollection of what she calls abusive
teachers:
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The teachers I had had as a very young child... were so authoritative,... almost
bordering on the inhumane, in terms of (not) allowing kids to be kids and there’s only
one way to do it and it was their way. ...One teacher in particular stands out. She was
a very big woman and the forcefulness of her personhood because ...she was bold and
had a boisterous voice, you just didn't dare not think like her. Everything had to be
done just like her. I always sensed that " I'll do it, (because) I have to ...to survive, "
but I knew it was the wrong way. The way I was being treated was not right.
Sarah entered teaching because of a teacher's pejorative judgment of her abilities:
I decided to become a teacher when I was in 5th grade 'cause I had ...a horrific
experience. The teacher was very old fashioned. She hit people with rulers. We were
not allowed to talk. The one thing I loved to do more than anything else was sing.
Apparently I had no voice, only I didn’t know it. Two days before the concert... (she)
said, “I don’t want you to ever sing again. You may only mouthe the words!” I was
crushed! I remember refusing to go to school,... holding on to the bedroom door! I
wouldn’t let my parents drag me out. I did not want to go back into that woman’s room.
It really stayed with me. I decided there must be a lot of people who get their feelings
hurt and I could do better! (laugh)
Several teachers also mentioned suffering the effects of math phobia because of
teachers who were unable to connect with their own learning style. Here is an example
from Diane:
Math teachers I had were geniuses who didn't know how to teach. They knew their
formulas, ...but they didn't know how to convey it to someone who... was not logical
or linear (laugh) and needed to have some models to show to her in algebra and
geometry. So I was limited in my college choices because of my poor math grades. I
got by by the skin of my teeth, ...barely got C's and D's. ...In college I had a
professor. ...All of a sudden, he was able to explain it and I said, "All these years in
high school and I never understood those. ...How come I can see that now?" ...He
knew his material and was able to convey it, not as a mathematician but as a teacher.
There's a big difference. I thought, "I'm not stupid, after all!"
These kind of educational injustices left these children feeling powerless to change
but helped inform them as future teachers that a small child can be grievously injured by
insensitive and forceful actions that ignore their sensibilities, perspectives or learning style.
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This also became a powerful impetus in their later development into teachers who are
learner-centered in their pedagogies.
Other kinds of injustices can lead to a sense of action and empowerment on the part
of a young person. For several of these teachers, their stands came in challenging a family
prejudice of loved ones in their own families. Cindy relates an experience of dating
someone from a different ethnic group:
Rocky (a neighbor from Cuba) was a close, close friend. (He and his sister) had a
rough time. Their parents were still in Cuba and the kids were shipped over (to an
aunt's)...We were both in sports;... we walked up the same road together... We talked
about really important things. But my grandmother was really worried we were dating.
I wouldn't give her the satisfaction of saying we were or we weren't. She would say,
"If you get married, he cannot come in my house. Only you can come in my house."
So I'd say, "Then I wouldn't come in your house."... We would never get angry
because we knew we loved each other but we knew where we stood on those issues.
It was important to Cindy that she stood up for her beliefs even though she did not
lose her grandmother's love or suffer any real consequences for her loyalty. Likewise, she
took on her family, when their religious beliefs did not make sense to her:
(My father was in South America when) I was in the eighth grade and if I didn't do my
homework,... the nuns (would) say, "It's just your mother at home." There was
prejudice there because my mother was Protestant. ...That really bothered me, but I
never told my Mom about that. Finally, when I needed to say, one day, that the
Catholic Religion is the only true religion of God, I wouldn't say it. I was punished and
punished and punished. I still wouldn't say it. I had had it with the Catholic Church....
I remember saying, "Dad, I need to talk. I'm not going to church anymore." He said,
"Why?" I gave him my reasons. He said, "Sound like good ones to me." And that was
that.
In making such a dramatic statement that in fact challenged her whole family
heritage, Cindy felt strengthened by expressing her heartfelt beliefs. She also appreciated
the unconditional support her father accorded her in respecting her reasons for her decision
even though none of her other brothers and sisters made such a decision. Today, she says,
I'm the only of the 6 with children who hasn’t had them baptized. My family teases
me. We are all very close. ...It bothers that generation...(of) my aunt and my
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grandmother and those Italian Catholics. My great-grandfather founded the Catholic
Church in (my hometown). (But) I don't believe in the Catholic Church any more.
Joy also played the role of rebel in her family. She took stands on the family
religion and chose to drop out of school and get married, all against the judgment of her
family. Like Cindy, Joy felt empowered by the certainty she felt that her decisions were the
right ones for hen
(My family) give me a hard time about everything. I gave them a hard time about
everything. I was the difficult one. To put it mildly. When I dropped out, ...I
remember my mother saying in anger, "We figured you'd either flunk out or drop out."
And Joy, having also rebelled against aspects of her Catholic upbringing,
remembers this about her decision to marry:
I wanted to get married out(doors) and the priest didn't like that. He told me it would
never work, because (my fiance) wasn't baptized. But if I wanted to sign a paper saying
I'd raise my children Catholic, he would marry us. I... said, "No." I went home and
told my mother and she was distraught I told my parents, "You taught me not to lie. I
can't lie and sign this paper. It would be easy to do. I'm not going to do that." So we
had a retired... chaplain ... at my parents' house. We've been married for 22 years!
Although both Cindy and Joy challenged their families' religious beliefs, they have
retained strong family ties through the years. Cindy spoke of her father's strong influence
on her beliefs:
My family background... really helped me... when I was becoming of age to sort out
my thoughts, ...on my own.
Joy alluded to something similar when talking about becoming president of the Clear
Springs Teachers’ Union soon after joining the faculty:
I've always been very active in my community. (This) is the community of my
workplace. I just don't like to see people gripe and complain and not doing something
about it. By getting involved, you can find out more what the issues are. When you’re
on the periphery,... you don't really know what's gone down.
Ironically, in deciding to seek a job as a public school teacher after years subsisting
on grants as an artist, Joy believed that she would have to conform, not rebel. She says:
I had gone to college as a 35 year old. ... I barely got going with getting my questions
answered. ... 5 years ago, a lot of teachers were still using basal readers and reading
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groups and that wasn't what I had been taught at all. ...So going to college and getting
my Masters affirmed what I was doing.... If you've got a Masters' Degree in it, you
can go ahead, (laugh) Whereas a young, neophyte teacher, you're really nervous about
bucking the tide and I didn't finally turn around and decide to be a teacher to buck the
tide. ..."I am going to teach in public school, " so that meant... I wasn't coming here
to be rebellious. At 22, maybe I would have, but you learn your lessons through the
years.
Yet she was able to channel her activism into curriculum leadership and union
negotiating and in the process, find places to express her strongly felt ideals.
Political activism had not been part of Connie's upbringing. In college, however,
she had been curious about radical political groups, just enough to attend rallies and listen to
try to understand their perspectives. Soon after leaving college and working, Connie met
and began dating an African American man who was a founder of a group for prison reform
in Massachusetts. This political action gave her lots of new insights about people and the
relationship between class and power:
He was... involved in ...the National Association for Prisoner Rights. He was one of
the founding persons in Massachusetts.... I started meeting ...people on the outside of
society (who) had been criminals for 20 years and were looking for a different lifestyle,
...working in groups to make conditions better in prisons. This is when more people
were actually ... political prisoners in the United States ...anti war things. ...When welleducated men were being put into prison with men who were illiterate and poor, there
was a different treatment. That became the impetus for... reform.
Meryl's involvement in politics emerged as part of her Urban Studies semester and
grew throughout the period she lived in inner cities. As she grew more comfortable with
identifying herself as a lesbian, she became involved with the Gay and Lesbian Rights
Movement, demonstrating for abortion rights and working in battered women's shelters.
Her politics as well as her sexual identification and rejection of her family's religious faith
made it difficult for her to be accepted by her family, especially when her mother became a
successful politician for right-wing Republican causes. Her personal strength grew as she
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became sensitive to the need for ways to show her family love while not embracing their
politics or compromising her own painfully- won independent identity:
I had to let her know that I couldn't publicly go out there and try to get out the vote for
her, that I totally respected what she did and I was so proud of her but I had to find
ways to make dinner or clean the house... or I would even glue lawn signs on the back
but I couldn't call people up and get them to vote. That was an OK compromise for her.
It felt like we really came to an understanding. She really believed in how much I
respected her.
These seven teachers had clear memories of specific events in their youth which
challenged them to take a stand. All have had an effect on their adult beliefs about the need
for occasionally challenging situations that are unjust or standing up for people who are
being unfairly treated. These are important skills for young people and, as experiences in
critical pedagogy, are important criteria of education which is multicultural and social
reconstructionist.
Joy believes that it is those very kinds of topics that get middle school students in
particular turned onto learning because they have often not heard these ideas before and it
appeals to their fledgling sense of justice. Cindy mentions a similar memory about her
middle school years:
When I was in the 7th and 8th grade, two really good (teachers) would bring up
instances, (using) a short story... where someone had injustice done to them,... because
of their color or religious belief. Then we would talk about rights and wrongs. That
was really good for me to be able to sort out... I... had real clear feelings of what was
right and what was wrong. ...That really helped me ...when I was becoming of age to
sort out my thoughts,... on my own, with other people bouncing their ideas around.
These two women, both rebellious and assertive as middle and high school students
themselves, come closest in this group of teachers to understanding the important role of
critical pedagogy, social justice and anti-racism in multicultural education.
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Community Factors
Finding #3 Learning

HUM

students or community members mav negatively create

stereotypical expectations about future students from the same ethnic group or mav
positively provide personal motivation to transform one's pedagogy
The third part of that research question asked about the effect of students,
colleagues, supervisors and/or community members on a teacher’s understanding of
multicultural education. Clear Springs lacks racial diversity in staffing, and colleagues were
not generally mentioned as factors in their understanding of multicultural education although
they were mentioned as sources of ideas and materials on some themes. Meryl mentioned
feeling unsafe letting colleagues know she was a lesbian:
I know people I’m working with who would probably have to leave, they would be so
opposed to it So that adds too, to just a sensitivity to people being different.
Students appear in teacher interviews as factors that motivate teachers to learn more
out of interest, frustration or necessity. When a teacher has no access to culturally sensitive
or accurate information, however, their own culturally-influenced interpretations of different
behavior can be incorrect or confusing. In this example, Sarah describes the important
changes she observed after finally meeting a Cambodian child's mother:
The biggest difference in (my Cambodian student) and I will never let this happen again,
was letting his Mom get away with not coming in in the first conference. I should
have... gone immediately to the home. In two weeks, since I met with his mother, he
has participated every day in class. He has offered tons of things. ...The things he's
sharing are so wonderful.... He didn't ever open up like that prior to his mother's
coming in to school.
What is special about Sarah is that she continues to be open to learning new things
and trying new techniques. Often the results, especially with children of different cultural
backgrounds, surprise her but also guide her toward new multicultural learning:
(When introducing a unit on food groups), I gave homework out to the kids and
they had to put down the foods they ate. (My Korean student) brought hers in and said to
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me, "I can't do it 'cause I don’t eat those foods.” I thought, "Oooh, you missed it.” I
should have modeled typical Korean foods and then we could have all placed those (on
the class chart). But if you don't work from the sides first towards the middle, if you
start in the middle, you're gonna lose the sides. It just seems like there's a million
things to think about with any lesson. I'll never feel prepared.... Which is why
teachers keep teaching. The concept, "I can do it better next year! The next lesson will
be better."
Bob describes learning from a biracial family whose children he taught during his
student teaching:
There was a family- a Black father and Irish mother and the kids running the gamut in
terms of genetic traits. 3 of these kids I had as students. One of them eventually just
blew out of school altogether. Very angry. She was ... Black with red hair. ...There
was an older sister, ...very intelligent. Had many Black features... but she was very
White with very dark hair. ...There was a young girl in the 9th grade ... (who) looked
like a typical little Black girl of 13 or 14 years old, quite popular. ...She had long dark
hair (and) was more social than the other two. Then there was a little girl in the 7th
grade with bright red hair and freckles .... I got a sense of the real ...situation of
someone of mixed race. ...To be totally Black or to be totally White was great, but to be
in between was hell.
Again, there was no person to help the teacher process his observations and
conclusions. The unusual appearance, behavior, and apparent attitudes of those children
became the experiential text from which this teacher constructed his conclusions. In
classrooms where people of different cultural and linguistic background are few in number,
this situation is far more likely to occur and teachers are more likely to base expectations on
the performances of students he or she has taught in the past who appear to be similar to the
person sitting in their class.
Cindy mentions the frustration she had trying to get a working relationship with her
low-track students while an obviously bright but quiet, limited English speaking, Chinese
student sat in her class:
Unfortunately he (entered my class) before the class settled down. So... all these kids
came in angry... about math. They might be angry about other things, but they were
really angry about math. So a lot (of my focus)...was just getting a handle on the kids.
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just getting them to be able to perform. So (this Chinese student)'d perform the math so
well, wasn’t getting any attention, because he could do it. And they couldn't do it....
So he lost out because he was quiet.
Such experiences motivate teachers to seek support from others, whether ESL
teachers, bilingual aides, tutors or someone who can provide the key to unlock the way to
teach students whom they do not understand. Connie talks about her strategies with
Manuel, a Puerto Rican boy who appears bright but does not contribute to class discussions
or do homework:
Today with his group work,... he was with a group of two girls... There are many
more girls than boys in the class, so Manuel’s very capable. Basically good
comprehension skills, but he doesn't do any work. Nancy has very good
comprehension, works very hard,... likes A's and works for 'em. Barbara is a lazy
student so I was trying to put a group together (where) each could have something to
offer.... Manuel was sitting in front of the two girls ...with his back to them. I said,
"This is not how you do group work. You can't not be part of it." I tried telling the
girls ...that they couldn't allow him to sit with his back to them. He said, "I can do it
myself. I don't want to do it." He was angry about it....I tried to team him up with...
Rodolfo, (a Chilean American)... (Manuel) wasn’t interested. I thought it would be
nice to have a real positive male role model who's very ambitious and very together,
because ... I see Manuel hanging out with kids who don't have a lot going for them.
So Connie, like other conscientious teachers who are unfamiliar with the language,
class or culture of particular students, followed her professional and personal instincts in
trying to create an environment for students to succeed, but when the result was anger,
apathy or passive non-cooperation, she was at a loss as to what to do next.
Connie also sees a Pandora's box of conflicting needs and demands if you change
the focus of American History from the more positive and mythic Melting Pot Miracle to the
pain, loss and often confusion created by the assimilation process on diverse peoples. She
echoes some of Kalantzis' writings (1986) on first-generation immigrant children,
describing feelings she has picked up from working with students from Cambodia, Laos
and Vietnam:
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It’s the dichotomy of wanting to be Americanized. ...because as long as the parents
don’t speak any English, it keeps that child isolated, so it doesn’t bring the new
American friends into the home... Or the kid is embarrassed because his parents aren’t
like everybody else’s parents. ...Many times they’re adults before they realize what a
gift they really had and how cherished their parents should be. For so many... people,
coming here has been such a (struggle) to begin with. The fact that they’re still alive and
breathing is probably more miraculous than worrying about what they’ve held on to in
terms of culture and language. That’s almost an impossibility... getting us to
understand because we ...don’t know what that is like.
In the previous sentence, Connie admits to something that many assimilated
European American teachers hint at in different ways. We just don't know what the
acculturation experience is like and we don't even want to guess or imagine that there may
be pain or regret involved. To the extent that we can empathize, because of the experience
of a relative or a friend, we may be able to cast this newcomer experience in a human and
sympathetic light. Connie recounts:
I remember (two Cambodian refugee students);... the fact that they’re here, alive and
healthy and have got stories that... have shattered grown men in the service; ...they’ve
lived in rehabilitation camps and watched their families ripped... and blown apart and
destroyed...I remember having a Vietnamese kid... who survived for three weeks on a
raft in the ocean! ... I hope that they can go on with their lives and become very happy,
productive adults, and not lose who they are... because all those experiences... of how
they... got here are worth hanging on to. ...Americans have forgotten that life is a
struggle in 98% of the world.
However, if the pain of assimilation has been a taboo topic in our upbringing
because of our relatives' beliefs that it is necessary to lose the old in order for our children to
reap the benefits of the new, then we will have a hard time educating other students in a
multicultural way. Guy, for example, heard French as a child in his grandparents' home,
but learned French in a classroom the traditional rote way. His mother did not try to
maintain French language or culture in the home. Her husband, after all, did not speak it.
This ambivalence on the part of some second or third-generation hyphenated American
teachers paralyzes them. With no authority to assure them of the direction they should take,
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it remains a puzzle mare often dealt with in silence than in an active, critical pedagogy that
could involve students in discovering varying perspectives on both the question and the
answers.
In these interviews, I asked about the effect of supervisors, administrators and
community members. There was one principal mentioned by several of the teachers as
having been influential. Carly says:
It was a really wonderful experience for me to work with (this principal). She was just
phenomenal,... an incredible person...(who) just knew everything about education and
how to deliver it to kids. ...I really learned a lot from her and grew a lot as a teacher.
This principal was committed to doing more as a school with multicultural education
and pushed teachers to work on curriculum, provide resources for families in Spanish and
expand their professional repertoire to include a variety of learning styles.
The only teacher who mentioned the community as an influence was Sarah who had
been publicly criticized by a local Chinese American parent for her unit on China:
I have this feeling that we’re missing the boat with what we call our multicultural
studies. I developed the whole unit on China (with a colleague). We did the Chinese
teahouse.... Yet last year, there was that scathing (letter to the editor) in the Clear
Springs paper on what we did. I met with (the parent) and sat down. ...She was from a
province of China. We were dealing with “High China” ...(from) an encyclopedia, but
encyclopedias are not (necessarily) written by a Chinese person. You can’t always get
the flavor. I understood what she was saying.... Chinese people don’t run around with
cone shaped hats. She was irate, “In our culture, you don’t put paper on your head.”
To her, this was absolutely terrible. She remembered soldiers with red jackets. So the
fact that we had hand-sewn these beautiful red jackets was an insult to her. Yet when I
called (the university) and spoke with the professor of Chinese down there, he didn’t
know what she was talking about. So, even within cultures, depending on what (area
or class) you’re from, people have different expectations.
This kind of confrontation is one most teachers would love to avoid, but for Sarah,
it was a signal that their good intentions of a multicultural program were off-base. It was
guaranteed to be stereotypic because it was developed around colorful activities for children
with minimal attention to cultural accuracy. No one in Clear Springs is doing units on
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Puerto Rico or Taiwan, yet there are more children from those places than the generalized
unit focuses on "Africa, China, Mexico, Russia and Japan." And in the classrooms
studying Russia, only one has used the presence of local recently emigrated families as a
resource. None of the teachers who have Russian students in their classrooms have
embarked on a study of Russian language or culture.12
So the findings demonstrate that there is influence on teacher thinking from students,
community and colleagues, but it is unfocused and highly personalized. If a teacher has a
bright, well-prepared student from a particular place, then her expectations will be colored
by that experience; a poor student, one who is easily distracted, or has poor work habits or
weak English skills will also create an image of children from that culture that will remain
until something or someone changes that perception.
Professional Development Factors
Finding #4a [Competence in learnd^entered pedagogics provides teachers with strategies
to not only empower but to learn from students, acknowledging the worlds they occupy
outside of school, an important shift in teaching from a multicultural perspective
Teachers who have not had experiential, life-changing, 'watershed' experiences but
are nevertheless committed to learner-centered teaching strategies and who continue to
develop professionally throughout their career open themselves to becoming more
multicultural through their pedagogy (Olsen & Mullen, 1991). It appears that the most
influential in-service professional development experiences have actually been those which
have not focused on multicultural education, but have given teachers models, materials and
insights into theory and practice related to such learner-centered issues as the developmental
classroom, whole language. Math Your Way, DASH science, mediation and social skills
training. A realistic goal for teacher educators then is to examine these new and popular

12 During this study, Diane, who had a fifth grader from Uzbekistan, did invite in the child's relatives. I
introduced the Russian alphabet to them, but the kit that had been developed several years earlier was no
longer as relevant, given the changes in the Soviet Union so most teachers were opting to not focus on
Russia at all. Also, in the fall of 1993, Sarah embarked on a study of Puerto Rico with her first graders.
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teaching strategies and show how they do or do not create or further education that is
multicultural.
All of the teachers in this study utilize teaching methodologies which encourage
active student participation such as: process writing, whole language reading, and
discovery, hands-on approaches to scientific and mathematic principles. Each believes in
the importance of making connections between school themes and personal life issues.
Here’s a sampling of some key elements that these teachers describe from their classroom
pedagogy. The examples I have selected illustrate a teacher's learning from students or
getting students to learn about and from each other, important features of multicultural
classes (Cummins, 1993). They include creating an environment for choice and
cooperative learning, social skills, writing for a responsive audience, setting personal goals
and self-assessment, integrating literacy through right-brain activities, active learning
through field trips, role-playing a different culture, and creative peer teaching of tough
concepts. These approaches are briefly described on the next pages through use of
descriptive quotes from the interview data:
Creating an Environment for Choice and Cooperative Learning. Meryl works hard
to create an environment wherein her special needs children and her "typicals" can interact
differently and cooperatively in the same space:
There may be some children who are barely verbal, who may be functioning at a much
lower rate... It's amazing to me how accepting the kids are of my different standards ...
For me the most wonderful part of this job is remembering on a day -to- day basis how
our prejudices are formed. (Children) are so open and tolerant... The bulk of the day is
open choice. The room is set up with different learning centers. ... I feel like I'm an
environmental engineer. (Laugh)... How I design the room, and how I allot space has a
lot to do with what I think is important You can learn so much about a pre-school
teacher when you visit her classroom.
Social Skills. Sarah, Kathleen, Joy and Diane employ an emphasis on social skills
as well as literacy. Here Sarah explains:
My goal is to become a facilitator. ...If you can't facilitate, they can't make the personal
connections, (so) they don't learn.... The handshake is modeling: ...you're actually
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putting your hand in somebody's, you turn to face them with your body, make eye
contact and say, "Good morning." He'd say, "Good morning, Mrs. D" And you pass
it It's a time for them to really focus on the person next to them, ...and to practice
greeting people. ..It's also a time where any situation that has come up the day before,
you can role model it. For example,... I noticed ...that kids tend to pair up with the
same kids, so the same children are being left out.... So then I modeled, you always
take yourself, so... I have a child that always does it correctly come and ask me to read
and I look and smile and I say, "Yes, I'd really like to read with you." We sat down
and showed the right way to buddy read. Then you call on a child that perhaps has been
saying no to a lot of people,... so hopefully (the child) will make the connection.... I
go, "Yeah." You're showing with your face that you don't mean what you're saying.
"How does that make you feel when somebody does it that way?" Everyone in the
room needs to take a turn modeling it correctly because if you just do those two things
it's (gone) but if everybody has to practice it... (Because) the class truly never reaches a
point where all behavior is even, there's always something you can model.
Developmental Classroom Model. Diane in particular spoke of the importance for
her of applying a developmental philosophy of teaching to her classroom and ways of
interacting with students. She learned it at a private elementary school where her children
once attended and she has been instrumental in bringing in resource people to share this
knowledge with Clear Springs teachers:
I... espouse the importance of the developmental model for kids as they're growing
up... Both (of my children) went to a developmental school. ...That gave them a
foundation of being able to think out of the typical White male system, logical thinking
that we've all been brought up with. ...Also, it was balanced and counter-balanced by
...being able to explore and be creative.... That philosophy needs to be embraced in all
elementary schools. ...It’s a completely different model. The curriculum is different.
It's based on kids being able to learn to be so comfortable with themselves that no matter
what comes up, they'll have the ability to be able to work it out in one form or another.
Whether it be a logical form or a creative form or to decide that that's not what they need
to do. ...Now that they're in public schools, because that was fostered when they were
young, sometimes it's hard for them to now accept the fact that they're being told to do
(something) in a certain way when they would like to be able to do it in their own way,
but ...I know it's gonna carry on with them as they grow and become adults.
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Writing for a Responsive Audience. Carly, Kathleen, Cindy and Diane all believe
their students are writers and offer numerous opportunities for them to have a genuinely
interested audience. Here Carly explains some of her techniques:
They write to me and this is a journal where ...I respond once a month to all the journal
entries and we have a dialog. ...I sit down and I do them all at once! ...I average out
about four hours over two nights, ...cause it takes a long time to read typically four
journal entries that each kid has written. I... then respond to it. I usually write
about., a page and a half to each one.... They really look forward to my writing back
to them. Then the dialog continues 'cause I always ...pick up something that they’ve
written about and ask a question about it and make a connection.
On vacations, Carly asks every child to send a postcard from wherever they are,
even if they stay at home. The cards are hung on string and everyone reads and discusses
them after the holiday. Other writing activities are done using the pictures on the cards.
Setting Personal Goals and Self-Assessment. Several elementary teachers use
daily plans and homework logs to help their students make plans, choices and selfevaluations. Kathleen discusses her process:
Kids need to be involved in evaluating their own work and the work of other people.
We do a daily plan in our classroom where ...they have opportunities to make choices
and to plan within that limit. At the end of the day they do a self-evaluation of how
their day went, noting ... something they learned, something they're proud of,
something that went well for them, a compliment that they would like to give somebody
for something. They can rate their day. I respond to them in a sentence or two and it
reinforces what I noticed about their day, so ...if they're particularly proud about
something like meeting their reading goal, I can write "Congratulations on meeting your
goal!"
Learning to Predict and Assess Hypotheses. Joy, like Carly and Sarah, enjoys the
DASH science program because it involves students in thinking like a scientist. The goal is
not finding the right answer but asking questions, trying out solutions and then describing
what happened and what you learned from it:
A lot of this stuff, they create themselves. You're gonna make a wind indicator. How
would you do that? Bring in some things from home and use recycled materials. You
make it and you find out how it works. ...In fact, one of the kids, his mom was so
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excited. He heard something about "wind sock." So he made it out of a tube sock! We
went out in the wind and his tube sock didn't move. It just laid there, (laugh) But,
what we did was, we talked about what we had done, why we had done it and what
changes we would make. He could talk all about his. Why he did it? Cause... he
thought 'sock'! ...That's the good thing. It really allows you to make more mistakes.
As a kid.
Integrating Literacy through Creative Activities. Bob talks of several classes, many
in alternative settings, that aim to help students discover a need for learning from the
requirements of the task at hand. He has also found success using music and art to
stimulate writing. Here is one example:
I was taking kids who were basically non-writers and putting them in creative writing
class which I called "Writing From Scratch." Having them draw little cartoons to create
stories.... I would take a piece of paper and fold it... and ...say, "I want an 8 frame
story. Give it to me pictorially. ...The kids could all do it and some of them had
fantastic artistic ability...Everybody then would get a chance to share them, read them,
look at them and the key was, can somebody else figure out what the story is without
any words? Deny them words to start with. Make them go with the visual
representation.
Then the next step... was... to say, "... I will allow you now one word. For each frame
in your story.... A caption. The essence... Then we'd... do real cartooning and come
out with statements between two characters, blurbs. Then I’d ask them to write a real
dialog or a real narrative of what was going on in the story. I would take the cartoons
they had done, give them another piece of paper underneath it, blank,... and let them
start writing this story to fit the pictures so they were putting together, now, a story
which is no longer a cartoon.
...Then after we did that,... I would... get music, Russian folk music, Spanish, Irish,
South American music and even Dixieland Jazz. Something that had definite mood
changes to it... "This is a soundtrack to a film. ...I want you to create a visual image for
each major segment of this piece of music." It'd never be longer than twenty minutes.
But the kids... loved doing it. ...It would be hard at first. ...I'd play the music slowly
in the background. ...A suite (with) six movements would work out very nicely. ...
Their imagination stimulated by this music. ..."This is the script of the movie you've got
to come up with now. You've given me a rough idea of ...what's going on in the
scenes; now I want you to write a screen play for me. Give me the story,... stage
directions. ...How you would set this scene and what you would do to create the
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feeling that you're talking about." ...Once a kid got so far into it,...he usually wants to
finish it.
Creating the Need for Learning through Real Life Work. In every setting that Bob
has taught in, he has been involved with educational problem solving, thinking how a
particular group of students can learn better in a different setting, utilizing a more flexible
schedule, with real-life tasks such as house-building or researching history through a
cemetery. He combines the practical with the philosophical and gets the kids so involved in
learning that they forget to remember they don't like school! In one position, he designed a
construction company and students built a house. In the process, they learned to research
the deed for the land, measure and test the land and water table, trace past ownership, draw
up blueprints to specifications, keep track of building and labor costs, learn construction
skills, acquire both specialized and cooperative teamwork skills, design spaces for specific
needs, problem solve and trouble shoot, and eventually use the finished structure for a
classroom meeting space. Town statistics, human resources, library searches and
computers all aided the students in their ongoing project. They were required to file reports
on the group’s progress, as well as describe what they were learning about building a
structure, so reading and writing skills took on relevance in the students’ lives.
Active Learning through Field Trips. Diane, Joy, Cindy and Carly mention the
importance of field trips in their students’ learning. Diane ties in science. Since field trip
money has been cut out of the general school budget, the fundraising activities become part
of the cooperative learning activities throughout the year. The trips evolve out of children's
interests:
When my focus was more environmental, ...we did the recycling,... we made paper
and recycled paper. We did solar cookers and solar heaters. ...We did composting....
We talked about energy and nuclear energy and we went to see a nuclear power plant.
My whole thrust that year was on the environment and on energy. All these other
connections like that wonderful greenhouse that we went to, so self-sufficient (on)
Martha's Vineyard. (Then we went) to Arcadia where we met a man who works with
an endangered species, the peregrine falcon; he was bringing these falcons...to the East
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Coast; he had built special nests and we were able to talk with him. I just made all these
connections that really linked into everything we had studied that year. (Also)...we
went down to Springfield to see the... new ..glass recycling and metal recycling.
Role-Plaving and Simulation. Guy creates games, activities and units with his
seventh graders which involve geography, history, culture and role-playing. Some of the
units have been biographies of Asian Leaders, Africa, Europe, and India. Here are some
highlights of India:
We start India this week....We're gonna have a fund raiser...Kids bring in bottles,
empties. ...One of the kids is designing a rupee tonight. For every empty, I will give
them one rupee. Then we have an auction, a week from Friday. ...Kids bring in things
from around the house that they no longer need or want- tapes, comic books, baseball
cards, Teddy Bears. We auction them off (to) get the economy going. Kids are
spending rupees ...from what they brought in for the empties. ...Last year I had nearly
$200.00, believe it or not!... That gives me money for tropical fruits. I usually end up
with watermelon, bananas, coconuts, pineapples, papaya.
...For a week in June, kids act out their caste roles. We draw caste lots ...and have
Brahmins, leaders, farmers, merchants, peasants and untouchables. During that week,
(each) have their day. ...Untouchables Day, Farmers Day. The bazaar's actually
Merchants' Day. The merchants' goal in life is to earn as many rupees as they can. We
have a Brahmin's day where everybody brings a gift to the Brahmins. And a Sacred
Cow day....
This (classroom) becomes the village of Gopalphur. For a week, I rearrange the
desks...(into) a traditional village. The Brahmins live in their own part of town... up
front. They wear their caste strings and on their day they receive gifts. Graciously.
From everybody. It's up to everybody to bring a gift. The rich and the poor. ...A
good gift would be a little bag of rice, candy, pencils. On that day, I have them lead a
lesson reading one of the Ramiyama.
The Untouchables that week scrub the floor with a toothbrush. Peasants plant a garden.
I section off and make this (into a garden.) They have to clean seeds, put seeds down
(in rows) and paint them. It's a whole ritual I made up. So they're farming for a
period. Everybody gets to watch... It's evolved over the years.
The highlight is the bazaar.... The merchants build a game (and) earn rupees by selling
chances to play the game. The game should have a South Asian theme. It's my job to
introduce them to themes. Mount Everest Caste. British Colonialism. Wild animals
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of India. Poverty.... Ghandi.... We've had some great booths over the years. ...We
have (the day) on video. ... It's a highlight of the year.
So Guy finds the key to learning with his middle school students is involvement and
fun. He likes individual projects which involve creating and sharing something to share
what each has learned. He has developed many games for small, cooperative groups, which
require students to use and hopefully remember the concepts and vocabulary of the unit.
Creative Peer Teaching of Tough Concepts and Student Research on Classroom
Issues. Cindy teaches Biology, Life Science and Math at the high school level. She
involves her classes in everything from making the bulletin boards to videotaping the class
in order to research how equitable her questions are in terms of gender. She describes this
idea of getting students to learn difficult concepts by re-teaching her purposely “boring”
lesson:
I told them that I was going to present something really straightforward, and that they
had to take it and make an exciting lesson plan. ...(in) three days.... It's protein
synthesis. The reason I chose that was because protein synthesis is really complex and
hard for kids... There's a lot of vocabulary. Each molecule has a different name... One
group is making it into a game (in which) the DNA opens up and exposes the bases and
...the first people to make a protein win. ...They open up the DNA and made a
messenger RNA ...in the ribosome. When you start on the green or the yellow or the
blue ribosome, your team moves. ...If you land on the right square, you get the right
base (laugh), and you put together the message to make protein. One group did a comic
strip.... Another group did a 3-D model. ...Ribosome are amino acids in their correct
locations, the transfer RNA attached to the amino acids and the messenger RNA all in a
line. In a sort of squiggle. ... The ribosome is a box and the amino acids... are
squares or triangles sticky paper, different colors. A couple of them are 3-D. The
amino acids aren't consistent, which is really fun. They're very different. The transfer
RNA is taped on to the amino acid that has the three letters that code for that amino acid.
So the transfer RNA is... the complementary code and it has to fit into the messenger
RNA properly.
Cindy has a lot of faith that her students have the ability to do the projects she
assigns them. Much of her teaching is done in small groups and teams present their
findings after every lab. She does more coaching, encouraging and facilitating than
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lecturing. She also involves them in researching the answers to questions including ones
about how they learn in her class:
Whenever I ...film in a classroom, where it's traditionally a male job, (I ask,) "Who
wants to film?" It'll always be the boys who volunteer and the boys who take over the
position. When I encourage girls to take over the position, I won't get any takers.
When I talk about gender issues with them, then Ill get the females to take a role.
...When I bring (something) to their attention, "Is this a gender issue again? Is this what
you're expected to do?"...they talk about it, then they're much more aware. ...I have
kids taping, taking data on me, on whether I call on boys more than girls, girls more
than boys.... So, I'm waiting for those results, because I found that ...when I knew that
they were taking data on me, I was afraid that I would manipulate it, so that it was more
girls. I just didn't trust myself. So I said, "Here are 15 sheets. You do it on days when
I don't know what's happening." So I'm waiting for those results.
I believe that all of these teachers are more successful than many teachers of the
dominant culture with diverse learners because their pedagogies are learner-centered. In
sharing with their students some aspects of control over their learning and giving them more
responsibility for the class, as well as listening and helping their students find connections,
these teachers are in the process of becoming multicultural even if they sometimes have very
limited understanding of the diverse backgrounds of their students. They learn from and
with their students. They ask critical questions. They question their colleagues'
assumptions and judgments of the abilities of their students. They look for ways to make
learning more fun. Their examples can serve as models for other teachers who want to
become more multicultural in their pedagogy.
Finding #4b School leadership can encourage multicultural education through the
engagement of teachers working collaborativelv on curriculum development, school reform.
restructuring efforts to better facilitate student learning
Within schools, the culture, environment, tone set by administrators, support of the
school committee, collegial relations among faculty and staff, and input of parents all
combine to either nurture or stifle teachers in their process of becoming multicultural. In
general, a lack of consensus about multicultural education or an institutional taboo about
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discussion of its ramifications in the total school environment means that it becomes
individually interpreted, mis-interpreted, glossed over or totally ignored within each school
staff (Grant & Sleeter, 1986). This limits its effectiveness because students are not exposed
to similar and consistent principles throughout their educational career. However, as the
individual examples of teachers in this study illustrates, the occasional teacher who
empowers and inspires one’s students still makes a big difference in the individual lives and
self-concepts of students.
Encouraging Discussion. Collegial learning about Multicultural Pedagogy. None of
the teachers in this study, with the exception of Joy, had taken a particular professional
course in multicultural education. Few mentioned ever having discussed these issues with
colleagues. Guy, in fact, apologized for his uncertainty by saying:
I’m just talking out loud.No one's asked me this before. I haven't read anything on
it.
Sarah and Carly both saw the need for greater discussion among staff members in
order to move towards some sort of consensus that moves the lofty vision into more
concrete implementation in their schools. When asked about the possibility of getting
together with other participants to discuss the ideas raised in this study, most thought it
would be an excellent idea. Only one expressed the feeling that she would probably not
participate, or if she attended, would say little. Cindy, as a relative newcomer in the
teaching profession, welcomed such a meeting, saying:
Getting together and networking is a wonderful idea... because having other people talk
about teaching strategies ...hasn't been in my background experience until this year.
...Not only is that valuable to improve my personal teaching, but also being able to talk
to people about whether... you have the same issues, politically, within the system?...
Because the school, ...the school system is a community. Having some uniformity and
harmony, or ...discussion with other people ...on what populations are not being
effectively taught, or involved, would be an eye-opening experience.
Sprinkled throughout the interview data were comments, critiques and suggestions
for how these teachers would re-structure their workplace if they had the power. Those
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ideas which directly affect the monocultural vs. multicultural environment that students
encounter in schools are summarized below, usually including an explanation by one or
more teachers who believed this was an important issue.
De-Tracking; Cooperative Heterogeneous Grouping. Cindy noted that one of the
institutional factors which undermines a teacher's commitment to implement a multicultural
curriculum are systems of tracking that mask other sorts of inequities in the larger social
system. Wheelock (1992) details the problems and describes some of the negative
characteristics of tracking. One is the lowering of expectations among teachers of lowertracked students. The middle school, as well as the elementary schools have tried to
eliminate ability grouping. Cindy reports:
I teach two kinds of classes. One of my classes is kids who are probably on an upper...
economic income. The other four are low income.... I think (often), the Low Phase
classes are kids with low self-esteem. If you can build that self-esteem, you can do
incredible things with them.
Making Student Activities Responsive to Diverse Needs and Interests. Bob and
Cindy are the teachers most involved in working with non-traditional students who find
themselves outside the traditional school cliques and activities. Bob helped developed the
Diversity Leadership Group which met twice a month and included students from different
ethnic, racial and social groups. One activity per month was recreational with a goal of
developing social relationships and leadership skills that cross traditional group divisions.
The other meeting per month dealt with career planning, or racism awareness or gender
equity topics and sought to get the students involved in acting on their criticisms and
suggestions for improvement of school climate for all students. Cindy was a member of the
school climate committee and likewise was involved in helping the school change to fit the
differing needs of the student population in Clear Springs. Bob says:
I’m working out of a student- generated group ...which is ...trying to develop tolerance
(for different tastes, dress, attitudes) within this school community. ...They ...call (it)
Teens Against Prejudice,... a mixed group of White and ...Black kids. ...They’re
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concerned about where they stand ...and how they’re treated... to bring some awareness
...(that) these people exist.
Flexible Scheduling. Breaking Up the 45 Minute Period. Cindy is the most
involved of these teachers in trying to rework the schedule to have more flexibility. Connie
and Bob dislike the schedule, but Cindy actually has submitted proposals to change it
While not yet successful, she has begun a dialog among teachers and administrators on the
advantages and disadvantages for different constituencies of the present schedule:
Basically alternative scheduling is a key to allowing anybody to do anything. ...Then
the staff... would have ...this two hour block of time and start looking at the class
differently. Rather than "we're gonna do slopes", a short idea, we start looking at the
introduction, what it is your goals are, ...and the concluding things....You'd have to
(have activities). It would have to be interesting. Then the kids get invested in your
particular subject. People say, "My God. I'd have to prepare for two hours or three?!"
I'd say, "Imagine, having the time. And then the next day don't meet. Or meet two or
three days in a row and then don't meet ...You can work it out So that if you need
four hours a week, then maybe meet twice a week for two hours....Quality time. "
Teaching Mediation and Conflict Resolution Skills. Mediation has brought a
dimension of empowerment into the disciplinary system. Training in mediation appears to
give teachers important skills in listening, counseling and creative conflict resolution. It
changes the dynamic in discipline from threats and punishments and loss of privilege to
talking over what the issues and different reasons are for each interpersonal conflict At
least six of the teachers mention having been trained in mediation and three, Diane, Connie
and Kathleen, have set up and supervised the mediation programs at their schools. Joy was
to take over from Diane this year coordinating the mediators at her school. These teachers
mention problems such as institutional support, time and resources for the person who
trains and supervises the student mediators, problems, particularly at the secondary level, of
mediating classroom disciplinary issues with teachers, and the issue of which students get
trained as mediators for what reasons and how that decision affects which students choose
mediation. This leads directly to the next finding.
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Finding #4c Bv playing a variety of roles throughout one's professional careers, teachers
acquire new insights into the unmet needs of students, as well as new wavs bureaucracies
can thwart or creatively address those needs
The data unexpectedly documented teachers who had followed a zigzag path to full
time classroom responsibilities, with frequent layoffs, and interim positions as reading
teachers or substitutes. There was also a great deal of evidence of extracurricular
involvement which develop leadership in a variety of roles from curriculum trainer to
advisor or outside the classroom as union negotiator or school committee member. The
insights teachers spoke of related to these assignments revealed that such opportunities
broaden and deepen a teacher's sense of the larger systems, networks and players that affect
workplace conditions and the quality of education. Confronting the fiscal and institutional
barriers that surround education was often frustrating but equally empowering to the
teachers and importantly gave them a more authoritative voice in working to improve
education within their workplace. Here are some of the roles teachers mentioned:
Teacher Collaboration for K-12 Curriculum Development. The curriculum
development process, a five year overhaul of each subject matter with the goal of developing
K-12 standards to unify and energize the program which children receive throughout the
district, has involved numerous teachers in the district in a variety of ways. Kathleen is the
overall chair of the program and finds it an outlet for her tremendous energy and organizing
power as well as her commitment to both children and teachers to have the best curriculum
possible. She also stepped confidently into a position as acting principal when her principal
was hospitalized in the spring. Carly and Sarah, initially, and now Joy have been trained as
DASH trainers and have been involved at training their grade level colleagues across the
district. Guy is on the Social Studies curriculum committee which is developing its
hallmarks of excellence and looking for programs to pilot. Meryl has set up the integrated
pre-kindergarten program and has been involved in the hiring of new teachers as well as the
writing of a successful Early Childhood grant that supplies the funding for her innovative
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program. Bob was responsible for bringing in professional development programs for
Clear Springs secondary school teachers on cooperative learning and other new
methodologies working at breaking down the traditional 'chalk and talk' and teacher
preference for homogeneous grouping still maintained by some of the faculty. Cindy is an
active member of the school climate committee and is trying to start an outdoor club
involving non-traditional students hoping to break down the cliques that divide the school
along lines of athletics, class and popularity. Joy continues to work as a negotiator for the
union.
Diane had some political involvement as a member of her community's school
board, an experience that broadened her understanding of the fiscal restraints on education
but also created greater frustration with the decision making process that controls resources
to the schools:
A very important factor for me has been serving on ...the School Committee where my
children go to school. ...How everything works, and how everything interacts.... I
really feel that we work so hard, ...put so much energy into what we do and there’s not
a soul down in Boston or in Washington that really has any idea. They pass legislation,
these mandates, write these reports (and) have no idea of what it's like to be in a
classroom. ...From where I sit, it's teachers who really know what's going on and
nobody really listens to them.
Aspects of school culture and teacher interaction within the power struggle over
curriculum, finance, salaries, benefits, school organization as well as the respect and powersharing accorded to teachers around issues that affect their professional interests are all
factors which have generally contributed to these teachers from becoming more multicultural
by providing an opportunity to look at their profession from the vantage of different
constituencies and perspectives.
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Finding #4d Higher education courses related to diversity mav provide greater relevance
than pre-service coursework because the work is constructed in partnership with teachers on
perceived needs related to iob satisfaction
Graduate school provides more exposure to and strategies for diversity for many
teachers (Olsen & Mullen, 1991). Meryl, for instance, was guided towards a well-known
urban center for teacher education precisely because of its revolutionary (for the early
seventies) multicultural curriculum. Her disappointment came with the gap between
philosophy and class due to the predominantly upper-class, private student teaching practice
sites.
(Graduate School) was this incredible, wonderful educational experience, exciting in
every way. But the one disappointment was that they placed their student teachers and
interns in very wealthy private schools in New York City in order to have this quality
educational experience with the resources and materials that you might need to really
carry out their program the way that they would like.
Joy's initial undergraduate experience and student teaching experience was unhappy
and frustrating and ended with her decision to drop out of college. Almost twenty years
later, the courses she took as a returning student to an innovative University Without Walls
program developed especially for adults returning to college, as well as her subsequent
graduate school experience of a private urban college were both positively multicultural in
their approach. It is significant that these courses took place in the mid and late eighties, a
factor that implies that teacher preparation for cultural diversity is definitely improving.
Unfortunately, there remains a great disparity among programs of multicultural education in
different teacher education institutions. Joy remembers not wanting to take this required
course and was surprised when the professor helped her connect the concept to her own
experience, something I think is of critical importance to engage members of the dominant
culture:
We had this multicultural class and I thought, "It's a bunch of White women. We teach
in a White school. ...The majority of the people in Clear Springs (are) White, ...the
(town where I live), the town that I lived in in Tennessee. But this woman ...wanted us
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to broaden our scope. ...When (my family) moved to Delaware,... we were away from
New England and ...from our culture. So this woman got us to reflect on that. "Was
there ever a time when you felt out of your culture? And you felt different?" ...Make
people understand what it is to be different, how it can be good and how it can be bad.
There are a lot of cultures that you are part of. I'm a woman.... a New Englander...
Scottish... from a family of women... from a family of scientists...an artist. ...That
was what the woman tried to let us see.
Cindy, who raved about the Critical Skills training she received as part of a Masters
in Environmental Studies admitted that her attempts to bring it into her class are limited by
time as well as student expectations. So that has focused her energies on educating
colleagues about the need for more flexibility in the daily schedule.
Lack of Personal Connection with Multicultural Education
Finding #5 In the absence of personally powerful multicultural experiences, information on
cultural diversity impacts less effectively on teaching behavior. One's understanding of
multicultural education i&, likely totemprs

superficial

If a teacher has had few or no journeys outside the landscape of the dominant
culture, no richly challenging cross-cultural experiences, intercultural relationships, no
practice in standing up against inequities in their personal education and life, if they've had
little exposure to pedagogies that empower themselves and their students, then much of the
information about cultural and linguistic diversity taught as part of a multicultural education
curriculum will be heard but not incorporated into one's personal belief system. Since there
are so many possible factors, I hesitate to claim too much here. But it is an area that
demands further research and attention.
For example, there are a few teachers in this study who have neither traveled nor
had much occasion to rebel in their young adulthood. Kathleen describes herself as being
very happy and fulfilled in her family since childhood, actively deciding to teach, satisfied
with her college experience. She continues to love teaching and takes on administrative and
professional training responsibilities with enthusiasm. In describing her approach to
interpersonal multicultural issues, she describes teaching children how to ask personal
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questions that they may be curious about while doing so without hurting another child's
feelings. When asked to describe curriculum which is multicultural, she notes units on
Africa with related African American literature themes:
Last year I had done Black History month in February and Women's History month
...in March. We read two Harriet Tubman books, and made some comparing and
some contrasting. ... We read Amos Fortune: Free Man. Nettie's Trip South, so
they've had some books that deal with racial prejudice. I don't think we should ignore
it. Yet I don't think it's up to us to as educators go out on a line and be blatantly pro or
con. It's to lead a discussion, to facilitate, to express our personal opinion, but be full
aware that the weight of our opinion impacts more than we may want to impact on
children.
Her description of wonderfully creative units on explorers, birds, wind and colonial
America provide children with numerous hands-on learning opportunities and with
enriching activities that appeal to different learning styles. Children learn to plan, present
and critique their own work. Still Kathleen's understanding of multicultural education is
related primarily to literature from different racial settings that she has her students read and
this attitude reflects the primary way multicultural literature is marketed to teachers today..
Carly loves to travel and she feels comfortable around children and parents of all
cultural backgrounds; she accepted diversity as a given in the university town where she
grew up, but never really was particularly aware of people who were oppressed because of
their race, color or language. Her reservations about multicultural education reflect a
common interpretation, some would argue misinterpretation, of the concept Her
explanation also seems to indicate a fear that majority children's needs will be ignored if
minority children are the primary focus of education that is multicultural, one that she views
as a kind of pull-out program for special needs:
I really feel that as teachers we're here to educate all of the kids. It really shouldn’t
matter what their skin color is or what their ethnic background is. They have so many
things to offer in a classroom. I don't really think that they should be made to not value
or to not share those things in the regular ed classroom. If we say multicultural
education, ...it's a huge scope, but we're here for all of the kids. Some people hear
multicultural education and they have this notion of separating out children who are not
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White and English speaking. I think it comes from society in general. As we move
towards the year 2000, the Whites are becoming the minorities and people are really
going to have to broaden their understanding, getting along with other people and just
working to resolve some of these issues that have permeated our society for so long,
...deal with these oppressive issues. White people can be oppressed as well as Black
people.... Kids from poor socio-economic backgrounds are oppressed as opposed to
kids from more affluent means; ...My hope (is) that we would be able to address all of
the needs of all kids.
Captured in Carly's concerns are some excellent goals for multicultural education,
but framed perhaps in the dominant culture’s perspective of the fear of loss of White
people's power as they themselves move into a minority population status. When Carly
travels to other cultures, she and her husband stay in resorts that provide a kind of cushion
between them and the local people. She observes people, especially children, in other
countries, but her lack of language facility and preference for tourism and recreation rather
than cultural exploration limit her ability to implement a critical pedagogy or understand
multicultural education from a social reconstructionist perspective.
Guy has also had some opportunities to travel and experience diversity, but also
feels comfortable accepting American social norms. He reflects on his uncertainty with the
point of multicultural education:
I don't really do a lot,... if I have Hispanics in my class (so) my non-Hispanic students
will understand what it means to be Hispanic in America at the end of the year. Or what
it means to be Black in America. I don't do that. I don't know if I can do that I don't
know how to do it. It's a very sensitive thing.
He continues to muse about the ramifications of teaching about the experience of
immigrant and racial groups in America. In this comment, he connects his concept of
multicultural education with the melting pot metaphor and the 'food, flags and festivals' or
'holidays and heroes' or 'dance, dress, and dates' interpretations:
I like the E Pluribus Union. I like the Unum. I like the Pluribus....An emphasis on all
of the differences (may be) healthy to know,... fun to know, (but what about all the)
...Polish kids (who) have been lost. Get no attention at all....Third generation maybe,
fourth. ... It's probably the largest group I have and it would be fun to have some kind
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of a Polish festival....Food and traditional dress. But fourth generation isn't into it. Or
the third isn't....Maybe Hispanics are going to hang on to it. But you see that
membership is down at these Polish clubs. They had to close their picnic ground.
...The older generation is dying out, so I'm not quite sure what this whole move is.
...(In) our own community, if we have Russian kids coming in, maybe we should
educate the other kids that they are different
He also connects his life experience by observing his own and other ethnic group's
assimilation patterns and tries to decide if efforts to be sensitive to language and culture are
in the long run very significant. Sleeter (1994) points out that for many assimilated
European Americans, culture has been most closely associated with a vague folklore that
includes a few special recipes that have been passed down from grandparents, attendance at
an occasional festival associated with an ancestral heritage and a sense that culture is largely
an irrelevant adornment to modem life.
For teachers whose personal experience with actual people from diverse
backgrounds is limited or non-existent, multicultural education is a term whose goals,
implications and political contexts can confuse or trouble them. They may have been
exposed to the term through a workshop on whole language which featured multicultural
literature. They will utilize the materials enthusiastically but uncritically because they have
no basis to judge if the stories depict the cultures accurately or fairly (Nieto, 1993).
Ultimately, uncertainties or fears about one's lack of knowledge of different cultures can
cause teachers to avoid rather than engage in active exploration of issues related to class,
race, gender or language. It is more comfortable to assume that the best thing is to cover the
mainstream curriculum in an equitable fashion, teaching all children in a similar manner.
That does not mean that these participants are not good teachers. Kathleen, Carly
and Guy are creative and gifted teachers. Moreover, none of the ten participants was totally
prepared to engage students in education that is multicultural in the ways described by
advocates (see Chapter 2). But advocates also describe the process of creating such a
curriculum, a philosophy and a school environment as a kind of journey (O'Grady, 1991).
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To prepare teachers to prepare their students for culturally diverse communities, to teach a
multicultural education which is social reconstructionist (Grant & Sleeter, 1987), a nontraditional paradigm, a different sort of learning process seems to be called for. White,
middle class teachers cannot be expected to understand multicultural approaches, based
solely on the availability of so-called multicultural materials. Most need the security of
interesting and culturally appropriate materials to guide them through issues and material that
seem scary to deal with in a classroom or tangential to the primary curricular goals; they
may abandon such efforts if there is any negative student, collegial or community feedback
(see Kalantzis and Cope, 1981 in Chapter 2, p. 29 for a description of Social Literacy
materials.). Many of these teachers, by connecting multicultural education primarily to
issues affecting students of color whose reality they may have little contact with, would
probably view multicultural lessons as extraneous to the central curriculum and irrelevant to
the majority of dominant culture students in the class or school. Such attitudes are common
and they present the central challenge to the implementation of a school reform movement
based on education which is multicultural. None of these teachers from the dominant
White, middle class culture are fully comfortable with or competent to construct a
multicultural learning environment for all children to learn about the worlds they share and
inhabit. But those who have had powerful experiences with economic, ethnic, racial,
gender, religious differences, which have in effect placed them outside the mainstream
power-brokers, are more able to connect their personally -grounded affective understanding
with the relevant cognitive knowledge in order to value and pursue the process of becoming
multicultural.
Chapter Summary
Teachers' openness and professional growth related to issues of multicultural
education and diversity are most dramatically created by their own personal experiences
learning and living in other cultures. Their ability to create a more critical pedagogy of
standing up personally and/or getting their students to actively examine and try to change
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their environment for the betterment of all begins with personal experience and success in
having stood up for values and beliefs in their own lives.
Without those personal experiences, teachers may still become more multicultural
through the opportunities created, required and nurtured in one's own school and district, to
become involved in improving local policies and programs. Teachers who work in isolation
with no outlet for their frustration, who are silenced or discouraged by large class sizes,
layoffs or bureaucratic decisions which leave them out of the loop, who are content to put in
their time and then go home to other interests, are not engaged in the process of becoming
multicultural. The people who have the power to create and control the environments where
teachers work must understand the benefits of having teachers engaged and empowered in
the process of becoming multicultural. School reform that builds on the skills and the
energy within educational institutions is much more thorough, pervasive and effective than
that which is imposed from state or federal or local authorities.
There was little in this research that shows that one-shot in-service workshops on
diversity issues have had much effect on these teachers' beliefs and practices. Chapter 6
includes recommendations for multicultural educators based on implications from the
findings of this study. Teacher input from this study is included. I have summarized a
variety of responses to the question I put to these participants about how they themselves
would train their own colleagues or want to be trained to better educate the diverse students
they have or soon may have in their classes. Their ideas may provide helpful insight for
teacher educators.
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CHAPTER 6

•

IMPLICATIONS FOR MULTICULTURAL TEACHER
EDUCATION
In this final chapter, I will focus on implications from this study for multicultural
teacher training with regard to the challenges of preparing teachers from dominant middleclass European American backgrounds to teach culturally diverse students. I want to begin
by sharing the Story of the Sunglasses, a parable used in cross cultural training exercises to
prepare people for intercultural study programs.
The Story of the Sunglasses
Once upon a time, there was a land in which everyone looked more or less as humans
today do, with one important difference. Everyone was bom wearing sunglasses and
they never removed them during their lifetimes. The only variation among the people
was the color of the lenses of their sunglasses. Most people spent their life among
people whose sunglasses were just like their own, but there was an adventurous group
of people who decided to take a trip to visit the people with the blue sunglasses. They
themselves wore yellow sunglasses. The trip was arranged and the visitors were thrilled
with the new places they saw and people they met. However, the "natives" seemed to
look on the same things differently somehow. One yellow sunglass person suggested
they try to obtain some blue sunglasses and then they would see the world as the
"natives" did. Everyone agreed that would be a good idea, so the sunglasses were
found and they put them on over their yellow sunglasses. They now were sure that they
were seeing and understanding the new land and people as they really were! What they
didn’t realize was that now everything did not look yellow, but instead looked green!13
The purpose of this story is to point out to people trying to understand a new culture
that they never really fully are able to see things as others do because their sunglasses
represent the filters of one's own mind, acquired and developed since birth, which help each
of us see and interpret the world and the people we observe and encounter. A cultural
immersion experience can help people begin to notice their own sunglasses, to be aware that
there are filters which help them interpret events in a certain way that is not universally the

13I learned this parable while preparing to be a trainer for Youth for Understanding students during
orientation weekends they attended prior to travel abroad. I do not know the author.
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way all people interpret the same things. While participants are living in a new culture or
reflecting on past immersion experiences, multicultural educators can encourage them to try
to glimpse how the “natives” see and interpret life around them by asking and listening nonjudgmentally with open minds. It is such experiences that lead to the "watershed" events
referred to by Meryl or the life-changing ones that Kennedy (1991) mentions (see page 31).
This chapter builds a case for creating more such opportunities for pre-service and
in-service teachers not only to prevent professional burn-out (Olsen & Mullen, 1991), but in
order to change the paradigm of teacher preparation for cultural diversity. We need to create
a paradigm that recognizes that multicultural perspectives are not easy to acquire, but are
nonetheless essential to developing the dual vision and multiple frameworks which teachers,
especially those raised in the dominant culture, need in order to teach children who interpret
the world through different, but equally valid symbols, languages, beliefs and values.
To assume that classroom teachers can help everyone reach their academic potential
through the use of one dominant teaching/leaming style, more rigorous national tests and
assessments, ‘chalk and talk' presentations, or one national language is no longer
defensible. The results of such monocultural practices continue to produce legions of
student dropouts and failures at great economic and social loss to our country and world.
Likewise, to assume that teachers can critically examine the culture they were educated in
while it surrounds and insulates them is like asking a fish to analyze the water in which they
swim. Only when placed in different cultural environments can people understand that
humans develop different but also valid responses to basic human needs for love, shelter,
communication, order, spirituality and education. More importantly, they will have first¬
hand knowledge of the tendency of the human being to perceive the world within the
framework their culture has constructed; to become aware of these 'sunglasses' takes the
power of experiential learning combined with support and reflection.
This chapter begins with a summary of learning from this study and then presents a
section on ideas for in-service support and training for teachers that has been offered by
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participants in this study. Their ideas came in response to the question: "If you were
planning a program to help your colleagues learn more about multicultural education, or if
you were going to get further training in multicultural education, what kind of program
would best address your needs?" I asked them to base their ideas on what they have liked or
not liked about the way in-service programs have been presented to them in the past. I
wanted to call on their own extensive knowledge of education, having been on both the
giving and the receiving end of instruction. I shared with them the frustration I sometimes
felt of presenting a workshop knowing that teachers had had no say in designing something
that would meet their needs and expectations. I must also add the caveat that while these
participants are fine teachers, they are not experts in multicultural education. Most in fact
are just becoming intrigued and interested in this dimension of teaching. So their ideas are
coming from the understandings they each held in the spring of 1993, when the question
was asked them during the third interview. Yet it is important to take their perspective into
consideration. Because teaching is such a subjective profession, trainers cannot succeed in
making teachers from the dominant culture feel confident with multicultural pedagogy
through constant critique. People will turn off and avoid new ideas and behaviors if their
motivation is primarily negative. We must both provide them with multicultural approaches
which affirm them as individuals with cultures and empower them to grow and become
more knowledgeable about and effective with diverse students and cultures.
The third and final part of this chapter addresses what I have learned from this study
as well as suggested areas for further research. Because this was an open-ended study that
sought to raise questions and directions for further research, this section is important in the
process as well.
General Conclusions
It appears from the data in this study that experiential learning, both that which is
elected and informal and that which is organized, supported and/or reflected upon as part of
a teacher education program in an institution of higher education, may be able to provide a
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concentrated and effective introduction to understanding cultural diversity in a way that
impacts on a young adult affectively as well as cognitively. At the same time, such
powerful immersions in the life of a different cultural community in a place overseas or
within the United States provide the opportunity to experience a) culture shock, which in the
interpretation of Adler (1975), far from being a disagreeable experience to avoid, is an
indispensably important element in helping a person see events through a different frame of
reference (see Appendix D); b) relationships with someone from a possibly unknown or
misunderstood cultural group with the potential for transforming one's previous thinking
and understanding regarding that group; and c) the exhilaration of the "watershed event" that
positively changes one's life direction and moves one to search out greater risks and
adventures to continue the cycle of personal growth that is the heart of the process of
becoming multicultural.
This study also demonstrated that some people never have those kinds of eye¬
opening experiences that help them relate to people from different cultural backgrounds.
Many people from White, middle class backgrounds who enter teaching, statistics tell us
(see page 1) attend colleges with people similar to themselves and return to marry, settle
down and work in communities very much like the ones they grew up in. As these
communities experience growing diversity, it is important for multicultural teacher educators
and school administrators to realize the necessity of training strategies that help these
teachers become aware of their cultural "sunglasses" (see page 212). The teachers in this
study have spoken of the importance of training in mediation that has helped them learn to
listen to children and help them find communality in resolving conflicts; in hands-on and
learner-centered methodologies such as process writing, discovery-based science,
simulations, role play and individually chosen projects in social studies, whole language
reading, and social skills all of which help teachers facilitate, coach, listen, model and
support students' learning in a variety of modes more than talk, lecture, evaluate on the
basis of teacher-centered criteria or chronological norms. This training must be encouraged
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and supported throughout a teacher’s professional development In addition, these teachers
had obviously benefited from developing leadership skills through participation with
district-level curriculum reform done primarily by teacher workgroups. When
administrators provide teachers with the opportunity to network, to analyze what is good
and bad and what needs more coordination or redesign, they respond with creativity and
renewed vitality. When administrators seem not to recognize the good work individual
teachers are making, or expect them to do the same high quality job with more children and
fewer material resources, teachers get discouraged and consider other more fulfilling
careers.
From this study, my initial feeling about the inadequacy of infrequent doses of inservice on multicultural education was confirmed. Few teachers recalled anything of
significance they had learned in previous exposures to such topics. They were generally
made aware of the need for new approaches to diversity only when the population in their
own classrooms made their previously successful techniques ineffective. There was little
awareness on the part of any of these teachers that all children need to have a multicultural
education in order to live in today and tomorrow’s complex and inter-connected global
society.
Finally, this study calls attention to the fact that schools themselves, and specifically
the administrators of institutions, have a role to play in the process of their teachers and staff
becoming multicultural. Much can and should be done to reexamine monocultural policies
and characteristics of the school environment from hiring practices and schedules, to
grouping and assessment, from cafeteria meals to sports and activities, from discipline to
student and teacher empowerment that all communicate the relative mono or multicultural
ethos of a school or district. Whether personal or institutional, multicultural education is
truly a process that changes the people and the environment as it proceeds. It is a process
each of us engages in throughout our lifetimes if we hope to continue to grow as
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multicultural persons able to provide a multicultural education few the next generation of this
nation and our world.
Clearly, teachers from the dominant culture of the United States (EuropeanAmerican, male or female, Christian, heterosexual, middle-class, monolingual Englishspeaking) have difficulty with some of the more critical aspects of multicultural education as
interpreted by advocates mentioned in Chapter 2. The central critique of monocultural
classrooms is that children, of color, of the poor, whose language is other than English,
and, to a lesser degree, whose learning styles are non-traditional, are not finding academic
success in America's classrooms. The children most at risk of succeeding in classrooms
which are quiet, monochronic, fragmented, individualized and competitive are also the most
often liable to become involved in the disciplinary system or to drop out of school before
graduation. Thus it is an important element in school and social reform.
As the population becomes more diverse, educators and researchers are searching
for ways to help teachers learn to teach students who are different from those in which they
themselves learned and in general succeeded. People who have experienced oppression or
have fought against others' low expectations are more able to see and articulate the reasons
why they could not or did not want to learn. Those who have succeeded in such a system
find it harder to critique it Students know what they like about school and can articulate
why some teachers have helped them succeed (Poplin & Weeres, 1992; Ryan, 1987; Abi
Nader, 1991; Grant & Sleeter. 1986; Nieto, 1992a; Zanger, 1992). Their reasons generally
include affective dimensions of teachers who cared, listened, pushed them to greater levels
of achievement than even they thought themselves capable of. So, encouraging teachers to
understand the role of empathy as a skill which helps in the process of becoming
multicultural is important
The challenge to teacher educators is to figure out ways to deliver this capacity to see
and reflect on the world through multicultural lenses, allowing a person to step back from
her first basic instinct and suspend judgment until further information can be obtained to
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explain someone's seemingly inexplicable behavior. Researchers have examined how a lack
of multicultural preparation can impact negatively on teachers and their students because of
unresolved expectations and prejudices (see the study by Williams-Dixon, & Martin. 1992
on pre-service education students using the Bogardus Scale of Social Distance). Research
also indicates that the best-intentioned course or in-service aimed at delivering this
information primarily through cognitive channels - lectures, readings, movies- succeeds
partially at best (Kennedy, 1992; Brown, 1992). The affective dimension so critical to
internalizing this perspective can best be engaged experientially (Gibbons & Hopkins, 1985;
Barrett, 1993). Such an experiential challenge feels to the participant like a watershed event,
a change in perspective that suddenly brings other mysteries into focus and gives one a new,
more critical understanding what has always been accepted as universal or normal
(Kennedy, 1991; Brennan, 1992; Wight, 1988b). The hard questions involve the right of
multicultural teacher educators to require such measures; as a result, many excellent
opportunities are offered as electives or choices and are limited to those students who
already have a sense of adventure or a willingness to try something new and perhaps risky.
Many students who are comfortable in their own monocultural surroundings will avoid the
types of experiential learning encounters that have the greatest potential for developing
multicultural perspectives.
Some professors who are gifted in creating a safe environment where students can
discuss differences and feelings related to racism, classism or prejudice do help students to
greater awareness of their own culture and reactions to others (Tatum, 1992; Abell, 1992;
Zuniga & Naga, 1993; Trueba, 1989; Dillard, 1994) but these educators emphasize that one
cannot assure personal change after only a term or semester. The structure of their classes
provides a group experience of readings, reflection, and activities that may help individuals
attain more self-awareness and understanding. Two teachers in the study, Joy and Diane,
mentioned learning about multicultural perspectives through a course/discussion format.
Diane's education courses focused on diversity in children's literature. Multicultural
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children’s literature is increasingly available, but there are still limits and this should not be
the sole source of learning about other cultural perspectives. Joy's seminar began with
connecting the reality of cultural differences within each teacher. This is a valuable,
necessary and powerful place to begin, but alone it will not create a sense of confidence in
one's ability to develop multicultural relationships or challenge one's previous interpretation
of the dominant culture's values and institutions.
Today, required cultural immersion experiences are rare for teacher candidates and
if offered by their university, are still often unrelated to the professional track of teacher
education (Mungo, 1985; Mahan, & Stachowski, 1988). Instead, most intercultural
learning experiences are voluntary and fall outside the required sequences of professional
credits that lead to certification. Most are expensive, limiting them to students with the
necessary financial resources. Instead of being viewed as essential to the development of
effective teachers in a diverse society, they are seen as luxuries. Programs should be
encouraged and replicated which manage to combine cognitive learning about diverse
cultures with the development of personal relationships that address the need for
experiential, affective learning. Instead of offering a few students the experience of student
teaching in a different cultural and/or linguistic setting, this type of opportunity should be
required or strongly encouraged by teacher education institutions and the education faculty
should provide preparation, support, feedback and reflection to ensure maximum learning
from such an event (Cooper, 1992).
In the case of Meryl, she began her journey with a college-organized, off-campus
program designed to place students in urban neighborhoods where they could live among,
work with and learn from different people than they would meet on their college campus.
But she recalls little support or counseling from the college advisors. Indeed, her
encounters with the urban poor thrust her into a setting she had never imagined and left her
feeling powerless to improve the inequities she had observed. Her idealism led her to drop
out of college, and then transfer to a university in an urban center. Connie, Sarah, Carly,
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Guy, Bob as well as Diane, Joy and Meryl all had cross cultural experiences outside of
formally organized educational programs. Ironically, it is often dissatisfaction with college
that leads to a person taking a risk, an adventure, or in the case of the men, a military tour,
as a refreshing antidote to or a maturing break from the expectations of college life.
Higher education should see such breaks in routine as opportunities for concentrated
doses of greater learning about self and others that in fact are best done off campus in small
supportive groups. If the individual student undertakes a cultural immersion program in a
different region or overseas, the college should create a structure and setting for the person
to put the experience in perspective, to reflect and understand the experiential learning in
order not only to award credit but to frame it as legitimate and significant education. Joy
had that experience when she entered a special program designed for adults reentering the
university. In order to get credit for life experiences.
You had to do case studies.... I wrote two different case studies. One was the class in
Tennessee. There was a boy in that class who didn’t know how to read but he had all
these clues down so that he pretended he knew how to read. He had been fooling
people for years and so how I worked with him to first to determine that he didn't know
how to read and then to help him learn how to read. ...The other case study I did ...was
how to teach crafts to two different age levels.... I did the Gifted and Talented
Program. So you... take something you had actually done and write it up.... So I got
15 credits for that paper! It was a 30 page paper.
Multicultural education concepts are, for all practical purposes, often learned
primarily through an individual's informally acquired, personal experiences and
relationships, as well as through elective graduate course work, possible teaching
experience in diverse classrooms, or in-service professional development opportunities.
There are advantages and limitations of each, but in the process of becoming multicultural,
each builds on the other.
The quality of the graduate course work opportunity depends on the multicultural
perspective of the faculty member teaching the course as well as that of the university or
teacher education institution where the person is enrolled (Brown, 1992). The diversity

among the faculty, the geographic location of the institution, local and state mandates and
the emphasis of one of several multicultural definitions all affect the understanding of
multicultural education a teacher receives (Howard, 1993; Grant & Sleeter, 1989).
Learning from the diversity of one’s students while on the job can increase
previously-held stereotypes and prejudices. It can lead to career moves or re-locations.
Conversely, it can move a teacher to feel the need to leam new skills (Olsen & Mullen,
1991) or experiment with different pedagogies in the hopes of reaching students who are not
learning under the present circumstances (Poplin & Weeres, 1992). The development and
nurturing of reflective teachers who are able to leam from the children in one's classroom is
a promising direction for higher education relationships with teachers (Milk, Mercado and
Sapiens, 1992; Freeman, 1991; Solsken, 1993). Such professional nurturing is personal
and long-term, making it both more expensive as well as more effective as an option but it
has a ripple effect as the energizing and renewal of a few teachers affects colleagues
exponentially. Nieto's emphasis on the collaborative process of changing not only teachers
and classrooms but schools, policies and funding decisions also makes the point that each
step away from monocultural education is to be encouraged (Nieto, 1992a). Such changes
do not happen overnight, but neither can we be satisfied with our efforts until we have
created an inclusive, supportive, challenging environment for all students to become
successful.
Finally, in-service training seems in most cases to be too sporadic, brief or out-of¬
context to stimulate an effective change process. The process of becoming multicultural
needs to be nurtured over long rather than short periods of time (Faille, 1987; Khoury,
1989; Sleeter, 1992; Miranda, Scott, Forsythe, Spratley, & Conard, 1992). It needs to
include teacher dialogue and reflection during the process, so that new learning and
problem-solving based on the realities a teacher is experiencing in the classroom becomes
part of the course (McDiarmid, 1991; Freeman, 1991; Solsken, 1993). It also needs to
include teachers in the needs assessment, planning, and control of focus, whether through
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teacher participatory research of their own classrooms (Gitlin, et. al., 1992) or as mentoring
and collegial support among individual school staff (Poplin & Weeres, 1992).
Teacher Recommendations
"We" arc a part of the curriculum of any teacher education. Our personal histories and
culture guide the political, cultural, social and pedagogical decisions which we make as
teachers. The extent to which we educate teachers and ourselves to authentically build
relationships with content, people and strategy which is multiple and multicultural in
nature is the extent to which these teachers will appropriately- and lovingly- educate our
nation's children (Dillard, 1994, p. 22).
As part of this study, I asked teachers how they thought they would best learn more
about multicultural education and how they would organize sharing what they had learned
for their colleagues' benefit Their answers amplify on what I have stated above. Kathleen
had the most clearly thought-out ideas about in-service professional training because she has
the most experience in organizing and presenting workshops for other educators. She has
done a number of presentations at regional professional workshops on whole language and
process writing, in particular. She is comfortable, interested and knowledgeable about adult
professional learning. Her first recommendation concern one's approach to teachers as well
as one's prior assessment of their particular goals and needs:
Understanding Adults as Learners. I watch adults at workshops (doing) activity
based (learning) and when you connect it to things they already know, they take (it) and
do something new. ...(Adults) are humans. They were kids once... So I find that
...successful techniques that work (with children) work with adults. You gear it up and
don't patronize them in any way. But at the same time, (they have) the same tendencies,
...personalities ...and... needs to be involved and nurtured, to be told, "That's a great
idea!... to extend their thinking. Validation is key.
A difficulty to this obvious wisdom must be considered. This study demonstrated
that many good teachers have ideas and experience with diversity, but are unsure how to
relate that to multicultural education as well as their own curriculum responsibilities. They
also feel somewhat defensive or uncertain about how to talk with colleagues who come from
different places politically, spiritually and experientially in their own construction of
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multicultural education. Beverly Daniel Tatum who has conducted many workshops for
teachers on issues related to racism (Tatum, 1992) makes these relevant observations.
Resistance is to be expected and the presenter must prepare for it by 1) creating a safe
environment where adults can express feelings, ask questions and admit biases without fear
of being laughed at, labeled or judged; 2) remembering that from childhood, people's
reactions to physical differences and skin color have been silenced, so as adults, this topic
has become taboo; 3) Participants often preface their remarks with "I'm not prejudiced,
but.." because we relate racism to terrible, ignorant people and most teachers don't want to
view themselves as part of the problem. Acknowledging that we have all been socialized in
an environment in which many benefit and some lose out because of their color, gender,
accent, age and ability is an important prerequisite to becoming part of the solution. "People
who live in smoggy cities are all smog-breathers," Tatum says (1994). Finally, it is
important to have examples of Whites who are working to end racism; people must have
hope or this new knowledge will only leave them full of despair (Tatum, 1994).
Assessing Needs and Tailoring Training to Audience. (Prior to the
workshop)...!., (ask), "What is the expectation that (my audience) has? ...What is their
understanding already? Would it be the most helpful ...for you, if I just model a lesson?
Or do they want to know how skills are taught? ...So the first thing I would do is find
out from teachers what they needed.
Sarah, for example, remembers attending a workshop on multicultural education
that didn't address her specific needs, which bolsters the point that teachers who are
unready for particular information do not hear it clearly:
I remember thinking it’s not what I need. I couldn’t put into words what I needed at
that time. ...(The presenters) were trying to give us insights into how people learn.
...It was on ESL. ...I wasn’t (interested in) understanding that part. I was working on
a more basic one.
Yet since the time of the interviews, Sarah has become more and more interested in
her second language learners. The key for her was seeing a bilingual lesson modeled and
seeing the differences in the interactions of her linguistic minority students:
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I've only just touched the surface. It's been very superficial. ... I've got a long way to
go. You've triggered off these ideas. ...I loved when you read that book in Spanish. I
thought, "Why didn't I do that in September?" Hearing how happy Rogelio was to
count and do different things....It's not enough just to let Jun bring in a dress from
home or... when they have a holiday to touch on that. It's not enough to give a weekly
comfort level. Youcan'tjusttouchonit. It's got to be more ongoing. So I think I've
learned a lot ...Maybe next year I'll have a more multicultural room.
In six months, she has changed the direction of her school's multicultural themes to
a focus on Puerto Rico, begun teaching her class and herself Spanish, attended a workshop
on Puerto Rican learning styles and instituted an older/younger student mentoring program
to help an older Spanish monolingual student adjust to an English school setting by working
in her first grade as an "aide" to her younger students, thereby affording him the opportunity
to work on language skills in a more supportive environment. Her early years of
involvement in the Montessori classroom are coming back as she remembers the modeling
and buddy reading techniques that helped children acquire English cooperatively and
holistically. The study became for Sarah a kind of intervention because as she reflected on
her answers to questions about multicultural education, she realized that there was much
more she wanted to do and learn.
In the literature on multicultural teacher education, Bennett advises measuring
students' dualism, that tendency to see the world in black and white, right and wrong. She
and her colleagues argue that different multicultural teaching strategies are needed for
students who are very dualistic, non-dualistic or moderately dualistic (Bennett, Niggle &
Stage, 1988). It would follow therefore that an in-service presenter should assess the
participants prior to teaching the course . Such assessments have their limitations in staff
development programs, however, because it would be impossible to separate and train
teachers differently who were more and less aware, more and less motivated, more and less
skilled in multicultural education. District-designed required programs can sometimes create
stereotypes by generalizing about specific cultural groups, or, for lack of time or the large
size of audience, ignore opportunities for teachers to give feedback on the congruence of the
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information they are learning in class with what they are seeing in the classroom
(McDiarmid, 1991). If offered as a volunteer opportunity, teachers may de-select
themselves on the basis of time or personal obligations, so that the course is limited to those
already most motivated or convinced. Kathleen feels this is still a good place to start
because:
When you can get a couple of key people that have some expertise then (their work)
infuses it. ...Change over time probably happens when you have intensive work with (a
few) people who then can go... get your message out.
Providing Usable Ideas. Strategies and Hands-On Resources. Kathleen's
definition of a workshop that leaves participants feeling glad that they attended is:
I don't want somebody to stand up and tell me everything that I already know for two
hours. That is not appealing. I sit there. I'm polite and I'll listen. ...A good
workshop... should be where I have something to take away to try out, to look at and
read more closely or some kind of (idea) that I can take and use in another context. ...A
new resource.
Yet the in-service, in focusing on a particular resource, has to be careful not to
emphasize in the minds of participants simplistic products like the "glitzy unit" earlier
criticized by Sarah or the ubiquitous multicultural calendar mentioned by Joy.
Making Previously-Designed Units Multicultural. Some of the teachers liked the
idea of a workshop in which teachers bring an actual unit that they planned to teach in the
near future. Information about multicultural education and the process of making lessons
more inclusive and culturally sensitive could be shared; then teachers would break up in
small cooperative groups to work on each other's lessons. The workshop leader or team
would be available for suggestions and guidance. A time at the end of the session would be
reserved for sharing results and problems. The workshop would end with an assignment to
try or a different strategy that had been discussed that day and be ready to share how it went
with the others at the next meeting. Kathleen describes it in this way:
Instead of coming up with all new units,... bring a favorite unit and (learn) how you
can make it more multicultural. That's a great idea. You have your focus. ...A format
that works best is successive weeks...imparting knowledge... Next time, (each teacher)
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comes back having tried something that you can respond to. ...If you know you're
gonna meet every two weeks, and ...you leave that meeting with something that you
need to try... "Next week I want you to report on something that went well or didn't
go well. " That's gonna make people try it ...Then... when they bring what they have
... other people say, " I did that and this is an idea I have for you."... Or "Please help.
I'm stuck." or..." This worked for me. Try it" It's that camaraderie you want to start
building, ...that dialog.
Mentoring and Individualized Support Most teachers seemed to feel that one-onone or small group mentoring by teachers with greater knowledge and experience was how
they'd like best to learn, even though it obviously isn't the most economical. Meryl
remembers positively a self-selected mentoring experience in Minnesota:
Mentoring is particularly good. ...Probably the biggest influence on my teaching has
been one other teacher that I met (and) worked with.... It was an experience that I had
when I went back for my Special Ed certificate. I interned and did another student
teaching. I heard of this teacher, went to a workshop she was giving and fought tooth
and nail to get in her room.
Diane's ideas were based on her experience working with me while I was doing an
ethnographic study in her classroom :
What would be best ...would be... a resource person as a consultant. ...That may be
the model that we should go toward because there are a lot of people who are so
uncomfortable with their own way of looking at diversity that ...they can't even
appreciate the diversity in themselves. As a result, how can they begin to appreciate the
diversity in anybody else? So as a consultant,... more groundwork could be laid on an
individual basis. (Ideally) everyone (should have) someone with expertise to come in
and work in the classroom, to be available as a resource, to gather resources, to work
with not only classroom teachers, but the whole staff.
This reflects Roberts' description of the role of outside consultant in multicultural
staff development (Roberts, et. al. 1992). As was noted in Chapter 2, his description of the
talents and skills needed by such a person to properly and sensitively assess the political
situation of the district and community, to gather resources and viewpoints from various
sectors of the faculty, administration, student and parent bodies and to facilitate
communication among them all is a complex and challenging, not to mention expensive,
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option. Diane's idea of developing such a consultant from in-house expertise has obvious
advantages, but again involves the willingness of the district to fund such mentors and give
time for observation, meeting, planning and restructuring. The participatory research
relationships established between university and teachers seem also to be promising (Poplin
& Weeres, 1992; Gitlin, et al, 1992).
Kathleen suggests creating the role of Coordinator of Staff Development:
We need...a Coordinator of Staff Development at the elementary level, that makes sure
the building principals are coordinating with each other (toward) a systemic, district
wide goal. ...We created these (teacher) task forces (which pinpointed) needs for
training, (but the task force members) don't want to do the training or don't have the
time.... All it takes is a good coordinator.
It would be interesting to see if that person could facilitate multicultural goals within
the overall role of staff development It seems clear that unlike some curriculum areas,
multicultural education has to allow teachers to develop materials that connect with their own
experience. They have to own the issue in order to put it forward well. They cannot follow
someone else's goals and activities in a way that is genuine for the children. The challenge
then is to provide teachers with experiences that will lead them to want to collaboratively
develop materials that they want to use. The idea of critical questions about culture that
were developed in the Social Literacy curriculum in Australia (Kalantzis & Cope, 1981)
seem particularly relevant to this issue.
Carly, however, who is serving on the professional development team for the
curriculum development project, learned how hard it is, even if personally well-trained and
enthusiastic, to be a trainer of teachers and deal with the negative attitudes of some
colleagues, especially when the training is mandatory:
A lot of teachers... were feeling with the curriculum renewal effort ...that they've seen
changes in the curriculum before and how long did it last? 3 or 4 years. "I'm not gonna
invest in this." ... They're ...not looking for the positive things or ways that they can
learn. ...They're just rigid. Inflexible. ...They're sending messages through their body
language.... I've done 12 ... inservices this year and people are so rude. They sit there
and talk (while) you're giving your outline for the day. ...I run them through the
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exercises and explain the philosophy that centers around the developmental childcentered activities and it's just unbelievable, ...depressing.... overwhelming ...I
started saying, "I hear what you're saying, ...but we're asking you to try one or two of
the activities between now and our next training session. We're not asking you to
implement the whole book.”
Diane echoed that sentiment when describing an in-service she had attended with
other teachers in the district. One teacher had traveled extensively, but his attitudes towards
linguistic minority students in his classes were so negative and condescending that she came
away really upset;
He was just so close minded ...about the kids that he worked with. But yet he spoke
very highly of his travels. ...It was this complete contradiction. ...Having worked with a
variety of colleagues, (I feel that) it would be very difficult to work with individuals who
are in a variety of spaces (on) different levels.
A challenge of dealing with multicultural perspectives is handling the negative
aspects of ethnocentricity. Teachers have traditionally been asked to be the conservators of
society's values, national myths and social shaping. Moving to a more critical stance is
difficult in public forums amid the conflicting generational values, patriotic beliefs and
previous experience. Some teachers may feel sympathetic but unwilling to risk a show of
support for seemingly radical changes. Others may muster political support on the staff and
in the community to block efforts for policy and curriculum changes. Widespread support
among members of the school community obviously moves this process along more
smoothly (O'Grady, 1991) but the process of becoming individually and collectively
multicultural is neither quick nor easy.
Encouraging. Rewarding Teachers who seek Relevant. Specialized Training.
Another possible route is for teachers and administrators to identify certain professional
development teacher training programs which provide skills and perspectives helpful to
developing a multicultural perspective. Some were mentioned by teachers in this study.
Mediation, social skills, cooperative learning, critical skills and developmental classroom
training have all impacted positively on these particular teachers. In some cases, teachers
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were funded and given release time during the school week to attend special sessions. In
other cases, resource people were brought to the school. Some teachers had already taken
mediation training on their own, while others responded to invitations to take after school or
summer training. Kathleen talks about her experience with mediation and how important it
was for the participants to feel that they had something to share as well as to learn:
I went to (a local) Peace Center for ...five days in a row.... It was a really challenging
and (a bit) threatening environment because usually, ...you're in control of what you're
doing. ...We were trying to learn a skill that those people... had command of. When
we realized that they ...didn't have what we had and were benefiting from the skills that
we were offering to them that we could relax! ...The role playing was tricky at first, but
after having gone through that experience, I don't find those (situations) where you're
on the spot as challenging or as frightening. It was the first experience where I really
had to get up and do something that felt like I was gonna be judged... It was a real risk
and I'm a very much a risk taker.
She goes on to describe how she has been able to transfer her experience as a learner
in this workshop to preparing her students for similar challenges.
Developing Multicultural. Learner-Centered Curriculum. I was encouraged by the
number of teachers in this study who have taken on leadership roles in curriculum
development task forces, something which has created a need to read the most up-to-date
educational research on a variety of subjects. The biggest constraint on professional
development for teachers seems to be time. Interest in this restructuring effort has brought
together a group of committed teachers who are working in new ways and across schools,
subject specializations, age and gender. Such efforts could be developed to work on a
school's commitment to creating a multicultural environment of pedagogy, curriculum and
people where differences are honored and people are not afraid to ask questions and learn
from each other in sensitive ways (O'Grady, 1991).
Modeling and Collegial Leadership to Develop Multicultural Pedagogy..Kathleen
points out a fear that many teachers have of investing themselves too quickly in a time-
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consuming venture, only to find that a new approach has attracted supporters and last year’s
goals are forgotten. She says:
People who jump on a bandwagon and... don’t feel comfortable with it have done it for
the wrong reasons.
The only way to prevent that is to keep information available, provide support and
encouragement while demonstrating to teachers that students do learn and succeed when
multicultural approaches are employed and that everyone in the school can share in the
resulting benefits.
Research Directions for Multicultural Teacher Education
Early in this research, I stated that this was an open-ended, theory-making study,
rather than one in which certain interventions are to be proved or disproved. I wanted the
focus to be on the teachers in an attempt to listen to their ideas and needs, as well as their
understandings of multicultural education. Further research of this type is necessary to
build on the picture that has begun to take shape here.
Research could study pre-service students who participate in cross cultural
immersion experiences such as study abroad or student teaching in urban or ethnically
different settings as they move from college into teaching positions in order to compare their
qualitative understandings of multicultural education to those who have not participated in
such programs. Such studies could help document changes in teacher choice of school
assignments based on, for instance, second language fluency or comfort in urban
environments. Programs which match pre-service students in tutoring relationships with
linguistic minority students could also be researched to determine the effects such
experiences have on college students in terms of their career paths and understanding of the
educational experience of students of color or students whose first language is not English.
Research to build on this study could be done involving a set of randomly selected
White, middle class teachers from the same school district. Districts studied could vary
from totally White, middle class settings to moderately diverse as well as urban. I would be
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interested in understanding their constructions of multicultural education in schools where
this issue is simultaneously more visible and pressing, more discussed and mandated
because of the population of the student body in attendance or the vigilance of the
community. Data could also be collected from teachers of color in grades K-12 in one
district about their understandings of multicultural education related to their personal and
professional experiences.
Because teachers choose not to describe themselves as monocultural if they
perceive that to be pejorative, a set of ranges of self-descriptors could be given to teachers in
a particular district and comparisons in personal backgrounds could be made between those
who are more or less likely to view themselves as effective with diverse populations or who
prefer to teach White, middle class students rather than a diverse student body. Analysis of
data could relate the kinds of experiential travel opportunities, educational and/or personal
exposure to diversity in their lives in order to understand better whether such experiences
have had strong or little impact on their attitudes, classroom behavior and content
A study of the effect of administrators' understandings and beliefs about the
importance or need for education that is multicultural on the teachers in their schools would
also be an interesting subject to research which would accompany and expand on this one.
One could ask if more carefully organized in-service experiences in such schools have had a
different or greater impact on teachers' social construction of the concept of multicultural
education.

Another question might ask if the majority presence of children from diverse

national backgrounds and languages has made White, middle class teachers more sensitive
to or aware of the importance of these matters or have they instead become more hardened
and callused because of stress or their perceptions of the immensity of the challenge.
This study also inferred that learner-centered teaching strategies helped teachers learn
from diverse students by shifting the focus from the teacher as expert to the teacher as
facilitator and coach working to help students tell their stories and improve their skills.
Research is needed here as well. By studying children of non-European American ethnicity
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in classes where learner-centered methodologies and critical pedagogies are being utilized,
we can begin to gauge whether these methods do in fact help both learner and teacher to
learn from each other. Some authors, such as Lisa Delpit (1990) challenge advocates of
whole language and process writing, for example, to teach minority children about the
invisible and mysterious assumptions that these methods draw on that assume that all
children have a wealth of stories to tell. She believes minority parents want their children to
be taught more directly in order to acquire the fluency and persuasiveness of children who
grow up as part of the dominant culture.
Data That Raised Interesting Questions
It would be interesting to research the experience of teachers as substitutes during
especially their early years in the profession. One teacher, Connie, subbed for ten years in
Boston's schools and later regularly taught half time filling in for a variety of teachers and
classes. Several teachers reported benefits from what is often perceived to be a difficult and
stressful position made necessary while waiting for one's own classroom. The skills they
acquired and the awareness of the work of people outside their own specialization or of
students who don't succeed in the mainstream public school setting proved to be invaluable
in broadening their perspectives. Some teachers also marked time between jobs by working
with incarcerated youth, in alternative school settings, as Chapter 1 reading teachers, or in
private schools; their experiences in these settings affected their understandings of the needs
and learning styles of different students. This suiprising pattern should be further studied to
see if in fact teachers should be encouraged to acquire experience in a variety of arenas in the
school environment as a means to developing a more multicultural perspective on their own
preferred area of expertise.
It is also intriguing to examine Connie's case for another reason. Connie expressed
the feeling that she was poorly prepared in terms of her present subject matter of history.
Her forte, she feels, is her ability to relate to teenagers and their concerns. She has had
significant experience with the reality and effects of racial discrimination and structural
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oppression in the United States, yet she touches on it only if students bring up or show
interest in such topics. Her preferred teaching style is discussion with a focus on the people
who participated in history rather than the battles and dates of historical events. There is a
sense that if she had a more secure status within her department or felt more self- confidence
as a professional that she could build bridges for her White, middle and lower class students
to better understand their own personal and national attitudes about race and class. If those
objectives are not valued by her colleagues and supervisors, then her own talents and critical
understandings of multicultural issues may be hidden from students. This seems to echo the
general difficulty that communities of color experience in moving their issues from the
margins to the mainstream of educational priorities.
The third interesting pattern was the role foreign language teaching played in the
lives of these teachers. Several reported having very negative high school experiences;
hopefully the days of rote learning, memorization and grammar-based instruction have
changed to methods that emphasize oral proficiency, culture and communication as primary
goals. But there did seem to be a real connection between how teachers perceived
themselves as language learners and how willing they were to put themselves in situations
where there was the need to speak a different language. Thereafter, when confronted by
children whose first language was not English, those monolingual, language-phobic
teachers seemed more ready to assume that English was the only language the children
should use. "After all, they're living in the United States." Having not had or valued the
experience of learning a second or third language, never using a second language for daily
communication and survival, they had no context to empathize with or support the language
acquisition process of children learning English as a second language. This would be an
interesting topic to explore further. Second language learning may turn out to be a critical
skill that should be creatively required for elementary and secondary school teachers in our
multicultural society (Olsen & Mullen, 1991). I say creatively because many colleges have
minimal language requirements which rarely require students to use that language with
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native speakers beyond the course professor or the language lab voices. Creative courses
that emphasize communicative competence should be developed that require immersion
activities of increasing duration and commitment in neighborhoods or sites where important
domestic second languages, dialects and cultures are practiced, in Mexico, Haiti, Puerto
Rico or the Dominican Republic, for example, while the student is still involved in the
process of becoming a certified professional.
Fourth, examination of the informal places and opportunities where college students
experience diversity is also significant for research. Studying informal settings where
students experience differences in values, lifestyle, verbal and non-verbal language, such as
school dormitories, social clubs and athletics, may guide teacher educators to strategies that
help students deal more knowledgeably with prejudices and biases before they enter the
classroom as teachers. The reflections and actions of students who are required to attend a
campus event sponsored by groups from non-European cultures can be studied to gain
insights on the potential of such assignments for on-campus cultural immersion.
Such types of research provide critical input to multicultural teacher educators as
well as those involved with professional development in schools. By actively addressing
what teachers already know and believe, it is possible to engage their active involvement in
the process of extending knowledge, skills and sensitivity for children most different from
themselves. Acknowledging their strengths will indeed model for teachers what they should
do in their classrooms: build on the strengths children bring to the classroom, respect their
individual backgrounds and dignify their efforts to learn, joining together with parents to
raise the expectations and achievement of all our children.
Evaluation of the Process
This research study has had its positive and negative aspects, apart from the actual
data and analysis. As a researcher, I now have a much greater appreciation of the costs in
time of phenomenological interviewing. I conducted all the interviews, often modifying my
schedule and time table to fit the needs, illnesses and unexpected obligations of my
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participants. I transcribed and typed all the tapes, in the process investing in a larger, faster
computer to keep up with my growing amounts of data. I learned HyperQual, a computer
analysis program that helps organize and code ethnographic interview data.
My doubts and debates about the best site were assuaged by the actual unfolding of
this study. It not only felt right to do it in my own school district, but it helped me and, I
believe, the participants professionally and personally. I was able to have a much deeper
and broader understanding of the curriculum as it is being currendy developed of the K-12
system where I work. The participants became more aware of multicultural education and
found me to be a resource to them for the questions they have about working with linguistic
minority students. For many, I became a source of multicultural materials and for a few, I
have helped present special units or read stories or share interests with their classes.
I did not triangulate the data as much as I had hoped. I was not able to organize a
meeting that all participants could attend. Each teacher read and approved his or her profile
with only a few requests for minor changes. I hope to share and present the results of this
study to the teacher participants. However, some of the participants did not want their
identities shared and it became clear to me that within the district, even with pseudonyms,
most teachers could be easily identifiable from their grade and specialization as well as
uniquely descriptive personal data from the profiles.
The research has provided me with a rich perspective on the school district of Clear
Springs. The diverse outlooks of teachers from several schools and developmental levels
provide areas of congruence and divergence. One realizes how we as teachers work side by
side our colleagues yet rarely speak of our pasts, our dreams, our unique gifts, our colorful
experiences, our doubts and fears. We are caught up in the professionality of education, a
role which requires each to project a knowledgeable confidence to students, administrators
and colleagues alike. We dare not admit that we are not sure or need more support. If such
comments are made, they are generally couched in the desire for greater financial resourcesfor better salaries, for more materials, for smaller class sizes, for greater opportunities for
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time to meet together, to plan creatively, to do our jobs to the best of our abilities. Inside,
we crave recognition of the enormous dedication and work we put into our careers. But it is
the exception rather than the rule for administrators, parents or colleagues to treat us like the
professionals we are and want to be. Schools must continue to become places where we
can, in all our humanness, ask for, give and receive support in our personal and
professional growth. Luckily, the process itself carries with it the rewards of renewed vigor
and delight as we learn from our students and help them ask for, give and receive support
for their academic and personal growth.
The Process of Becoming Multicultural
I return to the story of the sunglasses at the beginning of this chapter. The process
of becoming multicultural is just that: a process. It is impossible for a human being to
completely remove the cultural filters that have screened and organized the stimuli in our
environment and helped us communicate and make sense of what is around us. It would be
ideal if we all had been made aware of our diverse and multicultural country from the time
we had entered pre-school. Perhaps tomorrow this will become more prevalent. But we
have seen as well that contact among people of diverse backgrounds is not sufficient to
allow each of us to learn positively to live with each other with respect, peace and an ability
to work and live together harmoniously. We all, young and old, need personal skills,
linguistic facility, the ability to grow up trusting people of different appearance and behavior
long enough to develop a relationship that illuminates his or her uniqueness and humanity.
We need to escape the stereotypes and fears that envelop us and distort our perceptions and
expectations of one another. Guy describes these blinders clearly:
I wonder where all this bigotry comes from. You're not bom with it. Are Serbs bom
hating Bosnians? Yet, the hatred is passed on. At what point does the child learn that
within his culture he's supposed to hate someone else? The Palestinian, a Jew, the Jew,
a Palestinian. I think human beings are nervous about differences. It must go back to
Neanderthal Man.... If anything was different it was a threat to the group, somehow.
..."What is the first thing you see in a person walking down the street? ... You come
around the comer and I come around the comer. What? Woman? Middle aged?
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Black? Disabled? Rich? ...I think Black is one of the first things that clicks. ...Maybe
it's me. Maybe it's my generation. Maybe the kids are different.... Maybe it's normal
and overcoming that takes an effort.
The first step in addressing the reality of sunglasses, which too often constitute
blinders, is to realize that we have them on. Then, we must have safe opportunities to share
what we see with others who see differently and to discuss the ramifications of what we see
and how we act on what the information we are learning about life. Those of us who have
been privileged by our environments and have grown up safe and educated, owe it to others
who are oppressed or disadvantaged by the same environment to name the oppression and
work to end it That also requires skills that involve organizing, networking and
communicating so that justice be done.
None of us is at the end of this journey. Some of us are just beginning to
understand that a journey needs to be taken. Others have begun in small and safe ways to
ask questions, notice, observe and listen. Others have found that taking risks has created
great opportunities for self-knowledge and adventure. Such people become empowered to
look at challenges as gifts that will lead to new insight and special relationships with new
and unknown people and cultures. For some of us, multicultural education charts clear
battles to be fought on one front and we have chosen to ignore other parallel struggles and
injustices, but our work calls forth allies in other, related areas who learn from our efforts
and apply insights to new challenges.
For those of us in education, the journey cannot begin too soon because children's
present and future lives are affected. Teaching and learning is a frustrating struggle when
one's expectations are that all children are similar to each other and you and that they all
react and learn in similar ways. It is more difficult but infinitely more rewarding to put our
students at the center of the learning process and become the facilitator of their individual
and collective learning activities, learning from them what does and doesn't connect to their
own needs, learning styles and previous knowledge. As teacher educators, we need to
appreciate that this journey is being taken at different times and places by our colleagues.
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Learning about ourselves and others never ends even though the process changes as we
move through our careers as educators. To the extent that we can inspire and support each
other in this process, we enhance our school's evolution into a multicultural environment
where people, ideas, and diversity in all its forms are honored and encouraged.

APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANT DATA

Name

Age

Level

Education

Bob

50

secondary

Bachelor's and some work toward Masters

23 years

Carly

30

elementary

two Bachelor degrees, enrolled in MA 9/93;

5 years

Cindy

34

secondary

Masters degree, spring of 1993;

8 years

Connie

43

secondary

Bachelor's degree; 2 years full time,

Diane

40

elementary

Bachelor's; Masters program begun

10 years

Guy

50

secondary

Bachelor's plus 30

22 years

Joy

43

elementary

Masters

Kathleen

38

elementary

Bachelor's

Meryl

40

Sarah

46

Teaching ExDerience

15 yrs parttime

5 years

14 years

early childhood Masters
elementary

14 years

Bachelor's; entered Masters program spring '93 24 years

Highlights of Participants* Multicultural Experiences

Bob: entered the military at age 20; he was stationed in South Korea for more than a
year. During the rest of his service, he lived in Hawaii, parts of the South and New York
City.

Carly, as a young adult, has traveled in Europe and the Caribbean, Mexico and
Hawaii, as a tourist.
Cindy visited Italy with her grandmother when she was 12 years old.

Connie had significant other relationships in her twenties with African American
men.

Diane's two sisters married African American and African men.
Guy enlisted in the Navy at 19 and spent his military service visiting ports in the
Mediterranean. He later returned as a civilian to Europe to hitchhike through France.
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Joy lived in Tennessee for six or seven years during her twenties as an artist and a
gardener.

Meryl participated in an Urban Studies program in inner-city Philadelphia; she lived
did her work/study while at the university at a parent cooperative privately run school. She
spent a summer in Peru, living with a working class family and working at a hospital run by
Spanish nuns for Quechua children. She worked in battered women's shelters in Boston.
She traveled to Mexico for a summer's language experience. She taught in a bilingual
school and organized an after school reading club for children in Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts. She worked with Hmong families in Minnesota and then with a parent
involvement early childhood program. She worked to integrate special needs children into
public school pre-school programs.

Sarah lived in Italy for five years in her twenties while teaching in a Montessori
program serving the children of a NATO air base. During that time, she traveled all over the
world as a tourist on military flights with her first husband.
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHICS OF MASSACHUSETTS AND CLEAR SPRINGS
According to the Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac (August, 1993),
Massachusetts has a population of 5,998,000. Of those 23.1% are under 18 years old.
89% of the total population is listed as White. Native Americans (.2%), Asians (2.4%),
Black (3%) and Hispanic (4.9%) show a small but increasing minority population in the
state. 15.2% speak a language other than English at home. The poverty rate of people
under age 18 is 13.2%. This year, 1993-4, it is estimated that 55,256 students will graduate
from high school and 8.5% will drop out of school. The per-capita personal income
average is $24, 059. (p. 77)

This compares to a national population of 255,082,000 of which 80.3% are White,
.8% are Native Americans, 2.9% are Asian, 12.1% are Black and 9% are Hispanic. 13.8%
speak a language other than English in their home. The poverty rate nation-wide for those
under 18 is 18.3%. The national drop-out rate is 11.2%. The per capita personal income
average is $19,841 (p. 5).

The County Commission compiled a series of statistics on towns in western
Massachusetts which provided comparative data used in the graph comparing national, state
and local statistics. In it. Clear Springs had a population of 18, 666 in 1990 with a
projected 4% loss in population by the year 2000. The population percentage described as
White is 98.2%, Black, .6%, Hispanic, .9% and other 1.2%. The figures for the public
schools are more diverse however. The dropout rate for 1992-3 is 6.5%.
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APPENDIX C
WRITTEN CONSENT FORM
To participants in this study:

My name is Marilyn Barrett, teacher of English as a Second Language in this district
and a graduate student at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. The subject of my
doctoral research is "Teachers in the Process of Becoming Multicultural." I am
interviewing men and women who teach in pre-school through twelfth grade in Clear
Springs Public Schools who are perceived by supervisors and/or colleagues as people
committed to incorporating a multicultural perspective in their personal pedagogy.
As part of this study, you are being asked to participate in three in-depth interviews
of about ninety minutes each which would take place outside of school in a place we can
mutually agree on where quiet, uninterrupted conversation can take place. In addition, in
order to get a better sense of the physical space in which you teach and the students you
work with, I would like to observe you in your classroom during the course of a normal
day of teaching sometime between the second and third interviews The first interview will
be focused on past personal and educational experiences leading up to your decision to
enter teaching as a career as well as in-service training, graduate work, travel and personal
experiences that have influenced your ideas on education, especially as related to cultural
diversity. The second interview will focus on the details of what it is like for you today in
your present teaching situation. Following the visit to your classroom and a follow-up
conversation where you can reflect and interpret for me the classes I observed, the third
interview will be concerned with your reflections on what this means to you in terms of
your teaching, your professional development and the challenges you have found in
developing a multicultural perspective as a central vision or organizing principle.
My task will then be to analyze the materials from your interviews, in order to better
understand your experience. I will write a composite of your interview materials in the
form of "profile" in your own words.. After interviewing between ten and twenty
teachers, I must then weave your story into the voices of other teachers who are also trying
to incorporate a multicultural dimension in what they present to students. I am interested in
the specific and concrete details of what this challenge involves in the daily work of a
classroom teacher who is not a specialist in bilingual education or English as a Second
Language. I am interested in the different kinds of education, training, personal
relationships and experience mentioned by teachers which have been effective in helping
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them gain a more pluralistic view of presenting their subject matter to make it more
accessible and relevant to the diverse range of students in our classrooms today. I may
eventually wish to use some quotations from interview material in journal articles, in
presentations to interested groups, or for instructional purposes as case studies for pre- and
in-service teachers learning about multicultural education. I may wish to write a book
based on the research for the dissertation.
Each interview will be audio-taped and transcribed by me or by one or more typists
who will not be connected with your school and will be equally committed, as I am, to
confidentiality. In all written materials and oral presentations in which I might use
materials from your interview, I will not use your name or the name of your school. I will
ask you for suggestions for your pseudonym and references to people mentioned in the
transcript will use initials until other pseudonyms have been substituted.
You may withdraw from the interview process at any time before they are
completed. You may withdraw your consent to have specific excerpts used, if you notify
me at the end of the interview series. You may read the profile I compose of your words
and convey to me if I have misinterpreted what you believe you meant by the quotations I
used. You do not, however, reserve the right to edit my conclusions, themes or
connections I make from the collective data. If I were to want to use any materials in any
way not consistent with what is stated above, I would ask for your additional written
consent.
In signing this form, you are also assuring me that will make no financial claims for
the use of the material in your interviews; you are also stating that no medical treatment will
be required by you from the University of Massachusetts should any physical injury result
from participating in these interviews.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Barrett

I,___, have read the above statement
and agree to participate as an interviewee under the conditions stated above.

Signature of Interviewer

Date

Signature of participant

APPENDIX D
TRANSITIONAL EXPERIENCE
AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW OF CULTURE SHOCK
1. Learning involves change and movement from one cultural frame of reference to another.
Individuals are presented with changes in cultural landscapes.

2. Culture shock assumes unique important and meaning to the individuals. Individuals
undergo a highly personal experience of special significance to themselves.

3. Change becomes provocative. Individuals are forced into some form of introspection
and self-examination.

4. Adjustment is extreme in its ups and downs. Individuals undergo various forms of
frustration, anxiety, and personal pain.

5. Confrontation forces personal investigation of relationships. Individuals must deal with
the relationships and processes inherent in their situation as outsiders.

6. New ideas force behavioral experimentation. Individuals must, of necessity, try out new
attitudes and behaviors. This becomes a trial-and-error process until appropriate behavioral
responses emerge.
7. The results from step 6 present unlimited opportunity for contrast and comparison.
Individuals have at their disposal an unending source of diversity with which they can
compare and contrast their own previous experiences" (P. Adler, 1975, pp 14-15).
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
1. Kathleen

January (3 meetings Tuesday after school one
week apart) observation: Monday before last
interview

2. Meryl

February (2 meetings on Thursdays after
school before February vacation, 1 after)
observation: Tuesday after vacation

3. Bob

February/March - (1st meeting during vacation
at school, 2nd, 3rd at his home on weekend)
observation: at Diversity Leadership Meeting,
Wednesday afternoon in March

4. Connie

March (after school Tuesdays, 3 in a row)
observation: Monday before final interview
March (after school Thursdays, 3 in a row)
observation: Wednesday morning before last
interview)

5. Carly

6. Guy

April (2 interviews on Fridays before April
vacation and 1 in May) observation: two
classes during India week and two during
Africa week

7. Cindy

April, May (one interview at school during
vacation, one after school on a Tuesday, cut
short, and one after school on a Tuesday)

8. Sarah

April, May (3 after school on Mondays several
weeks apart)
observation: Monday before last interview

9. Joy

April, May (1st interview at her home before
school vacation, 2nd at her home during
vacation and third after school on a Thursday)
observation: Tuesday before last interview

10. Diane

April, May (1st interview at her home during
school vacation, 2nd, 3rd after school on
Fridays)
observation: Monday before last interview

Interviews begun January 10, 1993.
Interviews completed May 30, 1993
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Interviews transcribed from January through
July, 1993. Interviews coded on HyperQual
June through August, 1993.

APPENDIX F
CATEGORIES DEVELOPED WITH HYPERQUAL

Category-Size in Computer memory
2nd language fluency

27k

art curriculum

21k

awareness of bias

33k

barriers to multicultural education

38k

career choice (personal)

41k

childhood memories

47k

cl ass consciousness

32k

colleagues' influence

45k

college

56k

communication skills

26k

community

20k

curiculum (general)

42k

developmental classroom

27k

discipline

26k

disempowemient, feelings of

20k

disenfranchised vouth

21k

diversity7 experiences in youth

42k

diversity of significant others

29k

expenences of parenting

27k

experiences of diversity related to teaching

51k

extracurricular interests

20k

family background

129k

field trips

30k

financial pressure

30k

first year experiences (as teacher)

21k

gender identity

33k

gender inequity

23k

goals

24k

home is where the heart is

21k

events related to getting job in Gear Springs

27k
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individual differences among students

21k

integrated leaminc (.philosophy of)

21k

interculturai adventures

21k

learning about self as teacher

63k

learning community (the school as..)

71k

life after teaching

21k

living overseas

21k

Masters degree

21k

math curriculum

30k

mediation

29k

mentoring

23k

military expenences

41k

monoculturalism

20k

motivation

26k

multicultural education (definitions)

113k

needed changes (in schools)

29k

non-teaching work experience

20k

parental expectations

20k

parental involvement (in own classrooms)

32k

personal attitudes

71k

philosophy of education

21k

possible solutions

20k

professional problems
reading curriculum

24k
OGlL\.

restructuring, ideas on school

2~k

rewards of teaching

20k

role models (personal)-

2^k

school diversity

62k

science curriculum

20k

social cumculum

29k

social studies cumculum
special needs students

48k
"»Gl-

staff training

26k

stereotypes

20k

student anecdotes

21k

teacher burnout

26k
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teacher in non-academic roles
teaching experience
teaching frustrations

20k
74k
44k

travel experiences
watershed experiences
workshop presentations (staff development)
writing curriculum

71k
42k
38k
53k

w
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